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ABSTRACT

UNDERWATER LIGIGHTING BY SUBMERGED LASERS

. was measured at virtually all distances on-axis and off axis in

seven kinds of water, 7-16 to /-31

*.... is represented by an equation for engineering use, 7-33

- - is predicted in other kinds of water, 7-36

- - - is predicted at any wavelength. 7-37

(!NDERWATER LIGHTING BY SUBMERGED INCANDESCENT SOURCES

- - - was measured at virtually all distances

on-.axis, 4-24 to 4-35

off-axis, 6-19

from a spherical lamp, 4-28

from a plane diffuser, 2-2

with polarization. 5-13

UNDERWATER LIGHTING FOR PHOTOGRAPHY

- - - is illustrated

at short ranges, 3-14

at long ranges, 3-15

by measurements, 3-8

by equations. 3..5

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER

- - - are identified and defined in Appendix A,

S- - have been measured by new techniques for

attenuation, 2-8

scattering, 2-18

absorption. 2-20
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 A DECADE OF RESEARCH

This final report under contract N00014-69-A-0200-6013 presents the results of a ten-year program of
research on underwater lighting by submerged light sources, including lasers. It covers the decade from
1961 through 1970 and is part of a continuing research program in hydrologic optics that has been carried

out by the author and some of his colleagues since 1944.* Many of the experiments were performed at a
field station at Diamond Island in Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire. The account which follows be-
gins with brief descriptions of the origins of the research and of the field station.

1.2 ORIGIN OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

Recommendations in 1947-48 by an ad hoc Working Group of the present National Research Council

Committee on Vision that research in hydrologic optics under Navy sponsorship should be initiated by the
author resulted in the establishment of the Visibility Laboratory and the field station at Diamond Island.
An uninterrupted succession of Navy contracts from 1948 to the present have been responsible for most of

the Laboratory's in-water research. Other agencies have also participated including the National Science
Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Departments of Commerce, In-

terior, and Transportation.

The chairman of the 1947 Working Group was Dr. Edward 0. Hulburt, then Superintendent of the Op-

tics Division of the Naval Research Laboratory, and its members included the author of this report. The
task of the Group was to develop means for predicting by calculation the visibility of shallowly submerged
objects.

After a considerable study during 1947, the Working Group concluded that new fundamental know-

ledge was needed concerning (1) the optical effects of water waves, (2) the manner in which submerged
objects are illuminated by daylight, (3) the directional reflectance of submerged surfaces, and (4) image

transmission by ocean Water. It recommended, therefore, that research on these topics should be spon-

sored by the Navy. The Group also searched for a suitable principal investigator. It was found that, ex-

cept for the author of this report, none of the scientists who had previously conducted optical research in
the ocean were available. Accordingly he was urged by his fellow members on the Working Group to under-
take the needed studies. The required research began in the summer of 1948 under an ONR contract.

* Duntley, S. Q. (1946) VISIBILITY STUDIES AND SOME APPLICATIONS IN THE FiELD OF CAMOUFLAGE,

Summary Tech. Rept. Div. 16, NRDC (Columbia Univ. Press, New York), Vol. 2, pp 210-212, available from
DDC as AD 221102.
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1.3 GUIDELINES

Several guidelines for the new experiments were, developed by the Workin(g Group) and pairt cu larly by

Dr. HKilburt. He advi sedi that the costs and difficull jes of condUCting the experiments from aircrafi, at sea

Ild be so great that the probability of eventual suIcce!ss wou-ld he lOW Hr. belieed thiat the inveýstip

tion would fall short of its goals unless an inexpensive and favorable ()L loor working environment could

be found. Dr. Hulburt recommended: (1) that the expeýrimerits should be iniliatea in a fresh-water lake,

where inany ocean complications would not lhe. encountered; (2) that no aircraft be, used, but thait a struc-

ture be erected from the bottom of the lake to support the ''aerial'' observer and] his measuring eguipir'gnt,

(3) that the site be reasonably isolated from public intrusion. Dr. HulbIurt expected that the magnitudes of

the the optical properties of lake water would differ from tho!;e of corresponding quantities in the oceans

but that the significant optical principlr.s would be ideniticalI. He recommended that the research he shifted

to the ocean only after the principles were un~derstood and the experimental technigue'i perfected. IThe

Working Gmoup unanimously endorsed these wise recommendations and the author proceeded with them as

guidelines.

1.4 ORIGIN OF THE FIELD STATION AT DIAMOND ISLAND

A suiltable site for the expr riments was selected about two hours drive from the author's laboratory

at M.I.T. It is located in Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire at Diamond Island. As shown by the maps

in Fig. 1-1 , the island lies about one mile off the South shore of this large lake. in 1947 it was inhabited

only by its owner, Frederick C. Spooner (M.I.T. '191 of Lincoln, Massachusetts. Rou~ghly oval, it is three-

eighths of a mile long. three-sixteenths of a mie wide, and comprises abou~t 35 acres of mixed forest.

NORT IH

4~VNV~ G

DIAMONrJ;

1A 0OV, Al ION fiA'

2 I StAN.. O(srvait itll lo-.!,

1,W SIAle~t Whartr

~ Ii R ~ 4,1to4sr' ot

P Piuotrpirrrf'4h anrdfIv llcIitwa
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F igureý 1 -2 shows obl I It (ILWMIr I aI photographis oft I tife is I ind xis seeýn f rom , m, ,Ou~t h. t I I I ýO hi ii~l

grFound beif'g( about a htiildlred Otet above lake level. A location fexcel lent for ill ais'p(! ts of thle work ex-

iSt(d on1 the! SOuth1 S1lio.( Oof the Island. lSee hog. 1 -2.) Arrangements were mnade am~ong the Office of Niaea

Reseairch, its cujiltrantor (the, Ma.SSa3chusettS Instilitute of T'*chnologty , and the ,vner of -Diamnondl Island

(r-.C Spooner ) tor the estahl IIshment of a f ielId stat i on where the de-s rtod resea.rch coul Id he! conduc Ited.I

Later, in 1952), the author moved the Vicibihty Laboratory fromT M.I.T, to the Scripps lkustitottiel(if Oceanw-

oqrapliy of ti-ir Urniversity of Cal fortia it) San Diego mind cusindy of t he f ied stat ion shifted to 111hot mi-

StitUtlil1.

46



The research at Diamond Island by the author and is colleagues began in 1948 and contiued

throughout successive sumnm;ers until 1,96. Subseqnently, the U.S. Navy Undoewater Sound Lahorrtory

Center, New London, Co;nncticut ac((iir(,d the fac ility and, in 1969, began experi ments in underwater op-

tics arid acoustics thli'er.

1.5 THE FIRST DECADE (1948 - 1958)

The Visibility Laboratory exoae;imenrts at Diamond Island comprise two distinct eras. The first decade

was devoted to the original problem of the Working Group, which might be called "'the daylight case" be-

cause all of the light was provided by the sun and the sky. Scant attenticn was given to objects illumi-

nated by submerged artificial light sources.

Sunlight and skylight penetrate the water ) illuminate any submerged object and, because of scatter-

ing within the water lower its apparent contrast. (See Appendix A, pages 225 to 233.) Optical effects of

several kinds occur at the water surface and are complcated by the water wave structure. All of these

phenomena were studied at Diamond Island under the entire gamut of lighting conditions, weather condi-

tions, and directions of view. Many ancillary problerns were also invesitigated. A full account of the re-

search at Diamond Island in the first decade would, as a single document, make a report larger than this

one, The results are spread, however, among many Visibility Laboratory reporis and publications. Still

other papers, chiefly by the author's colleagues, describe related experiments t,-at they perforrncc it sea.

A bibliography of these writings is in Appendix B of this report.

i.6 THE SECOND -RA (1959- 1966)

The second era of research at the Diamond Island field station was concerned with underwater light-

rig( from submerged artificial sources. Initially, lighting produced by submerged conventional sources was

studied in the interest of underwater photography, television and direct viewing from submersibles or by

swinmers. Experiments of this tkind began in 1958 and dominated the program in 1959 arid 1960. By 1961

interest had centered on the probable advent of underwater lasers capable of producing blue-green light

either continuously or at very high peal, power and short pulse duration. Actually no niderwater laser

source was available until 19,4, but in anticipation of it experiments were conducted in 1961 arid 1962

with an incandescent underwater projector which produced beamns of light similar in diameter arid collima-

tion to those expeL,.,td fronm underwater lasers. Experiments with underwater lasers were made at Dianiond

Island in 1964 1965, arid 1966.

1 7 SIMULATION OF OCEAN CONDITIONS

Traw;fer of the laser experirmuits frorr the lake to the ocean was initiated in 1967. A site survey was

irnade,, but funds couild not h). found for so expensivei a research undertakinrig. ONt funderd, how(ver, a pro-

graillu r sirlltliated oceall laser experiments that were eventually conducted zat milodei l scal In ii a slwcic l
lahoratory tank, Preparations for this work proýee de d throughout 1968, 1909, and eiarly 1970. Fiwincial

tsuppierirituatio was provided by tie U.S. Naval Air Develohpimert ('inter, the U.S, Navel Oirdiainw, Liatort -

tory, the Deliartrnile t of Corm( i rceý, iri St; Griant C((wI, Pr n in of the Nati.nril Scarier Fa i l-ii. I

telisive (&ita on the pr()t;qlationi t wi-,i-i h',nIn- thin aun l i tllki !(' ()ct-cirl wir(er, 1 l Inlay k al(k wt if 1(:!i1wVFd

during 1970.

1-4



Thi s report coveis id of the expeI1"rimets On) under0water artifici al rq(htrir made duringq t~re ten-year

li tethiie ol Con tract NOOO1 4-C-A-0200-60 13, 1 961 - 1970, includi ng Loth the rusearch ait Dki iiion(I IslIanid

(1961 - 19f6() and that in rthe ocean sirmu ationl tank. Marny of thre experimental and thecoretical studide s

wh icri preceded Contract N00O1 4-69-A-0200-601 3 were essential predece~ssors to it, anrd sonme of thre in-

ta I experi merits under it were prelIim inary to the SUbseqUent work with subnierged lasersi. l-1w relevant

pr elimiinary experiments aire summarized in, the section whichi follows.



II

2. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER

2.1 EXPLORATION OF FUNDAMENTALS

The first decade of research at Diamond Island (1948- 1958), although dedicated to the daylight case,

served to explore many of the fundamentals of hydrologic optics and thereby to lay the foundation for all

of the resoditrc dCesc61b~d in this report. One prodc't of the first winter of contract N00014-69-A-0200-6013

was the writing of a paper entitled "Light in the Sea'' which provide6 a comprehensive overview of these

fundamentals. It also interprets the experiments with submerged incandescent lamps which were performed

at Diamond Island during the simmers of 1959, j960, and 1961. A reprint of "Light in the Sea'' has been

iicluded as ,ppui6ix A of dhis repor', partly because it is a product of the contracL but principaly be-

cause it provides definitions of the concepts, the terminology, and the notation used throughout this re-

port. It also includes essential descriptions of some of the apparatus used throughout contract

N00014-69-A-0200-6013 and it presents the results of experiments with a highly collimated underwater

light source that were performed at Diamond Island during the first summer of the contract. Numerous

references to paragraphs, equations, and figures in ''Light in the Sea'' will be made tt-oughout this report.

The terminology and symbols it defines will be used but not defined again here. The concepts it develops
will be referenced by page number, but the development will not be repeated. In short, it is assumed that

readers will familiarize themselves with the contents of ''Light in the Sea'' (Appendix A).

This report also contains several other appendices drawn from previous reports or from papers which

have evolved in the course of the long program. These appendices have been included to supplement and

shorten this report.

2.2 EARLY MEASUREMENTS OF UNDERWATER LIGHTING BY SUBMERGED LAMPS

Although a few experikents during the first decade ,it Diamnond Island employed submerged incandes

cent lamps for various purposes, the first extensive n Isurem'nts of the un~deJrwater artificial lightinq

were performed in the sumnimers of 1959 and 1960. The. results are described ini two report,ý which are in

cIuded here as Appe*ndices G and H. The princ;ipal results of the 1959.9 GO studies are alcio stiumian iz d

briefly on pages 221, 222, and 223 of Appendix A. An nterenstlirg addition to one of thesf experiments

was made1 in 1962 under contract N00014-69-A-0200-6013, as describhod in rhe followin(o moo.

.< 1



2.3 DISAPPEARANCE OF RECEDING SUBMERGED LAMPS

A phenomenon having important implications to underwater imagery and the performance of underwater
laser systems is described on page 221 of Appendix A, as follows: ". .. a receding, uniform, spherical
lamp appears to be surrounded by a glow of scattered light which becomes proportionately more prominent
as lamp distance is increased, until at some range, often 18 to 20 attenuation lengths, the lamp image can

no longer be discerned and only the glow is visible." Thus, any object becomes obscured by its own
scattered light, even in otherwise unlighted water. Figure 15 on page 222 of Appendix A illustrates part

of this phenomenon by means of curves showing the angular distribution of apparent radiance of a uniform
spherical incandescent frosted lamp at a series of increasing distances up to 9.6 attenuation lengths. Be-
cause the apparent angular diameter of the lamp decreased from 38.4 milliradians to 6.7 milliradians in
this experiment, interpretation of the curves is not simple. The experiment was repeated, therefore, in

1962 with the angular diameter of the source maintained constant at 10 milliradians.

Figure 2-1 shows how the 1962 experiment was configured. It was not possible to obtain a series of

spherical lamps having a range of diameters suitable for such an experiment, but it was easy to achieve a
corresponding result using a plane circular diffuse emitter. As depicted in Fig. 2-1, the same 1000-watt
spherical underwater lamp used to produce Fig. 15 in Appendix A was housed in a water-fi lled, rectangular

metal box one end of which was closed by a sheet of diffusing plastic. Several sheet metal caps were
made to cover this end of the box. In the center of the first of these a circular aperture was cut one-half
foot in diameter. Similar metal caps containing holes respectively one-fourth, one-eighth, and one-
sixteenth foot in diameter were also made. The diffusely emitting plane source, masked to a diameter of
one-half foot by means of the appropriate metal cap, was placed 50 feet in front of the image in water of
the entrance pupil of the telephotometer. This image was 1.75 feet behind the water-glass surface of the
observation window. The angular distribution of apparent radiance thus produced was measured by means
of the same automatic scanning, photoelectric, telephotometer used to obtain the data in Fig. 15 of Appen-
dix A. A photograph of this equipment and a description of it is given in Section 2.7 of this report. As in

100 • apDsac

OI-

z

LAMP TELEPHOTOMETER"

10153
1510 5 0 5 10 15

<5 (DEGREES)

Fig. 2-1. Angular distributions of apparent radiance produced by plane circular, diffuse, submerged sources
10 milliradians in angular diameter.
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the, case o! F ig. 15 of Appendix A, the to lepliotomiete r h ad a ci rculiar acceptance cone 0).25 degrees in ain-

guI ar diameter ( ii air) anid had its spect~a response limited by a W~ratten 611 filter. Thus, a submerged

cir'cular plane source 1.0 mfiiiradians in angular diameter was scanne--d with a 01.59 mill iradian accept-

ance cone.

The larri was then moved 2-5 feet closer to the telephotorneter and the diamneter of the planie emiitting
SUrfacc vans reduced to a diameter of 1 74 foot, so that the apparent zingu dar diaometer of the sou~rGCe Ce-

mtmai n ed ) milliradians. rhe new angular di stributiori of apparent radiance was then recorded. In this way

a family of four radiarice distribution meaisuLrements were mad~e at lamip di stances of 50, 2E, 12.5, and (3.25

feet respectively but with the rliametrer of the, plane e_-mitting source correspondingly reduced (' 12 ft.,

1,,'4 ft., 1/8 ft., 1/"16 ft.) so that the source a ways, subtended tho same angle (10 C ilitrad iaris) as seent

from the te lephotormeter.

The resulIt ing data are shown in Fig. 2-I In eachi casce the apparent rod once of the diffusely rnmi tt lg
plane surface has beeii normaIi zed to unity in order to display the shape of the curves nest Si reply. 1I drte-

sired, relIat i 'e valIutes of the apparent rad 'inarce of the diffusring disk can be, easily calculated from the re.-

spf..cti ye true water path lengths (48.25, 23.2b, 10C. /5, ciii 4.50 fieet) and the prevailIinrg aitten uat ion length

(4.62 ft' In) since thre reduct inn of its apparent iad iarice wit~h dista~nce. depends only on) the attenuation co-

ef'ficient a, as illustrated-c by Fig. 14 on) page 221 of Appendix A. lire radiance distributions in Fig. 2 1

illustrate gu1.antitative ly the way in w~hich theý sguare-shou Idered imiage of the circular disk di sŽppears into

its own scattered lighlt with increasing !amnp distanc.e. By vi suni inspection , the sphierical Source could

oct be di scerneo at a lamp distance of 75 feet (16.2 attenuation lengths), a huh te wate was bright

,with the scattered radiaonce from the i amp.

The limiting rangc at which a distant submerged lamp disappears in its own glow can be increased

only slightly by providing more larimp power. A more puwenfuIl amp produces a brighter glow which changes

the. adaptive state of the eye, thereby lowering its contrast threshold and enabling the !amrp Lo be. moved

to a slightly epreater cirstance before the apparent contrast between the lamp arnd the glow surrouiidirrg it is

reduced to the new threshold value. It is futile. to seek a substantial increase in the distance at which
the Outlinem of a se If-luninouIs, Submierged object is di scernlible simply by using a giant I-aimp. Replacement

of the one; kilowatt lamp with a 5 kilowatt bulb would have produced a brighter field of view from the ob-
serving port but Wouldl have increased only slightly the lmiting distance at which the shape, of the lamp
c ould be s~een

2.4 MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLUME ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT

All of the sections to fol low in thils report make extensive use of a mecasurablIe optical Ipropf..rty of
water cal led the ;I)(, tra! e aue I(lwirwllirn ( (wl/ficiun / It relates to the imnage -taisIitm roeteso

water and to the transm iss ion of srmallI diamireter eelhimated beams of lI gli, as well as to various oither

phenomena.- A reniarkab Ie variety of di ffererit k inrds of mea suremenits yield identical v alutes of I hi wa hr

property. 1Ihiis suggests that a baOsi pClroperty of water is being measured, s ince no uninqge exper i iii ota

procedure is reguired. l he spec~tral WI volum altitemuat1 ion oiificieet will he dernoted iti this repori lhy Othe

Greek letter alpha (0 .*

* lor r~rsiiiso s or ermintv c~vii pn ' .ý] it i Appwirdix A), ii ow , r,, io-i -f dpho I 11111T.- ri41--11,ii

thiroughotru I hji rvp( itt t r lim d iii .1 ri i I N',(r ran~l .il 11 il ( 1 (. 1- .1" 'III in nun rr 1 iYgih 1!; r h i t-,

tu , hroiugh ap i n) Uirh~rnin writv- r I ri 1 r j r na aiirv it frj ,i' I l, 1 1. :W79.
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WHAr IS ALPHA?

Several formal definitions of the snectral vol ume attenuLation coefficient appear in the scientific liter-

at Lre. Some, of the dcf nitiois are stated in words; others employ the language of mathematics. Most

writers use a mixture of both . Three definitions of alpha given by the author in previo is writings are

quoted later in this section, but first it is important to note that every formal definition represents a model

of nature. The very fact that many luite different models have been defined illustrates that attenuation

has multiple aspects. It suggests that, actually, several different forms of spectral volume attenuation

coefficient are possible, each for use in some particular circumstance. Amazingly, however, numerical

values of alpha for natural waters are alike by nearly all reasoniable techniques within the precision and

accuracy of conventional, high L quality radiometric measurements photoelectric, photographic, or visual.

A succession of engineers and scientists have constructed apparatus intended to fulfill as closely as

practicable the requirements implied by one or another of the definitions. Each builder points out that his

design seeks to approximate some definition. Nearly each user becomes concerned about whether the in-

strurnent he is using measures alpha properly for his particuler application. No one seems sure and this

is a perpetual source! of concern to the entire user community. It also disturbs some theoreticians, who

seek to build models, into useful mathematical structures of great complexity. The quandaries become

more serious and more perplexing when the question is asked, ''Do the optical processes of nature obey

my model of alpha?' This question is rarely resolved to anyone's satisfaction, chiefly because it is mcre

appropriate to ask "Do my alpha data adequately describe the pertinent observable effects?'' The latter

question can usually be answered by an emphatic ''yes,'' because a bewildering variety of methods for

measuring attenuation give the same numerical result within the accuracy and precision ordinarily

achieved. Within that limit there is a uiique, e-s ily measurable, widely useful, numnerical property of

natural waters that can he called ''alpha.'

The spectral volume attenuation coefficient is the cornerstone of this report. The paragraphs which

follow describe many experimental techniques and devices by means of which this universal water prop-

erty can be nieasured, All of them, when properly executed, yield the same nlumerical value. Theoretical

relations for the use of alpha appear throughout this report and its appendices. Many, many others can be

found in the literature. Formal definitions of alpha will be postponed until this observable property of

natural waters has been introduced by descriptions of means for its measurement and by examples of its

use. This is a practical approach to what has sometimes seemned to be an illusive concept lying at the

very foundation of hydrologic optics. It is hopid that the paragraphs which follow will show that there

exists a real, unanbiguous, useful descriptor of the monochromatic olptical properties of natural waters

which is easily measurable by any one of many different techiniques arid is directly useful in unifyinq the

propagation of light and imaqes tihrough lnatural waters. Once this practical concept has been accepted,

it is easy to pla':e reliadce Oil 1nie(nsuremnents and to use data aindt equations alike for deeper understand-

ing and USeful. acCOflpl ishllnenis.

TECHNIQUES FOR MEAS'JRING AllLNUA[ION

No attempt will he nwail to c;ataloglue (1// availahble tec-hrniqi s for fiwattiriii( thle slw'(?trtil volumi' ditttn

UatliOu coefficient ;l'plia (,t) [here are doz.n<-s, and new mnetlhods or vtirilnits 0on old one(s ctll;ic caY ly he in)

veintedl . It is howevor, irmportant to co si.idte ,everal -se iificanl and Jloite different lypits of 1eWi;oltre

eriýtS which, III ill c111 >s. 'yield the s,1,1in riuiericail result. l;.s wili be done in tIll, ixa ra lh.

which follow
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(.Con rast lih'dicctim. The initial researoh at Diamond Island (1948) concerned the I isibi/itv of Sub-

merged objects, i.e., the limiting distance at which an underwater observer could visually detect a sub-

merged object. Analogous experiments in air had already been made in the atmosphere as early as 1923
by Kochmeider in Germany and later by many others, including the author. The apparent contrast of ob-

jects viewed along horizontal atmospheric paths of sight against an apparent background of cloud-free

horizon- s,,y had been found to diminish exponentially with distance. An attenuation coefficient i was

assigned to this phenomenon. Underwater photographic telephotometry of objects along horizontal sub-

merged paths of sight disclosed that the simple exponential form of contrast reduction equation also ho!cs

in daylit water.* The first data on the volume attenuation coefficient of water at Diamond Island were,

therefore, calculated from photographic telephotometry of submerged objects. Immediate use of this in-

formation, combined with laboratory visual thresholds, successfully predicted the ranges at which under-

water observers could detect specific objects. The value of volume attenuation coefficient measured in

this way was, therefore, the desired descriptor of water for studies of the visibility of submerged objects.

Measuremerts of a by any other technique had to be validated against underwater daylight telephotom-

etry. Several years elapsed before serious efforts were made to devise other means for making attenua-

tion measurements, because research interest was centered on exploring the laws of contrast transmission

by various paths ,f sight through water and through the water surface.

Trnsmissomrctr. Experiments at sea and, later, Diamond Island research with artificial lights at

night required an instrument for measuring alpha. Rudimentary light beam trarsmissometers had been used

by others. The first such device seen by the author (1944) consisted of a wooden yardstick with a flash.

light taped to one end and a waterproofed photoelectric photographic exposure meter taped to the other; it

is not a recommended transmissometer A succession of steadily improving Visibility Laboratory designs

produced a truly excellent transmissometer (see Fig. 2-2) which was used at Diamond Island in 1958 for

research described in Appendix C. These experiments used laboratory psychophysical visual detection

threshold techniques underwater for the first time. They showed, in a very careful series of measurements,

This page is rep)rodutced at the
back of the report by a different
reproduction mnethod" to provide

r better detail.

Fig. 2-2

Subme rgible photoelectric trans-

1tissonmeter ir, use at Dian mtl

IF& I and. Both li gh horceO~ anid
receiver were collimateil.

"PPersonnel: Johm Fostter (kneel-

ing) nod John iE. Tyler.

• Along h(rirumml pnttlh, A' -ight ,mmI'.
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that identical values Of volulox attenuation coefficient, valid for usf) in nulnirical pred(lictions, of the limit

ing visual detection ranges of small submerged objects, were pr~xuiiced both by dayli ght t:lephotomletry

and by the submysible transmisso reter shown in Fig. 2 2.

Alp•hi (1roin 'isuis "l'hrch-hl It i . r The underwater psvchophysical exweriments describobd in Ap

pendix C show that laboratory visual threshold data are applicable to valid nurnierical predictions of visual

threshold distances. Such laboratory thresholds show that black-suited swiminers- h/oing# ti) (•ti' of• '

hihgi/'r re•fh n'cor t will, when deployed horizontally, lose sight of each other at a selparation of 4 attC;ua-

lion lengths when there is ample daylight. Thus, two swimmers can determine reciprocal alpha (1/.i) sim-

ply by separating horizonitally while connected by a measuring line. One fourth of their mutual disappear-

ari.e range equals 1/1 . No equipment other than a knotted, measured line is needed. Water clarity was

measured in this way throughout the ocean reseaich site survey described in Section 7 of this report.

.W/pjh (it hligh • oll/plation. The completion in 1962 of the second underwater tower and track at Dia-

mond Island, with precision remote pointing controls for the collimated incandescent underwater projector

(see Sec. 4.3), enabled the volume attenuation coefficient to be measured with highly collimated beams of

light over easily changed lengths of path. When used with the 2-watt concentrated-arc source and full

2-inch beam diameter the divergence of the projector was 0.175 nilliradians (0.6 minutes of arc) measured

at 1/30 power points Any beam diameter down to 1/20 inch was available, with increased beam spread

due to diffraction. When, for example, the projector using the 2-watt source was stopped down to a beam

diameter of 0.1 inch, the beam divergence was 0.6 milliradians (2 minutes of arc) at 1,/30 power points.

These and various intermediate beam, diameters were tried at lamp distances from 1 to .() feet,

Se\eral types of receivers were tested; one was the Visibility Lahoratory Mark IV photoelectric tele-

photometer shown in Fig. 2-3. This supcrb instrument could be used with entrance pupil diameters from

35am0 to 1 mm and fields of view from 2 degree, to 0.1 minute of arc. Many combinations were tried on

the underwater track. By varying the length of the water path and making a semilogarithmic plot of flux

received vs. lamp distance, absolute values of alpha could be found from the slope of the resulting

straight line without requiring an air reading. These trials weie also repeated with identical facilities in

the laboratory tank described in Section 7 of this report. In fact, such experiments are sometimes used as

a student laboratory exercise in one of the author's courses. The values of attenuation coefficient are re-

markably unaffected by beam arid receiver geometry as long as (11 stray light is effectively eliminated

and (2) the ratio of beam diameter to length of the water path is sinal I. It is not necessary to have high

collimation at both the light source and the receiver, although stray light is easier to suppress when somr

practical rrodicum of collimation is provided for both source and receiver. Beam divergence and receiver

field of view of the order of 1 degree seems to be a good choice for fixed path transmissometers using um

air measurement to establish the (t 0 reading. Their data agrees with that produced by daylight telepho-

tometry, visual threshold range, and by several other techniques for measuring alpha which are described

in paragraphs that follow. Higher collimation does not result in an aporeciably different value of the vol-

urne attenuation coefficient.

Alph/ from Mwrxui •rnimts ol Irrmdtintze On Axi s. The curves in 'iection 4.4 show several combinations

of beam diameters, beam divergences, and path segments for which the alpha-slope is followed when the

receiver is an irradiance collector. Many ways of measuring alpha are suggested by these curves. In rmiont

practical circurmstances, however, they are not attractive options from the standpoint of convenriea1ce.
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Alpha from T7,hlphotometry (of an Vxte'nded, l)if/,sc' Sourc('. The most convenient way of measuring

"alpha at night with the underwater tower and track at Diamond Island made use of the Mark IV telephotom-

eter and an extended, diffuse source of light at variable distance in the water, The method evolved from

the experiment diagramed in Fig. 2-1. Telephotometer measurements of the apparent radiance of the center

of the diffusely emitting surface produced a straight line on a semilogarithmic plot of apparent radiance

vs. lamp distance. The numerical slope of ihis line agreed exact!y with alpha measured by the transmis-

someter and other techniques described above. In this case all of the collimation was provided by the

excellent telescopic optical system of the Mark IV telephotometer.

In practice the diffusely emittitog surface was that of a special inside-coated 1000-watt diving lamp

made for the author by the Large Lamp Department of the General Electric Company, Nela Park, Ohio

through the courtesy of Dr. Sylvester K. Guth. These iamps have served many soecial research purposes

throughout nearly 10 years. Fig. 4-9 shows one of the production type IM/G25 G.E. 1000 watt clear div-

ing lamps in place on the first underwater cart. Clear lamps were not used in measuring alpha. A corres-

ponding mounting was provided on the second underwater cart. The Mark IV telephotometer was used with

a 1/4 degree field of view. A standardized technique was adopted in which the apparent radiance of the

bulb was measured at lamp distances of 8, 16, 24, and 32 feet. The results were plotted on special graph

paper having a nomographic scale on which a and I/ot could be read. Fig. 2-4 is an example of a typical

determination of alpha by this technique. The volume attenuation coefficients were measured in this way

throughout all of the experiments described in Sections 4, 5, and 6.

Alpha for Laser Light. Light from a continuous laser, like the argon-ion laser used in the laboratory

tank, is easy to use for measuring the volume attenuation coefficient. Several of the foregoing techniques

are applicable. For example, the method described in the preceding paragraph can be used by letting the

laser beam strike a table tennis ball. This becomes a uniform diffusely emitting source suitable for tele-

photometry at selected distances. A more convenient method, illustrated by Fig. 2-5, was used, however,

in taking the data given in Section 7. Light from the laser after passing through a water path of suitable

length entered the measurement window and passed through an opaque stop having a clearance hole a.ibout

1 cm in diameter. The beam then traversed -Pproximately 1 meter of a.r before entering an integrating

sphere through a 1 c'm clearance hole. The path length ii water was varied by Lovirg the cart, and the re-

suiting photoelectric data were plotted in a manner siimilar to Fig 2-4. This metPw was also useo at

2 7



Diamond Is land to measure- alpha wiith light from the RCA underwater ou Ised !aser. This rneiasuremc-nri Wý)s

riot rmade regularly because it was much more time conSUMing than telephotometry of the 1000 watti-cn.

descent lamp. The value of alpha obtained with light -from the RCA laser was identical %ith that foundl by

means of incandescent light and the Wratten No. 61 filter.
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DEFINITIONS OF VOLUME AFHENUAI ION COEf`FICIENT

A measurable optical property of natural waters that has beýen called the spxectral volume attenuation

coefficient has been introduced in terms of experiments, but formal definitions have been postponed for

reasons given early in Section 2,4 (See p. 2-4), All of the several formal definitions appearing in the

literature lead to conceptual uncertainties on the part of engineers concerned with specific applications.
This is chiefly because the dofinitions tend either to ignore, or to he ambiguous with respect to, light

which experiences scattering but at so small an angle that it still reaches the detector. The amount of

such light may not be negligible, due to the intense scattering produced by all natural waters at very small
forward angles. Practical systems differ with respect to the way they collect forward-scattered light. A

theory-based statement like that on p. 216 of AppendiY A which relates alpha to ''residual radiant power

reaching a distance r wit/l ut h/(in4 hwan d('uiafd hY any scath'riflg pro('r'ss,' is less sensitive to tile

dilemma than are definitions which identify the attenuation coefficient with ''residual image-fornming light

received by the detector'' or which specify that light must be scattered sufficiently ''to fall outside the

summative diameter of the detector mosaic'' to be counted as attenuated flux. The latter statements seem

to imply that alpha must be different for each application, depending not only upon the sumrnative diameter
of the detector mosaic but also upon more subtle details, including the phase delays, if any, in the scat-

tered light.

No instrument for measuring alpha can match all user applications. Perhaps it can match none ex.-

actly. Is the matter hopeless? Not at all. The experimental finding that identical numerical values are
produced by a wide variety of quite different methods for measuring the volume attenuation coefficient in-

dicates that inherent compensations are present which, within the precision and accuracy of conventional

good radiometric techniqi.es, suffice to produce a stable numerical optical preperty of natural waters that
has widespread applicability to practical problems. For example, in a ' lasied-together' cormporison cýt
the U.S. Navy's Morris Dam Test Facility in March 1970 identical values of "r vvitý in instrunmental preci-

sion, were measured in low clarity waters (a 2,4 to 1 3.4 Innm) with the excellent doubly cOli mated

transmissometer described by R. W. Austin and T. J. Petzold,* having an effective receiver field of view
substantially less than 1-degree, and with the splerdid doubly-coilimated transmissometer described by

G. Sorenson and R. C. Honey,* which discriminates against light which has been scattered more than 1 '6-

degree from the beam axis.

Many coinparisons of beam transmittance measurements using various geometries were made on the

underwater optical benches at Diamond Islatd and in the laboratory ocean-simulation tank at Scripps In-

stitution of Oceanography. These experiments included some with water paths several meters longt and
with very highly collimated source and receiver fields ( 0.2 mr). Only in extreme coises were alplha reio -
surements sensitive to high transmissometer collimation. Existinq instruments, sucl as those referenced

above, as well as the many other techniques for alpha measurement described earlier i'm this, se;cti(on, pro-
duce effectively identical measures of on attenuatioti coefficient which is aipplcable to niake.d-eye vi ;i

bility by swimmers, to normal unlderwater photography and television, an(d to most other aipplicatmions.

Specially measured attenuation coe(ffi'enouts m11ay b(e eoded lot mmtinosl ileing• sterits Isivinq very
hignh resolution, but f(cinh suCh case reeds to be studie(i in(iivi( lIy usir)i1 V,1l i (I lil (Ml ver' -irrl KI-rl e

scattering for the .'pecifi(: type of water in which tiee preu i t s :( ht used. lh(r l itter -lgore re

SterTs from the variibility of sc(ittering ,it ve!ry small forward arnqlrg ((, ;l ependlig upo n ti(r coreerrt' (l (Ar

* , -' • 1 %'.t-:, 1'n , ',rrAot,,r P t ,,- ,+ l ',ornr,.r t .\r~l,,rtr S' rnlrrr Jr, ',hr,, p. I In-'I i; jul p. Of-r- 15,

~rr Ilr•,rJ im'c.



partc Ins hayving diamneters of 100 ni crom eters or niore. In high resolIuti on i m aqery, etfcocts due to thermal
rrhonrogeneities and salinity g cadti(ýIntS ini the water' mTust iiso be( considered.

SPEC TRORADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE! V'OLUME ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT

Nearly all of tvi( experiments miade at Diamond IslIand werv e it si ogle sl:< 'tra I rer ono because only

monochromatic- effects were being Studied. Most of the Visibility Laboratory's miedsLu00remets of Spec-
tral effects in water have been made at sea. The spectral band used at Diamond Island was seflected with

care; it is defined by the Wratten No. 61 filter. (Sec Appendix (3, Fig. 2.)

The criteria criginally consideted when the Wratten No. 61 green filter- was selected (1949) included]

tire following:

(a) Absorption should Le at or near minimum.

(b) Absorption should be nonselective or nearly so.

()Spectral band-width should be as large as possible in the
interest Of niaXimi17ing photoelectric sensitivity for long.
range measurements.

dr) The reflection function of theý water (see p). 233 of Appendix A)

Shoul d be independent of depth.

(e) The effective spectral band pa~s- e stablIshed by the tilter Should
not be appreciably narrowedl by the! act ion of the water at long

path lungilhs.

The Wratten No. 61 filter seemied to fulfil these requ iremrentts best at Diamond I siAnd on the baisis of in-

ferenices from the results of tests with many handt-pass aod high-pass filterts.

It was a ha~ppy coinncidence, that when the RCA laser appeared at Diamond Island fifteen ,'ear s later
thill the Wav\/e Yngt h of tooý light it emitted (530 nanomneters) corresponded closely to the peak trari smi s-

si on of the Wratten No. (31 filter already in use ait the field station. When, however, the i nitil me asure-

ments of irand iance on-ax is at long ranoe seemed to show that laser ligiht propagated (1ff erentlIy than did

incandescent light (a tentative conclus ion shown later to, be untrue) the possibility that the effective

bard-pass established by the filter for incandescent light was narrowed by t he act ion of the wa-ter at long

path lengths arose once more, It was fell that a better exploration of this p~ossibility than was accomy-

ph shed in 1949 could and should be made.

Ti author's coltleague, John E, Tyler, was asked to bring his new doub le-'qrati og, recording, p~hoto

electric submiei-sible, two uikanne I spectrorad inmeter to U i airIOnd Island for theý Pu1rpl) s of inea sur ino the

spectral voIl une attenu~ation Coeffici ent with 10 nainometer reso lotion thi ouighout the vi si )le stectrum -

Fr onm -u,hLý1 d i~ia the effc-Ct of l ong A/alter [path[s on spectralI b and -pa ss cain beCi calcula t ed .

In Fig. 2-6 wrorkmen are preparing to hiand Tyle-r's spectroradiOnmtr~r to diVerFs, whW wVill mn(ill It (A)

the lake bottomi. fyler and Fred Pirrkham, sup)ervisor Of the field statOi01, Superlvise. hrl Fig. -2-/ Typer (A)-

erates, the renrote controls and aunla0ites the( rQcorder recordi is tire s'pectrall vol(ume~ i~tte!nIrt IoIi co~fi-

c~ent (A lake' water is Ileasuried frmon 400( rint to 7001 lnit with 1Cini rionoc ithisirrit or hind 11s. Ihi isnh

ing data are give~n in) Table 2.1, arid areý plotted as Curve D in) I ig. 2 8,

Tlwetraiiisniiittaiic , of ýiWritteni No P W *iiier i,; rise o~uu~r( is , i iririi lit kilile 21lk- itir

tre 0tiwetfici t fol tli lir pi]s! i)i tire V \ l'rtltir Nlt tci fite It' '11) 1 eiiotrhiv sIn ('()Ill

hiiei~i~ro w) vo lk ilrr for Illii flist intler of )Iii, iic iiiiil i (i ) l"Ichilwe thirdlIn riti f p'ith '1id



Fig. 2-6. Vi'sihility I aboratory submergible dou le-gritting, recording, photoelectric spectroradiometer hei;ng

placed anderwater to make spectral measurements of alphn. This page is reproduced at the

back of the report ly a differenit
reproduction mnethod to piovido

Fig. 2-7. 'pI'vrtroI v,duow nulIin'M I-Iin di ii-. joiln FI. V hr :0lt '



TABLE 2.1

Attenuaticn" Tr an sinittance *Transmittance of

Wavelength oefcntper unit of Wratten No. 6'

(millimicrons) 'relative valuies) rath length F~

400 .870 0.419

410 .798 0.450

420 .750 0.472

430 .685 0.504

440 .615 0.541

450 .575 0.563

460 .548 0.578

470 .522 0.593

480 .503 05606 .0033

49C .480 0.619 .0400

500 .462 0.630 .1660

5)10 .4456 0.641 .3230

4520 .430 0,650 .4000

530 .420 0.657 .3960

540 .414 () ('661 .3450

550 .4 1. 0 664 .2630

560 .408 0. G6G5 1 730

570 .414 (0.661 .0970

580 .428 0,652 .0440

590 1473 0.6G2'3 .0 1(;)6

GO00 .575 0 b563" .0038

610 .608 0.544

(320 .627 0.534

630 .642 0.52('

64( 0.65) 5 619

650 .670 0 51i2

G 60 684 0 504

670 .698 .498

G80 711 H 4P8

6390 18(1 -V 0 4

100 48~ 1 41/

.. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
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so on. The result of this type of calculation out to 30 meters is shown in Fig. 2-9A. "This demonstrates

That the attenuation coefficient for tihe first (neter of water is about 2 percent greater than tihe attenuatioin

coefficient for monochromatic light of wavelength 530m/i arid that this 2 percent effect gradually dimnin-

ishes essentially to zero at a lamp distance of approximately 30 meters, or about 12.6 attenuation length~s

for laser light. The calculations have been continued to lamp distances of 60 meters. The trend of the

curve continues and at a lamp distance of 25 attenuation lengths the attenuation coefficient has become

approximately 2 percent less than that for the laser beam. Additional interpretation is provided by

Fig. 2-9B, in which an equivalent volume attenuation coefficlent (a' ) for the entire underwater path is

plotted for path lengths (lamp distances) from 1 to 60 meters; this was calculated by equating the inte-

grated beam transmittance for each path length to exp[ -a' r I and solving for o'. Figure 2-9 shows that tho

equivalent volume attenuation coefficient gradually approaches the spectrai volume attenuation coeffi

clent (0.420 In 'm) for 530 nm as the length of the path increases. For a 60 meter path the agreament is

within 0.2 percent. It should be ioted that the effect of lake water on the spectral band-pass of the

Wraitten No. 61 filter is small. No correction is required in the position of the plotied points in Fi-J. 6-1.
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Measurements of the volume scattering function were made from 1950 until 1966. Most of them em-

ployed apparatus that was attached to a floating h-ol~ovv box having a roomr with underwater windows.

Technically a cais.son, this floating instrument platform was known to Laboratory personnel as the barge.

It is shown in Fig. 2-10 moored neir the outer end of the underwater track. [Both sides of the barge had

F ig. .2-lh. I boutig itiIsrIIIimiet idatform Qbeigc) ii,mirii iar tbs outcr end (f the, undebrwatir track nt Diamind

Ilbihhh. TI he bir~e' biibibitigW i' be h(' t -- 1 01 010 iviieili'ib SAOltie biViiiib the bIm t blihhlSe.

cent~ab ly located, circular Unodrwater windows; with their centers 2.5 tee', below the waiter surface. These

windows can he seen) in Fips. 2. 11 through 2 14 whlich, sho(w tew cajl sson nub of waitet on ! itO)irc. raiiway

at at local boat Yard, where. it was in Irnfi rom a Visihiito y L.anoratiory desion in1m 2

2iuw' - 11 t1-,j,-~ 4show the scatte ringl metel atýItached to the blttl'e In) the oosit on shown, the

incadescnt projector se~iJs i he~m of I ight eutwmird (ibove in I beami mnd into ;i I igbt-I'tp.j) The trap i;onl

tisists of at hollow liii) which terronnatec .) o blik qissý, -irror set ait 4uý ,Ioqroe to the verWcab. A r e
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movable cap above tne mirror permits easy focusing and beam alignment. The scattering volume is lo-

cated directly above the pivot at the center of the I beam. The Mark IV telephotometer, hown in Fig. 2-3,

is used inside the barge. Its optical axis passes through the center of the underwater window and directly

above the pivot. The tek photomyeter was focused so that its field stop was conjugated to the scattering

volume. A circular field of view 1 .0 degree ;n angular diameter was frequently used. Between the projec-

tor and the scattering volume is a rectangular Waldram stop having a rectangular aperture 1 inch high and

0.75 incles wide. This stop pivots about an off-center point on the I-beam and is maintained parallel to

the axis of tne telephotometer by means of a blackened tension line. Thus, it maintains the scattering

volume constant at all scattering angles.

The telephctometer would measure the volume scattering function at a large scattering angle, say 140

degrees, if used in the position shown in Figs. 2-11 through 2-14. The I-beam is carried by a circular

turntable equipped with detents at 5 degree intervals. In use, a swimmer turns the I-beam through 5 de-

gree increments of angle as directed by the axperimenter through an underwater loudspeaker. Measure-

ments can be made at scattering angles from 5 to 165 degrees. At scattering angles of 5 and 10 degrees

the light trap is removed and replaced by metal baffle plates put in place by the swimmer. Polarizers are

sometimes used on the projector and on the telephotometer.

This page is reI ro(luc-d at the
back of the repoart 1),. a different

reproduction nincthod to provide
- better detail.
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Fig. 2-12. Scattering meter attached to research barge.

Fig. 2-13.

' ottermog rneter, attachbed to

rescorch horge.
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Calibhrtion ollh .' ftctt'ring %J\P'r, The scattering meter was calibrated by mounting a blac kglass

mirror directly above the pivot point of the I -beam (i. at the center of the scattering voluLme so that the

light beam was reflected directly into the telephotometer inside the barge, Both the entrance pupil and

the field stop cf the telephotnmeter were larger than the light beam. Thus, the telephotometer measured

the total power in the beam it received. The reflectance of the black-glass mirror was calculated from re--

fractive index data by means of Fresnel's equation. These data together with geometrical measurements

permitted the scattering meter to be calibrated if absolute units.

'lirimitlaioil of S!t-v L,ight. A serious amoLnt of stray light is caused by multipath (glow) effects in

the water when the volume scattering function is measured at small angles. This must be minimized and

data corrections determined for all values of the volume scattering function below 45 degrees. Minimiza-

tion can be achieved by placing blackened metal plates in appropriate locations before each datum is

taken. The experimenter, looking out through the window of the barge, can see the glow of multiply scat-

tered light in the water and direct his swimmer-assistant in the best placing of tile baffles. Erroneous

readings cannot be avoided by this means alone, especially at scattering angles of 5, 10, and 15 degrees.

Here stray light may equal or exceed that from the scattering volume. A simple correction to the data

can, however, be generated ac follows: After each datum has been taken, the swimmer-assistant holds

a small, blz,ck, opaque piece of metal attached to a long wand-like handle in the path ot the light from

the projector just before it raaches the Waldram stop. No light then reaches thle scattering volume; the

residual reading of the telephotometer is a measure of the stray light. This value must be subtracted from

thle original (total) datuin. Unless this correcTion is made, very serious distortions of the volume scatter-

ing functien at small scatteriig angles will result.

ý1ý'stlronlos (,It th' I ndtcrvttr 7'ow( r. The second underwater tower was equipped witi-, windows on

each side in addition to the one above the track. Ini mid-1964 the scattering meter d'?scribed in the pre-

ceding paragraphs was removed from the barge and installed on the underwater town , outside the window

nearest shore. This location is directly beneath the door and footbridge shown inl Fiq . 2-15. All details of

the measurement !.3mained the same.

Meaxcronintts Lvith tIlin ,Lsur. During an absence of the author from the field station in August 1965

several experiments were made by visiting scientists from the US Naval Ordnance Test Station, China,

Lake, California. In one of these, the projector, Waidram stop, a.nd light trap- were removed from the I-

beam of the scattering meter and the RCA underwater laser was mounted in p!ace of the projector, The

shape of volume scattering function curves thus produced appeared to have distarbtons tvp,cal of the ef-

fects of stray light at small scattering angles. "this observation impelled the author to repeat the experi-

ment ouri ng the fol lowi rig summer (1 ,)66). Stray light corrections were generated by catching the laser

beam in a tiny black metal cup iust before it reached the scaltering volume,. After these corrections were

applied, the 1966 curves showed noone of the distortions exhibited by the 1 9()5 data.

For comparison, voluime scattering function measurements were made with thle scattering meter in its
reguli' configuration (ati in l' iq . 2-11 through 2-14) on th(, same night in 1966 onwhich the laser datoi

were obtained. tThe result ia shown by the dashed Iine in Fi,' i- 2-15. On this occasion a Small -angle

coaixial scattering rneteh of the type shown in Fig 8 on P). 218 of Appendix A -wins used to measurn the

volume scattering furct inoi at G.5 degrees; see F iq. 2-15' . This instrument is shown in Fig. 2 10. It was

deoigned and constritmied yv the Visiti lity l•aboratory for the US Navwi Air ovevInopnint Cienter, annd was

first used extensively ;at sea by Dr. Robcrt Morrison, then of N.A.D.C

2--i 7



The laser data are shown by diamonds in Fig. 2-15. At the larger scattering angles they parallel the

incandescent curve but are slightly higher. Between 30 and 40 degrees the laser data make an unex-

plained decrease by a factor of about 2 and then parallel the incandescent curve again. There is no cer-

tain explanation of this anomaly in the laser data. It went unnoticed until after data reduction a day or

two later. There was no opportunity to repeat the experiment. It may be speculated that some change

occurred in the built-in photoelectric monitor system of the laser or in one of the oscilloscopes. Some

operator error may have been made, or the oscilloscope pictures (i.e., the data points) may have been

labeled incorrectly with respect to the scattering angle. The author believes that if it had been possible

within the constraints of time and funds to have devoted another night to repeating the laser scattering

experiment, the laser points would have formed a continuous, smooth curve parallel to and slightly above

the nonpolarized incandescent curve at ail scattering angles.

A reason for the small vertical displacement between the laser data and the incandescent points was

sought. It was known that the laser light was polarized whereas the incandescent beam was not. A test

of this effect was performed by replacing the projector of the scattering meter with the collimated undet-

water incandescent projector used for the experiments described in Section 3 of this report. The aperture

cf the projector was stopped dow, to a diameter of 3/16 inches as a rough match of the size of the laser

1000 1 1 1 T 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I 1
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beam. The beam spread of 3.3 milliradians was used in order to further approximate the geometry of the
laser beam. A linear polarizer was added to the projector and oriented to match the plane of polarization

witn that of the laser. The Waldram stop and the light trap were removed, just as in the case of the laser
experiment. A full curve of the volume scattering function was run on a night when the measured attenua-

tion length of the lake water closely matched that of the occasion when the laser data had been taken.
The resulting data matched the position of the laser (diamond) points in Fig. 2-15 from 165 to 40 degrees

so closely that any random differences were within the diamonds. Below 40 degrees the polarized incan-
descent data are shown by solid circles; they form a smooth continuation of the data at larger scattering
angles. The soiid curve in Fig. 2-15 represents the polarized incandescent data and the laser data as well
between 40 and 165 degrees; the author believes that it also represents the volume scattering function for

laser light at the smaller scattering angles. If so, laser light and similarly polarized incandescent light

have identical volume scattering functions between scattering angles of 5 and 165 degrees.

Form of the Volume Scattering Vuntion. The log-log plot of the volume scattering function vs. scat-
tering angle in Fig. 2-15 is nearly a straight line from 0.5 to 70 degrees, The slope varies from --2.4 to
-2.9. At some small scattering angle the slope must diminish, perhaps to zero, in order to avoid an im-
possibly large total volume scattering coefficient. There is some earlier evidence from the small-angle
scattering meter in Fig. 2-16 that diminution of the slope is seen at 0.25 degrees. If significant roll-off"
has begun at that angle, diffraction considerations would make it appear that the lake contains mariy low-

index scatterers hi•ving effective diameters of 100 micrometers or more.

Ii

lig. 2- 1G. Small wigl- in situ scattering metter similar in de•sign :o thet c xitil
scatering tinier dii•trientd i Fig. 8 om p. 2.18 of Appimidix A.
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2.6 MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLUME ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT

The spreading of laser beams in water" depends upon the ratio of the spectral volume attenuation co-

efficient (a) to the spectral volume absorption coefficient (a), as shown in Section 7. Equipment capable

of making in -itu measurements of absorption in natural waters is rare,** although a conventional irrad-

iance meter can be used in the manner described on p. 233 of Appendix A to measure the net inward flow

(dP/dv) of monochromatic rni-iant power to any element of volume (dv) in the daylit sea. That flow equals

the product of the volume, absorption coefficient (a) and the scalar irradiance (h), defined later in this

section. t

At Diamond Island, measurements of the absorption coefficient (a) were needed at night. This was ac-

complished with available submerged light sources by means of a technique based upon the divergence

theorem described in the following paragraphs, The same method was later adapted for use in the ocean

simulation laboratory tank (See Section 7), where all of the pertinent optical properties of the water were

measured in situ with laser light.

Other methods for mneasuring the absorption coefficient in situ involve inescapable, inherent approxi-

mations, often of uncetain magnitude. The divergence theorem, however, is a rigorously exact principle,

so that any experimerital approximations are at the option of the experimenter and are sources of error only

if corrections are not applied to the data.

THE DIVERGENCE RELATION

The rigorous, fndamental principle governing absorption of light in water may be writtent

V. H : ah, (2-1)

where H is the sectral vector irraliance, having components H., HY, and Hz. For example,

H -: Hj(i)- H,(-), where H.(+) is the spectral power per unit of area flowing across the plane x 1con-

stant in the direction of increasing x and HI(-) is the corresponding spectral power density on the same

plane in the direction of decreasing x. The symbol h denotes spectral s(clar irraduicae, and a is the

spectral volume absorPtion coefficient.

* Also, the re solution of underwater rmivery.

** Sa-renson, (;. an(l hIoney, i' u. "In-itrurnntation for Measuring the Visibility Limiting ('haructeristics of ,Sea Waor"

S.P.I. Unudrwater tPhoto-O)ptical Imstrumumnt Applic'ations S&minar i'rocedings !). I15. February 196S.

t-Also de-fined ,a 1). 3199 awl p. 40) in Vol. 1, (Chapter 8, "h.ctiom I of' THlE SEA, NI. N. Hill, ;vneral Edliti•r, hiter

scii iCOe l'uhlishers, John ,'ily & Sons, N. Y. 1962.

: .r'hun, A. I1|l" lI I;l|'' FIKIA), Svetovoe pole, Mi,l,ýow 1936,. ,c p. 102 of" Kngli.h trinslait 0) in Joi rmil of

Mathenmotics mand Idhvics 18, 51 ( 1939).

iPreisendIorl•rr, It. WV., -'The Dliv rgence of the Light F'ihl) in ()pt ,I Mei d a" 1 S 1(0 t.r. ,s-5H (,,1 1957)

i'B 153 900, AD 247 G20.

'r.it.ndolrh-r, It. W., "Siip!' I, 1 r:tiul s for thO \Volvne Absorptioni ) ' iN i t io in A tsym ii c Ii1hl1 , le•i ""

4)) •1e'. 5H-79 (.Noven,,•r 1958) I'll 153 9W, Al) 212 74.'.
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SCALAR IRRADIANCE

Spectral scalar irradiance h(p) is the total monochromatic radiant power arriving at any specified

point p from all directions 0,ý/ about the point. It can be calculated from the spectral radiance distribu-

tion N(p,04,) about p by equation

h(p) J J4 N(p,),1) d Q (2-2)

Scalar irradiance does not concern the directional nature of the light field; only the total power arriv-
ing from all directions is specified. It is related, by the velocity of light in the medium, to the volume

density of spectral radiant energy.

TECHNIQUE OF ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT

Convenience was served at Diamond Island, and in the laboratory tank as well, by using a 1-dimen-

tional flow of light. Since daylight was not available, a spherical (effectively plane) light field was Pro-

duced by a distant uniform spherical lamp. This was a special inside-frosted 1000 watt incandescent

diving lamp made for the author by the General Electric Company as a modification of the commercial G.E.

25M-1 lamp. Alternatively, the spherical lamp was a table tennis ball lighted from the rear by a laser

beam. The divergence relation (Eq. 2-1) then becomes

dH(r)
- a hlr) , (2-3)

-dr

where r is the distancc of the photometer from the lamp.

Instrumentation at the underwater tower, as well as in the laboratory tank, was simplified by measuring

only the light moving away from the lamp (i.e., toward the photometer in the tower), thereby neglecting the

return flux, This approximation was an excellent one, partly because the return flux was only 1 or 2 per-

cent of the outgoing flux but also because both H(r) and h(r) are affected nearly equally. Thus, a first-

order correction for this small experimental approximation is provided automatically by the nature of

Eq. 2-3. Analytically, the single-flow approximation car, be represented as follows:

The integral f N(p,0,(h)dQ can be subdivided into any desired number of parts. Thus, in th- case
47T

of the spherically symmetric light field surrounding a uniform point source in uniform water, Vhere the net

flow of radiant power is radially outward, h(r) h(r,j) t h(r,- ); here

h(r, i-) N(r ,( ,) d• Q (outward flux),

1, e •'it I• S e r e

and

h(r,-) N(r,0,Q d I (return flux).
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At D-rnond Island, and in most clear natural waters, integration of radiance distribution data shows
that outward component of scalar irradiance h(p,+) comiprises almost 99 percent of the total; thus,
h(pj,+)»ii(p,-). An equivalent statement holds for the corresponding outward and return compo'nents of
irradiance. Thus,

H~rj,) = N(r,O,0b) cosO dQ2
J rn er

hemisphere

H(r, -) = N(r,0,0) cosO dQ2
fo te r

hemisphere

Because the inward flow is only a percent or two of tbe outwdrdi f lux, H(p,+)»> H(p,-).

For the 1-dimensional (radial) flow (Eq. 2-3) can be written

d
- [H(i,+) - H(r,-)] :-a Ch(r,+) -h(r,-)]

The excellent approximation of neglecting the. return fluxes then yields the expression

dH(r, +)
a h10,j) .(2-4)

-dr

Pret'soCn. It might seem that the precision with whiich the derivative dH(r,+)//dt in Eq. 2-4 can be
ineasured is low. This is, indeed, true if the lamp distance is small. On the other hand, Fig. 16 on p. 222
of Appendix A a~nd Figs. 4-30, 4-36, and 5-10 in this report show that at large lamp distances the irradi-
ance H~r,-t) closely approximates a straight semilcgarithmic hne;- that is to say, the long-iaige portion of
the curve can be fitted by H(r21 +)/H(r1 , V) exp [ --K(r, - ri )] or dl-I~r,f)/dr K H(r,-t ¼ where K is ant at-
tenuaticit function for scattered light that is identified on p. 222' of Appendix A as be'ng numerically simi-
lar to the attenuation function k ior daylight scalar irradiance. Thus, Eq. 2-4 may be written

K H(r, f a h(r, 4) ,(2ý-5)

with the restriction that H(r, 1-) and li(r, +) must be measured a' a suiff iciem lamp distance to make H(r +)
linear when plotted semi logarithmically, as in Fig. 16 bon p. 222 of Appendix A. That restriction serves

rowevei, to enable K to be measured to 1nhprecision lbý a convenient technique described in tho follow-
ing~ oaragrapti, thereby solving the precis ien problem that is sceemingly inherent in Eq, " 1
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MEASUREMENT OF K

The spherical diffuse attenuation K for the light field far from a uniform spherical submerged light

souice 'was measured by mounting the 1000-wart inie frosted spherical diving lamp on the underwater

cart, and measuring irradiance at a sufficiently long range to produce straight lines on a semi logarithmic

plzot of irradiance versus lamp distance, as iii Fig. 16 on p. M2 of Appendix A. At Diamond island it was

standard procedure to measure irradiance H(r,+) at lamp distances of 90, 110, 130, and 150 feet and to

plot these data as illustradted in Fig. 2-17. The nomographic scale in Fig. 2-17 enabled K to be directly

with high precision.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE RATIO H(r,+)/h(r,+)

Equation 2-5 may be written

H(r,+)

a K-- . (2-6)
h(r,+)

In the laboratory tank (see Section 7) two special irradiance collectors were used to measure H(r,+)

and h(r,+). These are shown in Fig. 2-18. They were mounted on a special cover for the measurement

window. Figure 2-19 shows this cover and one of the collectors in place in the laboratory tank. An equiv-

alent pair of collectors were used at Diamond Island. Each collectoi is irradiated, in turn, by a uniform

spherical submerged lamp at a distance sufficient to fulfill the restriction on Eqs. 2-5 and 2-6 explained in

the preceding section.

It wiil be noted in Fig. 2-18 that both collecting surfaces are supported by frustrums of cones which

are painted glossy black. The primary intent of this design is to minimize irradiation of the rear side of

the spherical collector by light reflected from the supporting structure. The shiny black conical surfaces

also serve to direct unwanted flux away from the vicinity of the collector, thereby minimizing any local

effects due to multiple scattering.

Calibration. A different degree of optical coupling exists between each collector and the multiplier

pnototube, which is located inside the measurement window. A calibration is, therefore, necessary. This

is easily accomplished by means of the collimated underwater projector. It is brought close to the spheri-

cal collector; the projection lens nearly touches the ball. The uniform collimated beam of incandescent

light or laser light produced by the projector, 50 mm in diameter, is more than large enough to cover either

collector. If each element of collecting surface has cosine properties, both collectors will collect an

equal amount of flux from the coli mated beani, because their diamuters aie equal. i me ratio of the photo-

electric readings usinq the two collectors is the ratio of theii respective optical couplings to the phototube.

'll]i) tlg'' th *• 1 tm mlIe
1,1At~ Ad thc. nlcpm f I•'N it• ýticllt'n'•
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Fig, 2-19. Specixal irradi arlee P "llector niounteni in it cc ver for
the me asurement Nvindow.

Lfd P,' and P,, be photoelectric readings (in the same relative unit) w'~en the two collectors are irrad-

iatAd by projector producing collimated irradiance. H'. Then,
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H(r, +) PtH C h1

(2-8)
hn(r,4) Ph S1

Combining (2-7) and (2-8),

Nr,+) P"P
(2-9)

h (r,+) P, Pý

Combining Eqs. (2-6) and (2-9),

P" P",
a - K- -- (2-10)

.4 
P

Thus, the measuiereent at a is accomplished without measuring radiometric quantities in absolute units
and withOUT the loss of precision ordinar~y associated with a derivative.

COLLECTOR REQUIREMENTS

The method described above for inl siiu measurement of the volume absorption coefficient I oqUires that

cucrv celrerni'l ol tuc'( on the surface of the spherical col ectar have cosine collection properties. 1hi s

difficult requiremrent arises because each point an the spherical surf ace receivos radiant f i x from a on I

solid argle centered on the direct ion (0(,6) IOf an amrount ( o/)fcos I dA -2U- N(Ir 0,cO), where, i i

the radi us of the sphere and i is the angle of incidence on the Surface )f the collector. 1 he sni face rn 1

respond properly to this flux in order to yield at valid answer. that is to say, e~ach eivn-emew of area 101st

collec'(t flux inl iMatnaner that is, Strictly proportional to cios I. This IS nlot easy to achie!veý partiCu~larl at

lage ang Ins of incidenceýi.nergazn nciec

The total flux inceiVed by the ph trenm all diiection's is- 77 iu,'4  N dii? (It) . 11" Iti iltlit

intitiepted by the plane irradiance cal lector i,;' i -lr, )f Since only the tatif of the ontitts ot the Two

collectors It' Used, and since- bath of the phiitowlecttic readiniis repliiseiii fIo lox 01Itetiýd by the 4.1111w 1(lI

lector, the finlite sizeý* Of the colleictors does- not uiftect the (jilt a'
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LI
l'rcpflt,;on of the Collector. Great care was exercised in preparing and using the spherical collecting

surface. Many kinds of table ternis balls were examin'd. None were found to be ideal for measuring ab-

sorption because of three major faults: (1) The surfacw showed residual gloss, particularly near grazing

incidence. Many balls even exhibited a faint trace of an internal virtual image. Surface treatments, de-

scribed below, improved the wiatteness of the best balls sufficiently to make them marginally useable.

(2) Excess specular transmission rendered some ball,,. unfit for use as spherical collectors. The ball must

be CLt in two in order to observe or measure the •'pecular t,rnsmittance of its wall. (3) All balls have an

overlapped., cemented, gieat circle seam. Seamless table tennis balls, formerly available, seem no longer

to be on the markei . The seam introduces a serious error in .sbsorption measurements if the balll is mounted

with the plane of the great circle seam perpendicular to the direction of the distant spherical lamp. 1his

is int•itively obvious when it is recognized tMat the cifferf.ncc between the co!lectioo properties of the

spherica; and plane collectors stems from the wiy the field of scattered light 'wraps around" the sphere.

Any table tennis ball selected for use in absorption m6asurements must be carefully cleaned with mild

soap and water and/or detergents to remove finger grease. Various organic solvents may be used for the

same purpose. Thereafter, the ball is handled only, with govrs. The matte character of the surface can be

improved by roughening it with pumice o. some other mild abrasive.

Cement is used to attach the ball to its mount. Buoyancy force reguikes a stronq bond. Difficulty wilth

the strength of cement can, as a last resort, be solved by drilling tiny holfs near the top and bottom of the

ball, respectively, scrthrat it floods. This expediency may produce cleaning prtl.lems and is suitable only

when the absorption length of the water is very long compared with che diameter if the bah.

0)hr TYI)•s of Collectors. No known flat or spherical surface is pen ctly matte. Departures from

cosine collection properties at or near grazing incidence appear tn or inevitable. The effect of such de-

partures on the measurement of absorption coefficir,,t are uncertain. Ttius, the divergence relation method

iru measuring absorption coefficient, while potentially free from approximations, is aft:,cted by tt-Is exper-

icneetal difficulty. The problem of cosine collection seems tc have bean well solved in the case of plane

collectors by the exposed-edge design described by Smith.* It may be thac a sizeable, hoHow, netal inte-

grating sphere thickly and uniformly studded with many tiny exposed-edge plane collectors Would reliresent

a perfect spherical collector to wit: -n any necessary limits of rad~ornetric precision and accr-acy. The

author has not yet had an opportunity to test this type of collector.

2.7 MEASUREMENT OF APPARENT RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION

Power density (irradiance) on submerged surfaces is often insufficient informnation about their lightioig.

The direction 'rorn which the light arrives is important, particularly to the a:;pearancu: of nonl-Imeatie ,Sur-

faces The diectional distribution of any given underwater iqhtin g (see, fo: example. Fig. 2 1) was ,n,.

s red by producinri that lighting on the measurement window of thri' I 1,ioraty t:mk i (or the tnd(Zl wite t

tower) ar6' measurirg the resulting underwater radliance distribution with the Ma-k IV telophtoinet'e (see

Fig. 2-3) in the scanning m01ount shown in Fig. 2 20.

' S~it, tt. . ik r~ wati.r i~tct I I rruadi m cr ( tI.t.... ..in. .Ma .. .m-- 27, .. .. . .. .

- i It. W~. luld Iudtlr ilk. It. W, '~ Ii'An , t !r Hl 0~ ,t-- 1, . 1, ;



Fi g. 2-'J)A Visibil ty Labhorat.,ry Mark IV Phlotoelectric' I-ltthotonietcr tin -oimning miount ait. he measuring window
of' the lid oratorv took. ( I) tOis of' so coral interchmigeoithe I ivltiplier phototuhes, (2) Wheel containing

giass no utriif densit.N tilters (0(.5 log stes)O, CO) E, (( iott mirror control tover , (4) Fyepiec-e with icetivule
for ariguloritr oesureitot s, (5) locus control with locking rinig, (G) Vertical tilt. adjustment, (6) Adjust-
able scan lunit sitop), (8) loti, holrI iolt itifJUSt1'ort, 00i oursek f(ýiz oot ol aidiustatent, ( 10) Lead screw

providink horizo~ lf I irmlla tort !' optical aixs, I 1 ) S( olet tinl jitint or indficaiting hoizon ntal sflgle8,
(12) Vertical iiautliusuct of, opti" oO ois", ( 13) IKltetroil ittachlimnt for remote control of Bean wad syn-

chronized recoruer, ( I14i Svitelr otis scan nitor wit ag toicn itlut ch, ( 15) Adjustable scar limit stop, .
16W) Arc of t itcualr trek tethr-ýi ot the optic0 il %utittitt, (l17 ' Mtun! for ptl arizer, (18 I' I'-rccv light.

shield, ( l9) 1-wt tIncdiHtetr the teýl glos klý ijisert InI phIts! to uli,:,'A f the tank, (20) lntcerhu caigtble

This pa.ye is reproduced sit theo
back of thei z(ji (t by a ditlerci!
repriidiitition nitlital to 1 o(ýVitl

better dletakil.
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3. UNDERWATER LIGHTING FOR PHOTOGRAPHY

3.1 INTRODUCTION*

The optical mrture of ocean water imposes restrictions of two kinds on underwater photography. First,

fine details tend to become progressively obliterated as the distance to the object is increased. Secondly,

and usually of greater importance, the apparent contrast of underwater objects is severely attenuated by

acattering processes within the water and often by absorption as well. The magnitudes of these effects

will be discussed in this paper in terms of observable and measurable optical constants of water. Al-

though a brief review of the optical nature of ocean water is included, considerable reliance has been

placed on the reader to consult the referenced previous writings of the author and othtrs. Interestingly,

the principles which control underwater imagery are closely similar to those which gý.vcrn imagery through

tle atmosphere with certain very important exceptions which arise either from the greatly enhanced role of

absorption in water or from the unique optical properties of the scattering particles it contains. These dif-

ferences between the atmospheric ard the hydrologic media will be brought out in the course of the dis-

cussions which follow.

3.2 REFRACTIVE DEHERIORATION OF IMAGERY

Natural waters contain refractive nonhomogeneities of two kinds: One, small-scale point-to-point viri-

iations in the refractive index due to tern, ,.'ature differences, and two, transparent bioi.gica! organisms

(plankton) which may lange in size from microns to centimeters, from bacteria to jellyfish. The first of

these nohomogeneities are also found in 'the atmosphere where they are often referred to as atmospheric

boil. Their etfect in limiting the resclutior of astronomica! and terrestrial telesccpes and long fecal length

cameras is w(ell-known. Ordinarily, the thermal structures in wate: are of little consequence becaUse thei:

effect is ordinarily small compared with that of the transparent biological organisms. The.,e have no true

optical counterpart in the atmosphere becouse their refractive index matches that of watet very close!y,

whereas water droplets in the atmosphere have a relative refractive index of 1,33 or more. Tie size of the

organic pat6cles in water is so large compared with the wavelength of !ight that scattering is produced

chief~vby regular transmission through the large particle. The consequent deviaJons nre very snil. Even

* 9 ~ctir'n 3 1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 have been 1L.ft'ýd itnoa.t verhbuim fr,•in the s.rttlior's pip, r cntit nd "Prinm ipl,.s ,.

"Underwater Lighting" which tvppa•rs '_n p. A i-l thrOulgh A-!-7 ii the Pro:, :vding, 4f tho ;5• n n ',i Ih)' -rý t

Photo-Opti( i of the Society of P't tographic lngii.rvevstlii2rn ;:;gnoei'. hlit in Simto 1o,arbarhi, i''Oif,,rnrj ol lon )'

tob,',r ] 966.
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after assaIge through several suc ScatMCrer1S, imagery is not qreatly disturbed exCt:Ipt With OSlI)ell to fine,

details. Nevertheless, these refractiwy effOCts ca uso the edees ot objects to appar blurred and the ap-

parent contrast of snall objetts to be reduced, Thus at flie longer photographic ranges resolutionis im-

paired and fine details are obliterated. An experimental study of this loss of r' ,olution was ptr forreod

severai years ago at the auhor'S Fe ild Station at Diamond Island, l.ake Wir nipoes imke., New Hanmpshire,

and a theoretical treatment was evohled, and is described in Appendix R of this report. It was fonad that

the angular magnitude of the blur increases as the square root of the object-to-obsever distance and ;lat

the appareit contrast of fine oietaiis is decrea.ed inversely as the third power of the distance if the water

is rnacroscopicrally uniform throughout the path of sight.

Figure 3-I shows the result of one oxperiment performed at Diamond Island. A grey circular disk 1 /8th

inc in diameter was photogroplied underwater along a horizontal u)ath of sight io daylight. Undor the p:

vailing I qhtin! the apparent contrast of the grey material at a distance of five feet would have been i ,,y

with respect to the surrounding water if a somewhat larger piece of the material had been used. ue t, (ho

small size, however, refractive deterioration of the image caused contrast to be slightly reduced even i,,

feet and much more severely reduced as the object-to-anamera dtstarice was increased. In Fig. 3.1 rci:ai

gles have been drawn to illustrate the angular width and apparent contrast which would have been ob-

served by a perfect camera in the absence of any refractive effects within the water. The curves represent

experimental data obtained from the photographs after corrections had been applied for smail losses in

resolution attributable to the optical system and the phctographic material. It will be noted that even in

the center of the image contrast has been reduced. Outside the geometrical edge of tihe image, moreover,

scattered light appears. Plainly, the edges of the object appear blurred and the appdrent contrast has

been reduced.

F '

Fig. 3- 1.

Apparent contrast and angular Sire Of a-
7/8-inch diamneter gray disk photographed .

throvigh 5, 10, and 15 fetct of lake water.- Si5 FEET

o -'
MWITI •, OF ARI:,

The three rectangles in Fig. 3-1 represent the angular size and apparent contrast which would have

been available to the camera in the absence of refractive deterioration. The variation in angular size is,

of course, a simple matter of object-to-camera distance. The reduction in contrast with distance is the re-

suit of scattering of daylight into the path of sight in accordance with principles described on pages

229 through 233 in Appendix A. Refractive deterioration has produced an additional contrast reduction

tactor which is displayed graphically by the difference in height between the rectangle and the curve. Ob-

viously, this factor increases with object-to-camera distance. The three data in Fig. 3-1 are indicated by

Sthree points on Fig. 3-2, which is a plot of apparent contrast versus object distance. The resulting curve

F."-, been extrapolated to longer obiect distances by means of the principle that refractive deterioration of

the image causes the apparent contrast of fine details tc decrease inversely as the third power of the dis-

t;iiice. Thus, in toin log-log plot the extrapola-ition is based upon a straight linie with a slope of 3.

3 ?
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It is evidont froa Fig. 3-1 thal refractive doterioration produced no appreciable effect when the 1/8th-

inch circular disk was closer than 5 feet from ihe camera. At thi- distance toe object subtended 7.2 min-

utes of arc at the camera. The inverse cube nature of the phenomena is not displayed until the angular

subteose is less than that associated with the third plotted point, i.-., beyond an object distance of 15

feet. 'There the ot)ject subtended 2.4 mintes. Obviously, curves for larger or smaller objects would form

a recjular famniy on Fig. 3-2, lying respectively right and left of the curve shown. Similarly, the position

of the curve in Fig. 3-2 depends upon the concentration of scattering material in the water. Lesser or

greater concentrations would produce a family of curves lying respectively right and left from the

curve shown.

A means for assessing dihe practical consequences of refractive deterioratior is illustrated by Fig.3-3.

This is identical with Fig. 3-2 except for an additional system of curves. The dashed line, marked e-ar,

is a plot of the factor by which contrast is reduced with object distance due to the scattering of daylight

along the horizontal path of sight. (See Appendix A, p. 2 3 1 .) The lower solid line depicts the product of

the two contrast redttction factors ascribable, respectively, to refractive deterioration and scattering of

ambient light. If the grey disk were large, refractive deterioration would produce no contrast reduction

near the center of the disk and, despite the slightly blurred edge, would have no effect on its visual de-

tectability. In this case the large disk would be visually detectatale at about 20 feet in the water to which

Fig. 3-3 applies. In the case of the 1/8th-inch diameter circular disk, however, small angular size makes

inore apparent contrast necessary for visual detection. The shoil dotted line in Fig. 3-3 indicates the con-

trast required for the 1 /8th-inch disk to be detected. In the absqnce ot refractive deterioration the object

is detectable at a distance of 14 feet as indicated by the intersection of the two dotted lines. Because of

refractive deterioration, how3ver, detection is possible at only 11 feet as indicated by the intersection of

the dotted threshold curve and the lower solid line. Although thls example refers to visual detection, it

remains only to substitute the threshold curve for vny photographc sys~eo ,; order to make a correspond-

ing prediction of the rang3 performance of that systim.

1,0 - - ---T7-TTT IMC -- T-r---- F-T-T - - - _ T T 1 - F

N CIRCULAR DISK . CIRCULA 0S

.50 WOAMEB[R Ys" DIAMETER ¼"
C,=l C0=i 1

20 20

2.4,-2 2.4''

92 05

?,11 \ ", '

. 4 7 F"'IT N -- 4.7 FT/IN
a 11

I 25 10 2e 54 10 10 "0 100
QIJICT DISTANCE (fEET ) DII1CI DISIANCE (FEET)

I __J
25 I 2 3 4 5 6 78910 9 0 2 5 2 3 4 5 571 140 20

MWIJCS DISTANCE (ATTENiiATIONII [ENGTNS) OlICT DISTANCE (AWTTNUAnI}N [INCYNS)

Fig. 3-2. PI'lot of data from F'ig. 3-1. F(ig. 33. P>lot of data 'rom Fig, - I,
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Fina lv, it must be pointed out that the effect of refractive deterioration on underwater imagery does

not dep(end upon the nature of t"e underwater lighting. That is to vay. the curve in Fig. 2-? will be the

same whether the object 's illuminated artificially or by daylight so long as its inherent contrast is the

s a me.

3.3 THE OPTICAL NATURE OF NATURAL. WATERS

At the bottom of Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 is an additional scale of object distance in units of attenuation

length, a measurable index of water clarity. (See Appendix A, p. 216.) The inclusion of a scale of object

distance in units of attenuation length implies that the data in Fig. 3-2 are applicable to other natural

waters having greater attenuation lengths provided the diameter of the circular disk is increased

proportionally.

Appendix A summarizes the optical nature of ocean water with the principles of underwater lighting

specifically in mind. A discussion of the performance of collimated underwater light sources is given in

Fig. 18 on page 224 of Appendix A for the case of irradiance on the axis of a uniform beam of green in-

candescent light having a divergence of approximately 3 milliradians (or 1/6th degree). This divergence

was chosen in the belief that pulsed bhue-green lasers for underwater use, when available, would produce

beams 'sving approximately this divergence. This has proved to be approximately true.

3.4 APPARENT CONTRAST OF ILLUMINATED UNDERWATER OBJECTS

The design of underwater i;luminating systems can be stud;ed on the basis of the concepts and data

contained in this chapter and in Appendix A. No distinction need be made between light produced by the

blue-g.,en lasers used in the experiments described in this report and that produced by conventiona'

sources, except due allowance for tile very high peak power and short duration characteristics of the la-

ser. No special effects due to coherence have been detected by extensive search. In fact, the radiation

produced by the RCA underwater laser (see Sections 5 and 6) has not been found to exhibit appreciable

coherent properties. It is best regacrded as the equivalent of an incoherent or a thermal source producing

light throughout a wavelength interval 25 angstroms wide centered at 0.53 microns. The light produced by

the laser is linearly polarized with i's E-vector perpendicular to the main axis of its beam cross-section.

This state of polarization is preserved in transmission through natural waters to a truly amazing extent.

For example, ob-,ervations ',See Section 5, Fig. 5-7) of the fractional polarization transmitted to various

object distances from a linearly pola-ized, broad-beam incandescent source show that at four attenuation

lengths, where 90% of the arriving light has experienced one or more scatterings, 90% of the light is still
polarized. At 'n observation distarnce of 20 attenuation lengths, when less than one part in a million of

the light arrives without having experienced a scattering, 82% of the light is still linearly polarized. Thus

it is important to remember that the reflectance aitm scattering properties of objects associated with po-

larized irradiation rmust be used when the underwater blue-gre ýn ma ;er is the irr,diating source.

It is also important to note that the nature of the volume-scattering furnction depends upon the state of

polarization of the light impinging on the elementary volume of water. It appears that the voluiime-

scattering function or light from the underwater blue-green laser is identical with the volume-scattering

function for blue-green light from an nc and,'sc ent projector when equipped with a linear polarizer. (See

Section 2.5)
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Calculations of the apparent contrast of underwater objects irradiated by any kind of lighting are

based upon the same set of equations for contrast reduction. That is to say, tne basic triad of equations

published by the author and his colleagues for use in problems relating to vision through the atmosphere

apply eolually well to the underwater case, and for ev,ry kind of lighting, natural or artificial, uniform or

non-unilorm, and in every kind of water, uniform or stratified, and along every path of sight. For example,

consider the simple case depicted by Fig. 3-4. Here an undetwater light source is located close beside a

camera so that both may be regarded as being at the snme distancc-,, R from an object near the axis of the

irradiating beam. Some of the path of sight is within water lighted directly by the lamp, bui a length A of

path near the lens is outside the beam, as shown in Fig. 3-4. Each element of volume of length dr lo-

cated at r along the path of sight is irradiated by the source. Its apparent radiance as seen from the

camera is

dN a oJe-1r [r-2e--1r+ + c+KK' e 4 c 2Kr-1e-2'] dr,

according to Eq. (5) on page 222 of Appendix A. Here, a is the volume-scatterin function for the water in

the direction specified by the geometry of Fig. 3-4.

¢.r
CAMERA rj-A-dr

Fig. 3-4. 111 ,strating geometry of underwater lighting for photography.

The constants c1  2.5/47 and c 2 ý 17.5/47r. The apparent radiance of an entire illuminated path ex-

tending to infinity is:

t j f; 2 f,
W A J r 2 e- 2 ardr + c K r- e-( + K)dr + c2K 1 

&r-e-W4 
2 K)dr

A -,w I Af "A

N .A TJA- F F 2 f 2aA I + c IKE (a , K) Al , c 2 KE,[ (i 2K) Al ,,JA ' EL (A)

where E2 [ 2aAJ, E, I(z K)A 1, and EJl(a 2K)AI are exponential integrals for which tables are available.

R~oswell W. Austin, ,ind ,binies I,.- |turr , Ap)plied( ()p)t.ts 3, 1,1ils, (6,.3), (6.,4), (6.5•), 579• W1964),

** Abraniowitz, N. nud Stegun, 1. A. 1lmdhbook ot'tNathen.mntiaicd Functions Not. H•u. Stus. Appl. MNith. Srio., 5

(!19i4) p. 238 ff.
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SSi in Iar!y,

N (rJR- E* (R)

R,

C R N ,R N R .

Co No,, N

By substitution:

CR A E (R)

Co R E (A)

Presumably similar, easy-to-use contrast reduction equations involving exponential integrals can be writ-
ten for any geometry of underwater lighting and viewing. In some cases, inheient contrast is a simple
function of the ratio of directional surface reflectances, bnt in the example chosen for illustrative pur-

poses in this aper, the object appears against a water background. Thus,

C -1
0

where p is the directional reflectance of the object.

The foregoinig concepts, data, and equations contained it: or referenced by this section provide ( i

means for opti ii zing underwater lighting arnd for predicting the performance of syst,.,ms in terms of iho ob-
servable optical propertes of natoral waters,

3.5 MEASUREMENTS OF APPARENT CONTRAST

The apparent conitrast of a plane test surfac-e lighted in a manner similar to that speciftid by IFlo. 3-5

WaS nieasored at the Dianond Island field ,tration in 1964; (,, ýe T-abhI 3 1 ). The experiments etnploytd t11w

underwater steel tow(er and track shown in Fig. 4-15. The test sur a':, was a t square t piate 1 .1) fteet
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or each edge. It was coated with a matte gray paint having a submergea reflectance of 0.38 when n,2a-

sured in green Iipht determined by a Wratten 61 filter. The plate was carried by the steel cart that tro'vel-

ed the underwater track, as shown in Fig. 4-10. The painted surface was vertical and faced the underwater

tower; its center was at the same depth as the center of the measurement window in the underwater tower.

Thjs, the photoelectric telepnotometer (see Fig. 2-3 and Fig. 2 20) within the tower looked out through

the center of the measurement window along the axis of the underwater track to the center of the square

test panel mounted on the moveable cart.

The test surface was irradiated by the same submerged light source that was used in the experiments

upon which the first equation in the preceding section is based. That equation, given on page 223 of Ap-

pendix A, is basad upon expeiiments described in detail by Appendix H. The light source is described on

pages 3 and 4 of Appendix H; it is diagramed in Fig. 2 of that appendix.

The submerged lamp produced a circular cone of divergent incandescent white light with a nominal

beam spread (see Fig. 2 in Appendix H) of 20-degrees. It was carried by a modified version of the cart

shown in Fig. 4-6. All of the control mechanisms which protrude above the main frame of the cart in Fig.

4-6 were removed. A long ladder-like structure was attached to the top ot the cart in a horizontal position

and at right angles to the direction of the underwater track. The top of this "cross-track" was about 1 foot

deeper than the center of the measurement window of the steel tower where the assembly was placed on

the underwater track. The 200 light source was attached to the cross-track and could be placed at any
"off-set" from the axis of the underwater track. Thus, the type of lighting geometry illustrated by Fig. 3-8

could be achieved. The mounting of the 20' underwater lamp included a large divided circle and the exit

apertue of the lamp (a 6"' diameter hole in the metal lamp box) was placed directly above the center of

the divided circle. Thus, the axis of the 20' cone of light couid be aimed in any horizontal direction. A

setting of zero degrees on the divided circle made the axis of the cone of light parallel to the underwater

track. Thus the value indicated on the divided circle was the angle 0 in Fig. 3-5.

The positions of the lamp and the test surface could be freely varied along the underwater track. As

shown in Fig. 3-5, the lamp was offset a horizontal distance X from a point on the axis established by

the telephotorneter and the center of the test surface at distances Y from the test surface and Z from the

window of the tower.

The field of view of the telephotometer was 0.25 degrees so that it was well within the boundaries of

the test surface at all distances used in the course of the experiments.

When desired, the test surface could bt ,'emoved from the experiment by rolling its cart to the remote

end of the underwater track, 150 feet from lire window of the underwater tower. Its presence was unde-

tectable even very much closer. Telephotometer readings with the test surface removed to Y f Z 150 feet

(36 attenuation lengths) were used as the apparent background radiance for computing tie appwrent con-

trast of the test surface; they are tabulated in Table 3.2.

Apparent contrast of the gray test surface (reflectance 0,38) for a variety of geometries (X, Y, Z) were

calculated from pairs of radiance measurements with the test surface in place and removed, respectively;

these are tabulated in Table 3.1. The 20" cone of light was not always centered on the tes, surface but I I

each case the posit:on of the axis of the cone is specified by the angle 0. Apparent contrast is affected

by the aiming of the light beam. Generally, it is greatest when the beam is aimnd to irradiate th,, test

surface with its right edge, thereby miinimizng the lighted water path through which the tedephotometer

must look, i.e., the ''comnrion volurrie" shared by the illuminating and viewing systems.
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The use of single polarizers on either the light source or the telephotomleter (camera) produceo tnc
significant gair in apparent contrast. Polarizers oriented to produjce linear light with its E-\'ector vertical
gave somewhat better re-,ultl then with the E-voccor- horizontal In suomi geometries. No circumstance fa-
voring a horizontal E-vector was fouind. Trials with circular polarizers faiicd to demonstrate any sup[erior'ity
from the standpoint of contrast enhancement over linear polarizers. It is a great practical advaniage of
circular polarizers that no ''crossed" relation must be maintained.

Table 3.1. Apparent Contrast of Gray Test Surface, (Submerged Reflectance = 0.38) (Green Light)

Z ,Z 61 Z 9,

0) No Crossed No Crosseo No Crossed
Degrees Polarizers Polarizers Polarizers Polarizers Polarizers Polarizers

Y 6, 4 21.9 1 185. 18.5 140. 11.0* 124.*
X 1, ").5 2.99 I 22.4 2.99 30.0 2.23 24,2

19.5 4.75 6.95, 3.39 4.90 j 2.71 3.95

Y 9, 4 9.19* (53) 8.15 49.0 5.j2 32.0

X 1.5' 9.5 2.311 (111) 1.57 10.5 1.40 7.91

19.5.0 3.36 2.55 3.36 1.6 3  2.7

Y 12, 4 3.90* (22.) 3.46 20.8
X 2, 9.5 (1.82 (4.8) 0.86 4.7

19.5 1.70 (3.0) 1.40 2.80

Y 6'- 16.5 24. 0 ((170))
X 2, 26.5 EK87 U37))

36.5 13.46 3416

Y ' 16.5 2 2. 4 ((150))1

X . 65 4,50 ((38))'j 36.5 3,2 4.26 ___. . . -- -

Note: 1 . Asterisk (*) indicates that 0 0 for this datum.

2. Values in parentheses are extraipol ations- v a I LeS i W OOLh ~le pret hesOSe
,are, less to he trusted

3. Green light selected by Wratten No. 61 filter,



Table 3.2. Apparent Radiance of Background (Test Surface Removed; Relative Units; Green Light)

Z-3' Z 6' Z 9'

0 No Crossed No Crossed No Crossed

Degrees Polarizers P6Ioi zerf Polarizers Polarizers Polarizers Polarizers

Y = 6' 4 2.29 x 10--3 2.46 , 10-5 174 x 10-3 2.09 x 10-i 842 x 10- 4  1.12 x 10--

X 1' 9.5 3.31 x 10-3 3.31 x 10-5 2.63 x 10-3 2.63 x 10- 2.09 x 1)--3  1.51 x 10-5

19.5 4.68 x 10-3 4.47 x 10.-5 3.47 x 10- 3.55 x 10-5 2.29 x 10-1 2.24 x 10-5

Y -9 4 4.47x 10-'s < 10-5 9.55 x 10- 1.23 x 10-5 1.66 x 1o-3 9.77 x 10-6

X: 1.5 9.5 1.18x 10- < 10-5 1.41 x 10- 1.79 x 10- 8.71 x 10- 1.29 x 10-`

19.5 1.82 x 10-4 2.14 x 10-3 2.34 x 10-1 1.45 x 10- 1.70 x 10-5

""Yr 12' 4 2.75 x 10-5* < 10-5* < 10-5

X = 2' 9.5 7.59 x 10- < 10-5 1.10 x 10-

19.5 1.35 x 10-4 < 10-5 1.66 x 10-5

Y z 6' 16.5 2.88 x 10.-5 < 10-5

X = 2 26.5 4.77 x 10-5 < 10-5

36.5 5.0i x 10-.5 < 10-

SY 9 16.5 1.91 x 10- 1

X 2' 26.5 3.47 x 10- 5 < 10-5

i36.5 4.90 x 10- 1

Note: 1. Asterisk(*) indicates that 0 0 for this datum.

2. Although radiance is tabulated to 3 places, the precision of the m-asuring system

was not better than ±2 percent. The data may also contain systematic non-

linearities of this magnitude.

3. Green light selected by Wratten No. 61 filter.

3.7 MAXIMUM RANGE OF UNDERWATER IMAGERY

One of the most surprisinq facts about underwater lighting is thia at long ranme much molrt ligiht

reaches a distant obje ct thanr is usually predicted. Consider an extoer iment ditaqramed in F i-t. 3-i; ,i umi-

form spherical tadmp is lowered at nighit directly beneath a downwad-ftLIPing longlr]-es anderw, iter cam Iiirf.

in clear wader having an attenuiation len01th of 5 n ters. hTIhe lamp ;s pthotograplhed at 3, 6. 9. and 12 it-
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tenuation lengths below the camera. Each of the resulting pictures show an image of the bulb surrounded

by a glow of forward-scattered light. Because of attenuation, the exposure requirod for the pictture at the

bottom is 1000000 times that for the picture at the top. The diameter of the scattered glow remains rough-

ly independent of lamp distance, whereas the diameter of the image of the lamp decreases linearly with

distance. It is not surprising, therefore, that as lamp distance is increased the irradiance received in the

plane of the camera lens direct from the lamp diminishes more rapidly than does the component of irradi-

ance due to the scattered glow. Figure 3-6 shows that both the image forming light and the scattered light

pass through the lens but are separated in the film p!ane. Measurements in the film plane can, therefore,

yield separate values of the two components of irradiance, If, however, the camera were to be replaced

by a flat photocell facing the lamp, total irradiance would be measured. The solid curve in Fig. 3-7 is a

plot of the total irradiance at the lens. The upper, dotted curve represents the image forming component

alone. At long range the scattered component is greatly larger. For example, when the lamp is 40 meters,

below the camera, i.e., at a distance of 8 attenuation lengths, there is 170 times as much irradiance as

would be expected on the basis of the simple a calculation, but at this distance only, one part of the

light in 170 is capable of image formation. It is not surprising, therefore, that at some distance the image

of the lamp falls below the contrast threshold of any viewing system. Vhi lamp will then bh cs'i( to dis-

appect) into its own glow. In the iase of dikect underwater vision this occurs at about 15 attenuation
lengths in all clear ocean waters. The use of mcich more powerful lamps produces only a slight increase
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3.8 LONG RANGE UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY

It is interesting to explore various techniques of underwater lighting to see if the limiting range
can be approached using ordinary photographiy, The pictures in the remainder of this section were tiken
in the laboratory tank described in Section 7. Figure 3-8 is intended to suggest an underwater camera
and a nearby underwater lamp used to illuminate some object at a distance one attenuation length
from the camera, It is easy to make good underwater photographs at this distance, as in Fig. 3-9, whcýh
serves to introduce the cast of chccortecrs. These are not swimmers but moored dummies. The upper swimn-
mer is attired in trunks and flippers, whereas the lower svvimmer is in a black wet-suit with a mask and
light trunks. At a distance of one attenuation length this lighting technique produces acceptable photo-

grapic qa I ty. This page is reproduced at the
back of the report by adifrn
reproduction method to oio
better detaA.
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sighit is still ci rect y ii lumi nated, but no0 part of thle path is close to tile B rl~ oth inverse SLqeu~rf laow

and attenuation by absorption and scattering operate to avoid the, intense l ighting~ of tire water close to
thE camera lens; it is this brightly l'ighted water which contributen, most to contrast loss in the. uiaFrded

lgotring arrangement ýhown in the left diargram. Offset of the lamp may be to thle rear of the came.., as
well as to the side; this mnay have advantage when very 1h-rge fields of view are to be pioorographedA, but
added lamp output is needed to cornoensate for the longer lamp to object di stance.

2 22

Fig. :110 tOtu strut ii., two nethoda, for impro)ving urderwurtur phetogritphy b,, re out ng the lighting

on the wkater close to the lens.

A third aid in reducing common volume scattering is oro'vided by crossed polarizers. Both thle lamp
ancd the camera must hisve polarizers and thle object must depc arize in the pirocess of reflection in order

to be photographed. Absorption of light by thle polarizers reanires an increase in exposure timne, lens

speed, filmn speed, or !amp outpuLt by a factor of abotit tan.

The matrix of photographs in Figs. 3-11 1nd 3-12 illustrates thle effects oIf the various modes of light..

ing discussed above on short, medium, and long range underwat~er photogr Thy. Photography at 2 attenua-

tion lerngths is shown by tne three picitures on the top row. 'The figure on the left shows the lighting

geometry for thle first and second pictuoS; thle geometry of thle th i d picture is shown by the center di a-

gram in Fig. 3-10. Consider first thu unaided photograph oil thle left. It will be noted that the lamp irr-adi-

ates the water rth between the camera and the swimmer. Scattered l ight throughout this wato, path is
ucklded to the imrage forming light from the swimlmer arid] serves to lowe~r the available contrast. Ani obvious

mlechanlisml for- ... ppressirig the effect of scctteririg in -lie water is thircugh thle use of crossed polarizers.

The second picture shlows what can be ichieved by means of p1 aci r,1 a ýnear polarizer on the light s iý-rce

and a crossed ii near polarizer on) the carnrio. The background is darkonred and the apparent corntrast of the

ligiht portions of the swimmers is Improved hut it will be notedti tat the dark suit and dark trunks are bare-

l y discernible. I ,,, actuallIIy inore i nformnat ion concerning both swi emmer s hut piort i no IarlIy the lower swim-

mer can be obr a i 'vd fromn the lower contrast picture oii the loft. Anothe~r, perhaps be~tter,. way of i mprýv iilq

tl,,e iinauciry is, by ilwans of ilrm opalue partttini o- septuil to darken the waiter between the camnera and the

swinmmers. This is illusit ited iii the third picture. Here thle images0 {ippe or P iqt)-r in coiitrast than it' tile

UnaidU'd p~icture nut thle details of the dark Suit are still visible.

Photograp~hy at 3 aitUnnlatiok; 'enqths izs Shown in) the( middle row oif imnage'; of Fig. 3-11. I he 1sag pth

of 11,4.,ted water between the cailicia andi the swimm-ers Ilas drasl cal ly redulced Wei( contrast in the case of

Ihe nun oided Ii ghtin . depicted onl thle left. The second picture, from the ielt illuLstrateS the! effect of po1lri-

izer';. Ant opaque pa rtition or oeptulin was -asuet in maikini thet third photograph. and the final pictureý onl rhe

grt rertmstitS tio, iuse ot both the setui ad tlre upon riers At thus r'ange there 15 J11 air ovi(u nee for

sono ;i~ded plintogiapluI.: tu-1W gn. l hrd Jictimr, nodeý with at sept!')61 11i ibest atl this ranger.
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At 4 atterlUat ion ienqth S thle Sitluat ion is as shown in tire bottom row of p)ictures if, Fig. 3-Il. Conti

htimed uIse Of both polalrizer and Sep~tum~ prfoduIced ani OXCel lent picture! Of tire top) Swimmer110, hUt 1,112V of deý

polarization by the dark suit of the lower swimmner seriously impared this imagery coinpated with the

photo ~r aph i n the se!I~COILtim o.

At 5 atten nati-i ciolngt hs no imilge was recorded by cornven tionari l i ghtinrg, tint somethini g WaIs ach i evvd

by lateral sejparati-)n of the li up from tire camnera by several atterlUation lengths. SuJch an) off-set is niot

;il~i/ ways praCtICa he bult it It carl bo dorne in the nmannier shown in the di agrarin inl the top row in F'ig . 312,
i rrr-k!I-y su~ffi 'icO;t 10 detect the pie-3ence of the -swinrircwirs can be ach ieve(], as shown in the firtIuadd

picture TRe reason for thisi im!-rovemer! is obhvious: The lighting on) the object is not much rMIdced by
ciflsettir'g the pxlItion of the, lainp rý,lctivc to the camera, but the lighting on the water im med itely in front.
of the ýeii is edurced gte atl,. Phis reduiction) in the veiling glare of lighted water enables the swirrmers

BOTH CROSSED
CROSSED POLARIZERS

LIGHYI NG UNAIDED POLARIZERS SEPTUM & SEPTUM
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to be Senn faintly, The aid givenl by cinsised polarizatioli or tby thle LISe Of ii -,ptin 111waS less duniMatiC

with off- set li gh tinug Neven~he le-ss the p e~to res obtained with these. technlcLC "u A 5 11ACMidtin 1 ian entn s

are. comoarable inl (Iua Iity With those secured at 4 attenuaItion lenc ths, without off-set.

At G attenua.. ition i~lenths useabl ½, results weve not obtained ui hl,ss i'1ie lamn \NiiS ne)ved out c !oSt to

the swimmer and a septum MIS uIsed to nonilirni To thle light in i.]Of the(, comniorn vo1lfne. ini the picture onl the
right in tile maiddlen row polarizers hiave been addled to furthe.'r ((di CO theI S(catt0red !ihht and to darken theq

background; the photographic quality is cornparmbIc, with the b~est roeS it Obt.An i nedt :3 attenuati o engths.

The final picture in F iq. 3-12 was taken at a di stance of 1,d otemnation lenigihs. 1he arnip was near
the moored dulmmly swirnmiers and a carob il 'i adit?-Jod meptun darkened the c.7inmon Vo 1,111a0 10nuc11 as

possible. Crossed lineal poi ci ?ers worc. t! sd mr both thc aip nd the m-eama E-venj So, ther(e was a

BOTH CROSSED
CROSSED POLARIZEPS

LIGHTING UNAIDED POLARIZERS SEPTUM & SEPTUM
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ilot icoaheb lcos s of contrast bec.aurse tie object is S j ghil.Iy Veiled by the forwNard scatteri ng of its ow n re-

flccled light. Cootra St en harncement in procesSiog call overcomle the miinor loss of contrast, however, and

gc ad( quality pictures can be obtairled. Ani en artgement of the picture made it 12 attm ,nfl nt i 11 hI Žgth,- is

shown ii ig S) 13. It is to be remembered that this di stance corresponds to 120 mieter's (394 feetr inl

aver iuqe c~ e(ar ocean water (1 la 10 meters) or to 240 meters (787/ feet) in exceptionally c lear. ocean

wat er (1 /(t 2(0 meters). The principal purpose of IFig. 3-1 2 is 0 illustrate that longq ran~ge tinderwaltur

photography is possible if the lights arre close to the object and if adequate exposure can be provided.

There is, however, a limit to tha photograph)ic range whiclh becomes: apparent at slight iy greater di s-

tances. Even with unlimited exposure, self-luminous objects in otherwise on lighted water di sapptear ill

their own forward scattered light bevond approximu'tely 15 attenuation lengths. Contrast enhancement ex-

tends this limit oily slightly.

This page if, reproduced at the
baick of the repoi t by a different
eproduction mnethod' to provide

better detail.

Fig. 3- 13. Euit rgeimen, of' hr lower right. p otogrop h in Fig. :3-12, showNinrg (diummfy Wi(li wimmis mfooci~i

12 aittenuaition len~gths from the camout.

3.9 EXPOSURE REQUIREMENTS

The range o' underwater photography in tonms i4 attenuation lengths is ordimiar i ly Ilimitedi by the availI-

able photographic exposuie One purpose 01 the equations given earlier in Sectioni 3 is to enalble expIosuire

requirements to be calculated. The photographs inl Figs. 3-11 and 3-12 were made at model scale in a

laboratory t.ank w th a Nikon camera containing Kodak PlUS-X film and 6.quipped with an F/2 lens. The

lamp was a G.E. Type DVY. At dis;tances -of 1 or 2 attenuation leieaths the exp)osure times were small frac-

tions of a second, 'jut at 5 or 6 attenuation liongths several minules of e-,xposýure timie was 1ormCuired. A t: re

exposure for several hour s was need.,fed in orde; to obtain the pictare at 12 atte~nuation !engths. Al thouigh

long exposure timies are feasible iný the case of dui nI ~rdn a taook, they are not ivai at) I in the

ocean with ilive ,)bjects and a miobile cameora.

It mnust be remembered that vary long range underwvater,, phot ography r oqu ire s not only I irqe exposure

but also that the object be se If- I >nmi ons or lighted in an equivaflent an mwr by buy i ng light only ii 'mindi -

ate ly ad jactat to it. The latter option might seemi to he ii maos bei, in most inlstain'ces, yet lbhis is exactly

what is hoped for by those who are buin dinc syt . Vs i rgplsed lasers for underwater in atery . Many of

these l asers produce pulse durations ot onlyv a few ni nosecoids. /A ;er 1)11' (I s f 4 ndiinoSeCemnd a dJurat nit

produices a train of light: only ;;tnur CWW 1.1e10r loGM. Vfhen this, lgt arrives alt hel ýAqrcýt all of the wlt(;i
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closer to the camera is dark and the situation should be quite similar to having a lamp within a meter of

the scene. Thus it would appear that the greatest hope, for truly long range underwater imagery is by

means of pulsed lasers and gated electro-optical cameras.

3.10 SILHOUETTE PHOTOGRAPHY

Long range underwater imagery of silhouettes is easy if sufficient exposure is achievable. The maxi-

mum range at which opaque objects appearing as silhouettes against a distant extended source of light

can be recorded in otherwise Unlighk.ed water is approxmmstely 15 attenuation lennths. Beyond this dis-

tance the image becomes irdistinguishable because of forward scattered ight from outside the. edges of

the object. A siihouette photograph of a dummy mocced at a distance of 12 attenuation lengths in the lab-

oratory tank is stiown in Fig. 3-14. The exposure time was several hours.
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4. EXPERIMENTS WITH COLLIMATED LAMPS

4.1 SIMULATION OF UNDERWATER LASERS

Planning for experiments leading to an understanding of the properties of laser light in the oceans

began early in 1961 when no blue-green laser suitable for submerged use existed or was expected to exist

soon, Actually, the first such laser became available in 1964 but its eventual existence was only a mat-

ter of speculation in 1960. It was natural to ask: "Can an underwater laser be validly simulated by a

projector producing a tiny, highly collimated beam from an ordinary source of light?"' Answers to this

question varied. No one was sure. Most were dubious.

The ruby lasers existing in 1960 produced millisecond pulses of coherent monochromatic red light in

the form of well-collimated beams only a few millimeters in diameter. Already there was talk of Q-switch-

ing and other techniques that might enable pulse lengths to be shortened to microseconds or even nano-

seconds with instantaneous power of a megawatt or greater.

There were perplexing doubts about possible nonlinear interactions between laser light and witer. It

was questioned whether the propagation of non-coherent iight in water would be identical with that of co-

herent light. Some believed that studies of the behavior of steady light from a submerged incandescent

projector would have no relevance to the behavior in water of light pulses as short as a few nanoseconds

because such pulses would produce optical reverberations in the ocean. What if the optical relaxation

time of water exceeds a few nanoseconds? It was suggested that the shape of the light pulse would be

stretched or distorted in the process of transmission through the sea water, and that various forins of non-

linear absorption effects would take place. Energy might be lost, it was said, by the production of sound

waves. There were reported observations of micro-bubble production when laser beams were focused in

water: Would these destroy the beam by scattering? In short, there were in 1961 many unanswered scien-

tific quandries which caused doubts to be exoressed concerning whether any attempt should be made to

experiment with steady burning conventional sources, even though optical systems could be constructed

to produce beams of light simila; in geometry to those expected from future lasers. It was said repeatedly

that no incandescent projector should be called a "laser simulator" and, in fact, that term was dropped

from usage by the Laboratory in deference to these objections. Experimets proceeded, however, with an

incandescent projector used exactly as if a laser was being simulated.
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In the clear light of hindsight, exploration of the properties of highly collimated small beams of in-

candescent light in water was most wise. It is now known that none of the effects enumerated in the pre-

ceding paragraph have any significant existence with respect to the performance of 1964-66 underwater
lasers, whether steady burning or producing twenty-nanosecond, megawatt pulses. We have no evidence

that the propagation of coherent light differs significantly from that of non-coherent light. No nonlinear

effects, ringing, or pulse stretching due to propagation were observed* In fact, all irradiance and radiance

data are identical from incandescent sources, doubled neodymium pulsed lasers, and continuous argon-ion

lasers.

The fact that pulse stretching* and nonlinear effects in water are not observed at the sub-megawatt

power levels used in the work described by this report does not mean that these effects are not to be ex-

pected with much shorter pulses from high powered, mode-locked lasers. Clearly, there is a regime of
such propagation phenomena that is associated with high powered pulses having durations comparable

with the lifetimes of atomic or molecular states and transitions, but these complex phenomena do not, for-

tunately, seem to concern those using 20 nanosecond pulses.

The measured propagation characteristics of light from the steady incandescent projector were found

to agree precisely with the propagation characteristics of light from a laser producing 20 nanosecond
pulses provided that all geometrical properties of the respective light beams are identical; see Section 6.2

The same result was obtained with a steady burning argon-ion laser producing light having coherence length

of several centimeters. The above statements are made on the basis of high quality experimental data and

they support theoretical constructs that have evolved during the decade that has been occupied by the re-

search, but in 1961 when the experiments were begun with the highly coHimated incandescent projector

there was no guarantee that the conclusions reached would have any relevance to the performance of lasers

in the ocean, It is pleasing that the incandescent data given !ater in this section are applicable to per-

formance of lasers, but even if this had not proved to be true the work in 1961 and 1962 would not have

been wasted, because the experimental techniques and apparatus that were devised and built in those years
made possible the laser experiments which came later. It is doubtful whether such successful techniques

and equip.aent would have been developed using pulsed lasers alone, for laser observation is difficult and

hazardous. The measurement techniques using cameras on fast oscilloscopes are vastly more cumbersome

and somewhat less precise than those used to study light beams from incandescent lamps. Even the

steady burning argon-ion laser is a difficult and dangerous light source compared with the incandescent

projector.

"THE COLLIMATED INCANDESCENT UNDERWATER PROJECTOR

In 1961 it was believed that submerged lasers might be expected to protluce beams of light in water

having a divergence o I to 3 milliradians and a diameter at the source of, typica!ly, 1/2 inch (12.7 mm).
Allowance should be made, it was said, for beam diameters as great as 50 mm. An incandescent projector

was designed to meet these requirements. Fig. 4-1 is a photograph of it. A schematic diagram of the pro-

jector appears as Fig. 4 on p. 216 of Appendix A and the essential optical details are given in the caption
of that figure. The diameter of the beam of light it produced could be reduced by an external stop to any

desired value. The incandescent source was a zirconium concentrated-arc lamp manufactured by the Syl-

vania Company. The lamp housing was designed to accommodate four sizes of these lamps in prefocused

* A form of pulse stretch due to path length differences wOs foand in the scattered light far from the lusr t)s am;

se4 Section 6.6.
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Fig. 4-1. Collimated incandescent underwater projector. See Fig. 4 on page 216 of Appendix A. Wooden

cane houses four sizes of concentroted-arc lamps in prefocused subassemblies.

subassemblies. Thus, the 2, 10, 25, and 100 watt models of the concentrated-arc could be used at will in

order to vary the beam spread. The area of the arc crater in these lamps is roughly proportional to their

power rating. The light beams they produced had divergences of 0.18, 0.80, 1.5, and 3.0 milliradians, re-

spectively, at the full 50 mm beam diameter. These divergences were increased by diffraction when the

beam diameter was reduced by the use ef an external stop. For example, with a circular stop 1.27 mrr

(1/20 inch) in diameter the four beam divergences were 0.70, 1.3, 2.0, and 3.5 milliradians respectively.

Collimation. Adjustment of the collimation of the projector was accomplished by means of the de-

vice shown in Fig. 4-2. The small central tank was filled with water after the end of the underwater pro-

jector was pressed against an O-ring seal in the tank. The light emerging from the high quality plane

window on the opposite side of the water tank was allowed to enter the telephotometer shown in Fig. 2-3.

This instrument fitted the V-block supports which can be seen on the right in Fig. 4-2. The telephotometer

served simply as a telescope. It was focused at infinity by sighting on some distant object, such as a

Fig. 4-2, Fixture for collimating the incandescent underwaer projector. Telephotor.ýeter (ýee Fig. 2-31
fits in V-olocks on the right. This page is reproduced at the

baltk of the rep. ,t by a dirffien t
reproduction mrnthod to p)iovido

better detail. 4-3



tree on some far-away hilltop, before' being placed in the \V-blocks. Both a neutral density filter and a

Wratten No. 61 green filter were added to the eyeoiece of the telephotometer so that the operator could
look comfortably at the, image of the arc crater formed by the system. HIe then adjusted the position of the

zirconium arc to produce the sharpest image of the crater. This collimated the lamp. Once the adjust-
ments on th.••. subassembly were locked, the assenmbly could be remo% )d and reinserted freely without re-
quiring re-collimation. fhus, the four lamps in their respective subassentblies could be easily interchanged.

Mounting Requireme'nts. Previous experience, gained at Diamond Island during the summer oi 1960
with an underwater projector producing a beam having a spread of 43.5 milliradians (2.5 degres), showed

that the mounting for a highly collimated underwater lamp must be very stable and must have precise point-
ing controls., Attempts in 1960 to use the 43.5 mr lamp from a floating support demonstrated that such
supports are useless. It was clear that both the projector and the measuring equipmnnt must be supported

rigidly from the bottom of the lake, if successful measurements at high collimation were to be made.

4.2 THE FIRST UNDERWATER TOWER AND TRACK

A successful mounting system for experiments employing the highly collimated projector was con-
structed and used during the 1961 experimental season. It made use of a vertical cylinder of concrete 12

feet long with an inside diameter of 4.5 feet. It was placed on a rough platform of rocks arranged on the

bottom of the lake. Portland cement concrete was poured into the cylinder from above until the lower 3.5
feet of the cylinder was filled. Since the cylinder was open at the bottom, the corncrete also flowed down
through the supporting rocks. Thus. the bottom of the cylinder was sealed by a massive concrete plug
which anchored it to the rock foundation. Prior to putting the big cylinder in place, a window was cut in
its side and fitted with a circular observation port 15 inches in diameter. The center of this port was 2.5
feet below the lowest level of water which occurred throughout the series of measurements.

The cylinder was tall enough to extend above the water surface. Its top was 2 or more feet above the
level of the lake, depending upon seasonal differences in lake level. Pumnps were used to remove the

water from within the cylinder so that it could be occupied by the experimenter with his apparatus. A tern-
porary wooden shelter was constructed on top of tne concrete cylinder to provide laboratory space for te-

corders anI electronic equipment. The installation was made in water about 12 feet deep at a location
that was protected from the strong west and northwest storm winds and waves in the lake. It was near one
corner of a large boathouse. A wooden footbridge was construlted between the boathouse and the top cf
the concrete cylinder to provide easy access. Figure 4-3 shows a photograph of the completed facility.

"- - "'Ih~s page is ,el)roducl(ed at the

Fig. 4-3. First underwater tower at Dianmond lslid, 196l1. back Of i te r(}) rt I y hff i t
reproduticion to i rve

|s-tter detail.
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Access to theitr'o of the underwater tower wa3 by means of a ladder, z's shown in Fig. 4-4. A
rigid table was provided to support the va~rious photometers arnd cameras at the observation port. The cir-
cular underwater window, s~w in Fig. 4-5. w-is made of Plexiglas 1-1/4 inches thick. Because this
material showed birefringent patterns in polarized light (eqg., when used between crossed polarizers) a
central insert of high quality, strain-free, optical glasF. 4 inches ii diameter and 3/4 inches thick was pro-
vided. It is seen in F~ig. 4-5, surrounded by a brass mounting ring. Al telephotornetry. photography, and
rneeSUremnents of radiarice and irradiance were made through this glass insert. For irýadiance measu~re-
ments, a circular piece of translucent diffusing plastic was mounted on the brass ring in the Water outside
the window in such a way that it could be pivoted to positions either i0 front of the window or downward
out of the way, as in Fig. 4-5. When the diffusing disk was in front of the window, the readings of the
photoelectric telephotometer weýre proportional to the irradiance incident on the outer surface of the
diffuser.'k A thiin, blackened metal cover having a small central hole! could be tittached tc 'the outer sur-
face of the diffusing disk in order to limit and define the area of the disk used for the irradiance
measurements,

Fig 4-5. Interior o~f the underwater
wmnun i Und c_-wuter cart
is iaintly vi-3ibit beyonl

Fig. 4-4. interior &' the first underwat'2" tower. hwid.

T his page is roproduced at ;-ie
hack of ihe reopt iY Iyt differtont
,(.produiction nit-kilo, to pr'~vicle

MOUNTING THE UNDERWATER PR'OJECTOR itter detail.

it, was essentiai that the underwater projector should be mounted in such a way that its distance from
the. measuring window could be varied. 11ihr; was achieved by building a horizontal underwatc7 trestlpe
(''track"') along the bottom of the lake. It %Aas attached at one end to the outside of the concrete cylinder
2 feet below the cetter of tnie measuring port or 4.5 feet toneath the water sujrface and 7 or 8 feet above
the, ake bottomn. it extended away from the undlervý':tz_, viewing port for a distance of 50 feet in a direction
roughly parallel to the shoreline of the island which, at that place, ran in an approxitirntely east-west dJi-

rection. The cyl i ndiri'l imnderviater observation Iroom"', referred to as an) unde~water ''tower", was sitki-

ated at the west end of the track. The highly (; i mated underwater projector was carried along the trilck

* ii' . 41-15 '.inI 4- 18 for refin-P iouts f4' thisý t'cjimijiuo, lull discussiori of rhe rouuirem.-nt' to Iho met iii orulr to
otaio vill rr nuhww n"ci ht"
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by a four-wheeled cart fabricated of square-secticned brass tubing, shown in Fig. 4-6. The cart could be

pushed along the trest;e and clamped in position at any distance from the tower.

SWithin the cart was a mounting for the "narrow beam lamp'", as the projector came to be called. The

projector could be rotated in a horizontal plane about a vertical axis passing through the second nodal

point of its lens. The control for this rotation was brought to the water surface by means of the vertical

column shown in Fig. 4-6. A sector plate at the surface enabled the lamp to be rotated through approxi-

mate!y 600 on either side of the axis of the track. Notches in the plate and a clamp mechanism, appearing

to have scmewhat tne shape of a clothespin, Fig. 4-6, enabled the direction of the light beam to be set at

known angles. A tangent-screw mechanism for fine horizontal adijistments was also provided in order that,

at the center notch, the lamp could be adjusted until the light beam passed precisely through the center of

the observation port; the tangent screw is obscured by ti.e sector plate in Fig. 4-6.

The light beam also needed to be airnrd precisel/ in a vertical plane. in order to accomplish this the
lamp was pivoted about a horizortal axis located several inches from The lens (see Fig. 4-6). Small verti-

cal displacements of the lens then provided vertical aiming of the light beam. The control was a knurled

whee! which may be seen clearly in Fig. 4-6 at the top of the control column. This was attached to a

threaded vertical shaft which extended downward through the center of the hollow control column to a tiny

white ball which engaged a phosphor-bronze clip on the projector just above the lens. Rotation of the

knurled control wheel thus moved the lens vertically through a sufficient range to enable the light beam to

bte positioned dccurately in the center of the observing window.

At the extreme left of the sector plate (see Fig. 4-7) is a vertical rod which passed downward to the

center of the front horizontal structural member of the cart. By pulling up on this rod the operator cculd
release clamps just behind each of the two front ro'lers; the cart then rolled easily along the underwater

track. Releasing the rod caused the clamps to lock tne cart at any selected lamp distance. The distance

of the lens of the underwater projector from the measuring aperture at the windov of the underwater tower
could be ascertained either by measuring with a steel tape above the water line from the tower to the top
of the, control column or by reaoing (underwater) the position oi the cart by means of a -tc - tape fastened

to the center of the track, as shown in the underwater photograph, Fig. 1-8,
Spherical Lamp. The cart also carried a 1000-watt spherical lzmp fo, use in waterclarity measure-

ments by means of the techiiques described in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. In Fig. 4-,q the spherical lamp is
shown in position in front of the projector; Figs. 4-6 and 4-7 show it stowed in a protective housing} at tie
rigit of the ;art. The control handl 3 was intended to protrude through the water surface.

POSITIONING THE PROJEC'[OR

Unrtrotected swimmers had suffered greatly from cold during the night experirellnts ill 1959 and 1 960.

It was desired, therefore, to minimize or eliminate the need to use a swimmmr for moving the narrow beam

projector along the track and to aim it.*

The anove-water system of contr-l s for the narrow bearn p,-ojector was devised to elirminitet the need
for anyone to enter the water. A pair of assistants in a rowboat could rmove the ciait along the track, clamp
it at any selected lamp distance, and adjust the light beam to the center of the me'isurement widow by
means of voice commands shouteVd by the experimenter inside the underwater towei or relayed for him by

Self t orunt'untnd uLln(crwur' -ter lrewht r.ng itup ratus 8SCUBAl was unk(n )wn tit [|iann•ld, ls ut ini tit 961 jInia wet, -is

for thermal iwrotection we•re reeIVllilg thit-ir first trifils.
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Fig. 4-6. Underwater cart and collimated Fig. 4-7. Underwater cart and collimated

projector in off-axis position. projector in on-axis position.

I0

Fig. 4-8. 11nderwn~er track fis sven through Fig. 4-9. Undierwater far woh 1000~ waitt

fit, IIt414- u~t f vit WnOwA and unudvr- spjheri cal I tpp.,
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someone at the top of the tower. Thereafter, upon command, the assistants could rotate the light beam to

any of the horizontal angles identified by the notches in the sector plate. On calm, quiet. nights the row-
boat technique worked fairly well. Unfortunately there were very few calm, quiet rights. Some good data
were produced (with the help of swimmers), but the entire installation proved to have many shortcomings.
These were corrected in 1962 when the second underwater tower and track were construoted.

THE 1961 DATA

The results of the experiments at Diamond Island in 1961 were published it, the paper entitled "Light
in the Sea," which is reproduced as Append',x A of this report. The 1961 results are on pages 218 to 225
and particularly in Figs. 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, and 22.

4.3 THE SECOND UNDERWATER TOWER AND TRACK

The use of the first underwater tower, track, and cart during the summer of 1961 revealed many ser-
ious shortcomings. Drastic improvements were needed before the research potential of the highly colli-
mated incandescent source could be realized or before meaningful explorations could be made of the prop-
erties of underwater lasers. The shortcomings of the 1961 equipment had a profound influence upon the

C ýsign of the highly successful second generation installation that was made in thle summer of 1962 and
used subsequently for all of the underwater laser experiments at Diamond Island. The changes and the im-
proved equipments are described in the follo..!ing paragraphs.

DEPTH OF THE EXPERIMENT

The first underwater tower Aas desig,,ed to place the track and cart close enough to the water surface
for the lamp controls to protrure in'o the 3ir where they could be operated by an assistant in a small row-
boat. The optical path for the lig[. be in was chosen to be only two feet beneath the water surf-ce and
the controls were built accorlrtgly During the construction of the concrete tower, however the measur-
inn port was placed such tha' he npth of the light beam was abcut 2.5 feet. Thus, none cf the control
handles protruded above the water surface. This made the operation much more difficult thar; was planned.
Finding the control handles in the dark without running into them with the rowboat wa; difficult at best
and impossible in the presence of the '~mall waves which were nearly always present. Use of tihe rowboat

was soon abandoned; swin ,mitrs operated the lamp controls.

The existence of thi control handles just below the water surWace was detrimental because motion of
the water due to waves produced forces on these parts that moved the projector and the light beari errat-
ically, During a dishearteningly large part of the time thei projector vibrated too much to enable data to be
taken. Vibraltion becane mnore serious, of course, when tile collimated lamp was near the outer end of the
50-foot track. Even on nights when work could be done, there were often periods of an hour or n11ore whmni
a sudden breeze would force the work to stop. Such stoplwageW duri.ng the early morning hours were partic:-

,ldirly di scouraginrg anc it was difficult to rraintain thet! inorlle of tized men while. waiting for the wvind .o
die down. It became obvious that thle shallow tecrhnique waýs impractical, especially for the future lisnqct
r;ringe unlderwater laser experiminents. It was obvioUs that the facility must he rVerCistr ucted ';0n ! rwt: e x-

pmIriJmmedt could b1, performed at a greater depth. 1 me discussions were of an -all weather"' capohtiily,

Study of various iriteroctilc; rg ( r JUIm -rrlerrs resulted in a deCl.ioll thalt the Mew iristallatimir wo0lod Il,W:'

the ietam from the coll ihmated la p or ,e, :aser 6l toot lie tielt ! he a 3 Lefti 011d ti3 iýýiio W hmV'
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track. This was a compromise between the desire to place the entire experiment so deep that it would

never be affected by water waves and the need to restrict depth in the interest of swimmer performance. It

was obvious that future experiments would require the continuo•,s ý,ervices of scuba divers, who would be

required to make many ascents and descents between the surface, the underwater projector, the under-

water track, and frequently, the lake bottom. Physiological difficulties due to frequent vertical transits

would increase rapidly as depth was made greater.

The decision to place the optical axis of the experiment at a depth of only 6 fet was the result of

considerable study. One of the factors considered was the optical effect of the water surface. Attenua-

tion lengtri in Lake Winnipesaukee in 1961 was about 5 ft/In. Although dark-painted rafts or floating cur-

tains were to be used in order to eliminate the mirror-like air-water surface, it was nevertheless desired to

have all solid refle(,ting objects located as far as possible from the light beam. The choice of 6 feet for

the depth of the beam insured that the overhead rafts or curtains would be more than one attenuation length

away from the beam. In 1966, when the most important laser data were taken, the water clarity was such

that the curtains were about 1.5 attenuation lengths above the beam. The bottom of the lake was much

farther from the light beam even at the shallowest point (near the tower). The lake bottom is covered by a

thin layer of organic detritus which provides a diffuse reflectance of about 1.3 percent. This matches the

reflection function of the water for diffused light almost perfectly. That fact is one of the major advan-

tages of the Diamond Island location for the conduct of optical experiments underwater. Any light field

is virtually unperturbed by bottom influence, a matter of the greatest importance in the studies of under-

water daylight which were conducted during the first era at Diamond Island.

CONTROL OF BEAM ALIGNMENT

In 1961 the accurate pointing of the underwater light beam was extremely difficult and time consum-

ing, particularly at the longer cart distances. Much of the difficulty resulted from the use of voice com-

munication between the experimenter in the underwater room and the swimmer who attempted to follow his

instructions. On most occasions the noise of wind and waves made it necessary for directions to move

the beam up or down, toward the island or away from it, to be relayed by someone at the top of the tower.

Every alignment of the light beam was a long, frustrating experience. Obviously, the experimenter, who

could see the light beam entering his window, needed remote controls operated by his own hand. Such a

system of iamp control was built in 1962.

Sivncote Pointing Conirol. The iicandescent projector, and later the underwater laser, were mounted

on top of a watertight steel box which contained the control mechanism. Wheels attached to this box made

it a cart to travel along the underwater track, as shown in Fig. 4-10. Clamps located between the wheelt

on each side of the cart enabled it to be clamped rigidly to the flanges ol the track, A heavy vertical

steel column extending through the top plate of the box supported the narrow beam lamp. The vertical axis

of the column passed through the lens of the projector. Thus, turning the column rotated the projector

about its projection lens.

The projector was supported by a trunion mounting attached to a horizortal arm carried by the steel

column. This provided a vertical adjustment for the light beam. Control was achieved by meanm" of a small

rod which occupied a vertical axial hole in the heavy steel colul~n. u his rod terminated in a small whitt

ball which engaged 3 spring Clip) Just beneath the projection lei,;. The control mechanism within tie cart

imparted a verlical motion to the rod, this turnrng the proj ector about a horizontal axis through the trunion

support arid CdUasi ig the light bear to be inclined sliihtly uipwardw o downward.
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Fig. 4-10, Collimated underwater projector on second urnderwater cart.

Prev'ision was made for the remote insertion and removal of an aperture stop for the p-ojecto.- The

mechanism can be seen in Fig. 4-10. It is a cylindrical case mounted on top of the projector above the

projection lens. This case contains a rota V solenoid with its axle protrud:ng forward toward the tower.

This axle carries an arm. visible in the photograph, bearirn an interchangeable aperture stop. A switch

at the lower center of the control panel enabled the Pxperimenter to insert or remove the stop at will. This

was an important capability without which beam alignment at long lamp distances would have beer impos-

sible, for at longq range the reduced beam passed by the stop is usually impossible to see until after it is

precisely aligned with the eye of the ob-erver.

The mechanism for accomplishing these motions was mounted to the top plate of the watertight com-

partrnant of the cart. .t is shown in Fig. 4-11. The horizontal iotation enabled the beam to te swept from

5" on the island side of the axis of the underwater track to 58' on the opposite side of the axis, i.e., away

from the island. A selsyn system sensed this iotation acd indicated the directicn of the light beam on a

large dial on the experimenter's cuntro' panel, shown in Fig. 4-12.

Rate controls were provided oin the contitrol p1:iel for both the verticol and horizontal drives. The up-

pe;r switch, marked CW, OFF., CCW, coiitr olhed the azimuthal movement of the light beam and the lower

"lhi• i: , i. Ii-J tice•l at !he

4 1 ) I.., i. a l•jt•r t

4.1 ) bI ttf'f detail.



switch controlled the vertical motion. The middle switch controlled an auxikary motor which operated the
azimuth drive through a differential to provide a super-slow azimuth control tor very fine pointing accuuacy.

This was essential at very large lamp distances. In the new configuration, 250 feet oi track was avoilable.

Fig. 4-11. Internal mechanism of second Fig. 4-12. Control panel for "note cootrol mechanism in the
underwater c art, underwater cart.

The wiring diagram of the cart control system is shown by Fig. 4-13 and the rear of the control panel

is pictured in Fig. 4-14. This page is reproduced at the
back of the report by a different
reproduction mnethod to provide
better detail.
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Fig. 4-14. Ttear view ofrh control panel in Fig. 4-12.

MOVEMENT OF THE CART

It Was the initial pian to provide the experimenter within the tower with means for moving the car-t
along the track by remote control. This was achieved. A long wire cabie ran from an clectrically driven
drum at the top of the steel tower along the top of the ''ties"' of the track to the cart and thence to a pul-
ley at the far end of the track. The cable return~ed to the tower along pulleys underneath the track and was
attach'ed to the drum. Thus, the cart could be Pulled to or from the tower devending upon the direction of
rotaton of the electric motor which turned the drum. Spring operated claiips hield the cart rigidly to the
track unless they were released by activating electromagnets when the cart was to be moved. This systerm
worked well so far as cart movement was concerned, but adequate provision had not been provided for the
autornatic har~dling of the many heavy electrical cables which were attached to the cart. Foulitig of the
cables and even damage to themn occurred almost every time the cart was moved. Scuba divers were need-
ed, therefore, to handle the electrical cables. Remote operation of the powerful cart drive created a hazard
to the swimnmers, whose hands could hay( been caught and crushed while endeavoring to manipulate the
electrical cables. This risk was needless since the swimmers could move the cart and handle the cables
simultaneously. They could also change stops, clean glass surfaces,* and assist in beam alignment at
lotig lamp distances.* For all of these reasons the power drive for the cart was dismantled early in the
1962 series of experiments and was never used again. Scuba divers recruited locally were used through-

out all of the remaining oniderwater experiments at Diamond Island.

APPLICABILITY OF DiAMOND ISLAND IRRADIANCE DATA TO OCEAN WATER

Although research at Diamond Island had, from hie outset, been undertaken for the discovery of prin-
ciples rather than for obtaining final data to be used int designing systemns for use in o9 nans, it was naturalI

*It Wa1.s i (Ctssitry to lan il glass surf~wi, !tV c Iw withi Likc wtiiir at ihire-tt-iiir inthrvtiis or olteiter to in1SUre
that no error., inl light tietisurctiont were cawwd icy tw ofiiituan ~ organic~;tra on those surfaces.

** At Very long lailje list ilfes (inyotul I 5 atteiicut jim let-nthl th, light loami trout the irojeetor, (,ven it full 50t cnt

aperture, was iwt visible unleiss it intercd Otheý cv eel ii' CNIcc-rcimenter. A ssvimiier att mcidlrange cotuld soe Hthe heit

ti,'ci position hjimself in it. A loittcr-N -iler aid elecctric light hull atnb to the imck ;)t ihe ewininticr', head
cey iattioehiti io: the strapit) hfis I aec ta,;sk -,ul( bee c,'n a ) tv i, i( oxperittetiter, wooi opt-,rti-d itic ritiace 'etiiials fo

pecine ing the projec'tor untl th le ,linmecer \%it., dtirctly iit it t fn el tof ,,lc sert Otio wyindow. Thii wtinmiktir next tin

Laehelsi- his bute;iel- midieie.'el eieýle. 'I'li hciatt troiti iii, leteeje ter \N i, Owl -ihi, itc h, 'xliwii 1iiitert. Wilt, ',tUldl

teinter it en lei c i the 1 H Ur iiig alert are. P'r( cis,- iige ~ il ,f the p ~ rit I lStee e'S itic tlo 25 ;itt elii n cclt entg th,
evels lte flij,vetl i1Y [his tee Liii11H

'ibhis page is it'prodeiced at the
back of the report Ic a dlifferen t
reproduction niuithitil to provide
1L,,terdeal
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to speculate on the possibility that the l-ike data could be translated otatttvtto ith, eeanerv ran-

ment. The stujdi*es of fo'-war(J scattering, including vevy small w'gl Icsatnado ýAi lb the firsi tov er

?,nd track in 1961 (see pages 218, 219, and 220 of App~endix. A,1'.i toc Ov.hr ba?!ief that transla~tica wVias pos.

sibie with respect Tor irradianrce on axis if certain qeometrical scal ing, ;eqruireimeflts 4,er." met. ihe reýquire,

ments are described ;n thc followino soction. This possibilIi~y wa~s deemied t-1 he important that hi had

a major iitflu~ence on the design of ,he- sccond ge.'ie,-atiori eqIuipm-ent and on toe concifict of the experimnents

with the col limnated incandescent projcctor in 1 %2 and with thei submarged !,isers in 1 :*A and 1965. Un-

fortunajLely, the first neodyrnium-doubled undlerwte (reen las(ers producedi &.cams thit were 5cr irreqular 1

shape, in power distribution, and in rf-eproducib,1;lity fromn Pu I-s ta p)l se that htie or no tclre signiticirnoc

attached to measur-rnents of ''~aineoat.Evol tion of coimpnnriityj intereket, Mora,:'/ver, soon moved

away from irradiance on.-axis and towara total laser power delivered to surfacfs; !a ce., than theý geometrical

size of the ligh' beam. Thus, the spreading of laser bieams by pa'ssage thr-Cugy. wfatf,.' and the distributJion

of irradiance oif-axis were. ihe center of impoilata.R~. T he laser heamn spzcad L eriments in 1966 made

clear the) crucial role of absorption in determining the spireading of coflimowJ jeams of liqht ir. water.

This discovery eliminated any hope of applying off-cxis irradiance data from the: ieke taý ocean water. (See

Section 7.) Even on-axis irradiance by a ciircularly symmetric. beairn miust. be ar'ected somewhat byr beamn

spread, so that geometrical scaling is a necessary but not' a fully sufficient requi, e'ient ior translation be-

tween highly dissimilar types of water. Although setcion 7 of this report describe,. a much better approach

to s;ecu1ring laser data applicable to the oceans, the principle of scali-ig is fu..lly dieo'cribed in the fcllowing

section of ,his report because of its influence on t:,e, design of the z-econd generatioi- equipment and the

manner of its use.

THE PRINCIPLE OF SCALING

The conclusion (see Figs. 9, 10, 11, and 12 on pages 219 anwi 220 of Appendix A) that the volume

scattering functions of Lake Winnipesaukee and o' most oýcean waters are remarkably similar at scattering

angles less than 60 degrees led to the concept that measurements of irradiance on the axis of the coIll-

mated light beams in Lake Winnipesaukee could be applied to ocean water if all distances are_ exnlressýar

in attenuation lengths and if the iight beairs iie g('onLtr*cral~ly similar in the lake and in the ocean; that

is to say, if all of the scattering angles involved are the same in both cases. So fa3r as the nion-scattered

photons which form tIbe residue of the light beamn at an'! disiance are concerned this geometricd: require,

monnt is met if the ratio of the diameter fit the crllihmated beam used 6) the lake to the, diamete.r (,f the coKl-

limated beam used in the cceart is the same as the ratio of the attenuation lenigth iii the lake to the atten-

uat~on length in the ocý-an. The attenuation lEngth o-' tue lake in the giea:n reqion of the spectrum center-

ino at 530 nm, where all of the moýasuremen&:; vaere made, was about 53 feet in 1961. The atte~nuat~on length

of the c le.-3rest ocean water at this waveler~jtk is the order of 50 feet. The principfle of scahfrli reuire

therefore, that the light beamn emitted by the Underwater projoctor or the Underwater laser at Diamnond Iý,

land must have one/tenth of the, dlicmeter of the beam emitd by an uilderwaite laser used in) Clearest

ocean water.

In 1961 and 1%962 the-re wvere no green. lasers for undervAter uise 1lthOUgh work to deviseý such cnp

ment was in progress. Thc auihari was advised to assume that the beam' of light produced by an underwalor

green laser for use in khe oceans wo-ld be 1/'2 inch in diameter. The requirement for scat iiq ai D~iamonad

Is land meant that the cellimated p ejector riUst emnit a beam of iight 1120 (if in inch in dli anetef ir orerr

to si mnlare the performance of the ass ýumed la',ser in) the c'leairest oceanl water . If thE oca i vt1raJ aIt-

tenuat tor length at 530 nm is 25 feet, it folltows th-ote iemi the 0he Lilt- ot I ghr :.iutr b)y the
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..arrow ,,amnt :,o.;(1jce at Driariord isdland should be 1/10 inch in order to simulate the performance of the as-

sumed 1/2 inch diameter underwater la;,er in oceanic a.ivernge water

The above thought pattern I;ctated the design of the experiments in 1962 and the las.:r experiments

which followed in 1964. In Lcth instances the prime emphasis was in irradiance on-axis. A more general

exploration of the light field produced by underwater lasers was, of course, also part of the program and,

indeeo, many ffe-axis measurements were made both in 1961, 1S,62, and throughout the underwater laser

programs in ,964, 1965. They were the primary interest in 1966. Even in 1961, the mounting for the under-

water narrow beam lamp was provided with a notched sector plate to allow the 'eam to be diverted through
known angles from the axis of the underwater track. Nevertheless, the crimary goal of the experiments for

1962 ano 1964 were the measuemrents of irradiance on axis at all achievable ranges with light beams stop-
ped down to dianters of i/20 inch and 1/10 inch. respectively. This drastically reduced the power level

of the experiment, partic(ilarly with the oarrow btxam i ,c~andescent projector. It meant also that the irrad-
lance collector used must be smaller in diameter than 1/2C inch for tne measurements to be made at small

lamp distances where the beam diameter did not appreciably exceed 1/20 inch. At longer lamp distances

spreading of the beam due -to divergence and due to scatteri% processes in the water enabled larger irrad-

iance collectors to be used but did not re!3x the requirement fc;r extremely accurate pointing controls and

highly stable mounting for both the underwater light source ana the rec6iving aperture.

DESIGN OF THE SECOND UNDERWATER rOWER

The engineering design ol the second generation tower, track, and pointing control equipment was set

by the philosophy and requircments detailed in the precediuig section. The severe loss of experimoental

time experienced in 1961 dýe to water waves and boat wakes dictated that the second generation insl:alla-
tion uýhouid have 'all-weather" capability. This was achieved (1) by conducting the experiment at greater

Jeptn, (2) by providing the experimenter with remote pointing controls for the light source, and (3) by pro-

viding underwatei voicre communication between the experimenter and the scuba divers who served as as-

sistants in the experiment. The swimmers had ai: tanks and wet suits that enablee them to stay fc hours
if riecessary at the depth of the experire.•nt 'n order to move the cart along the track, change apertMre

stops on the light source and at the measuring window of the tower, clean all glass surfaces, and assist
in beam alhgnment.

Voi+c (.oi•turticcation. Voice communication was pruvided by a row of underwater loudspeakers sup-

ported ibove the fi,,ck just under the water surface by means of floats. The instructions of the experiment-
er could be he, ,'d from any working pc,;ition. Reverse communication from the swimmer to the experimenter

wa: needed o! ýý infrequently. Experienice showed that the swimmer could tan on the rails of the undel-

water track w in o•y etal object (such as a screwdriver t, tiltý haridle of a diver's knife) and tnat these

clicks wee cleariy audible to the experimenter inmside the ucderwater towel. This was true because the

st-ýcotd tower w'-.s made of steel rather than concrete.

h' ,Ph';,, i'.w:'r. A mrJvel of the second urnderwater tower and track is shown in Fig. 4-15. It was

squre sectioned (rather than roLunad as in the case of the concrete cylinder Used previously) and about 5

fece square. Rings of I-heams inside the walls of the new tower stiiietied the structure and provided cou-

vernientshelves for apparatus and COlven let m1,ountings for apparatus, flooring, ladders, etc. The sane

18-Inch (fianfnfet roi-und underwater window was used in the new tower. The play;tic wi•mdow ;tfill c otitimed

the same 4-inch insert of strainfree high qtUality optical gla.ss that hld been tised il the firs, tower.
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Modification of th," Underwater Window. Just outside the lower right edge of the circular glass in-
sert, as viewed by the experimenter within the tower, the Plexiglas portion of the measuring window was
pierced by an axle provided with O-ring seals. The experimenter could turn this axle from within the tower
and thereby rotate any object attached to the shaft in the water. The outer end of the shaft bore a hub de-
signed to receive a round plastic disk about 9.5 inches in diameter shown in Fig. 4-16. The disk contained
a pattern of six holes 2.5 inches in diameter. The size and mounting of the disk was such that the center
of each of these holes could coincide with the center of the optical glass insert in the measuring window
and, thereby, with the optical axis of the experiment. Notches were milled in the outer edge of the plastic
disk in positions such that a small roller attached to a spring-loaded arm mounted on the outer surface of
the Plexiglas served as an accurate detent to center, successively, each of the six holes in the Plexi-
glas disk accurately in front of the glass window insert. "'This page is reproduced at the

back of the report by a different
reproduction method to provide

Fig. 4-15. Small wooden model of the second Fig. 4-16, The irradiance wheel.
underwater tower and track.

The Irradiacme Wheel. The Plexiglas disk or "wheel" as it was called (shown in Fig. 4-16) enabled

irradiance on axis to be measured. Flat circular disks of any desired material could be inserted in the six

2-13/16 inch circular holes in the wheel. A considerable variety of different inserts were provided. Ordi-
narily, one insert consisted of a disk of diffusing plastic covered on the side away from the tower (i.e.,
toward t! e underwater lamp) by a thin blackened metal disk in which a sharp-edged circular hole 1/40 inch
(0.635 nim) in diameter had been drilled. When a light beam 1/20 inch (1.27 mm) in diameter was centered

on this insert, the light passing through it was considered to be proportional to the irradiance on axis of

the light beam.

An exactly similar insert with a 1/20 inch diameter aperture was also in the wheel. This served an

identical purpose wher, the light beam was 1/10 inch (2.54 mm) in diameter. It was also used when the

lamp distanco, was such that the 1/20 iicl (1 .27 mm) light beam had spread to a (geometrical) diameter of

1/10 inch (2.54 mm). Changing the collc tor diameter from 1/40 inch to 1/20 inch increases the light

available for measurement Ly a factor of four. Measurements recorded at both diamneters enable the data to

le reduced to a common hasis; this procedure was called a ''fold'' in the data.
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Two other positions in the irradiance wheel were occupied bv similar irradiince collectors having

larger diameters. Often 1/4 inch (6.35 mm) and 1/2 inch (12.7 mi) apertures were used so that ''folds"

could be made at greater lamp distances.

The remaining two positions in the irradiance wheel were nearly always reserved for aids in beam

ali gment. One of the positions was left open so that the experimenter had an unobstructed view of the
light beam. The last position contained a transparent plastic disk lightly ground on the side toward the

underwater lamp and provided with horizontal and vertical lines which crossed precisely on the axis of the

experiment; i.e., at the center of the insert.

At very great lamp dis i:es the light fromn the projector was difficult to see. The visual effect was

that of a faint star seen aydiný•t a black background. This star disappeared whenever the pupil of the ex-
perimenter's eye passed outside the light beam. Thus, he could trace the edge of the bean by systematic

movements of his head. In such rases, the ground plastic reticle was replaced by an opaque stop having

a round open hole slightly larger than the light beam. Head movements then enabled the experimenter to

center the beam accurately in the open hole. This was a time-consuming adjustment.

Limiting Runge. The greatest lamp distance ri which data were obtained with the collimated pro-

jector or with the submerged laser was not set by ,.,t, iitivity of the measuring sensor. In both cas(es
longer ranges could have been used if more experimental time had been available! The time required for

adjusting the light beam to the center of the measuring aperture increased with lamp distance so drasti-

cally that finall" only one new lamp distance one new point on a curve -- could be added in an ;nut rp,

night by the a,;nn,cnt procedures described above. Instrumentation of several kinds could have been de
vised to make distant alignments much less time consuming, but project budgets were not sufficient. Nei-

ther were hours foi experiments at the field station. Thus, data at sufficient range to establish whether

the limiting slope is K or a in Fig. 4-31, although technically possible with the existing equipment,

were not achieved.

All beam aligni!,er, were accoipl ished visually using light from the collimated projector, even in

the case of experirn unts wi~h the pulsed lasers that are described in section 7 of this report. Beyond 13

attenuation len(,ths, light from the projec:tor could be seen only Linder conditions of full (lark adaptotion.

Even on moonless nights the underwater background of scattered light was much io bright to see the liamp
at such long distances. Attempts to do so had to be restricted to the night wi .,n the moon was new or to

three or four nights before or after that event. Even then, truly long range alignments could not have been

made without the "underwater tent'' shown in Fig. 4 18. This aerial photographi of the field station at

Diamond Island shows the ''tent'' attached to the second unLirwater tower. Buoyant rubberized fabric 12

feet wide and 90 feet long forms the dark section of the ''roof ' of the tent nearest the tower. The outer,

lighter section is composed of strips of an older floating fJbric laced into a 12 foot by G0 foot extersioll.

The need for repairs to the lacing of this section is ev ident. . At the end of the 15(.foot "roof'' Is I
wooden raft, This supported the chainis to three he )vy anchors which keep the free end of the tent ir

place. Floating 2 x 6 inch transverse wooden beams ,mre visible iit t:1 .foot intervals ilong the ''reof ', In-
chors attached to the ends of these beams 'kept the floating sIrnJ'tnre, straight.

The ''tent'' consisted of more than a fabric roof. Vertic il side (iurtains of the same dark rub!,, tized

fabric hung from the ''eaves" of the roof along the entire 15)-toot lenrgth. These Si(Jde CLIntaiuS i, 1''-.Id('d

from the surface downward 12 feet. Their !ower edge was ain bored to the bottom of thn, hake by mar , '1w's.

One end of the tent was closed ty ,•tac-hiuent to tht tower, loUt the fir eind was, open. h'1 h )r den.,1r r 1 t 111

was, of course, centered directly over the tra k on which •as; ( ,rried tihe c(rlIirawted pi etctolt. ', ih thn'
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Fig. 4-18. Aerial view of thýý field of vitiion at Diamond Itiland showing the second underwitter tower vith itH
attached floating ctrtain. This is moored directly above the underwater track w~iere .41l of the ýx--
pe'riments described in Sections 5, 6, and 7 were conducted. Storm damage to the outer se:;'ion (if
the curtain is evident. The boat landing, air track, aind Laboratory building ýtop celitert ,how
clearly. The unde~rwater tower is conrected to the boathouse by a footbridge.

t-mnt in place the background against which the projecto; a~peared was, by meaSUrement, 1006 timies OArker

twanj withiout it. Witil this improvement in darkness, visui.v' al ignmnents were achieve'l at rangtes; L)(-YOI;( 19

attenuation lengths on a fey' very dark nights when the mooti was riew.

O)ther Uses )f the iindirwawr 7'on:. The underwater tert 'ýionved othe: imuportant puipose.s be sides

Ci nabi ino 'mu range al iomients to be made onn very (lark nights. ýt enahlt d shorter range meas treine: its to

be made under the lower levels of moonlight. It enabled measurements to bi started earlier in tin- twilIIf igh

and ( ooi on ed later into Ohe dawn. It reduced ambient hat kgrouod iiIn nthe of K mne(uo tS (ý

Sectio!, 21.6), thereby incraasing their precision. 'Ihle tent also hi dri ated thne mir'ror lke ain -w,nter surfiwil

which would have frade K rnn~easuennerint inval id. Thisi pj!. i" w~)loe it O
lI~auk of t it wopint )ý a diiiln'iei0

i-,iiniii I i mt it J to 0 1 vint

Inntwl- intild.
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TECHNIQUES OF IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENT

The us3e of the '"wheel" for ineasuremen~ts of irradiance on-axis has already been described in the
preceding section. Such measurements would be invalid, however, if steps were not taken to (insure that
only light which passes through the small aperture in the center of the dark metal disk is measured. It is
important therefore that an opaque metal cover be provided for both the wheel and the entire window. At
Diamond Island, such a cover was pit in place by divers after each -fIignment had been completed and the,,
appropriate aperture of the wheel had 'ýeen rotated into place. In the center of that cover was a shallow,
concave, metal, conical depression, the center (.f which was precisely on aixis. The apex of the conical
depression was truncated to provide an opening about 30 mm in diameter. This was provided with a oft
rubber ring that pressed gently against the metal insert in the w;hýe!. With this cover in plac., rio ligla
could enter the tower except through the measuring aperture. I' cover can be seen in Fig. 6-5.

In later experiments the same "wheels" were Used for corresponding experiments performed in the
laboratory tank. Fig. 4-19 shows a picture of the instaltation. The window arid wheel were thle same oneas
that were used at Diamond Island. The mounting ring that holds these parts is however smallev than the
one used at the underwater tower because of mechanic~al -onstraints in the tank. The large, round Plexi-
glas window in this picture is 14 inches in diameter, whereas at Diamond Island it was 16 inches in di-
ameter. The mietal cover used ii the labor atory ý -irk is shown ini Fig. 4-20. It hangs from ~he upper edge
of the tank and covers the window completely, 1, is ,asily removable by the lifting handle at its top. The
large-, shallow cor.c at the ce(,ntei of the cover has a somewhat smaller hole than did the one used ai the
tower at Diamond Island, and the cone is mounted in a mechanism whicti enables it to be readily moved in
and out until the operning is brought gently into contact with the metal surface of the insert in the 'wheel".

Vi g. 4 19. I I xiglas di~sk (' in idianct wheel" c' on- ig. 4-20. Metal cuuv,-r ii~ed in th Litbordory Oink

truni., fowi inserts for ineamuring rrad- t, prevent hlght from pass~ rg through :hl
iwi on ii ili gnme nt ret i le, and a ,1ear mneasure nient %v' dow t xc *pt thiough t he

upe'., is miounted on th, 1earind8~rg irradijawe ctl ictor. A ýihallo" concave

Sin 1, , ii iidaI the Iaboritwry tanik de- m'san cone, o;vbng it senI air' Aar hal,

s(' ad in 'ývcimn t. ( its apex, -ioid gendti ti-ntuic with the

iradiarca Al ,e].
'Ihi ).igt'1 ýt ' 'Cdwi(O(I lit thil

111 I c itar l ii kfarr'eit

Ir!iuI(hictioii (1( i to poiiii.'uto
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Use of' the lNII 95P4-B Mulitiplier Ph'Atolube. As mentioned previously, an EMVI %624-B3 end-on multi-

plieo- prictotube was uis.d at Diamtond Island bepinning in 1962. Its sensitivity is more than 110,O times
greater than the selected RCA 931 -A used in 1961. The EMI 9524-B has been used in nearly allI experi-

menits since that time. Othei priototubes were used] or~y for experiments vwt'-' the pulsed laser or for in-
candescent irradiance mneasurements at very lorg ranges. The initernal mounting for the EMI 9524-B multi-
plier pnototube is shown in Fi( 4-21. That assembly is housed in an aluminum tubing that enabled the

tube to he used either in the telephotometer mentioned previously or, in the case of irradiance measure-
mernts, in a fixture which attached it to the inner surface of the tower window. TFhis mounting is shown in

Ficn. 4-22. The assembly was attached to the inner storface of the tower window by two mounting studs

which were screwed into holes drilled part way through the Plexiglas window. This arrangement provided

an extremely reproducible, vet easily removable, mounting for the multiplier phototube. Both ease of re-
mioval arid reproductility of replacement were essential, inasmuch as the unit had to be removed by the
experimenter each timne an alignment adjustment was made. This occurred, of course, each time the cart
was ýnoved to a new position on the underwater track.

Fig 4-1. ouningfo th EM 954-BMutipierPhootue.This page is reprodlneed at the

Fig. 4-22a Fig. 4-22hi Vig 4-99c

F"ig. 4-212ti. Iiiaidku koir) ý,ifacoe of' the newiiuremnetit windlow mhowing the. 4-inch diameter optical glass inscrt i~i i

br Has mou nt ig rio/i, m I two mount ing sat ii f,, 1 upport ing the miautitilit r p1 ~ototube , the at g rniong tephecýo i tii

nitrit s i.o~tvi' irradih~ymetk r. i'ig. 4-22_ýi. Attachinent fixoire ("spider") fo., en I-on miltiplier p.i!)totulb.ý durving r

Limct, iiwaiaurvnic-tt lioigs f'romn two voiwnti'j lo t-ao h irinsir rurfuce oif Ott-srcr Witoldy. PrIlt tve

ýover for oipt il glnsý , in rt i8 ntttachetd t.r J11 'pdi with I ape. F'ig. 4 ýQc. F.'MI 9,`,24-11i moidaipid r pooo

11) plm1 lit0 th 1- i U4Criltint winldo'w..
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Irradiance •lerawurwmn•lns at Long IP nge. It was the intent of the 1962 program to measure the on-

ax;s irradiance of the 1"/1 C-inch diameter incandescent beams out to lamp distances sufficient to show the
limiting slope of the irradiance-on-axis. Ranges we;] beyond 100 feet, i.e., beyond 20 attenuation lengths,

were required. !n fact, 150 feet of track was ccns,,cucted and the remote pointing controls were designed

tc be adequate fe- the extremely delicate adjustments required to center the beam at even longer ranges.

The Ultra-,Srositivv, _-cdiomr.ter. Before a lamip distance of 100 fcet was reached the EMI 9524-B

multiplier phototube had insufficient sensitivity to measure the irradiance produced by the 1/10-inch di-
ameter incandescent beam. in anticipation of the ne,,d for more sensitivity, an ultra-sensitive irradiometer

based upon an EMI 9502-S multiplier phototibe had :'.3en designed and consructed. That tube, in its black
cylindrical housing, ic shown on the left in Fig. 4-23. On the right is the mounting which attached it to

the inner surface of the window with the same type of mounting hooks that were used with the EMI 9524-B

multiplier phototube.

lne assembled uitra-sensitive irradiometer is shown in Fig. 4-24. The black cylinder containing the
EMI 9502-S multiplier phototube has been inserted in a thermostatically controlled, gas cooled refrigera-
tion unit. Directly in tront of the photocathcde is a mechanical light chopper driven by an electric motor,
located beneath the multiplier phototube. The light was chopped approximately 90 1rimes per second. The
electrical output was delivered to an amplifier-demodulator which drovc a Brown strip chart recorder. rhe

electronic assembly is shown in Fig. 4-25. The Brown recorder does not appear in this photograph but its

place at the top of the rack is obvious.

A Smith-Florence regulated hiqh voftage suppl was used for the multiplier phototube. The voltage it

supplied could be varied continuourly by means of tnree thunmwheels, which can te seen at the top of the

power supply panel in Fig. 4-25. In operation, the voltage on the multiplier phototube was adjusted manu-
ally to produce a fixed reading of the Brown recorder. The voltage indicated by the thurnbwheel dials on

the Srith-Florence power supply was then entered on L calibration curve to obtzin a number proportional

-to irradiance. That curve was prepared at the Visibility Laboratory using incandescent standard lamps and
inverse square law attenuation on a 3-meter photometric bench. A schematic diagram of the ultra-sensitive

photometer is given in Fig. 4-26.

This page is reproduced at the

Lack of th( repolt bv a differentreproduction, r,ithof to provide
€• better det~til.

Fig. 4-23

Front viev, of uhra-sMensitivt- irrolid nict,i f,,
attaichuient to the in' Oasuremenlent window ,y
irwat ( (of the mountin, 'tudls shown in Fig.
4-22a. At the hIt is EMI 9502S.. ii.ýulthplir

plhot(itube in its ticliik clindrical tiou.ilig.
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Fig. 4-24

Rear view cf ultra-sensitive irradiometer.
EMIf 9502-S mulciplier phototube in black
cylindrical housing is inserted through
the :ear of the therimostated refrigeration
jacket. Motor for driving the chopper disk
is directly beneath the mwiltipiier photo-
tube.

Fig. 4-25

An'plifier-demodulkitor 6nd variahle voltage power
supply for the ultra-sensitive irradiorneter- Strip
chart recorder (Brown) has been removed from its
position at the top of the mounting rack.

I iw of P 11,1 itS uo 1,N, Ii t' dit I 110

rtIpio~t ti011 mjctill. to j)uxiovid

1,otter detall.

ihe temperature required to prCoduce optinmum signal to rnoise rit in with the F_ MI %02-S roIIt pIIh)W

phototube, Could be achieved irnpl y and maintained cofiveniewtly with cooling pr ov ioed by t:,(! expiins i n

of ( impressed gas. An electronical ly control led thermostatic clianuber was ~r ov idt d, as shown itt [igs -

4-23 arid 4-24. A cyrinder of ccn[iposse,1 (try carbon diox ide pas was used al the Di )m and !s and f led stal-

tion fof this p)urpose.
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Measurements on the photometric bench at tho Visibility Laboratory showed th.'t the ultra-sensitive

photometer could measure irradiance levels 3000 times lower than could be measured with lhe EMI 9524-B

multpliper phototube. This gain in sensiu.vity was, however, achieved only with a severe penalty in the

length of time required to make a measurement. Whereas the indications of the EMI 9524-B system were

nearly instantaneous, the ultra-sensitive system sometimes required as much as 20 minutes for a single

reading. These readings were, however, remarkably repeatable.

The long rai:ge portion of the irradiance on-axis curves given in Section 4.4 were obtained with the

ultra-sensitive photometer, They could not have been obtained with the EMI 9524-B system. As noted pre-

viously, a considerabie time was required to make each visual alignment of the beam at the longest

ranges, W-en this was added to the time required to take data with the ultra-sensitive irradiorneter, the

experiments were forced to proceed so slowly that it was possible to add only one or two points to a

curve by working from sunset to sunrise. Because of moonlight, only six or seven nights in any month

were dark enough to permit the necessaiyV visual aliqgrrients to be made, even beneath, the underwater tent,

Funds were not available to enable many long range data to be secured. Fiscal constraints alone prevented

measurements from being made at sti.l longer ranges than appear in the curves in Section 4.4. No ,ensi-

tiv~ty limit was approached. In fact, none of the data given in Section 4.4 required that the photocathode

of the EMi 9502-S be cooled. Without cooling, its threshold was more than 200 times lower than that of the

EMI 9524-B system; this was enough additional sensitivity to cary the curves as far as time permitted.

The level of darkness beneath the underwater tent was very low. Even after dark adaptation for near-

ly an hour, tile ex-)erimenter could not detect the presence of the tower window after the protective outside

cover tnad been removed. Neither could he see the small light beam from the distant incandescent projec-

tor. Yet, even without cooling, the ultra-sensitive photometer easily measured the irradiance it produced.

When the projector was turned off, the readings cf the ultra-sensitive photomeier decreased, typical t/, by

factors of 4 or even 10. Since the sensitivity of the ultra-sensitive photometer was more than suffici ent.

only working time limited the maximum range at which irradiance measurements were made. !nstrumenta-

tion for riipid beam alignment would have extended tht, maximum range substantially, but such devices were

not availahle.

4.4 IRRADIAiCE ON-AXIS

The principal goal of the underwater experiments at Diamond Island in 1962 was the long range mnea-

surement of irradiance on-axis with the diameter of the light beam restricted in accordance with the prin-

ciples of scaling described in Section 4.3. Thus. the diameter of the incandescent beam was reduced to a

diameter of 1 20 inch ias it emirged from thie projector in order to sImu late a 0.5 inch diameter tam used

In clear ocean water having an attenuation length of 50 ft ai. Data were also collected wvth a bf ai- dian,-

,,tt,r of 1 10 inc:h to simulLilate the performance of a 1 '2 inch dianmeter laseJr used Ili "verat "ge ' ,1:(.omw water

having an attenuation length of 25 ft In. Except for the data reported in F- gs. 4-35 and 4-3u, h/(:rh show

;a l Jd-.re!en comparison al! (0 tht (n-axiS ir-adiance nIca)sureinol:ltS worcr n:ea(d in terrns of (i rf-t-re 111i1 a',

determ'red by i Wratten rNit 61 filter that covered the cathode of the n lltiplier phototLabe.

A r•presenti~ivet sot (if green hihl dat4i is shown ini f ig. 4-2/. iho uir,(Irw hter in•canr(dJescent prolec(tor

ipr(ix:"Ii e ,I . )•i ,1i 1 Ill inch Ini (lninteter (2.54 mni or 1 73 x 10 ' itteir iutio e (ii I l-. 2h 1 : wilt, Svlvtillll

o:ncl rr l led Ir(( Icop was used in lthe project'or so that the (iivirq 0enceý I• t: g b0n OR;as.-11 edl it 1 At0

p)}W, IT )cilrlt; Wais [:. ' Ir llir'md I a;isw I hi , rombli,,t (If b)teirn dl.. m ,or alnd n)to : (Iivii p0cc lId i:, the
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transition between near-field and far-field conditions at a lamp distance of 0.91 attenuation lengths; that

is to say, r' = 0.91 attenuation lengths in equation 7 on page 223 of Appendix A. Figure 4-27 and all of

the figures to follow in this section are semi-logarithmic plots of irradiance on-axis in relative units ver-
sus lamp distance in attenuation lengths. The expression ear is represented by a diagonal solid straight
line having a position fixed by the choice of scales for the plot. Ton measurements of irradiance on-axis

are shown by the plotted points. It will be noted that the measured irradiance follows the "a-line"

throughout the first attenuation length and is only slightly beneath it when the lamp distance was two at-

tenuation lengths. Thereafter, the measured irradiance falls below the a-line, in a regular fashion.

The dotted line in Fig. 4-27 represents the function ear divided by the square of the ratio of the lamp
distance r to the transition distance r', as explained on page 223 of Appendix A in connection with the

discussion of equation 7 and as illustrated by Fig. 18 and its caption on page 224. It will be clear from

that discussion that if only monopath irradiance had been measured the data would have followed the dot-
ted line. The measured irradiance, however, is the sum of the monopath irradiance and the multipath ir-

radiance, as explained on page 223 of Appendix A. Thus, all of the long range data fall above the dotted
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Fig. 4-27. Circles show irradiance on-axis. Green light. Beam diameter 1/10 inch. Beam divergence 1.9

milliradians. Monopath component of irradiance is shown by the dotted curve.
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curve. Consider, for examp~e, ihe point 'ersnigirradiance measured at a lamnp distance of 8.6 atten..
uation lengths. This point lies vertically above tne dotted line bý a distance corresponding with a factor
of 9 in irradiance. This means that 1/9 of the measured irradiance was monotpath and 8/9 of it was mnulti-
path. No curve has been fitted to the experimental points plotted ii Fig. 4-27, but it is obvious !h2t ýzich

a cur-ve w~,uld depart trom the a-line somewhere beyond one attenuation length, become parallel with it in
the vicinity of 10 attenuation lengths, but show a converging tendency (a IPF' ~ning of slope) at th,ý long-
est ranges that were measured. This trend at lo*og range can be observed even more prominently in
Fig. 4-218 and subsequent plots of the on-axis irradiance data.

Figure 4-28 is similar it) form to Fig 4-27 and demonstrates 1-niat when irradiance on-axis is normalized

at zero lamp distance, closely identical res.-ts ace obtained by beams of light having the same bearn
diameter-to-beam--ivergence ratio; that is to say, the same near-field to far field transition distancet'
Thus, in Fig. 4-28 the irradiance on-axis measurements denoted by the open circles relate to a beam diam-
eter of 1/10 i nc h a nd a beam divergence of 3.2 milliradiatis(r' -0.54 attenuation lenr-ths). The data repre-
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ted by the solid points relates to a beam diarneietr of 1/29 inch and ai beami divergence of 1.9 mili
-ýPs (r' 0.46 attenuation lengths). Toý rhe extent that these two v~fues of r' are nearly eqoal, u\o
,ed through the two sels of poirns would be nearly coincident, it must he notecl thý-A the two beamns of

l~igt were substantially different in their total power. The powg.r content of a light oeaon cdepands upon
b)oth the square of its diameter ind the square of its divergence. Thoe points representeFd by thfe open cir-
cles pertain to a beamn whose power content is more than 11 timies greater- than that of the Loam represent-
ed by the solid points. Irradiance-on-axis at any given distance is the same- only after the data have been
normalized at zero lamp distance,

The effect of beam diverget-ce at small beam diameter Ii Hlustrated by Fig. 4-29. All four curvet, in
this figure are for a beamn diameter of 1/20 inch (1.27 mnm or 0.865 x 10' attenuation lengths). The diver-

gences of the beamns represented by the four curves were respectively, 0.6, 1.2, 1.9,. aod 3.4 milliradians.
These resulted from the use of the 2, 10, 25, and 100-watt Sylvania zirconium concentrated arc lamps in

the collimated underwater projector. So~id black circles along the a-line de-ote the r' points. The four

curvutý display an inverse relation between nit-axis irradiance and beam divetge,ýice, but it is important to

note that all four of the curves have been normalized to unity at zero lamp distance. The gradual upturn
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of the curves beyond 10 attenuation larigths is clearly roticeu, e. Even •t the longest distances measured,
however the slope has not reduced to the value K displayed by the, soiid curve in Fig. 4-30 beyond 10 at-
tenuation lengths. It is believed that the slope of all tWe curves diminishes tile value K at suffi-

cient range.

Measurements of the irradiance produced by a uniform spiwiric.i lamp ark shown by the solid curve in

Fig. 4-30. The lamp was a special version of the 1000.,w incandescent "diving lamp" (No. MG-25/1) manu-
factured by the General Electric Company. it differed from the standard production item only in that the
inside surface of the lamp had a white diffusing coating which prevei~ted the filament structure from being
seen and gave the underwater lamp a spherical distribution of intensity except in the direction of the lamp

base which was located in a direction opposite to that of the irradiometer. This curve is closely analo-

gous to the one in Fig. 16 on page 222 of Appendix A. Tile discussion given there applies in all respects

to the curve in Fig. 4-30. It will be noted that the curve departs from zero lamp distance with a steep
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slope that is governed chiefly by the inverse square law in the manner shown by equation 3 on page 222

of Appendix A. At long range the curve becomes virtually a straight line with a slope of K in accordance

with equations 4 and 5 of Appendix A. The notation "47," at the end of the curve d, notes that it repre-

sents irradiance produced by a uniform, spherical, submerged source.

The circled points which lie above the a-line in Fig. 4-30 arc the result of measurements of irradiance

on-axis produced by the underwater collimated projector used at its highest collimation (0.6 mr) and at

2-inch diameter (50 mm or 17.3 x 10-3 attenuation lengths). Because of the large oeam diameter all of the

measured points lie within the near-field of the projector. It will be noted that the row of circled points

is approximately parallel to the a-line. This suggests a possible technique for measuring the attenuation

coefficient of water. It would be necessary only to measure irradiance along the axis of a large diameter

highly collimated beam and determine the slope of a semilogarithmic plot of these data versus actual

lamp distance. Such a measurement could not be regarded, however, as having fundamental significance

inasmuch as the points lie above the a-line in Fig. 4-30 by a factor of approximately 2.7. Thus, only one

part in 2.7 of the measured irradiance results from monopath transmission and the remainder represents

scattered light within the beam. The points denoted by triangles in Fig. 4-30 relate to measured values of

irradiance on-axis of the same underwater projector when equipped with the 100-watt Sylvania zirconium

concentrated-arc lamp so that it prcduced a divergence (at 1/30 power points) of 3.4 milliradians. The

character of these data is closely similar to that of the circled points. The irradiance on-axis contains,

however, a greater proportion of multipath light. Specifically, triangled points at long range lie above the

a-line in Fig. 4-30 by a factor of 5. Thus, 1/5 of the irradiance on-axis is monopath and 4/5 is multipath.

It should be noted, however, that the data have been normalized to unity at zero lamp distance.

The triangle points in Fig. 4-30 appear again in Fig. 4-31, which also contains the lower curve from

Fig. 4-29 (1/20 inch diameter, 3.4 mr) and two additional curves representing measurements of irradiance

on-axis for the same lamp when the beam diameter is 1/10 inch (triangles) and 1/4 inch (solid squares).

Thus, Fig. 4-31 displays the effect of beam diameter at a nominal divergence of 3.4 milliradians. Diffrac-

tion effects, of course, produce variations about the nominal value. For example, the measured divergence

of the 2-inch beam at 1/30 power points was 3.04 milihradians but with the 1.120 inch stop it was 3.5 rnilli-

radians. It ;s the au-hcr's h!iof that at sufficient range all of these curves wot.ld achieve a K slope.

Figures 4-31 and 4-32 show irradiance on-axis data for I'20 inch and 1/'10 inch diameter beains at di-

vergences of 1.9 and 1.2 milliradians. Comparison shows that the pair c1 Curvew. approaches the u-line ,as

divergence decreases and that their separation diminishes. Figures 4-31, 4-32 -nd 4-33 show that the ef-

fect of beam divergence is rather minor for beams having di anroters of 1 '20 ink i and 1 '10 inch and dliwvr-

gences of 1.2 rir or greater. There is an abrupt c hange, however, when tIhe l(o lrliaation is reduiced to a

nominal value of 0.6 niilliradiars through the use of the 10-watt Sylvania z ircorrum cocttentratec-ar"c lamp.

The data are given In Fig. 4-34. Not only is the irradiance oJi'• -i- s nich closer to the --linue for th',. 1 20

inch diaimt! er bearmi btw th(, trian(c.lh pOwirts whi-'h reproseii datt for thf, I 10 inch d leillanu tt a;i lie aw tovI

the "-line at .';hort rIantqes! It must be reni-rnbered tniit ail of the irliaiincc ,mn-axils daita haive hen nor-

fmalrzý( to aitr t ily lt arl( p (distance. Neverthelcss, ait four atteinuation h toti's the ro-1x is eroliaiice

p)ro uced by ti(ý 1 1( inch brearn ti; rn1 r r than 8 time-t cireater thin that pifxJuc(- [\ tif? 1 20 ic i
is'- ilnl~ti' sting 'oa~t', m shlort r antfj ';' the, hi{!Illy c()l i llr ,d (() t.6 miJll ira(Jiiatn!>) t)t,,~l(ý J lfli,•; " ;.rjf(iiil)ti

c ha'~ :er r stri, . whe(.l the+ O :1ll il (lor Tireelr is ci; I 10) inchtIrs (2 h,4 mm i or 1 7: 1x W att• nutr:t air leItn ths .
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IRRADIANCE BY RED LIGHT

All of the data presented in Figs. 4-27 through 4-34 were in terms of green light defined by means of a
Wratten No. 61 filter attached to the EMI No. 9524-B multiplier phototube. Throughout these experiments
there was often speculation on how the nature of the data would be affected by wavelength. In particular,
would the irradiance on-axis produced by red light differ significantly from that produced by green light
after allowing for diminished attenuation length at longer wavelength? Answers to this question were ob-
tained by experiments made on 27 and 28 August 1962. The Wratten No. 61 green filter was removed from
the phototube and replaced by a Wratten No. 25A red filter. The attenuation length for red light was then
measured and found to be 1.87 feet (0.62 meters); the diffuse attenuation coefficient K was measured as

0.876 In/in. Measurements of irradiance on-axis were then made with a beam diameter of 1/10 inch and a
nominal beam divergence of 1.9 milliradians for comparison with the green light data depicted by Fig. 4-27.
The comparison is shown by Fig. 4-35 in which the green light data, denoted by open circles, are the same
data given in Fig. 4-27. Red light data are shown in Fig. 4-35 by solid circles. They agree quite closely
with the green light measurements when all lamp distances are expressed in attenuation lengths for green
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lrladiancr on axis was aliso mneasured with red It jht otter the 1 ;) ;Ict ci .iruet(e stc. lad hiwri re-Iinv-

ed fr. mn the projector so that the beamn didmrvierfe! t ir [WSeCond Seramý At [1WdSut ('flit IIt Sh Wo- 2) 11(Ale(

(50 n. i) heýe dlata are shiown in Fig. 4-3!) by solid mi anlw- They exhbi (ci ýýy the Same type ()f

behavioi shown by 2-inch, diameter b)eam~s oii qroen IIh

The experimients with rod light were continUed b; duJCuh( the- Ibe. 1U (hd1xtir uto -20 i110h ad- pe'iskff-
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it tern)l; of the respective red aid0 green atICOnui t ion ler (it h s
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5. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE FIRST UNDERWATER LASER

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Navy's first underwater green laser was made available !o the Visibility Laboratory for ex-

periments during the summer of 1964. It was developed by the Radio Corporation of America, Aerospace

Systems Division, at Burlington, Massachusetts and has been described by Mr. Howard J. Okoomian in

Applied Optics (Vol. 5. page 1441 ). It will not be necessary, therefore, to include a iull description of

the laser in this report. Certain detai~s that were important determinants of the mountings for the laser

and the manner of its use are presented in 'he followiog sections.

5.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LASER

The first RCA laser for underwater use emnployed a neodymiumT1 glass rodI to prdcneai Infrared laser

lwigt at 1.06 micromneters. Frequency doubling was achie\'ed by meados of a small block of potaissium d,;-

hydrogen jbhosphate (KDP I that was mounted with in the laser cavity. It converted most of t le 1 063 microm-

eter em ission frony, the rod to 01.53 mincromneter green light. A dic roic output minirror perminitte(I alminost no

Infrared to emerge frorn the laser.

The kiser was 0-switcl'ed by means of a rota! i e glass prism. This caused the laser to produice puLhs(!s;

of green ig ht approxImately 20 nanoseconds in durat i i to halIf power poinmt s. The ptr Ise hod 'I Steep) rie

to peak output whi ch consumied approximately 7 nanoseconds iind a inore gradual rrgetie urr IIq 1

of the experiments di Diamond Is land the RCA lasers wereý used III the Sr n(1 J)le t pulse(mod. lhis, waS

tve ly the onily opt ion 11 1964 but later mode Is oit the RCA laser Used at Diamoend Isl and 11) 1 %Ft dnd 1 %tI1

c~oulId hav,ý been used in a pulse repet~ition mode.

The RC.A lasef was self-contained. [its submersible case contained reýchargeable hatter ics of stfiii:en!

: ,apac ity to chargle the capacito, banks fof about 100 flashes. iUpol Coll)mend, The enrgyq Aof!( edI' tw h,.i

(~acitors was dischargf.d throuqoaf e~uy2ihtt'wc i.iIii~ ~i ,j T~,i.' ielj

connection frow the subnme-rq-ed lase-r to the operattx was a Joi S111 cable- Which could Is' useOd ýither tO tI i(1jei'

the f~lash or to charge the, batteries, A small c omitf() IOox was avajilable to the operitor.



The performance of the first laser was disappointing from the standpoint of reliability. Had it not been

for the fact that the Diamond Island field staticn was located within an easy drive of the RCA plant where

the laser had been made, it is doubtful whother significant results would have been obtained. The unreli-

ability of the laser was due at least in part to an explosion which had severely damaged it during use by

the Navy which immediately preceded the experiments at Diamond Island. In fact, the beginning of these
experiments was delayed while RCA replaced many damaged parts with pieces that had been used during

the development of the laser but subsequently replaced with new construction before the laser was deliver-

ed to the Navy. Neither time nor funds existed to procure or construct new replacement parts for all of

those that had been damaged. Some of the laser difficulties experienced at Diamond Island during 1964
were traced to damage of the solid state circuitry which controlled the pumping and Q-switching of the
laser. No replacement for this electronic assembly was available after the explosion; its performance was

erratic and unstable. Nevertheless, persistance enabled significant and usable data to be secured during

the 1964 experiments. Later models of the RCA laser that were used at Diamond Island during 1965 and

1966 displayed none of the control circuit difficulties which plagued the 1964 operation. This is not to say

that the 1965 and 1966 lasers were without service problems of various kinds, but the propinquity of the
RCA laboratories and the willingness oi their staff to assist in keeping the lasers running properly made

successful field research possible.

5.3 MOUNTING THE UNDERWATER '.ASER

The RCA underwater laser is shown in Fig. 5-1 undergoing its first trials in air at Diamond Island. The

entire mechanism, including the power supplies, were housed in a 2.5-fcot length of 9-inch diameter steel

pipe having heavy flanges at either end to which steel end plates were bolted. Large 0-rings made the as-

sembly watertight. The laser beam was emitted from a small window in one of the end plates, as shown in

Fig. 5-1. Drawings of this case had been supplied to the Visibility Laboratory by RCA. A wooden

mockup had been constructed in order to develop means for mounting the laser on the existing underwater

cart, already described in Section 4 of this report and illustrated by Fig. 4-10.

Fig. 5-1. RCA underwater laser at Diamond Island. Left to right:, Bailey, Pinkham, Duntley, Mather, and Kornstein.

This page is reproduced at the
back of the report by a different
reproduction method to provide

5-2 better detail.



The laser was very much larger and heavier than the c.ollimated underwater projector for which the cart

and its control mechanisms had been designed. This was not particularly serious because the laser was

only slightly negative!y buoyant when submerged. It was a comparatively simple matter to mount it on the

arm of the underwater cart as shown in Fig. 5-2. A strap about the body of the laser about 9 inches from

the forward end was used to secure it to a triangular box.-shaped structure fastened to tMe horizontal arn of

the underwater cart. The attachment between the triar.gular box and the strap surrounding the, laser was a

pivot, such that the laser could swing freely about a horizontal axis.

Vertical control of the light beam was accomplished by the same remote control mechanism described

in S ýtion 4. The front end of the laser rested on the same ball-tipped vertical control rod described there.

This can be seen in Fig. 5-2 and in subsequent photographs directly beneath the laser window. The center

of the small ball is directly beneath the glass-water surface of the window. 1hus, just as in the case of

the mounting for the narrow beam lamp, the laser was always rotated about a vertical axis which passed

through the point at which the laser beam entered the water. A child's life balt was al'vays strapped

"around the rear end of the laser case so that its upward thrust, acting through the central pivot, would

cause the front end of the laser case to press solidly against the vertical control rod. Remote horizontal

control of the laser beam was pro ided by the mechanism in the underwater cart in exactly the same way

described in Section 4.

It was important to mount the laser at such a height above the underwater cart that the horizontal

beam of light it produced would pass through the center of the observing window of the underwater tower.

This made it necessary to orient the laser with its window at the bottom of the front end plate. Fortunately,

it could be operated in any position. The triangular box mounting, shown in Fig. 5-2, was designed to place

the laser beam at the proper elevation.

Fig. 5-2. RCA laser mounted on control
arm of underwater cart. The

clamp-on accessory support

bracket in in place.

S........This pageo is re'prodllctx| at tho

back of t I", rcf!tort Iy i dil[tFrelit

AIMING THE LASER rpiod,,cti., 1. to ptovi
better detail.

Throughout all of the expurtments with the collimated underwater projector described in Section 4 it

w as possible to align the light beam visually. [he experimenter was in virtually rio danger of retinal dam-
age, even if the direct beam fron the incandescent projectcr inadvertently (,i' "red his eye. This was not

true of the underwater laser . Direct alignment of the laser beam was out of th, iuestion, not only from the

standpoint of eye hazard, hbt a lfo bhecause the sinqge 20 nanosecond f ashes produced by the laser coUld
riot be located accurately by direct observa!ionn. I should bhe explained that when an observer views a sin-

gle flash on, say, a wall or screen, hc fi:0ri it virtu.flly impossible to identify the precise location of the

a-;eht soaT because of Inrvoluniary eye elov('ients. Persistence of vision causes the illusion that the spot

5-3



s present for , substantial fraction of a second during which tho eye always hanges s i ixatinn. Tie c '-
tual position of the lasor beam can be recorded by means of a sheet of photographic pa:per mounted on the
wa Ii. If an observer is asked to mark the position on this sheet of photographic paper where b I irl-e;w
the beam of light struck, it is nearly always found that (after developmert) the photographic re,,,(rd of the

light beam is not at the Point marked on the paper. Similarly, if two or more individuals observe a laser
pulse they seldom agree about its location on the screen,

Photographic recording of the position of the laser beam is an impractically slow mean-s to achieve pre-
cise aining. It was essential to avoid the necessity of photographic beam alignment in the L'nderwater
laser experimerts. Accordingly, the underwater collimated projector was used as an alignment device.

lie sys-fem is shown in Figs. 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4. A supporting metal plate was attached to the flanges of

the laser by means of three clamps, two at the top and one at the bottom of the front face plate of the laser.
A hole in this mounting plate was provided for the laser beam. The same collimated incandescent projector

used throughout all of the experiments described in Section 4 was mointed a: tile top of this plate to pro-

vide a collimated beam of light for aiming purposes. In Figs. 5-3, 5-4, and 5.5 the coll'mated rcojector
will be recnogni."cd because ii is painted black. The 2-inch diameter beam of white light it produced enter-
ed a right-angle prism and was reflected directly downward to a second prism mounted at the end of a hori-

zontal shelf attached to the bottom of the main mounting plate. This pair of prisms caused the 2-inch di-
ameter beam; of white light to leave the assembly hor;zontally along the optical axis of the optical bench.

Obstruction of the laser beam by the lower p;ism was avoided by drilling a horizontal clearance hole
through that prism. The laser beam passed freeiy through this hole, which shows clearly in Fig. 5-4. Ver-
nier adjustments were provided in the mounting of the lower prism by means of which the large diameter

white beam from the incandescent projector could be made coaxial with the laser beam.

The alignment procedure was simple. The laser was flashed upon a piece of photographic paper mount-

ed on the back wall of the underwater tower. After development, the photographic paper was returned ac-
curately to its position on the wall. Light from the incandescent projector was then allowed to shine on
the wall and the vernier controls on the lower prism were adjusted by a swimmer until the 2-inch diameter

white beam was centered on the recorded laser spot.

It will be noted in Figs. 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 that the black cylinder containing a rotary solenoid is mount-
ed above the projector, just as it was in Fig. 4-1.0. In this case, however, the drmn attached tc the solenoid
carried an opaque metal disk so that the white light beam could be remotely interrupted by the experimenter
without extinguishing the concentrated arc lamp. Thus, the white light beam was available to the experi-
rnenter in making his alignment but could be extinguished before the laser was flashed for measurement

purposes.

The use of the collimated incandescent projector enabled all of the alignment techniques described in

Secticn 4 to be employed in the experiments with the underwater laser. This capability was of utmost im-
portance in accomplishing the goals of the research within the available hours of experimental lime. If it
had been necessary to make all alignments of the laser by photcqyraphic piocedures, rio night would hiwVe
been long enough to obtain significant data and nights dark -nough to eniable visual ali(Inment at Iong
range would have been too few to obtain the desired results. T1e importance of this technique, of laser
alignment to the success of the research cannot be overemphasized.

Apw'arwo 0" 4 the Aiming Pattern. It is interesting to note thet the visual appealance! of the loris of
incandescont proj oct or when used with the prism systeni attach be to thel laser was nol a unIfor m circular
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Fig. 5-3. tlTiderwcter IF.csr with collirnilteti prowkctou mied as tui nfigniii flt device.
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Fig. 5-5. Underwater laser with alignment accessories.

white disk of light. It contained a dark central spot because of the horizontal clearance hole for the laser

beam and, in addition, a dark vertical shadow directly beneath that hole, because the "tunnel" through the
prism prevented light from the lamp from reaching the reflecting hypotenuse of the lower prism. Thus, a

vertical black column extended from the bottom of the white circular disk of light up to its center. The up-

per termination of this vertical column was, of course, rounded. The fact that the lower prism was sepa-
rated by approximately 12 inches from the lens of the projector served to introduce parallax between the

black column and the circular aperture. Thus, operation of the remote azimuth control by the experimenter
produced the effect of moving the vertical black column horizontally across the face of the projector aper-

ture. This formed an excellent optical sight. Its precision was nearly independent of the range at which

the projector was viewed. The remote azimuth control was operated by the experimenter until the black
column appeared to be centered on the face of the projector aperture. The remote vertical controls were

then operated to place rounded upper part of the shadow column precisely in the center of the circular disk

of light from the projector. The effect was strikingly like that of certain forms of rifle sights; the precision

of pointing by this means was excellent, even at extreme range. :his page is reproduced at the
back of the report by a different

ATTACHMENTS TO THE LASER reproduction method to provide
better detail.

The horizontal shelf which supported the lower prism also provided mounts for several attachments to

the laser. The first of these was simply a mounting for the insertion of an exterior aperture stop. For ex-

ample, measurements of irradiance on-axis were made during 1964 and 1965 using the underwater laser so

that the laser results could be compared with those obtained with the incandescent projector. Since most

of the data given in Section 4.4 made use of beam diameters as small as 1/10 inch or 1/20 inch, the laser

beam was reduced to these diameters by means of an external stop. This was a disk of metal containing a Z

small central hole. It was supported in a holder immediately in front of the laser window (see Fig. 5-3).
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Between the aperture stop and the lower prism at the outer end of the shelf were two mountinrg brackets
which could be us1d to support variouIS attachments. In Fig. 5-3 these brackets hold on air-filled, whito,
horizontal tube closed at either end by meauns of high-quality glass windows. Another (black) tube con-

tained a Dove (,-e ,ig. 63-7) prism, by means of which the laser beam could be rotated about its axis. Un-

like the incandescent projector, the diver, ance of the laser beamri was roughly Olli)ticalI. Photographs of

the beam from the laser are shown in Fig. 5-8. The major axis of the ellipse is inclired, approximately at

23 degrees from the vertical. The laser light is linearly polarized with its E-vector in the direction of the

minor axis of the ellipse. !:or most experiments it was desired to have control over the orientation uf the

E-vector, This capability was provided by the Dove prism.

THE LASER IN WATER

The mountings and alignment devices shown in Figs. 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5 proved to be very satisfactory

when the laser was put into the water on its underwater cart. All of the remote controls worked as well

as they had with the incandescent underwater collimated projector used alone.

A night (flash) photograph (Fig. 5-6) taken downward through the water surface shows the laser mount-

ed on the underwater cart and track. The depth of the laser is six feet. The track is 9 feet deep. Figure

5-7, taken through the measUrement window of the underwater tower, shows the experimenter's view of the

laser in action. The green beam of the laser is diverted toward the right of the observing window. The or-

iginal color photographs of Figs. 5-6 and 5-7 were by Charles Haney of the US Naval Air Development

Center.

Fig. !-1-;. U nlr'wzter •ats r l n ) ,'C (ace l Ow U d(t•1rwiiot cirt r iwd trark.
II tit r or t ed ri ,h wk .r,ý |fre i ju, tit ,• • rv ,,,. "I his pagte is , rept(Rllc((il at the

b)ack of tho [utlilit 1,5' a 1 dith,,lt
replroduction tll 1,klh• to p1 ivwidI
beut tr deýtil.
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Vig. 5-7. 1,ýxprimoonr' s viaof the laser from the underwater
tower. [Toi hiser heim. is dlvertod to thei right.

Thbis page- is reprodutced at the
hack of the report I) a different

5.4 DIVERGENCE OF THE UNDERWATER LASER reproduction metilodto prov'ide
better detail,

Photographic studies were made to ascertaini the divergence and the diameter of the beam from the

first RCA underwater laser. These studies are described in a letter dated 17 August 1964 from the author

to ONR. The following paragraphs relate to Fig. 5-8 and are quoted almost verbatim.

'"The side vijew of' the apparatus slatws a a a ntali ye r .ic a I metal plate be txv ell
the laser and the laser p)01an zer. TI'his ntc tal pl1ate wais 11 mtountting into which a
thin eirea lar disk of' metal coulId he insettlo ordler to stop d]own the laser heitin
In order to get a valid com pir jsort be tN (eni the l as er anrd the inc andecsce nt sources,
11nd in order to obtain data thIat can be scaied to learer water, it, was n<dcessai y to
introduce such a st~op. 1'hle(hi data shown hN the triangle points in figure I ami send-
ing you with this lettecr were obtained withI the ;;ser lwa in stopped down to a di ann-
eter of 0.050' by' means of' a stop introduced ir the tmaniner just described. It was
n ccess ary, of' course, to aascertalul t he efetOf thiis stop on thre divergornce of' t he
beam, and consequently I made a series of' photo graph11ic de Wrinma tion a of bea in

stpreitd with and withlou t thle ,,toi in [rllacc On[te of' the iprotographic figures, I am

5"li1ding yiou withl bat 011 k aI a- i co ripiic whith jtIs a 1rhol og rap tic repre-
aelitation of' an asscnlllitg( of' 17 polarloid 1 rrii&ts hielt I madrue for the purp~otse of
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ascertaininig the; aeam s1pread of the laser. Ilease refor to pictures I thbrogh 5

at the top oft I ,ig. 5-4i 1. These were mad(e with the polaroid hack from die oscil-

Ioscopex camera by mounting it flt against. the insidc surface of the wi!,dow of the

tower. The unohs ti ucted be am from the jaser feli directly upon the polaroid ma-

terial. Thle Wratten neutral density gelatin filter was fastened across the aperture

of the polaroid film nback to limit the exposure. The photographic reproduc tion has

been c.areftully made at unit magnification with respect to the original polaroid

pi(ctur(es so that the spots on the plate are exactly the same size as those on the

original polaroid prints. Frioits 1 through 5 were made without stopping down the

laser. The (distance from the window in the laser case to the window of the tower

was 13.5 ft when these pictures were made; that is to say, 13.5 ft of lake water

separated the window of the laser from the window of the tower. By trial and

error a Wratten neutral density filtter was found which provided a minimum ex-

posurL' on the photographic film. This is shown in picture No. 1. This Wratten

filter was then changed for one having 0.5 less density. Three exposures were

then mado of three successive laser flashes. The laser was cooled for I minute

hetween these flashes. These three pictures are Nos. 2, 3, and 4 on the plate.

It is obvious that the power output of the laser was not identical in these three

pictures, but this is typical of the way the laser was ope,'ating. The water con-

tajncd a Lrge amount of biological life, including an occasional large "bug"

which shows as a dark shadow in the picture. The "granular" appearance of

the edges of the beam in the pictures is the result of the transparent organisms

in the 13.5 ft of water between the laser and the film. The contrast of the photo-

graphic material was high. We were using the same 10000-speed Polaroid oscil-

los-ope film with which we were making the oscilloscope pictures. There is a

comrparatively sharp edge to the spot of light in the picture, an effect which I

desired in order to get a measure of the heam spread. Under these circum-

stances, of course, the size of the spot depends upon the exposure. The beam

spreads measured from photographs 2, 3, and 4 represent a cross-section through

the beam at something like the 1/3 power point. This corresponds anl)roximately

with the criterion I used for determining (by photoelectric techniques) the beam

ýýpread of the incandescent light beam, and this was my reason for selecting this

particular photographic exposure level. In order to ascertain something of the

shape of the flux distribution of the laser beam , I took photograph No. 5, susing

a neutral filter which transmitted 1.0 log units more light than did the filter used

in taki g photograph No. I . Thus the hbeam portrayed in phiotograph 5 is repre-

sentative of the t/10th power contour.

RCA has estimated the diameter of the be am as it emerges from the laser to he

3/'16i" in ,jiarete". 'The prism assEmibly )prevented rue from bringing the laser c loso

"to the window of rhe tower but I was ablie to get it !ito a position such that approx-

imatelV I foot separated the window of' the laser ca: ,1 t'he Pti:iroid material.

In this position I took l)pictures 6, 7, and 8 which co•t ,pý I in exposure toi pie-

tures I '2, and 5 above. Thus picture 7 is inten&ttd to reopre sent thet diamete r of

the las,'r beam at the i/3I power c('ito)ur a1nd p icturc 8 ret)re'rientss the l '10 power

contour at this distance. Meatiurements of p icture 7 and mcni)parrison with moas iire-

ments of l)ictureq 2, :3, and 4 enable the roaximtun ii and miiiinkimm i•eam spread!,. to bt

calcula•td. Similarly, measurements of' )icture-s 5 antd etnabie the, heait spre ad

to t lie '10 power point to be measured. Another pair of t)iitgrpl)hs iot shown in

thins paine were inten(ied t o pro• ide similar menasurements at thhe I '30th power poi'it.

'I'l. d ita are tahulated below.
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back of the report by a different
reproduction method to provide
better detail.

Fig. 5-8. Photographic recordings of the laser beam after passing through lake water. (Full scale)
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ILASE{ BEAM SPqRE, AD)

(On ill Irad inns)

Fraction of Peak Power Maximum Minimum

1/3 1.67 0.37

1/10 2.38 0.64

1/30 5.00 2.3:3

It is interesting to note that RCA gives a nominal beam spread for the lasel
of 3 milliradians by 1 milliradian. This rating is based upon visual estimates of
the size of the laser beam oil the wall of the Laboratory. In vikw of the charac-

teristici of human vision under such circumstances and the fact that the RCA
measurements were made in air lather than in water, it would appear that there is

no disagreement between their rating and the values I obtained.

Pictures I through 8 [ in Fig. 5-8] refer to the unobstructed laser beam. I re-
peated the beam spread measurements with the 0.050" circular stop in place as
previously described. Pictiros 9 through t7 show successive firings of the laser

with this stop in place and 12.0 ft of water separating the windcow and the laser
case from the window of the tower. Nine pictures were made in order to illustrate
the variaibility of the successive flashes. The photographic exposure it, the case
of all of these 9 pictures was adjusted to correspond with the 1/3 power point;
that is to say, these pictures are comparable with pictures 2, 3, and 4. Using
measurements from these pictures and an initial beam diameter of 0.050', I have
calculated the average hearn spread with the 0.050'' stop in place to be 1.73 by
0.38 milliradians. By comparison with the values for the unobstruc ted beam given

in Owhr table abwve for the 1/3': power poiat, it is evident that the insertion of the
ý,top has made no imnportant difference to the divergence ,f the laser heaun.

All of the jictutires of the laser beaam show the oval spot to be inclined to the

vertical by on average value of 24. It will be notted front the photographs of' the
laser mounting that the laser window was located directly beneath the cylinder
axis. Thus the major axis of the elliptical beam is neither radial with respect to
the axis of the case nor taimgenti!:! but inelined 24'' to the radial (vertical direct~ion."

5.5 POLARIZATION OF LIGHT FROM THE UNDERWATER LASER

The first studies of the state of polarization of the light from the first underwater laser were described

in the letter of 19 August 1964 front the author to ONR, as follows

" was interested to ascertain whether the light emerging froim the ltis.r was
pOlarizeot. ! tivestig~ated t h s liv hrihigitig the' laser as c'loseto Ilt, toe!•wer \Vimlow)\

as piossilile and placing Polaroid sheeting in t(it( circular filtAr wheel which (-itan

be 10o1nti'd Oil the' Mlus ide Of the tow er %kin, w. 'I'hii tIhe iaster lwoanim tra\ersted
an uniibstrui'ted pathi cosisting Of alonit I •oot of water, a sihect of Oit olaroid
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linearly polarizing material, a plastic diffusing disk, the glass window of the
tower, about 1" of air before arriving at the cathode of the multiplier phototube.
Time did not permit me to do a full study of the state of polarization of the
light being emitted from the laser. There is no question that the light is polar-
ized. The only measurements I secured were with the analyzer oriented to trans-
mit the component of light having its E-vector vertical and, a second measurement,
with its E-vector horizontal. Thus I was able to determine from the oscilloscope
pictures that the ratio of irradiance at the photocathode produced by light having
its E-vector horizontal to light having its E-vector vertical was 13.7. These mea-
surements do not indicate whether the emitted light is linearly polarized or ellipti-
cally polarized. If it is linearly polarized and if the axis of the axis of polarization
is associated with the axes of the ellipse, then it would appear that the E-vector
of the emitted light is associated with the minimum diameter of the ellipse.

Measurements of polarization transmittance by natural water were made at
Diamond Island in 1962 and are shown in [Fig. 5-91. The data in that figure were
obtained as follows: The same incandescent light source shown in Fig. 3-5,
producing a 20' divergent beam, was equipped with a linear sheet polarizer such
that the light entering the water at the lamp was linearly polarized. A photo-
electric irradiance meter was equipped with a rotatable linear sheet polarizer
mounted in the water just in front of the collecting surface of the irradiance
meter. This instrument was used to measure the irradiance at the center of the
beam produced by the underwater lamp at distances out to 29 attenuation lengths
[ 1i/a = 4.2 ft/In ]. Each point in [Fig. 5-91 represents the fraction of the measured
irradiance which is linearly polarized at the receiver. At each lamp distance one
measurement of irradiance was made with the axis of the analyzer parallel with
that of the polarizer and another with the analyzer in the crossed position. The
ratio of the difference to the sum of these two readings is the fraction of irradi-
ance which is polarized, i.e., the percentage polarization at the irradiance meter.

[Figure 5-91 shows that more than 75 percent of the light received at 28 attenu-
ation lengths has the same state of polarization as that with which it left the lamp.

The dashed portion of the curve beyond 30 attenuation lengths in [Fig. 5-91 is
an arbitrary extrapolation of the data. If it is correct, nearly half of the light has
its original state of polarization at a distance of 50 attenuation lengths from the
lamp.

A similar measurement of polarization transmittance was made at Diamond
Island in 1964 using the underwater laser. The lamp distance was 22.7 attenua-
tion lengths [ 1/a = 4.4 ft/In]. The laser polarizer was used for the first time.
It was mounted in such a fashion that the laser light it transmitted had its E-
vector horizontal. The average of several oscilloscope pictures showed that
the irradiance at the tower was 83 percent polarized."

This datum is plotted at the point marked L in Fig. 5-9. It indicates that the retention of polariza-
tion by light from the RCA laser is only slightly better than in the case of the 20 degree divergent incan-
descent beam. A measurement of polarization transmittance using a small beam of light from the colli-
mated incandescent projector would have provided a better comparison, but this was not accomplished.
Later studies confirmed that the light emitted by the underwater laser was nearly linearly polarized with
its E-vector parallel to the minor axis of the elliptical cross-section of the light beam.
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5.6 MEASUREMENTS OF IRRADIANCE ON-AXIS

The primary t hrunst of t he 1964 experimen ts with the first RCA underwater laser was the mea suremernt

of irrad iarnce on) the ax is of the laser beam. T hese data were regai ded as being the infcorniation of gre ate st

interest to those concerned with sinalI, distant receivers. it was preSUmeId that irraidi ance oft-aixis w)ould

be less than on-ax is, ý;O that the latter couldI be regardeid as settring an uppo,,r limit to receptiontrangle.
This pres unl)ipt onWats, Of courISeý, to 'DO explored!k.

The t1.chlIrjgueS 01iirplnyed Were eýxactly Ilike those, alrteady described III Section 4 if) (:oiiiectioirl with)

rrrasuen~ tsof irrauidianc i run the a1xis of flthe cul'ifii mted Inciaindescenit project or . A11though1 it ar;S dOl orrf

heit datai to c lear ocean waiter Was a secondary goal, nlear I y all of the laser dat a wajs t~l akinlwtli t he htrIini

stopped (jowl) tr 0 rareter s of 1 1(1 inc, Ii and 1 :,i i tic 1 to taocI i It W te saing i the t r FSU ItS T Cto clea xei : d0C

dil ions, just as" wasý ioce In the caseo of the 1 962 iiricair(-eseIit ho,10 dat1a given III Sc o

i oiihles With) the partiailly dalaiaged laser, pl iimsly mentirtoned, privtnitd thw 1964 sur its, of exlreri

Inietlis froml cover r)ig all of planned conuhit ionn, They a Iso rediiced thle proc isuion of thPe data. Neve-rthe ls,

laser irranhiarci cai wsnin oil W to At'Iro)Xirlrat('ly 1 / atteril!iat lorr lrrglr~s With) a 1 10 Irrchr diiur11oter

ho afir fid iito 12 at teruirii ion lengtt s Wi llwt i at I 20I i icr In in. Ir err inally, tie 1 964 ir r ni lt a s is at a

raiSent Moroges ionWStII th.Inr it answeredi A carefiul repeat of rlho wourk. piertorimxIs In 1909, urilyýrve to

onfrirm11 the reoility ()t thte nirilane.. flonaily, 111 1%900 flit earier firunhllirintijwin ver nd, )o!inrieil 'Ind esx linen-
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tal proof obtained that incandescent light and light from the RCA laser have identical beam propagation

characteristics when compared under identical beam geometries. Specifically, this laser light is not con-
verted to multipath irradiance at a different space rate than is incandescent light. The series of experi-
ments which led finally to this conclusion despite intervening periods of doubt are described by Sections
5 and 6 in the order in which they were performed. Interest in other more important and scientifically
significant propagation characteristics of laser light in natural water dominated the research from 1965 to
1970, as described in Sections 6 and 7.

ELECTRONIC TECHNIQUE

The irradiance-on-axis measurements which dominated the 1964 series at Diamond Island differed from
those done with the collimated underwater projector only in the electrortic system used to measure the ir-
radiance. The 20-nanosecond laser pulses could not be measured with ihe DC photometric system that
was used in obtaining the data described in Section 3. The multiplier phototube was replaced by an RCA-

7767 and its output was displayed on a Techtronic 585 oscilloscope and recorded with a Polaroid oscil-
loscope camera. The pulse was used to trigger the sweep of the oscilloscope and the delay line enabled

the shape of the entire pulse to be recorded. Wratten neutral filters were inserted in front of the photo-
cathode to avoid saturation of the phototube. The small usable dynamic range of the phototube-
oscilloscope system made it necessary to change these filters for virtually every change in laser position
on the track. Calibration of the neutral filters was of utmost importance. Their transmittance was mea-
sured in place using the DC electronic photometer system described in Section 2; the linearity of this
system was calibrated at frequent intervals on an inverse-square-law photometric bench employing incan-
descent standard lamps and narrow-band green filters centered on the laser wavelength, 530 nanometers.

The 1965 and 1966 RCA lasers contained a beam splitter which placed a sample of the outgoing pulse
on a vacuum diode phototube in order to monitor the power of each pulse. The output of this monitor was
displayed on a Techtronic 545 oscilloscope and recorded by a Polaroid oscilloscope camera. Pulse-to-
pulse variability under good operating conditions is illustrated by pictures 9 through 17 in Fig. 5-8. The
linearity of the monitor photometric system was calibrated at frequent intervals by means of Wratten neu-

tral filters having transmittances measured as described in the preceding paragraph.

THE 1964 LASER DATA

Success in obtaining valid irradiance data had not been achieved when ONR representatives visited the
experimental site at Diamond Island during July, 1964. This was due chiefly to erratic performance of the
damaged laser. Continuing repairs soon produced usable laser pulses and irradiance data were secured.
A laser beam diameter of 1/20 inch was used and the irradiometer had a diameter of 1/40 inch. The pre-
vailing attenuation length was 4.74 ft/In. Following an abridged reduction of some of the oscillograms a.
letter report was sent to ONR on 19 August 1964. Exerpts from that letter, after some minor editing, is
as follows:

"During the nights immediately following your visit to our laser experiment
at the Diamond Island field station last month, we had the good fortune of secur-
ing usable performance from the laser part of the time and I was able to secure
enough data to define the character of the propagation of the laser beam out to
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approxin'ately 19 at.tenuatI ion lengths. I was disappointed in not being able t,>
carry the cuive further bvecause I was successful in aligning the beam on the de-
tecttor out to more than :(0 attenuation lengthi and I had sufficient sensitivity to
v +rform these measurements, bu[t hy the time I had reached these lamp distances
the laser had become unusably erratic in its power output, and I was unable to
obtain .,my usable data heyond 19 attenuation lengths.

The laser data am-: represented hy the iriangles in (Fig. 5-10). 'hey do not
;eprese.!it all of the data I took at these iamp distances. At nearly every lamp
distance I made several oscilloscope pictures in order to minimi7 z the vari-
ability in power output of the laser and also to minimize the probability that one
of the many fish in the vicinity partially obscured the laser beam. There has been
time to measure only one oscilloscope picture at ev 'I distance. rhe oscilloscope
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traces arc, rot. ido(idt.1eaI Lvit I hvive attempted to select ones vh.'cl aijioaarm'i to) rMC
-typ)ical.-' Not unrt~il I i have- been) able to ineasure itll of' the osc'iiIo.,k-opt( (races-

aind studyl'~ their effectf. upjoni (he curve can) I speak w ithi any real confidence, ahbout.
the (letirilet shapet of, the fura'tion.

Th1e os"'i I oscope t echnique for measuring these short, pulses afforded at dy-
n~am ic range riot gre ater tkman about two-th ird s of at jog-eyce I. !t was n c ces sar y
theie fore, t~o miake at phot~ometric ''foid' in conneet ion with v irtual ' y every point.
'V hie curve was generated step-wise be ýgi nriing ait zero lamip distance soe that, an
error lin al fypint i fttc 2ts the position ot' all of' the tucedn 1o i nth
curve. Thas rrors are c'umulIative from Iceft to right.. Th'e finali curv1We whiic h
will e~volv oil0 the basis of aill the oscilloscope, p~ictures mnay inter sect the alph a-
linie ait qiui te a different pmoint th an the prel itminary curve. N everthneless, prelim
in ar.y inspect ion Of' aIll the 05 Ciii O5COC p~iC ture s gives rio rea son to expect any
change inr the funrd amental chbaracreter of' th leCurve. It.se e is safe to con clutde
alre ady that the laser be(am b~ehaves in much the same fashion ais doess the beami
from anl incandescent laiap hayvirig s imailar he am dIiarmeter aiid beam spread. As
'il lustrated by the curve passed near the triangle points, the laser beam follows
the alpha-I ire Uritit the near fie id-tar fied transition is reatchedl after w hich the
irrad ianice onl axis shows anl inverse square dependence and, therefore, a rapid
attenuation uritil m ultipath effects take over. At. long ranige the irrad ivcncý onl
axis seems c !enrl 'y to approach the K-slope which characterizes the spherical
(477) source at long range. Thus the light which was received at long range
has experienced small-angle forward scattering and exhibits multipath pr'opa-
gationi. Trhe dotted section to the right of the last triangle point is parallel to
the dashed line which repre.serjts data onl the (477) spherical lamp in order to
eimphas ize that, eveni in the range between 16 and 19 attenuation lengths, the
curve laser hals nearly reached parallelism with the curve for the ;pheric'aI
lamrp, i.e., the K slope,

'rhe dotted curve in Fig. .5-10) represents the performance of the Spherical
lamp. Th'le two lower curves represent the performaonce of the collimated inicari-
de scent. projec~tor with af 1/20 inch diameter stop at [)iamond Island during 1962.
It is too) so0on to coniclu de that the laser he am is converted to multipath radiation
rrore quickly than Is the inacanide scen t 4,arn. T ha laser curve [in Fig. 5-101 repre-
sents only at sniall sample of. the new data; its reduction has been hast~y. Careful
study o~f all of' the oscillogranis uray yield at different curve."

Alelt of the 1964 oscilloscope pictures were later restudied and re-measured. No way had been ava il-
altomoni'tor the highly variable pulse-to-pulse variations in the power outpu of the damaged laser. All

measurements had, however, been repeated several times to inake statistical treatment of the data poss:-
bl.The statistical restudy of all 1964 osciltograms lid not change the curve in Fig. 5-9 sufficiently to

bring it into agreement with the incandescent data. The final points are represented by triangles if) Fig.
6-1, where they are compared with corresponding data that were secured with RCA's much improved 1965A underwater laser.
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6. LASER LIGHT IN LAKE WATER

6.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Preliminary use of the first RCA underwrter lascr at the Diamond Island field station during the suimmer

of 1964 had developed successful techniques for experiments with submerged pulsed lasers, had explored

some polarization effects and certain beam characteristics of the laser, and had seemed to show that cn-

axis irradiance produced by the laser differed basically from ihat produced by the collimated underwater

incandescent projector. (See Section 5.6). Further exploration :)f that difference was one mission of the

1965-66 program; it was found that identical normalized irradiance is produced if (and only if)tl' ý geometry

of the beamri of laser light is made the same as the geometry of the beam incandescent light. (bee p. 5-9

end of section ''Measurements in Water")

Extensive measurements were made of off-axis irradiance by scattered light from laser beams. It was

found that big objects may receive very large amounts of scattered radiant power far outside the geomet-

rical limits of the beam, often with considerable pulse stretch On the other hand, measurements of tMe

distribution of received radiance showed that small receivers on or near the axis need a field of view only

5 or 6 degrees in angular diameter in order to receive virtually all the light available to them.

6.2 STUDIES OF IRRADIANCE ON-AXIS

The first experiment conducted iii 1,965 was a repetition of the 'ýarlier measurements of irradiance on

axis which led to the data shown in Fig. 5-7. The irradiance was weasured for liqht produced Lb an im-

proved RCA green iaser and by the collimated incandescent projector equipped with a 100-watt zirconium

arc lamp which caused the unit to produce a uniform beam spread of 3.4 milliradians, Just as in the 1964

experiments, both the laser and the incandescent source were equippe6 with circular stops 0.050 inches in

diameter. The RCA green laser used in the 1965 experiments was the second such liser produced by that

company and was physically identical with the first such laser, used at Diamond Island in 1964. la1,er
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No. 2 performed very well throughout all of the 1965 experiments. Initially the power output had consider-
able pulse-to-pulse variability but an effective system for monitoring the power output of the laser was
available so that the data points could be corrected effectively. Adjustments gradually improved the sta-
bility of the laser output. The effective help of RCA in maintaining the fine performance of the laser is
very gratefully acknowledged.

Irradiance on the axis of the beam was measured as a function of lamp distance and the results are
shown by the solid curve in Fig. 6-1. This curve has been fitted to round points representing each individ-
ual measurement; these points are shown in the figure. For purposes of comparison, points from the 1964
measurements of the same function are shown by squares. These data differ slightly from those plotted
in Fig. 5-7 because they represent the result of averaging all of the oscilloscope pictures taken in 1964
whereas the points in Fig. 5-7 were derived from single oscilloscope pictures at each distance. The 1964
and 1965 laser data are in excellent agreement.

The lower (dashed) curve in Fig. 6-1 represents irradiance on-axis produced by the narrow beam incan-
descent projector. This curve has been fitted to the ensemble of points collected in 1965 and also in 1962
using the same lamp and the same photoelectric receiving system. The 1962 points are denoted by tri-
angles; the 1965 points by circles. It is obvious that very close agreement was obtained between the
measurements made in 1962 and 1965.

100
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n 1964
10-2

% %* 1965
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D %

> 10-4 %

% 
I
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%%%
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LAMP DISTANCE IN ATTENUATION LENGTHS

Fig. 6-1. Irradiance On-Axis produced by the RCA underwater laser (solid line) and by the underwater
collimated incandescent projector (dashed line). When the geometry of the beam of laser
light was made identical with the geometry of the beam of incandescent light, the solid
curve became identical with the dashed curve.
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It is clear that the an-axis irradiance produced by the narrow beam incandescent projector differed
from the irnadiance on-axis produced by the underwater green laser in a reproducible fashion and by amounts

that are far beyond exparimental error. Speculations concerning the causes and meaning of these differ-

ences were, :f course, made. Since the difference in curve shape is not attributable to spectral band pass

effects (See Sec, 2., it was natural to inquire whether coherence is responsible fcr the observed differ-
ences, be' ýsts faileo to discover any measurable coherence in the laser light. RCA states that the output

of their la.,r is not monochromatic but consists of a pattern of many spectrum lines spread over a spectral

range of approximately 400A. The complex asymmetrical beam spread and the nonuniform distribution of
flux within the beam suggest that this laser light source is essentially non-coherent. Measurements of the

coherence of the green laser were attempted by a visiting team of investigators from the U. S. Naval Ord-

nance lest Station, China Lake, California, who came to Diamond Islaiid during 1965 experimental sessions
for the purpose of making this and other measurements. They did not detect coherence in the laser output.

The author made photographic studies using a double slit technique, but no fringes were observed under

circumstances such that they would have been produced by light having a coherence length of 1 millimeter.

COMPARISON OF BEAM STRUCTURES

It was obvious that the light produced by the RCA underwater laser had a much different beam structure

than did the collimated underwater incandescent projector. It was suspected from the outset that thiq
might be the cause of the difference in shape between the two curves in Fig. 6-1. Eventually, in 1966, it

was demonstrated that this was, in fact, true. The experiments leading to that conclusiol wre described in

the paragraphs which follow.

The incandescent projector produced a uniform circular cone of light having a well-defined, symmetri-

cal distribution. The laser, on the other hand, produced a highly irregular beam pattern which cannot be

adequately described by the word elliptical. Further insight into the nature of the beam front second har-

monic green lasers can be obtained from the photograph which constitutes Fig. 6-2. This is the beam pro-
duced by a second harmonic green laser built by the Lear-Siegler Corporation. This laser is similar in

many respects to that made by RCA except that the KDP crystal is outside the resonant cavity.* The

beam produced by the Lear-Siegler laser was ýess confined by stops than the RCA laser and therefore the

pattern produced by the optical processes within the KDP crystal are more obvious. It is evident from

this picture that the peak emission is actually part of a circular fringe produced by the crystal. The
" ellipse'' is therefore not elliptical but curved, not uniform but with a peculiar gradient which causes the

distribution of flux within the beam to be nonsyrnmetrica! with respect to the short axis of the "elliuse,"

and sturrounded by side lobes and whai appears to be a pattern of scattered light. It must be remembered

that the data plotted in Fig. 6-1 represent irradiance on the axis of the beam; ti ,ir is to say, the flux col-

lected by a tiny i'eceiver much smaller in diameter than the beam and located precisely at its center. It is

not surprising, therefore, that the irradi3nce at the center of the Imarn changes with distance in a different

way i the case of the uniform, symmetrical, circular beam produced by the projector han in the highly

asvyrmtetrical, nonunifnrm beam produced by the Iiser.

*Ti' W- ( 'A I i -tr isn•,'i i u-tuiu norid Is•ttiu d In !96f; Qit , fit'( 11h | 'A iunr 'rwiiti'r liu. r , , ii i,, the 'irst Itw, lw i,.r , hi,. tI;,

KI 'W cryst ili out 't' l4 idi-'t 1iw I' Itrc vi ty •h•uli ' ch ng W ii ,it;l. unIx h ,l,>iu r, i .i KDid' crYst u t , iurg hutiicl i bt y tK -'

uilpiu l ' i'(1i iiuit In" wi t w i'hliii' c ief l uy un .ith hi s iull nioirti it. ',t ' uruut l'}.ur ill, iflv , iitii lTh mli Oi'' i. t d imw tin'u

t( 011111iful ,'•t',-t wh,ht tin' ti•im vr,' l s ltdju tt,cd i ur Illl i i wd'l i'iI thi- juss)tiliix ;w • i'triki urr,r.ý in Iwt :i',lliii,•'lt ti.
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Fig. 6-2. Photograph of the beam pattern produced by a second harmonic green laser built by
the Lear-Siegh ,r Corporation. The KDP crystal was outside the resonant cavity,

just as in th, case of the 1966 RCA underwater laser.

This page is reproduced at the
back of the report by a different

EFFECT OF BEAM STRUCTt iE reproduction method to provide
better detail.

An important although minor part of the program of experiments at Diamond Island in 1966 was a fur-

ther exploration of the effect of beam structure on axial irradiance. Clearly, as shown in Fig. 6-1, the

normalized irradiance on-axis produced by the RCA laser differed from that generated by the collimated

underwater incandescent projector. It was asked: Would the two curves in Fig. 6-1 come together if both

the laser and the incandescent projector produced geometrically identical beams? That question was ans-

wered affirmatively in 1966 by the experiments next to be described.

There seemed little hope of building an incandescent projector that would match the complex beam pat-

tern produced by the RCA laser shown in Fig. 6-2. On the other hand, it appeared possible to use the

laser as the source of light for the collimated underwater projector. This was accomplished as shown in

Fig. 6-3. The lamp housing of the underwater projector (see Fig. 4-1) was removed, as in Fig. 6-3a, The

100-watt zirconium concentrated-arc lamp was replaced (see Fig. 6-3b) by a metal plate and tube contain-

ing an opaque diaphragm with an on-axis circular hole having the same size and location that had previ-

ously been occupied by the !uminous crater of the concentrated-arc lamp; it was, therefore, at the focal

point of the collimator lens and determined the beam-spread of the projector. When this aperture was il-

luminated uniformly the underwater projector produced a beam of light geometrically identical with that

which it emitted when the 100-watt concentrated-arc lamp was in place. A new watertight lamp housing

was added, as shown in Fig.6-3c; laser light was admitted through a window in the end plate of this hous-

ing, see Fig. 6-3d. The assembly was mounted in front of the RCA laser, as shown in Figs. 6-3e and 6-3f.

The new lamp housing shown in Fig. 6-3c contained a mechanism illustrated by Fig. 6-4. The position

of this mechanism was controlled by ;in external knob (see Fig. 6-3c). The knob had 3 positions, estab-

lished by detents. In the central position the internal arrangement was as shown in Fig. 6-4b; laser

light entering through the window in the end plate of the housis g then fell upon the hole in the diaphragm

(see Fig. 6-3b). With the control knot in the position shown in Fig. 6-4c a nietal cell containing two sepa-

rated diffusing disks were brought into place (;Ios• to the hole in the diaphragmn; the laser hearn then

6-4
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passed through this diffusing system before reaching the diaphragm. Since the diffusers were stationary

they did not alter the coherence length of the laser beam.*

In order to measure irradiance on-axis the laser-projector system had to be pointed precisely on the
tiny irradiance-measuring aperture at the window of the underwater tower. Incandescent light for beam

alignment was provided by an automobile lamp, which could be swung into position behind the diaphragm,

as shown in Fig. 6-4a. The irradiance produced with this lamp was not measured because the filament

structure of the lamp did not result in a simple, smooth beam pattern. All incandescent irradiance data
were secured with the concentrated-arc lamp in the projector.

The Air Track. The first step in exploring the effect of beam structure was to ascertain whether the

beam of light produced by the new laser-projector system was geometrically identical with that generated

by the projector when used with the 100-watt concentrated-arc lamp. This test was. performed in air in

order that no transmission property of water would be involved. The essential features of the underwater

tower and track were duplicated on land. A small shed similar to and slightly larger than the lower part of

the underwater tower was constructed and equipped with experimental facilities which duplicated the

tower as closely as possible. One hundred feet of track was provided. The facility is shown in Fig. 6-5

and in an aerial view, Fig. 6-6.

The underwater cart is in place on the track in Fig. 6-5, as is the collimated underwater incandescent

projector. A plastic window with an optical glass insert exactly like the one in the underwater tower was

installed in the "air tower." The experiment employed the same plastic irradiance wheel, diffusers, and

stops used underwater. The same cover used for the window of the underwater tower is in place in Fig. 6-5.

The same multiplier phototube, electronics, and recorders were used. The projector was modified only by

providing forced ventilation in the lamp housing and attaching a thin water cell having a plane window to

the outer surface of the projection lens. That attachment was necessary because the lens was designed

for use with water in contact with its external surface.

Measurements on the Air Track. The azimuth drive of the underwater cart was used to make sweeps

of the light beam across the tiny irradiance collector, thereby producing curves of the light distribution in

the beam from the projector. Beam diameters of 1/10 and 1/20 inches were used in order to duplicate ex-

perimental conditions of Figs. 5-8 and 6-1. These measurements were repeated at several lamp distances

out to 100feet. Exactly similar procedures were used to explore the distribution of light from the projector-

laser system. t  This work was made much slower and less accurate by the necessity, imposed by the

pulsed laser, to make oscilloscope pictures flash-by-flash, point-by-point. As expected, a residue of the

laser beam structure was found when the direct laser beam was focused on the hole in the diaphragm of

the projector, as in Fig. 6-4b. When the diffusing system was used before the diaphragm, as in Fig. 6-4c,

the beam pattern formed by the projector using laser light was found to be identical with the beam it pro-

duced with the concentrated-arc lamp.

*No appreciable coherence was evidenced by the light from the RCA laser. One of several tests for coherence was
made with a double slit assembly. This was an attachment to the projector, such that the slits were irradiated by
the collimated beam. No fringes were observed or detected by photography. In these tests no diffuser was used;
i.e., the mechanism inside the lamp housing was in the configuration pictured in Fig. 6-4b.

t•In order to guard against the possibility of error in photoelectric measurement due to the copious 1.06 micrometer
infrared light emitted by the 1966 RCA laser, copper sulfate was added to the water cell outside the projection lens;
it was also used throughout the measurements of the incandescent beams.
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"Fig. 6-:'11.

, ,..Underwater collimated incandescent pro-

jector (Swe Fig. 4-1) with lamp housing

ienioved. Ml) Main tube of the collimated

underwater incandeeccrnt projector, (2) 100-

watt zirconium conceritrated-arc lamp.

Fig. 6-3b.

Lamp has been removed. A metal diaphragm

with an on-axis circular hole having the

same size and position previously occupied

by the crater of the concentrated-arc lamp

has been added. (1) Tube containing a metal

diaphragm with an on-axis circular hole

having the same size and the same position

previously occupied by the ci'ater of the

concentrated-arc lemp.

This page is reproduced at the

back of the report 'y) a different

reproduction methiod to provide

better detail.

Fig. 6-3c.

New lamp housing having a rear window

through which laser light enters. Control

knob operates internal mechanism shown in

Fig. 6-4. (1) Watertight lamp housing,

(2) L aser light enters through a window in

this end plate, (3) Control knob for mech-

anism shown in Fig. 63-4.
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Fig. G-3d.

Rear view of lamp housinig showing window

to admit the laser beam. (1) Window for

;&nor beam to enter the projector.

Fig. 6-3e.

RCA underwater laser mounted inr position

to inject its beam into the projector.

This page is reproduced at the
back of the report Iy a different

reprodluction i11101ocY to provide
1-wtter detail.

Fig. 6-3f.

Front view of RCA underwater laser at-

tached to the modified underwater collimated

projector.

GI



6-4(a) 6-4(b) G-4(c)

Fig. 6-4. Interior of new lamp housing for the underwater Ceolliraot(ed projector, showing 3-position internal

mechanism. (a) Automnobile3 lamp on-axis to providle light for visual ailignment, af thle underwater

projector. (b) Open pathway for laser beam to irradiate the on-axis beami-forming aperture (see

rCig. 6-13b). (c) D~iffuser insertedl in the path of the laser beam.
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Fig. 6-6. Aerial view showing air tower and air track situatted between the boat landing aind the Laboratory huildinp.
Boat house and underwater tower, with curtain floating over the underwater track, is at lower right..

Measuremnent.s jin Water. The experiment was transferred from the air track and 'air tower" to the

underwater track. and underwater tower. No difference was found in the normalized irradiance on-axis pro-

duced by the coilimated underwater projector using laser light or incandescent light from the concentrated-

arc lamip. Both the laser and the incandescent arc produced values of icradiance-on-axis that matched the

lower (dotted) curve in Fig. 6-1. Thus, it Was demonstrated that idrýntical values of normalized irradiance

on-axis are produced, respectively, by a neodymi um-doub led Pulsed laser and by the collimated underwater

incandescent projector when the geometry of the beam of laser li(:ht arid the geometry of the beamn of in-

descent light are miade identical.Tispgisrrohedate

back of the repor~t b~y a different

MEASREMETS O INEGRAED IRA~iNCEreprodllction niethod to provide
MEASREMNTS F ITEGRTEDI RHD lNCEbetter detail.

Experience with the RCA laser in 1964 served as a warning that a follow-on program[T based uIpon detail-

ed mapping of the distribution of i rrad iance w thin the beamn at each Ilamp di starm, was i mpract icabl e, it

was decided, therefore, to integrate opticall y over the geometrical p~attern of the b eam and part of its sir-

roundi ngs by nieans of a fln x-colInledi ag aperftlira large compared Withi beamr dimrensi orns lThis was, artheyed

by f itt inrg the wi ndow of the underwater tower with an inrtegrat inrg sphere ha igt ajn en traince aperture ais

large as permitted 5y the optical g lass ins:a-t ini thre 1 6-Incli dianieter Plexiglas winodw of die! tower. li,

the ioregrating sphere had an entraIcel aperture 4 inrcihes iii diameter. Only at extrrirew tmges (did lhre riajor

diagonal of the elIliptic:al beamn produced by the RCIA laser become a, I rrle 'Is 1 richesý the liltegralting

sphere which was mounted inside the tower and inl Contact Withi the oiptiw I gkiss wi rrdoV ner tr all of

the flux which entered thre 1l-inc enitranice port and (del ivered ai proportional S op f th Uis ft In to thre

cathode of the mutitl rpler pliototuhe wll~ch was' attnn:Iied to af sinaIl ISide port err Iie sphlnie. Inn th'isay tOw

halt-inch JphrteCartlioni of Htir crid-Onl riruItlltpl JOr t 1itlUhe wais oýhio to respoind to t~ li' irrteqi a llt- oI In: f

rag tile 4-111(1 diainmrt(:r Wirtrjrrcr pourt of dtie, trirte-rl iinq ilee Nor rrll eprrrnnrllrrutdr W ret'
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taken by means of interior baffles within the integrating sphere to make sure that no flux from the bright

spot on the back of the sphere could reach the photocathode without multiple reflections on the

sphere walls. Figure 6-7 shows the integrating sphere mounted on the measuring window inside the tower.

(a)

This page is reproduced at the
back of the report by a different
reproduction method to provide
better deta.iL

(b)

Fig. 6-7. Rear view of integrating sphere attached to inner (air) surface of the measurement window.
(a) Without multiplier phototube. (b) With multiplier phototube in place.

Figure 6-8 is a plot of the integrated radiant flux collected by the 4-inch aperture at various lamp dis-
tances. For this experiment the full beam of the laser was used. A dramatic change in the shape of the
curve is apparent when Fig. 6-8 is compared with Fig. 6-1. There is no evidence of the transition between
near-field and far-field. Under all circumstances the curve is above the "alpha-line." Throughout the

range of lamp distances from 1 to nearly 5 attenuation lengths, the curve is nearly parallel to the alpha

line and approximately a factor of 2 above it. Beyond 5 attenuation lengths the curve begins to rise, its

slope diminishes until, beyond 20 attenuation lengths, its slope agrees with the diffuse attenuation coef-

ficient K, as indicated by the broken line which is used to extrapolate the last experimental point. Thus,

just as in the case of irradiance measured at very long distances from lamps of any kind, the radiant flux

collected by the 4-inch aperture is attenuated with distance at the K-rate.

A similar experiment was made using the narrow beam incandescent source. The resulting curve of in-

tegrated irradiance vs. lamp distance duplicated Fig. 6-8 exactly. Thus, the act of integrating the flux

distribution over a diameter comparable to that ascribable to the total beam pattern causes the differences

between the laser beam and the incandescent beam, which show so prominently on the axis, to disappear.
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All evidence of the inverse square nature of the on-axis irradiance in the far-field portion of the curve has

also disappeared. Thus integration over the beam and its immediate surroundings has caused the geomet-

rical differences between the two beam geometries to cancel out, and the differences between near-field

and far-field beam structures to no longer be noticeable. Obviously in applications in which the collection

aperture or the reflector of the beam equals or slightly exceeds the cross-sectional dimensions normally

ascribed to the "beam," the applicable propagation characteristics of the light field are as displayed by

Fig. 6-8. Only when the receiver aperture is small compared with beam dimensions do the kind of effects

shown by Fig. 6-1 appear. It is significant, however, that at long range the propagation is governed by the

K-rate of attenuation. Since this is true both on the axis of the beam and for the integrated irradiance pro-

duced by the whole beam, it follows that all portions of the beam will be attenuated at the K-rate at long

lamp distances, although the onset of this favorable rate of attenuation may be different throughout the

beam pattern.
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Fig. 6-8. Integrated irradiance collected by the integrating sphere at various laser distances.
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EFFECT OF COMPRESSED DIVERGENCE

There has been an intuitive feeling on the part of some of those concerned with underwater lasers that
more favorable transmission characteristics can be obtained by using an optical system to compress the

beam. Several laboratories have conducted experiments with beam-compression optics added to the laser.
In order to make a test of this hypothesis, an optical system capable of compressing the divergence of the
laser beam by a factor of 10 was constructed. This is simply a 10-power telescope focused on infinity.
The scope was constructed of available high quality lenses and provided with a watertight enclosure hav-
ing plane windows.

A fixture was built such that the telescope could be easily added (or removed) from the path of the

light from the underwater laser; it is shown in Figs. 6-9 and 6-10. The fixture was an attachment to the ex-
isting shelf, shown in Figs. 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5. The upper assembly invw!ing the collimated underwater
incandescent projector (see Fig. 5-3) was not used because it was optically incompatible with the tele-
scope. The lower prism was not removed from the shelf (see Figs.6-9 and 6-10) but it played no part in the
experiment because the laser beam passed through the clearance hole in the prism. The fixture was pro-
vided with adjustments for aligning and centering the axis of the telescope with the laser beam. In order
to insure adequate clearance of all of the stops within the telescope, the diameter of the laser beam was
reduced to 0.050 inches by means of a stop in the water close to the laser output aperture.

It was necessary to devise a new system for aiming the laser, since the system described in Section 5
and illustrated in Fig. 5-1 could not be used. A small collimated underwater incandescent projector,

shown in Fig. 6-11 was designed to fit in the, brackets of the shelf attached to the laser. Figure 6-12 shows
the small projector in place. This alignment lamp used a 10-watt zirconium concentrated-arc lamp to pro-
duce a collimated beam of white light having approximately the same diameter and divergence as did the
laser through the 0.050" diameter beam stop (see Fig. 6-10). This beam was visible from the underwater
tower and could be used to center the laser beam on the measuring aperture. It was much more difficult to
use than the aiming system shown in Fig. 5-3; the time required for alignment was substantially increased.
Swimmers had to remove the alignment lamp after each alignment and replace it after the laser flashes had
been recorded by the oscilloscope cameras. Only if the alignment beam returned to its original position in
the entrance aperture of the integrating sphere were the data accepted. Many sets of data had to be dis-
carded, particularly at large lamp distances, because the alignment was found to be disturbed in the pro-
cess of removing the alignment lamp and replacing it again. Nevertheless, integrated irradiance data were
secured with and without the beam compressing telescope to a lamp distance of more than 17 attenuation
lengths. No improvement in integrated irradiance at any distance resulted from the ten-fold reduction in

beam divergence.

Figure 6-13 shows the result of measuring the flux collected by the integrating sphere at various lamp
distances. The solid curve has been passed near the points representing the performance of the laser
without the telescopic attachment. The shape of this curve is quite similar to that shown by Fig. 6-8, the

only difference being the effect of reducing the diameter of the beam at the source. The measurements
were repeated after the divergence compressing optics had been added and the results are shown by stars.

Obviously no appreciable effect was produced. The stars lie slightly below the solid line, presumably be-
cause of loss of light within the telescope. It may be noted that a 10-fold compression of divergence is
necessarily accompanied by a 10-fold increase in beam diameter at the exit pupil of the telescope and by
a 100-fold increase in the distance at which the near-field-far-field transition takes place within the beam
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Fig. 6-11.

Small collimated underwater incandescent
projector used for beam alignment with

the beam-compressing telescope. Black
cylindrical device (upper right) contains

a dove prism, sometimes used to rotate
• the laser beam about its axis.

Fig. 6-12.

Small collimated underwater incandes-
cent projector in position for use in
beam alignment. (1) Alignment lamp,

(2) loX telescope, (3) Shelf attached

to laser.

This page is reproduced at the

back of the report by a different
reproduction method to provide
better detail.

pattern. The transition point for the normal beam, which occurs (see Fig. 6-1) at a lamp distance of 0.4 at-

tenuation lengths, is extended to 40 attenuation lengths by the use of the beam-compressing optics. Thus,

in Fig. 6-13 virtually all of the data represented by the solid line are in the far-field portion of the beam

whereas all of the data represented by the stars are for conditions within the near-field portion of the beam

having compressed divergence. This is further evidence that no measurable difference is found between

the near-field and far-field conditions with respect to the integrated radiant flux in and near the beam.

TWO-WAY SYSTEMS

It is interesting to consider the sort of propagation characteristics that should be found with a two-

way underwater system in which a narrow beam source (laser or conventional), is used to irradiate a dif-
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fuse perfectly reflecting object comparable in sizie to the 1-inch apertuire of the integrating sphere Used in
obtaining data for Figs. 6-8 or 6-13. After reflection by such an object the flux Will spread just as it does-
from a divergent Source. The two-way power characteristic can then be inferred simply by combining the
experimentally determnined curve for a divergent sourc~e, such as that shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5-iý,
with the data on the flux content of the outgoing beam, illustrated by Fig. 6-8. A simple means for making
this combination is as follows, At each lamp distance measure downward from the upper boundary of the
figure to the curve in Fig. 6-8 and, at the same lamp distance, measure downwerd to the dashed Curve in
Fig. 5-7. Since the scale of irradiance is logarithmic, these two values should be added together, in order
to provide a point on the two-way transmission characteristic. The result of performing this construction
at each !amp distance is illustrated in Fig. 6-10. It will be rioted that for very small lamp-to-object dis-
tances the inverse square characteristic of the return path after diffuse reflection is domninant, In the por-
tion of the curve between 1 and 2 attenuation lengths, the characteristic is parallel to the -2 alpha line''
which is shown on the figure. At long lamp to-object distances, beyond 9 attenuation lengths, thle line is,
virtually straight and at the 2K-slope.
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THE POWER BARRIER

It is an initeresting consequence of Fig. 6.14 that the first 7 or 8 attenualtion lengths of lamp distance
can be regarded as a powvcr bw-rier, in tha sense that beyond that distance increased range is obtained

with increased power in accordance with the 2K-slope rather than (say) the 2-alpha slope. The ratio uz/K

is, typically, 2.7 in clear ocean water. In Fig. 6-14 irradiance at the receiver aperture is reduced by a fac-

tar of approximately 108 in the first 8 attenuation lengths of 2-way path and by a factor of roughly 101 in

the second 8 attenuation lengths.

100 [ I

L ASER

2 WA)

10 4e 2a

> 10 6

108

10 1

e Kr

10 2

1 I L

0 2 4 6 8 10 '12 14 16 18

tAMP DSI AN(t IN ATTLGJAI l1ll LENG3THS

Fig, 6-14. Receivei irradiimce, from a 4-inch dimnrter perfectly reflecting diffuse

object tit vturion i disi ante ii ita 2 vz c.ser 'Iystew.

6.3 RADIA14CE DISTRIBUTIONJS

When a phctograph is made of an on-comning laser beam, the impression is obtained the,, the radfiance.

distribution dropýis dramatically at the edge of the beam and that very little radiance Is &d'ri ~ed fiom por-

tionls or the field of view which make appreciable angies with the axis of the beam. ihis co-icept :s sup-

: ite luantitativ,-iy in F ig. 6-15 which depicts the nsJtof radiance distribution measudenents rivde hy

Meanls of a photoelectric telephotometer hev ing a field of view one-fourth deqree in anqul ar diameter. This

teltrp'itoiieter waei p laced with the Cen(ter Of its enrtrailce pupii on the ax is of thle narrow beam i ncandes-t ce~l sAource .:d the bilit was then rotated aboet the center of the measurertept wticilow uis shj-,n at the top
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of Fig. 6-15. 1he diameter and divergence of the beam trom the incandescent narrow beam projector were

arranged to simulate that produced by toe RCA underwater laser. Measurements were made at lamp dis-

tances cf 10 feet and 30 feet and tile results are shown by ihe two curves in Fig. 6-15. These curves

i!lustraze the dramatic decrease in apparent radiance oi the iight field and show that the apparent radiance

has dropped by four orders of magnitude only 2 or 3 degrees from the axis of the beam. The angular cover-

age of the radiance distribution is seen to be slightly greater when measurement is made at the lamp dis-

tance of 30 feet than when a 10-foot larap distance is used. An attempt was made to measure the radiance

distribution at a lamp distance of 50 feet but the sensitivity of the photoelectric photometer was insuffic-

ient to perform this measurement beyond approximately two-thirds of a degree. Up to that point, however,

the curve was identical in shape with that obtained at 30 feet. The most distant 50-foot point is 'idicated

in Fig. 6-15 by an arrow terminating in an asterisk,

10 *

x
•. 102

S 2
10 BEAM DIAMETER 0 150 ;NCHES

Fig. 6-15.

Angular diastribution of received radiance 1 -1

from the underwater latser at ten feet ouid

thirty feet. u

4

0011 FEET

0 1. 20 30 4 50 6'

x ',OEGHEES 1

6.4 RECEIVER FIELD OF VIEW

Many investigators have been concerned over the proper field of view to incorporate in recekiers for

laser beams, i.e., in 1-way systems. Tnroughout the Diamond Island experiments it has been normal policy

to use receivers with complete hemispherical collection capability as typified, for example, by the aper-

ture of an integrating sphere. Figure 6-15 indicates mat nc such wide-fleld collection aperture is neces-

sary and suggests that an angular radius of the field of view as small as 2 or 3 doegaes should suffice to

collect most of the available flux. As a test :f this belief, the telephotometeý was aimed directly at the

narrow beam source and its field of view was increased by means of charniqin field stops so that its field

of view was inc~eased successively to from 1/4 degree to i/2, 1, 1-1/2, and2 degrees. The result of this
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procedure is given in Fig. 6-16. It should be noted that this figure plots the angular diameter of the re-

ceiver field of view whereas the data in Fig. 6-15 relate to the angular radius of the field of view., The

curves in Fig. 6-16 would indicate that receivers having fields of view 5 or 6 degrees in angular diameter

should be adequate.
---- -- i'-'• •--•50 FEET

S~ 30 FEEl"

z0

PROJECTOR BEAM DIAMETER

0 0150 INCHES

IaI

C 1/4 I/2 Ic 11/2 20 21/20

RECEIVER FIELD OF VIEW (DEGREES)

Fig. 6-16. Receiver response for various receiver fields of view at projector distances of
30 and 50 feet. Projector and receiver are coaxial.

6.5 DIAMETER OF THE RECEIVER APERTURE

Questions concerning receiver field of view discussed in the preceding paragraph should be dis n-

guished carefully from effects having to do with the diameter of the receiver aperture or the diameter of

the object used to reflect the light from an underwater laser. In order to gain information concerning the

distribution of irradiance on the surface of a sphere centered on the source of the light beam, a limited

series of experiments were made during the 1965 series in which the collimated underwater incandescent

projector was rotated about its exit pupil in the manner depicted by the small skelch in Fig. 6-17. in this

case the photoelectric telephotometer was replaced by a photoelectric irradiance meter having a small col-

lection aperture (0.010 inches diameter). Data were obtained at a lamp distance of 30 feet as shown by

the round points through which a curve has been passed, Data could not be secured between approximate-

ly 1/10th degree and 3 degrees because of the interference of mechanical structures (window edges, rein-

forcing rings, and instrument mountings) at the window of the underwater tower. Nevertheless the shape

of the function seems quite well defined. Photoelectric sensitivity was sufficient to measure the irradi-

ance curve only to 10 degrees. The purpose of taking these data with the incandescent narrow beani lamip

was conceived as establishing a guide line for a sini lar curve to be done with the laser. This experiment

was conducted on the last scheduled night of operations during 1965 and on that occasion the laser devel-

oped a malfunction before any data were obtain,-d. The laser was returned to the RCA laboratories for re-
pairs but no further data could be taken because both time and funds were exhausted. Thus, laser data

corresponding with Fig. 6.17 were riot secured in 1965.*

* •h,( 'wi-rnIIklfit. ' so of;-oxis irrlhildianc( domimitt-d th,. LxtrIiental progrl in : I 9GGii m n d lthireL! fto r. Lascr. ,,'ro iis
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I
1he curve in Fig. 6-17 clearly indicates that the 4-inch diameter aperture in the integgratng19 sphere was

by no means large enough to include all of the flux or even a large fraction thereof. For example, at 30
feet the lasi point (it approximately 10 degrees) corresponded with a linear offset oo the irradiated plane

of about 5.3 feet. Obviously, an integrating sphere with an aperture 5.3 feet in radius would have been)

necessary to have collected all of the flux in the irradiation pattern out to the last point plotted on the

figure. How much of the total flux this represented cannot be ascertained from these data. Since the area

of a circular zone on the irradiated plane 3nd centered about the axis of the beam is linearly related to
the radius of the zone, an integration is necessary in order to interpret thle data shown in Fig. 6-17 in

terms of the fraction of the total flux which is incident on the portion of the irradiated spnerical surface

contained within a circle of any given radius. An arbitrary log-linear extrapolation was nimde of the irrad-

iance data beyond 10 degrees in Fig. 6-17 so that a cumulative integral curve could be generated. This

calculated result is shown in Fig, 6-18. It predicts that halt of the total flux on the irradiated surface
falls outside a circle more than 5 feet in diameter or at an angle 0 -9.5' in terms of the geometry depicteJ

at the top of Fig. 6-17. This illustrates that the cloud of scattered light accompanying the beam, dim

though its irradiance may be, contributes importantly to the total flux reflected by a large object when ir-
radiated by a small beam of light and that the shape of curves like Fig. 6-8 must be profoundly influenced

by the diameter of the collecting surface. These deductions were explored much more fully during the
series of experiments at Diamond Island during 1966. The shape of the curve in Fig. 6-8, for example, is

explained in terms of the 1966 data iy Fig. 8 of the letter quoted in Section 6.6.
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6.6 STUDIES OF IRRADIANCE OFF-AXIS

The principal experiments at the Diamond Island field station during July and August 1966 concerned

the distribution of off-axis irradiance produced by the underwater green laser. Measurements were made at

angles up to 58 degrees from the beam and at lamp distances out to more than 19 attenuation lengths.

These data were obtained by mounting the underwater laser on the remote-control cart which ran along the

track outside the measurement window of the underwater experimental tower at Diamond island and rotat-

ing the lasr in a horizontal plane about the point at which the laser beam left the laser case and entered

the water. The mechanical drives for this cart, constructed in 1962, limited the horizontal angular rotation

to 58 degrees. As will be seen from the data which follow, this was a sufficient aiigle for the purposes of

the research. Angular scans were made at lamp distances of 0, 5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 feet. Prelim-

inary reduction of the, off-axis irradiance laser data revealed many basic principles. It also explained the

causes of certain important effects that had been observed earlier.! A letter report dated 10 December 1966

presented the preliminary data and interpreted it. That letter was made available by ONR through the De-

fense Documentation Center as No. AD647791 and has been widely quoted throughout the report literature.

It is reproduced here from the original typed pages:

* F')r (!xWm11)l1I, L SIDIJ!)v ýI' tfiv &iorve' in Fig. 6-8 is exlplamedi ] bN the ciirvt. inarked "initgriting ,sphre n, t " in

Fig. 7 in the h.tter,.-rprt o,') l)0 mceiun r 1%(;.
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i t, I i t tLh pliiripose of illisI u let tot' i) makei a pre, I im1 riiry report Of lhie
principal result Is 1 obtiaine.d at ,the Dia'mond Islanld i'Lthld 'tat. loin Jast

summer w. th the itCA nnderw iel' "r',,eeiiz liceF whlicLih was lionid Lo i.us bly Iih,

U.S, Naval Ali, Itevelopmn nt Cienier. The rteseirch was supptrted joulnily Ly
ONE unvioer 1ontruact Nonr-2216(]4) and by NAL) under coCiitract N (Q26st-3Ii''Y
The resuelts are summariz sad by the figeres it1t;.cbec tl Lb a lettee. This
letter and i( s figures continue an extend .y lotter of 12 Marci 1966 to
Mr. Isakson and my previous letiters, all of which concern the studies I have
made in previous years with the underwater green laser under contract
Nonr-2216( 1,). All of this material will. be included in a summary repcrt
which is now in preparation.

The experiments at the Diamond island Field Station during July and
August 1966 followed the plan discussed on pages 9, 10, and 11 of my letter
lo Mr. Isakson of 12 March 1966. The principal topic of the present letter
concerns the distribution of flux on an Irradiated surface perpendicular to
the axis of the beam produced by the underwater green laser at angles, up to
580 and at lamp distancei out to more than 19 attenuation lengths. Various
other ancillary investigations arising from the discussions contained in my
letter to Mr. Isakson of' 12 March 1966 were made and will be reported in
detail later. For the sake of completeness, however, a summary statemeot
of the findings on some of these topics can be given as follows:

1. The differencesbetween the on-axis irradiance produced by the
narrow beam incandescent projector and the irradiance on axis produced by the
underwater green laser illustrated by the curves in Fig. 3 attached to my
letter of 12 March 1966 to Mr. Isakson and discussed on page 3 of that letter
were found to be attributable to the differences in beam geometry between the
light produced by the two sources, as suggested on page 4 of my letter of
12 March 1966. When the radiation produced by both lamps was compared under
conditions of identical beam geometry, the on-axis irradi•ince curves, like
those In Fig. 3, were found to agree.

2. Further studies of narrow angle forward scattecing were made with the
newly completed coaxial scattering meter oonsto-ucted by the Visibility
Laboratory for NADC and operated at Diamond Island by NADC personnel. Con-
current independent. measurements of the attenuation coefficient 4 nd] the
absorption coefficient of the water ernabled former it_ýsults concerning the
magnitude and importance of narrow angle forward sca ttering to be verified
and Inferences drawn concerning the nature of the_, seat e tri cit. even smaller
forwa:-d angles than have yet, been measured.

3. The meiasureme ntLs depitltd by Li 0. fi t at,, 1 t,(' my 1<. tter it(, Mr.
lIakson of 1, March 1966 concernt aig th 'iu i A Liri bu' c ;1 1 ht 0 1i s r gi' t, ij ;l
right angles to the beam produced by the narrow bemn pr•jtct,or ltt, a II lTip

distance of' 30 teet were repeated and extended jin111eiW t tl n j nt' 1 ii] '4, 1
axis. Good agreement With tha curve in 1<ig. Ic) was t cu no lri ,ILt I cull tons
and concIuslons drawn from thousu diiata atid Illustrated by 1v Figs. I ctiid 1, u my
letter of 10 March 1966 were teey supported. ium i

t
i i dat.', we r ,otslant-i

using the nar row beam i • apco jc t,ii t io t • otier iamp lamp Iaoi e '

will be reporiter Ii, detail tatci' nut It may b,I said. n summriiy toot ttidy •l'
In aigreemelunt. witl ci;eapindidit' tcii •toal ict] wit.. t.>l udiwot,<1 it h. ,st:C,
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which will be reported in detail later in this letter. Thus, all of the
underwater lighting distributions thus far measured are identical for the
light from the narrow beam incandescent projector and the RCA underwater green
laser when both have similar beam geometry.

Power Distributions Produced by the Laser

The principal goal of the experiments performed at the Diamond Island
Field Station during 1966 was a study of the distribution of radiant power
produced underwater by the RCA green laser over a wide range of angles from the
beam and as a function of lamp distance. These data were obtained by mounting
the underwater laser on the remote-control cart which runs along the track
which extends horizontally from the sensor port of the underwater experimental
tower at Diamond Island and rotating the laser in a horizontal plane about the
point at which the laser beam left the laser case and entered the water.
The mechanical drives for this cart, constructed in 1962, limited the
horizontal angular rotation to 580. As will be seen from the data which
follow, this was a sufficient angle for the purposes of the research. Angular
scans were made at lamp distances of 0, 5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 feet.
The beam pattern of a typical second harmonic neodymium green laser is shown
in Fig. 4 of my letter of 12 March 1966. Although this was the beam produced
by such a laser built by the Lear-Siegler Corporation, it represents rather
well the beam pattern made by the 1966 model RCA green laser because the KDP
crystal is outside the resonant cavity in both lasers. Detailed beam pattern
studies were made and will be reported later. Also, detailed irradiance
distributions within the geometrical confines of the laser beam were measured
at some distances and these will also be reported later. Inasmuch as this
level of angular detail is not necessary for the principal investigation
reported herein, experimental time was saved by using an integrating sphere
having an opening 4 inches in diameter to measure the average irradiance near
the center of the pattern where the extreme asymmetries are encountered.
After the beam had been rotated sufficiently from the optical axis above the
cart track, the angular dependence on beam geometry had smoothed out sufficiently
so that only two directions of measurement were necessary in order to get a
sufficiently complete specification of the power distribution. Because the
angular rotation mechanism within the cart allowed for only horizontal
motions of the laser beam, an attachment containing a dove prism was built
for the laser so that the direction of the major axis of the "ellipse" could
be controlled at will. Irradiance distributions as a function of beam rotation
angle were made with the major axis of the "ellipse" horizontal and vertical,
respectively. At angles beyond 70 rotation of the dove prism produced no
measurable effect. That is to say, at off-axis angles in excess of 70 the
light produced by the laser had circular symmetry with respect to the axis of
the beam.

Figure 1 depicts the measured value of irradiance out to off-axis angles
of 580 at the various lamp distances listed in the preceding paragraph. During
most of these measurements the water was characterized by an attenuation
length of 4.54 ft/ln, an absorption coefficient of 0.0446 ln/ft, a diffuse
attenuation coefficient K of 0.0523 ln/ft, and an attenuation coefficient to
absorption coefficient ratio of 4.94. It was, of course, impossible to obtain
the many hundreds of oscilloscope pictures required for this study in a single
night. The optical constants of the water varied slightly from night to
night so that data obtained on occasions when the water had slightly different
properties have been adjusted in proportion to attenuation lengths so that
they conform as closely as possible to the values given above. In all such cases
the water had a greater attenuation length than 4.54 ft/ln; the greatest
value which occurred during the taking of the irradiance data shown in Fig. 1
was 4.94 ft/ln. The irradiance data shown by Fig. 1 represents the peak value
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of the oscilloscope traces. The neasurements wer: made with an RCA No. 7767
multiplier phototube and a Tektronix Model. 585 oscilloscope. This eqlaipment
has sufficient tempo 'al resolution to exhibit the pulse shape of tkhe light
arriving at the irradiance collector. Examinat,icr, of the oscilloscope traces
makes it clear that there is a considerable pulse spread when the measurements
are made at long disTance and at large angles from the axis of the laser beam.
Figure 2 shows typical waveforms selected because the. peak amplitudes chanced
to be the same. The dashed curve shows the waveform as received by the
irradiance collector at 90 feet from the laser and only 0.10 off the axis of
the beam. The solid curve shows the wavwform received at, the same lamp
distance but with the laser rotated to place the measuring irtradiance meter
58' off the axis of the beam. Integration of the area under these curves shows
that 2.1 times as much power is included in the oscillogram depicting conditions
at 580 than is included ir the curve measured at 0.10 fron the laser beam axis.
Corresponding measurements of what I have called the "pulse stretch factor"
have been made from a few other oscilloscope pictures at other lamp distances
and other angles from the beam. This work is by no means complete since there
are literally thousands of oscilloscope pictures which can be studied in this
w.y. The results thus far have been summarized by some straight--line models
depicted by Figs. 3 and 4. This model of the pulse stretch factoi has been
used for preliminary correction of the irradiance data in Fig. 1. Since the
effect is not large, partinularly at the smaller angles where the principal
contributions to the total power are found, it is probable that no more
elaborate and detailed study of the pulse stretch factor will change the
conclusions of this study. Nevertheless, it is expected to lock at this
matter in greater detail when time permits.
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Figure 4

A computer program was prepared so that the irradiance data in Fig. 1
could be converted readily into information concerning the total radiant
power received by a surface at right angles to the laser beam within a
circle bounded by any selected angular radius from the beam. The result of
such computer integration, corrected for pulse stretch factor on the basis
of Figs. 3 and 4, is shown in Fig. 5.

The small diagrams appearing in the upper right hand corners of both
Figs. 1 and 2 are plan views which illustrate how the laser beam was rotated
in a horizontal plane with respect to the fixed irradiance meter in order to
study the distribution of radiant power at off-axis angles. The small diagram
in the lower left hand corner of Fig. 5 illustrates that this procedure is
equivalent to leaving the laser beam fixed in space and moving the irradiance
collector along the arc of a circle of radius r through off-axis angles
as depicted by the dashed circular arc. The computer program referred to in
the preceding paragraph produces values, in relative units, of the total
power received by an imaginary concave, spherical surface centered on the
point at which the laser beam enters the water and bounded by the angular
radius 1 Figure 5 has a logarithmic scale of total power within the angular
radius Ž and a linear scale of attenuation lengths. The lower dashed straight-
line in this figure depicts the function e-ar. This line is an invariant of
the coordinates because lamp distance is plotted in attenuation lengths (ar).
The upper dashed line in Fig. 5 represents the function e-ar, where the
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absorption coefficient a has the magnitude a/4.94 in accL..' .dnce with the
measured optical properties of the water given earlier in this letter.

It will be noted that the observed total power within the maximum angular
radius for which data were obtained (W= 580) is represented by a straight line
which lies just beneath the dashed line representing the function e-art Figure 5

also contains curves for integrations at various lamp distanceo for values of
angular radius (,Q ) of 16, 6.3, 2.5, 1.0, 0.4, and 0.16 degrees respectively.
Throughout the first twelve attenuation lengths, these data can be represented
by straight lines but small amounts of upward curvature are shown by the data,
particularly for small values of angular radius (r ). It is evident from
Fig. 5 that rotation of the laser through 580 was sufficient for the purposes
of this investigation inasmuch as integration over a complete sphere surround-
ing the laser (P = 1800) could not exceed the total power represented by
the function e-ar, that is to say, the upper dashed straight-line boundary in
Fig. 5. This statement is necessarily true of any light source, narrow beam,
broad beam or spherical, in a steady state condition. The question of
whether the short duration pulse produced by the underwater green laser as
depicted by the dashed curve in Fig. 1 can be regarded as a quasi-steady state
distribution of radiant power is answered experimentally by the manner in which
the total power integral approaches an asymptote as r' approaches 580, and
theoretically by an independent study of the A function response of natural
waters which has been made and will be reported in detail later. The upper
dashed straight line representing the function e-ar in Fig. 5 is therefore
regarded as an absolute upper bound for the total power in the space surround-
ing the beam produced by an underwater laser.

The existence of the function e-ar as an upper bound to the power produced
by the underwater laser leads to an interesting speculation concerning the
nature of the curves in Fig. 5 if extended to very long ranges. Clearly, the
irradiance distribution produced by the laser beccmes progressively less sharply
peaked as lamp distance increases. At very long ranges it must approach a
nearly uniform distribution. Nevertheless, any residual non-uniformity must
be in the nature of an increased irradiance at and near the axis of the beam.
Thus it can be confidently stated that the total power within a 160 cone can
never be less than the power within the 580 cone reduced in proportion to
the ratio of the solid angle of the 160 cone to the solid angle represented by
the 580 cone. Thus at very long ranges, an upper bound to the power within
the 160 cone can be constructed as a straight line parallel to the boundary
represented by the function e-ar, i.e., parallel to the upper dashed line in
Fig. 5, and positioned beneath the curve for ,V = 580 by a factor which is
the ratio of the respective solid angles subtended by 580 cone and 160 cone,
respectively. Let it be assumed that, at long range, the curve for P = 580
is a straight line parallel to the upper dashed boundary and separated from
it by no more than the separation of the V = 580 line in Fig. 5. Upper
boundaries at long range can then be plotted for each of the successively
smaller values of % in Fig. 5. This has been done in Fig. 6 at an arbitrarily
selected lamp distance to 44 attenuation lengths, as shown by the points
plotted in that figure. Straight lines having the same slope as the function
e-ar were then passed through these plotted points and joined arbitrarily
to the curves in Fig. 5, producing thereby an upper bound model for the distri-
bution of power produced by an underwater laser at the very long range. It
must be understood that these extrapolations are not founded upon any data
since no experimental measurements were made at ranges beyond those indicated
by the points near 19 attenuation lengths in Fig. 5. The range limitation on
the 1966 laser data was not set by sensitivity or by laser power. The limita-
tion was imposed chiefly by the aon-availability of time and funds to continue the
experiment at longer range. Calculations indicate that laser power was
available to perform the experiment at Diamond Island out to at least 40
attenuation lengths. No practical barrier to obtaining such long-range data
is known.
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It, mu:s t, be rcrnembe.;,,d that all of the figures attached to this letter
are drawn o"or the specific case of natur&l] water in which the attnuation
coefficient, is 4.94 times as gre(at as the absorption coufficient. 'this is
ref!ected in the position of the upper dashed boundary line in ligs. 5, 6, 7,
arnd 8. The position of' this line depends upon the 0/a ratio. The lower
boundary, representirg the 1'uaction e-or, is an invariant of the coordinates
and does not depend upon the value of a. Th)us, the angular opening between
the upper and lower boundary lines in these figures wil"l be difftrent for
various natural waters and will also depend upon wavelength, inasmuch as
the absorption coefficient of the water raolecule .9s a steep function of wave-
length. There is good reason to believe that, the principles and general form
of functions like those depicted by the figures attached to this letter will.
typify aay natural water but it must be remembered that the figures attached
zo this letter" apply quantitatively only when a - 4.944'.

FURTHER STUDY OF THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The Diamond Island off-axis irradiance data have, of course, received considerable study since De-

cember 1966. Slowly accumulating additional facts from experiments the author has made in a laboratory

tank, or from certain experiments by others, and indications drawn from model studies performed on com-

puters have aided in imDroving the original interpretations. Surprisingiy, very few conclusions have been

altered. The most significant alteration in Figs. 5 and 6 of the letter report cocerns the nature of the

curves beyond 10 attenuation leogths. It is clear that the curve for y - 58' does not parallel the upper

dashed curve (the "a-,ine"). This is shown by a restudy of the hundreds of osci!lograms made at Diamond

Island and by all subsequent experiments. Better corrections for pulse stre--ch lowe- the curves in Fig. 5

significantly at :arge y and large ar. The same trend appears in all of thu new ,3;s3 iven in Section 7.

Thus, extrapolation of the power curves at the a-s!ope to !onoer ranges, as is dorin it ,igs. 6, 7, and 8 of

the preliminary report, is wrong.

QUALITY OF THE 1966 OFF-AXIS DATA

The quality of the off-axis irradiance data taken at Diamond Island is not high, for at least three

I reasons:

(1) Measurements were rarely repeated on subsequent nights because the total time for the program

was fund limited. Manpower available for data reduction was insufficient to keep pace with the experi-

ments. Thus, questions did not arise in time to enable specific measurements to be checked. Cumulative

fatigue made procedural errors on the part of divers and scientists inevitable as the 20-night sequences

progressed.

(2) Although the 1966 laser was vastly imiproved over earliei models, it had service problems that

would have been insurmountable without the expert and dedicated assistance of the nearby RCA laboratory.

Residual output variations, even after monitor corrections, wete damaging to the irradiance daia because

of the very large number of sequential "folds" required; the usable open range of the light measuring sys-

tem covered less than a factor of five.
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(3) Successive plankton blooms and water temperature changes resulting from storms produced minor

variations in the optical properties of the water throughout the six-week data acquisition period that were
significant in terms of the off-axis laser experiments. Attempts were made to correct the irradiance data

to some common set of water conditions, but residual uncertainties remairned that would have been elimi-

nated if all of the data could have been taken on a single night.

DATA WITH HIGHER FIDELITY

The preliminary reduction of the 1966 off-axis laser irradiance data, presented in the letter report of
10 December 1966, disclosed most of the governing optical principles. Thus, the primary goal of the off-
axis program at Diamond Island was achieved. The quantitative reliability of the preliminary results is,

however, less satisfactory. Extensive careful reviews of all of the basic irradiance and water property

data were subsequently made with the goal of achieving power curves having higher fidelity.

Small night-to-night changes in the optical properties of the water was deemed to be the source of
greatest uncertainty in the basic data. A review of these changes and of the operating perfoý'mance of all

apparatus, including the laser. showed that the most consistent and reliable set of experimertal conditions

occurred on the nights of 15, 16, 17, and 22 August 1966. Enough data were obtained on those four nights

to determine the desired set of total power curves. It was decided, therefore, to treat these data alone as
an independent set, having higher reliability than does the preliminary composite study of data from
all occasions.

Improved pulse-stretch corrections were made to each irradiance datum. The measurements of all op-
tical constants of the water were reviewed and linear averages of a and a were adopted as nominal
values representative of the set. Table 6.1 gives these values for the four nights and their linear averages.

Table 6.1. Attenuation Coefficient Absorption Coefficient

a a.

Date (In/meter) (In/meter) a

15 August 1%,6 0.671 0.186 3.G1

16 August 1966 0.682 0.168 4.06

17 August 1966 0.722 0.158 4.57

22 August 1966 0.644 0.163 3.95

Average 0.680 0.169 4.03

The resultirg revised laser power dai ,1 plotted in Fig. 7-1 of the next section, where they are com-

pared with corresponding laser power measuremerts maide in the ocean-simulation laboratory tank.
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7. LASER LIGHT IN SIMULATED OCEAN WATER

7:1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Underwater laser experiments during i964, 1965, and 1966 at the Visibility Laboratory's field station
on Diamond Island i q Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire showed that the spreading of scattered radiant

power of collimated beams depends upon the ratio (a/a) of the volume attenuation coefficient to the vol-
ume absorption coefficient.* At Diamond Island this ratio was significantly larger than in typical ocean

water. It was clear that laser beams would spread less in the ocean and, therefore, that data from Dia-
mond Island could not be used for the engineering design of laser systems to be used at sea. It was also

obvious that the needed engineering data could not be obtained by further experiments at Diamond Island.

At the request of ONR in 1967, the Visibility L~boratory made a survey of potential sites where a
"Diamond Island Experiment" could be conducted in clear ocean watEcr. That survey, described in Section

7.2, was discouraging. No ideal site (or facility afloat) was found in United States waters, Atlantic or

Pacific. Onlyi one available site was judged to be worl:h further stuc, y. This was at Mala on the southwest

coast of Maui, Hawaii. Even there conditions were marginal and the cost of the experiment would have

been substantial. By late 1967 the Office of Naval Research found it impossible to secure the funds

needed for the desired experiment in ocean w•ater. It the~n approved a Visibility Laboratory proposal to

perform laser beam spread experiments at model scale in a laboratory tank using simulated ocean water.

'This was distilled water (or its equivalent) to which dyes an~d scattering agents were added unti!, at the

laser wavelenrgth, the resulting fluid had optical properties identical with ocean water except that the at-

tenuation length (reciprocal attenuation coefficient) for a beam of laser light was the order of a tenth that

of clear ocean water. Thus, 5 meters of path in the tank could produce the same optical effects as a 50-

meter path in the oc:ean.

*Since attenuation, absorption, and total scattering are cooqnecced b)• tne relation a - 4 s, •t is obvious that beanm

spread ill witer can be chmacterized equally we!.l by the ratios s/a or s/a. These ratios appeiu in various other

connecti~mrl thtroughout the literature of radiative trap sfer trod hydrologic optics; they •ornetimces are given n ames

like "the albedo for single scattering'" or "the probability of photon survival." Obviously, sis I - (a/a'* teid

saa= (t•/aJ 1. The ratio tzia is used throughout this repoi•, because its role in controlling beam spreatd is so clear

when Figs. 7-20, 7-23, 7-24, 7-25, and 7-40 are coiipared.
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More than a year was lost by administrative delays of several kirlds that were beyond the power of the

Visibility Laboratory to avoid. The simulation studies finally began under circumstances of extreme aus-

terity. Success in carrying them through was possible only because of financial assistance from the Naval

Air Development Center, the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, the Sea Grant College Office of the National

Science Foundation, and the University of California.

By the end of 1970 high quality laser underwater propagation data suitable for engineering use existed

for typical clear ocean water (a/a = 2.5) and also for a wide range of other a/a ratios. Thus, design data
exist which are applicable to laser wavelengths other than 530 nanometers and to many kinds of ocean

water. These data were fitted by an empirical equation suitable to be used with a computer for engineering

purposes, including design optimization by parametric studies. The equetion is intended to be applicable
to any kind of natural water, any waveiength, and a wide range of underwater distances and off-axis an-
gles. A computer program for this equation has been programmed and given extensive trials. It has been

used to predict the laser propagation characteristics of waters (or wavelengths) having more extreme a/a

ratios than any yet modeled in the laboratory.

Validity of the modcl scale technique was tested by simulating Lake Winnipesaukee water in the labo-
ratory tank. Figure 7-17 compares data from the tank (curves) with data from the lake (points). The agree-

ment is excellent.

The remainder of this report is devoted to an account of the 1967 ocean site survey and the subsequent
laboratory studies of the propagation of laser light through model scale simulations of ocean waters.

7.2 SURVEY OF SITES FOR A LASER EXPERIMENT IN THE OCEAN

During 1967 the Vi! ility Laboratory searched for an ocean site at which laser irradiance off-axis

could be measured in clear ocean water by the same techniques used at Diamond Island.

USE OF DRY DOCKS

An early suggestion was the use of a dry dock. The Navy made a test filling of the large dock at

Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico with this use in mind. Excessively rapid biological growth and the unavail-

ability of sufficiently clear water made this site unsuitable. All other large dry docks, such as those near

the entrance to Pearl Harbor, Honolulu were unavailable. The only floating dry docks large enough for

the exoeriment if conducted in clear ocean water were in Apra Harbor, Guam. Both were permanently an-
chored in water too turbid to be of use for the experiment. Considerable attention was given to the possi-

bility of conducting a short range expetiment in a small World War II concrete floating dry dock that was
available in San Diego, The cost of refurbishing, towing, and operating this unit proved to be out of the

question, and its small size (about 300 feet) made its suitability marginal at best.

LOCAL. SiTES

No suitable local sites on California shores or islands were found where favorable water clarity,depth,

shelter and other requirements were met sufficiently to enable a Diamond Island type underwater tower and

track to be built and used successfully.
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SITES NEAR NAVAL BASES

Outctanding cooperation and interest on the part of Navy personnei at Guam, Hawaii, and Antigua

caused special attention to be given to the possibilities in these areas, but without success. Anecdotal

accounts of idyllic, land locked shallow lagoons (crocodile free) with water "clear as air" on various

Pacific islands appear to be inaccurate. Such lagoons are usually associatad with land structures from

which there is sufficient silted run-off to make the water (when measured) disappointingly unclear in com-

parison with normal off-shore clear ocean water. One location on an underwater shelf near the harbor en-

trance on the inner side of the Glass Breakwater in Apra Harbor, Guam seemed interesting until the Navy

began construction of a docking facility on that site.

OTHER SIrES

The search included detailed inspection by land, sea, and air of all possibilities on Guam, Midway,

the Hawaiian Islands, Florida, the Keys, the Bahamas (including the AUTEC facdlity),Bermuda, Puerto Rico,

the Virgin Islands, and other Caribbean locations including Antigua. Navy personnel supplemented this

search by independent inspection of various suggested sites. Many experienced Navy divers were inter-

viewed for suggestions. Off-shore tropical reefs were often mentioned as having clear water. The cost of

establishing, maintaining, pojwering, and staffiing a Diamond Island-type operation o'i an unprotected off-

shore reef appears to be large. Neither is it clear that these locations are safe for s;cuba divers to be in

the water at night illuminated frequently by underwater working lights.

THE MOST LIKELY SITE

A large abandoned commercial pier at Ma'a near Lahina on the southwest coast of Maui, Hawaii seemed

tobe the only available, practical, and suitable site discovered by the survey. Here the water clarity ap-

peared tobe marginal, jUst as did the best of all coastal locations. More extended measurements of water

properties at Mala are needed before the site should be selected.

REPORT OF THE SITE SURVEY

The Visibility Laboratory engineer who visited the sites sLbmitted a detailed report to ONR. Excerpts

from that report are given in Appendix E. The lack of a trol• ideal ocean site or facility afloat together

with the impact of restrictions in funding precluded laser studies at sea. In their stead, preparations be-
gan for laser experiments at model scale in simulated ocean water.

7.3 THE LABORATORY TANK

A unique laboratory tank was constructed to enable underwater laser experiments to be riadt at imodel

scale ir simulated ocean water. The essential features of the underwater tower and track at Diamord Is-

land we-e duplicated in a 20 x 25 foot room of Sverdrup Hall at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography.

The tank, roughly triangular and two feet deep, holds about 2000 gallons of water. An approximate replica

of the lower part of the underwater tower of Diamond Island is at one corner of the tank. A schematic plan
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of the installation is shown in Fig. 7-1 and photographs of it are in Fig. 7-2. The longest laser beam path

through water in this tank is 5.5 meters. The axis of the underwater beam is 1 foot below the water sur-

face and 1 foot above the bottom of the tank. It is also 1 foot from that wall of the tank which parallels

the track. These 1 foot spacings between the laser beam and 3 boundaries of the tank were chosen to

correspond in terms of attenuation lengths with the 6 foot depth of the laser beam at Diamond Island and,

consequently, its 6 foot separation from the 3 surfaces of the underwater tent. At Diamond Is-

land a = 0.75 In/in; in the tank dyes and scattering particles were added until a = 0.75 x 6 = 4.5 In/rn.

Thus, in both cases the laser beam was 1.37 attenuation lengths from the nearest boundary. In tank water

the attenuation length is 0.222 rn/In, and the 5.50 meter maximum lamp distance represents 24.8 attenua-

tion lengths.
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The same- techniques and devices used at Diamond Island were (.mpioyed in the laboratory experiments.For example, the laser pointing control mechanism from the underwater cart was r-efitted for use at the tank.In this case the track was built in air above the watei surface, and the new cart containing the originalcontrol mechanism is in air above the new track, as shown in Fig. 7-3. Whereas the laser and the incan-descent projector were supported above the control mechianism at Diamond Island, the corresponding itemshang below it in the new tank. This was accomplished by inverting the entire control mechanism assemblywhen mounting it on the new cart.
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directly behind it is the irradiance wheel, so that the size of the irradiance measuring sdrface is deter-
mined by the selected stop in the irradiance wheel. The window cover in Fig. 7-5 plays exactly the same
role as the port cover used at Diamond Island and shown in place at the window ot the air tower in Fig. (6-6.
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The room which houses the tank has a white ceiling. Any light emerging from the water surface is re-
flected from the ceiling back into the tank and causes serious errors in the data, because water having

a = 4.5 In/m attenuates much more strongly than air. Therefore, a light-tight, opaque, black plastic cover

supported by a light fr•;nework of aluminum rods is used to cover the triangular corner of the tank beyond

the I-beam (see Fig. 7-1). Cover for the rectangular area of water surface between the I-beam and thle V-

rail is provided by a segmented floating black rubber curtain, much as was done at Diamond Island, The
rubber material is the same used to make wet-suits for divers and is reinforced on one side with a b!ack

nylon fabric backing. The rubbe sheeting was floated with the fabric side down because, when sub--erged,
it is extremely matte and eliminates completely the mirror-like air-water surface.

The tank is made of wood but lined on the inside with black fiber glass. Paint is added to modify the
submerged reflectance of the tank walls and bottom according to the needs of the expariment, the shade of
gray being chosen to match the reflectance of the particular water used. Thus, the boundaries of the tank

are "camouflaged" to represent the optical equivalent of a limitless volume of water. Considerable effoit

is always expended in cleaning and preparing the tank prior to each filling.

7.4 SIMULATION OF NATURAL WATERS

In all natural water the collimated light produced by a laser experiences sequential scattering, chiefly

at very small forward angles, such that the beam is gradually transformed from its original highly colli-
mated state to a cloud of forward moving diffused light that spreads far beyond the confines of the beam

geometry. Ali aspects of this phenomenon except those which involve the velocity of light can be accur-
ately observed at model scale in laboratory simulations of natural waters. Since thu solites in ocean

water have no detectable effect on the scattering or absorptiornt of visible light, the simulation can advan-

tageously be based upon pure water. To this may be added dyes in true solutioni i.e., molecular disper-
sion) to increase the absorption coefficient of the fluid in inverse proportion to the reducud spatial dimen-
sions of the experiment. Similarly, scattering particles having low re'ative refractive indices and a
proper distribution of sizes can be added to bring the volume scattering coefficient to the required level.
This procedure has the very important advantage that exact values of both the volume abscrption coeffi-

cient and the volume scattering coefficient become known from simple, accurate, ins , itu measurements of
the volume attenuation coefficient during the synthesis of fluid. Any value of attenuation coefficienit carl

be reached. Any ratio of scattering to absorption coefficients can be achieved. Thus, any natural water

(and any laser wavelength) can be simulated at the desired model scale.

PREPARAJIONI OF HIGH-PURITY WATER

The experimental tank constructed for the model scale exerirmonts htdids abotit ,0)00 gallons,. 1ti

quantity of pure water cait be expensive. Distilked wAter delivered by tank trUck am -i pumped thrfOLCmh a1
hose cntained too much particulate matter. Bottled (liSti I ltd waitei is cot ly und imprac; (oII. Tap walrtt

c lared by a recirculating filter nearly always COnltadns too llluCh chloikwr to to nable stable, dye conciill~rmi-

tioris io be maintained. A satisfactory source of water was aw:hieved wvvth ehu sVstem) o fimrs s.hown in

Fig. 7-6.

I Organic (fiu hcmli +itp oui 1r•duct' I( k'-t' , ttuf ) pt
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Fig. 7-6

I Filter &.yueir, u.sed to prepare tap wvater for iise

in the ocean simulation tank. For description,
see text.

This pagb ~s reproluced at the
b)ack of the report h y Ifferet

reproducion 11ethodj to provido
better detail.

The incoming tap water passes first through six large vertical gray tanks which stand on the floor and

then through four cartridge-type NIlters mounted on the wall. Two of the gray tanks are for anion exc~anoe,

two are for cation exchange, and the remaining two contain a microreticular resin which removes iron

salts, chlorine, and most of the organ~c mraterial in the water, particularly bacteria. The fi~st cartridge

filter contains L~ottocs string, the second activated charcoalI, and the third is a plastic mnillinore-type filler

wrhich takes cut particles down to 5 micrometers in diameter. The final cartridge contains a pleated mem-

brane (G'elmai,) filter which removes particles down to 0.45 micromet~ers in diameter. The resulting water

is low conductivity, chlorine free, and bacteria free. If the experimental tank is cieaned carefully and

rinsed thor: Thly with this water before filling is begun, an attenuation lengih Df 12 to 14 meters/In is

usujally ach ved. A trace of formalin is added immediately ý insure that no form of bacterial or other

organic growth will occur.

All of the data were obtained with the greel) line of the argon-ion laser at 514.5 nanometers. At this

wavelength it is believed thait the volume. absoiption and volumne scattering coefficients of the high purity

water itre approximately equal. I hus, it has been our practice to assume that if a =0,072 In/in,

a =s =0.036 In/in in the high purity wiater.

The jime required to fill the 2000 gallon tank through the filter system is about 9 hours. The six large

filter tanks must be replaced after eachi fill. The cartridge filters serve for many fillings.

PREPARAT ION OF SIMULATID OCEAN WNATER

Let it be assumned, ft r the purposeC of an example, tha, clear ocean water having a/a -2.50 is to he

simu lated in the taink by a f luid haying an attenuation lenag.:h 11'u'- 0.222 rn.' ri; i.e,., a 4.50 u m'n. Trhen

tMU fluid Must haveý an absorption coefficient a 1 t! n/rn and a Voiumef scattering coeffic~ient s. 2./0 Iwnli.

Either the absorbing dye ( N igrosi n, Central Sc ient it ic Co. No. 39680 ) or t~hu scatterinug agenit nay be

adde( first. For purptoses of the exar 1jln., let it he assonied that the black dlye is added f irst to the. water

Nigra (t, C.,,,'. 34bte) -. t -1-,te1 after teaming -- ~sv .1;ea in the. S 414 rut, '.s-e L--m ienr t showed 1,..e

tI,,'reML CU- h-~, -V. tlhe b JtaL ,l test-i A W..t11,1, N,. '.4 gremt f/her Wd6 Iollwte,, ov-e t11. '* he, wh the A h 0-n It,
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in the tank until the measured volume attenuation coefficient a a i s 1.80 1 0.036 1.836 In/r.- 1here,

"ter the scattering agent is added unti I ft a i s 1.80 ý 2.70 4.50 In/rn.

The tank is provided w'th a circulating system consisting of an electric pump which collecL;( wa'C!

near the surface near the corner of the tank furthest from the laser track arid distributes it through a nel--

work of plastic Pipes ihat cover the erti-e botlom of the tank. These pipes stand on plastic legs about 3

inichcs rbovc the bottom of the tank and contain many tiny holes on their under surfaces. Thus, many tiny

jeis of water -Ontinuously scrLu the bottom of the tank to insure that no settled scattering particles re-

main there. Thus, the tank has a continuois forced vertical, circulation that overturns the entire water

volume hourly. Afte- each addition of d''e rtmere must be a sifficient time to insure complete mixing. Or-

dinarily, the addition of dyes or scatterers ir made through the pump. About 30 minutes seems to be an

adequate waitig time to ins'urtr compiete mixing before meaningful 7 measurements are made.

SELECTION OF A SC ,TTERING /-GENF

All natural waters appear ti be characterized by intense forward scattering, particularly at very small

angles. In fact, as shown on page 220 of Appeodix A, the forward portion of the volume scattering func-

tion is remarkably similvr In all natural waters. This observation opens the way for a laboratory simula-

tion of natural waters. Di;covcry of a scattering agent that, when added to pure water, produces the same

shape of volume scattering function in forward directions as do all natural waters is the principal require-

ment for valid simulations. So far as the forward propagation of laser light is concerned, the shape of the

volume scattering function to the side and rear is of no consequence because such scattering contributes

only an undetectable fraction of the total forward scattered power.

Measurements of the voiume scattering function at Diamond Island and in ocean waters are discussed

in Section 2 and illistrated by Fig. 2-15. The search for a scattering agent that produces a curve

of this shape has been a long one. Trials of newly suggested materials may be continued iadefinitely.

The 6rliest material used for simulation work was silica gel. This comes in many grades and one was

found that seemed marpinally satisfactory if vigorously stirred to prevent the settling of the largest part-

icles, These are, of course, the scattering elements of greatest importance in determining forward scatter-

ing characteristics.

tiological S( attorcrr.. Because the forward scattering properties of natural waters has been chiefly

ath ibuted to traosparent biological microscopic organisms large compared with the wavelengtn of light, it

would seeni that laboratory simulation could be achieved most accurately by growing a culture of such or-

ganisms in the tank. This approach has been tried by the author and his colleagues on several occasions

and abandoned for mar,.r practical reasorns. The cultures are difficult to maintain precisely constant for

days or even hours. A delicate balance must be maintained invo!ving r'utrients, waste products, acidity,

temperature, oxygen, and other factors Biological contaminants, including massive blooms of bacteria,

produce unwanted optical effects. Adjustment of the conentr.,tion of scatterers tends to be slow anrd tn-
certain. To sutrirnarize, biological scattering systems i an optical tank are unsntf icicot.Itly stable and rn-

trollable for quawtitafive radiometric stuidies.
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taraqcSc~zft(crvs. lihe best scattering materials found thus far for -,uatn Iaua :Ites ae P hi -
Maceultical mixtuios of aluminum hydroxide and magne siumn hydroxide that are suld to,- the relipf of stornjicl
distress. There are manty brands of these ''stk.rnach gels," and all ore significantly (fifierErlt When Used as
scattering agents. The, one employed in obtaining Lill of the data giva~n in this report was Flexod A~rumjnox.
Not only did this product give the best match to the volume scattering tunctioio of nanfl~r'l wators ill fo,--
waid d~trections (see, Fig, 7-7) but it had mnuch less tendency to settle out than the other pharm.;-ceutical
ptep:.rations tested. The only serious difficulty encountered with A'uminox occurred durin-g sumrior mor~ths
when the wMater riemperature was above 75 degrees Fahrenheit; floculation then occurred. It has nct beenl
verified that all manufacturer's lots of Alumirnox have the samre desirable scatzering propertigs that are ex-
hibiterd by the particular bottles we purchased.

10 %
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K -Koulyaninov (
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(jScattering Agent -
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Fig. 7-7. Normalized Voluiryl e- o:. I; : i ,nEt'n for ocotin ,:,,aters rep,)rt-d ,.y fnur ini-
vistigator6 using dissfim -n inwtromertt, cifferevt. speeteal regicns. and ' it-
fe-en, ouo.an1Cft(ai IFctl 1 l vtxatc first. order sim.istarit.' be~wee% 1 i~ nl 1,0

distribu.t ions of large t
Points o ith n squairesi .pi\osetiL %"ulaled ocej~r watex ki~id in) tki i ii. a-
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7.5 INSTALLATION AND USE OF THE LASER

The laser used to secure all of the data given in this section was a Coherent Radiation Laboratory

Model 52 Argon ion Laser. It was installed, as shown in Fig. 7.1, on a bench separated from the experi..

mental tank. The installation :s shown in Fig, 7-8. Th3 laser is mounted to a steel plate fixed to the top

of the laboratory bench. The power supply and control panel were supporced above the laser by a small

wooden table. The light emerged the left end of the laser as seen in Fig. 7-8 and was deviated upward by

means of a prism system. The prism assembly is shown in Fig. 7.9. The two dispersing prisms operated

near the B, ewster angle serve to disperse the laser spectrum so that a circular stop further along in the

system could accept only a single 13ser line. Also shown in Fig. 7-9 is a rotary solenoid which is a part

of the safety system for the laser. An arm attached to the solenoid carried a small black cup that inter-

cepted the laser beam close to the laser unless the arm was raised by act'vation of the solenoid. This

safety cup was tied into various forms of interlocks in the interest of eye safety.

Fig. 7-8. Coherent Radiation Laboratory Model 52 argon-ion iaser aud power supply.

This page is reprodlucej at the
back of the report 1) a different

revproductioxi 11-ho to provide
)better detail,
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The laser installation with lipht covers in place is shown in Fig. 7-10. The laser beam was taken hor-

izontally above the laboratory door to a prism located directly above the point at which the light beam

wE's to enter th3 experimental tank. The beam was contained within tubing throughout its path. A relay

lens imaged the exit aperture of the laser with unit magnification appioximate~y at thM point where the

light beam emerged from the last prism, just above the water surface. The assembly was supported by a

tubular I-beam hung from the ceiling and from the adjacent wall. The descending meanber of the system is

shown in greater detail in Fig. 7-11. The laser beam emerged horizontally from the window at the lower

end of this vertical section, When the tank was filled to its normal water line, faintly visible along the

walls of the tank, the light beam was appýoximately 3 cm above the water surface. If unobstructed, the

laser beam traversed the length of the tank to a point directly above the measurement window and 3 cm
above the water line. Ordinarily it was intercepted somewhere along the track by a nechanism supported

by the cart which contained the laser beam pointing control mechanism. 'The ascending member of the

system is shown ho Fig. 7-12. The adjustable stop which isolated tVI argon green line at 514.5 rim was

located at the top of the vertical pipe on the right.

Fig. 7-10. Enclosed path for laser beam (lower tube) supported by tubular

- 1"-be am'' attached to ceiling and wall.

fig. 7-1.!. Tubing for descending
laser beam has prism boxer at top and
bottom. Beanm emerges horizontally
from circol ar window facing ,eaier a; it
Is 3 cm obove the ,,ter surfuce whon
the (Imk ui filivd to its normal level.

'his page is reprodueed at the
back of the report by a different
reproduction roethodi to provide
better dl'tail.

a-V Fi g. 7- 2. 1 05cr and power supply
A wo• v , ,\,•, in place.
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Figure 7-13 shows the mecharism attache-d to the underside of the cart. During use much of this mech.

anism is in water. The normal water line is indicated in this figure by an arrow. Three centimeters above

the tip of the arrow is the window which intercepts the horizontal beam. A prism system within the lower

part of the mechanism directs the laser beam downward, thence horizontally to the ieft (in Fig. 7-13) to a

prism which directs it vertically downward to final prism which sends the beam horizontally to the right

through an empty tubing that terminates in a plain glass window directly beneath the axis of rotation pro-

vided by the pointing control mechanism. In the position shown, the laser beam emerges horizontally into

water exactly at the axis of rotation. It then proceeds to the right (in Fig. 7-13), at right angles to the

axis of the track. The beam entered the water one foot beneath the surface, one foot above the bottom of

the tank, and slightly more than one foot from the nearest side wall. All of this structure turned about the

vertical axis except the piece containing the upper window, which intercepts the laser beam in air. Thus,

operation of the pointing control drives in the cart causes the beam to perform a horizontal sweep which, if

desired, makes a complete 360 degree rotation.

Ordinarily, the laser beam is sent directly toward the measuring window. Vertical adjustment of the

beam is accomplished remotely by means of a control mechanism in the cart. T'he adjustment is accom-

plished through a system of levers which can be seen in Fig. 7-13. These turn the lower prism in the un-

derwater assembly.

Fig. 7-13 Fig. 7-14
Prism assembly of the beam pointing control system Removable horizn,.tt l air-tube shown in Fig. 7- 13

beneath its supporting cart in the (empty) laboratory has beer. roplhcedl by ii longer one to e-nable to•ttl

tank. With removable air-tube in place, the laser heant heath power entering the water to be ke asured;

enters the water directly beneath the vertical a! xis of' tve text.

the rotation. Compare with Fig. 7-5n.
This page is reproduced at the
back of the report 1y a different

repiofluction ruethiod to provideo
better detail.
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The principal interest in these experiments concerns off-axis irradiance. It stuffices, therefo-e, to take
an average value of the irradiance close to the axis of the track, This is accomplished by removing the

window cover and mounting the integrating sphere on the inside of the measurement window. The laser
beam enters the center of 4-inch diameter circular window of the integrating sphere. With it goes some

forward scattered light. After the photoelectric reading has been recorded the beam is rotated horizontally
to the right enough to make it miss the opening of the integrating sphere. A second reading is made.
The integrating sphere is then removed and an irradiance collector and window cover is put in place.
Another reading is made to establish a photometric fold in the data. Thereafter, all irradiance measure-

ments are made by means of the special irradiance collector shown in Fig. 7-5b.

Comparison of Fig. 7-5a with Fig. 7-12 shows that the lower horizontal tubing can be removed so that

the light beam enters the water not at the vertical axis of rotation of the system but at a considerable dis-
tance away. This configuration enables the volume scattering function to be measured with laser light.
For this measurement the telephotometer looks out through the measurement window along the axis of the

track.

If Fig. 7-13 is compared with Fig. 7-14 it will be observed that the removable horizontal tube in the

former has been replaced with a longer horizontal tube in Fig. 7-14. This longer tube is provided in order
to permit measurement of the total power in the laser beam where it enter:-, the water, The empty tube in
Fig. 7-14 is long enough so that with the assembly in the position shown in Fig, 7-4 the cart can ap-
proach the measurement window close enough that end of the long horizontal tube can be brought within
a millimeter or two of the surface of the optical glass insert in the measurement window. Thus the laser

beam traverses a negligible amount of water before entering the glass window and the integrating sphere.
In this way the total beam power can be measured without attenuation by water.

CONSTANCY OF POWER IN THE LASER R.EAM

The submerged prism assembly of the beam pointing control system enabled the laser beam to be cen-

tered on the measuring window and then swept horizontally to any angle, so that off-axis irradiance could
be measured. Such a rotation of the prism system would, however, have caused the state of poiarization
of the light injected into the water to vary had it not been for the incorporation of a set of wave plates
and linear polarizers within the prism train. Even so, rotation was accompanied by a significant change in

the power of the laser beam as it entered the water. This change was eliminated by mountingg a thin glass

beam splitter to receive the iaser beam just after it entered the water, as shown in Fig. 7-15. A small frac-
tion of the beam was reflected vertically into a small integrating sphere, A proportional sample of the
flux in that cavity was fed to a submerged multiplier phototube that controlled the power input to the laser,

This feedback system eliminated all detectable variations in the power of the light beam as it entered the
water whether caused by prism rotation, mechanical vibrations of the optical system, line voltage changes,
or fluctuations within the laser, The output of the submerged monitor multiplier phototube was dispiayed

continuously on a recording potentiometer-type strip chart recorder (Brown) so that the experimenter could

verify that no detectable vdrictionms M laser beam power had occurred throughout the measurements.
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Fig. 7-15. Submergible light-beam pointing control system with beam splitter, and multiplier photo-

tube for maintaining total beam power constant.

(1) integrating cavity; (2) beam splitter; (3) stop to eliminate weak satellite laser

beama caused by inter-reflections between prism and window surfaces; (4) multiplier

phototube in submergible housing.

This page is reproduced at the
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reproduction method to provide

7.6 STUDIES OF IRRADIANCE OFF-AXIS better detail.

It was the principal object of the laboratory tank to produce a family of curves like those generated at

Diamond Island, but applicable to clear ocean water. This objective was achieved. The results are re-

corded in figures which follow. Actually, much more than this was achieved. Laser propagation has been

measured in waters having a wioe raneyc o0 a/7' iatios. uohi uxpioratiors of ocean conditions could pro-

ceed, however, it was essential to simulate the a/a ratio of the water at Diamond Island and measure

this in the tank for comparison with the measurements made previously at Diamond Island.

COMPARISON WITH FIELD DATA

The total powei received by a spherical cap centered on a laser beam at various distances was mea-

sured at the Visibility Laboratory's field station at Diamond Island, New Hampshire in 1966. Both the

distance of tne cap and its angular radius were varied. In all cases the center of the spherical surface

was at the point where the laser beam entered the water; see diagram on page 7-32.

The light source used was a submergible RCA frequency-doubled nee( ymium-ion glass laser producing

20 nanosecond pulses of low-coherence light having a nomina! wavelength of 530 nanometers. rTe water

was characterized by an attenuation length of 1,4 m/In and a beam spread lIaramet(-r a/a - 4.04 at the

laser wavelength. The quality of the best of these field data was only moderate by laboratory standards.
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Corresponding measurements were made in the laboratory tank using 514.5 nanometer light from a

steady burning argon-ion laser configured to produce high coherence. The water had an attenuation length

of 0.225 m/In and a beam spread parameter a/a = 4.00 at the laser wavelength. Figure 7-17 shows com-

puter plotted curves of these data. They are plotted in terms of the dimensionless source distance ar from

0 to 23 attenuation lengths. The angular radius of the spherical cap (y) is from 0.1 to 100 degrees, as in-
dicated by a vertical column of numbers at the right of the diagram.

Four columns of black dots in Fig. 7-17 represent comparison data obtained at Diamond Island. The
satisfactory agreement between the two bodies of data strongly supports the validity of off-axis irradiance
measurements at model scale in simulated natural waters.

C) TOTAL POWER~ [f' 9+ý-EFILAL [ýP

ALPHA/A = -00
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_J" 25,
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SOL]IIRCE 11]ISTAK.-E iA-_H:•.^Pil,,F T I,'Tc

Fig. 7-17
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EFFECT OF POLARIZATION

The laser light was inherently polarized. The final elemeýni of the prism train was a Iiraar polarizer
which insured that the output beam would have a fixed state of polarization. Tests disclosed that oft-axis
irradiance is remarkably unaffected by the state of polarization of the laser beam. r A minot effect (a few
percent) on measured irradianct- carl he dar-ected at small off-axis angles below 3 or 4 degrees. At greater
ang~es the etfect of polarization quick~v vanishes. The greatest off-axis angle at which the diffarence. In
irradiance between vortical and horizontal E-vector Positions exceeded the threshold of photoelectric de-
tection (about 0.1 percent) at any range in any water was 7 degrees. The irradiance collector was not
polarization sensitive. All irradiance data in this report were taken with tha E-vector verticai.

EFFEC T OF BEAM SHAPE

The laser bezm has circular cross-sectional symmetry, but cylind;ical lenses (up to 16 dicipters) were
sometimes put in the wat~er outsido the air tube to produce assymmetry. Rhe major axis of the resulting
fan-shaped beam could be rotated by turning the cylindrical ions in its own plana. Much as in the caso of
polarization, beam shape and oripm~atiooi had no detectable offect on measured irradiance beyond oft-axis
aogles of 3 degrees cr less.

7.7 IRRADIANCE OFF-AXIS IN CLEAR OCEAN WATrER

Clear ocean water was simulated in the laboratory tank by making the beam spr3ý Darzmetor a/a -2.5.
(Actually, a/a ý-2.49.) Figure 7-18 shows the measured off-axis irradiance (point ) and curves drawn
through these points by the computer.

The rising trend of these data at otff-axis angles (y) greater than 80"~ was observed consistently but has
riot yet been fuliy explored. It may be attributable; to the rapidly increasing volume of lighted water which
contributes effective~y to the received irradiance.

t The, volumne s~cattering functioin (it single.- tcott,,o- highly direc~tional qtmuntityý does dcperid onl the sateoh of

pol ar izaion, part icul arly with pot on zozttiooi-acnsrit:vt, -Ittectora4
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The irradiance data in Fig. 7-18 have been integrated to produce a family of curves in Fig. 7-19. These
show the total power on spherical caps having angular radius y.

The nearly spherical nature of the irradiance functions below y = 100 are responsible for the long,
nearly straight, inclined portions of the power curves at long dimensionless distances (a r). The same in-
formation is displayed in another, more familiar form, by Fig. 7-20. It will be noted that the spread of the
curves in Fig. 7-20 is less than those in Fig. 7-17, which represents water for which a/a = 4.0.
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The spreading of laser beams in water is illustrated in polar coordinate form by Fig. 7-21. The figure

is drawn as if a laser submerged in uniform water at the origin of the plot is injecting a beam of ligh1 up-

ward along the 00 radial. The first curve is the boundary within which 10 percent of the total power reach-

ing the distance a r is contained; it should be thought of as generating a siirface of revolution about the

0'radil; i.e., about the laser beam. The rajgedness of the 0.9 fractional power boundary is caused by

the necessity for taking small differences between large numbers during the computation.
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7.8 Or-F-AXIS IRRAMIANGE IN OTHER WATERIS

Very clear ocein water occurs in vast centrel ocean areas, bi't wateis having higher ratios oil a/a are
Prevalent on continen'ial shelves and elsew-riere. Bciam spread ia/a) and wvater clarity (1/al do not vary
together in miy simpli-' way throughout the oceans. This complexity is iliustrated by Table 7-1, in which
locations are arrainged in descending order of water clarity (first column) and beamn spread (second
column), respectively. Thle numerical values were generated chiefly fromn data published '.v Jerlov. They
nertain to blue light rather than qreen.

Table 7-1. Comnparison of Ocean Waters

Water Clarity Beam Spread
kAttenuation Length) (a/a)

(465 nm) (465 nm)

Easter-n Mediterranean 15.4 rn/In Western Pacific 3.6
Sargasso S~ea 14.1 Sargasso Sea 3.5
Western Pacific 11.8 Carribean 3.5
Ped Sea 9.8 Northeastern Atlantic 3.1
Carribean 8.7 Eastern Mediterra~nean 3.1
Northeastern Atlantic 6.3 Red Sea 2.2
Cialapagos Islands 5.2 Galapagcs Islands 2.1

Diamrond Island (530 nm) 1 A Diamond Island (530 nrn) 4.G

Six waters ranging~ from a/'a -~2.49 to (,/a 5.88 were measured in the laboratory tank. Data for C-ach
water (except ri/a z:4.00ý are given by a set of foijr plots like Figs. 7-18 through 7-21 in section '17.
'rtis !fC lots show off-axis itrrdiance, total power on spherical caps, and fractional power bourdaries
tliwinhou: the sLuace surrounding the laser beam., The 6 sets of figures are listed in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2. D~ita foo- Simulated Ocean Waters

a Fiquie Numbers

2.49) 718 thiough 7-21
3 29 7 22 throuigh -1-25

4.00 7-17
4.51 7-26 through 7-29
4.80 7 30 through 7 133
5. 88 7-34 111o1 n (
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7,9 AN EQUATION FOR ENGINEERING USE

It is obvious that engineors will need data on the performance of underwater laser systems in other
types of water and at othpr wavelengths than those that have been measured in this study. They wifl also
need data at intermediate distances. Thero is a need, therefore, for tractable closed-form equations that
summarize all of the findings and data that are displa--d by the ý)receding plots and serve automatically
to interpolate these results for other waters, other wavc..engths, and other distances. Computer programs
based on such equations will enable design compromises to be 3xpiored by means of paramretric
calculations.

IAn empirical equation for off-axis irradiance was produced and computer tested at ranges from 0.5 to
21 attonuatioi lengths. * It has been comp-ired against data from the tank having a/a ratios ranging from
2.5 to 5.88. It has been used to predict irradiance functions and power functions trom a/a =2.0 to 10. In
these extrapolations beyond our present experimental data, the predicted irr'adiance curves and power
curves look very reasonable. We believe that the equation is an engineering tool for parametric studies
that can be used to pred t the irradiance produced by underwate lasers in virtually any kind of natural
water, at any wavelength, at any~ off-axis ingle up to 90', and at any range from 0.5 to. at least, 20 atten-
uation lengths.

The diagram below illustrates the geomsetry to which tha equationi applies. It represents a submerged
laser sending a beam horizontally to thc -ight, irradiance is measured at a constant radius r from the
point at which the light bLear enters iheý water. The off-axis angle is measured by y. When the irradiancIe
data are integrated to obi amn the total power o) a spherical cap, y is the angular radius of the cap.

[LýASER__11

*Aii oainy, ippimrt-nt SuccessH ill frt-itkititttiig alln lj lýOk(u to tr enginttriig ý:,haid tit( faort i'y) 1 ,P'e.ur' (u., 10V

Wherý l'(y) IS ht' ititi Iiivkr rc ive d 1), i\t i cvmvrt- itet', sitlfri 1 pat (d' t tigaitr rittliuý ' % P Is (Iit, tttild 1t til pew ir

produced( by Owi tsor d 1) dn~tvts oIt u( tit io, l at ',~ i 11, i, I u Y, iii ak st: t int t ) I ii tIit,,J e tw~i t it-fil iat c ,I Ii~ . At-

thoigit t hui e(Jititin fttt cd thLe piwier V-ir' ý i~ t W i wi stita Jitx ,tav rk-, I nitt i It lidt dvtt( trintIV. (I'i JI( t) with it-
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Fhe equation for spectral irradian,ýo H(;,) produced a* any off-axis angle y by o laser having monoio

chrorratic power output FP is

H (y) ioA.C y S
(7-1)

whe'te:

A z-1.260 - 0,375 (a r)L07 10 0.489 (a/ar]- 0.O263 + 0.083 (a/a)] 1 0 -(carH 1.378 f- C.053 (a/a)l

B 1 2 2 (1 ýyD)

3/2 + 211
-I (

D (a r) [ 0.016 + 0.011 (a/a) + G.001725 (ar)1 and

E 113.76-- 0.501 (a/a)] [0.626 - 0.0357(a/a)] (a r) 1-O[.01258±+0.00354 (a/a)I(a r)2

Inspection of the equation shows that the computed numerical o'nswor is in terms of irradiance per unit

of laser power. That is to say, if the equation predicts an ;rradiance H at some off-axis angle and at an

actual distance of, say, 100 fe3t, this meains that tile irradibrnce at that point in tie light field is H watts
per square foot for each )vitt of tot~l beam power prodiuced by the laser.

Inspection of the right :iand mnember of Eq. (7-1 ) shows that the denomninator has a form which arises
from tne differential sclid angle and a nume-rator which is govev'ed by three exponents, A, B, and C, iden-
tified below. The functions A and B control the magnitude and slope, respectively, of the irradiance
curves at an off-axis angle of abouL' 1'. The function C controls the shape of the irradiance curies at
large off-axis anqle~s. It will L,,- noted that A, i3, and C are functions of the d irans ion less di stance ar,
the beam ..pread p'arameter a/a, and, in the caso oif C, also the off-axis angle y.

FIDELITY OF THE IRRADIANCE EQUATION

ýquation (7-1) was developed from the labovatory data listed in 1 able 1-2. ihe fidelity with which it

repr,,cerit~ thle expe:irrieit a resu I s can bN? Judged fromn Figs. 7-38 through 7-41. In thlese tigores the data

ore repiasented cry points and LIe Ccurves were p Ioti -A from FE,. 1,7-1). It is behoveed that the dat a for
ix/a ý-2.49 and (t. a l: 5.88 ilre of s ight ly hi(gher gUV'I ty thanl those [0n z a 3.29 anld 4.86. Accordi nql y
somewhat nicro mwight was given to them in fitting the constants in Eq. ,7-1)

[he cunipai i sons beitwCe'l ille oat3 and the, computer goný'rate(1 curves based upon Eg. (7-1 ) seeni clearlyv
to demonistrate that the eqldot ion is adeqiuatp for use in the eng ineeon nj design of laser systeirs for LiSe 1i

water. Param-etric 'atadle!- for optimi zat ion of such desigons shonl be st ra i-.jtfor ivard and ats ieliable it'

the input dli!. o and a

1 ,33
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Off-axis irradiance displayed in Figs. 7-18, 7-38, and similar plots is given in relative units. Users

wishing numerical values like those produced by Eq. (7-1) should multiply relative irradiance read from

these figures by 4.98x1O0. This factor allows for the finite size of the irradiance collector shown in

Fig. 7-5b.

7.10 SPECIAL USES OF THE EOUATION

It is interesting to use Eq. (7-1) to explore the effect of even smaller values of the beam spread pa-
rameter a/a. Predicted irradiance distributions for a/a =2.00 are given in Fig. 7-42; corresponding curves
for total power on spherical caps are in Fig. 7-43. Sets of predicted power curves for a/a = 1.50, and 1.25
are in Figs. 7-44 and 7-45, respectively. The dramatic "closing of the fan" is obvious. This result pre-
dicts improved resolution in underwater imagery whenever a/a is small, subject however to certain re-

strictions set forth in the following paragraph.

IlWAOIMNE TOTAL POWP O[N SrIRIXAL CAP

ALo A/= 200 _LPHA/A 2-00

4 7 <

- CO

4-4.-

S\ i#,.,

~~~ '•"" ,3 X 25.

r4~~ I -G ..

7~
4~ 040.

"fo 10 = 10 10 -10 4,0 59 12.0 16.,0 10.0 14.0

[:]:)_3.fTI' rjLJ1;"TAT•)• I T F.[: tAL~rý-A.R LNITS)

Fig. 7-42 Fig. 7-43
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Fig. 7-44 Fig. 7-45

OFF-AXIS IRRADIANCE AT OTHER WAVELENGTHS.

Distributions of off-axis irradiance can be calculated by means of Eq. (7-1) for light beams of any

wavelength for which the constants a and a are known. Optical oceanographic data, while presently not

extensive, are becoming increasingly available. Instrumentation for their measurement at sea is improving

and becoming more common. Monochromatic data on a and a throughout the usable spectrum are rare

and sorely needed. Fig. 7-46 is an attempt to infer the spectral shape of the beam spread parameter a/a

from classical published measurements by E.O. Hulburt (J. Opt. Soc. Am. 35, 698(1945)) on distilled water

and the assumption that the total volume scattering coefficient is, to a first approximation, independent of

wavelength; it illustrates that beam spread diminishes significantly as wavelength is increased from the

green region of the spectrum through the yellow to the orange. This implies improved resolution and image

quality, as suggested by Figs. 7-20 through 7-45. It should be noted, however, that the attenuation length
(1/a) decreases as wavelength increases (see Fig. 2-8). At any fixed actual distance (r), therefore, an

increase in wavelength requires that the power curves be read at successively larger values of the dimen-

sionless distance (ar) in progressing from Fig. 7-20 through Figs. 7-43, 7-44, and 7-45. .Thus, there is

an inherent compensation which makes any increase in resolution gained by using successively longer

wavelengths be a much smaller, less dramatic effect than might be inferred from a casual inspection of the

above sequence of figures. Additionally, it is important to recall that greater ar requires increased

power or longer integration time.
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F~ig. 7-46 2,6 K,
ifypol et ic tit vari ati on of be run sprea'd 2.2
parazncter a" L with wavelength jo cetere et
occ an wliter, illustrating that. the spectral
reg' ion haviny greatest transparency (ininimuni
attenuation Coefficijent a) produces the
greatest hcam spread. rhrs curve is based 180.8
on the attenuation coefficient datat of Htulbert a Ia
(J. Opt. Soc. Ami. 35, 698 (1945) for distilled
water and the assumptions (1) that these
applh' to clearesat occ an watoiýr, I,'. that the
t-ttil spectral volume sc attering Co effic ient 1.4 0 0.

s of' clearest oceanu watter is the skinic atI

llwavelengths, and (3) ta .

att 480 nanomieters. .

400 S00 600 700
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8. DESIRABLE FURTHER WHORK

The body of data and th- engineering equations presented in the foregoing sections, as well as numer-

ouIs other findings and Concluisions throughout the report, have achieved the goals for which the program

W3S Undertaken. Engineers involved in the design of underwater lighting for imagery and underwater com-

munication now have information needed for optimizing the design of equipment. Nevertheless, somne

valuable continuing research, Identified below, can and shotuld be done,

Light fromn lasers producing trains of sub-nanosecond pulses, perhaos in the regime of 10's of pico-

seconds :.ay be affected by Type 2 puls(- stretch and possibly by nonlinear effect~s of several kinds. A

fruitful path for future research lies in contifnued expe~iriments using the short pulses qeneratted by ;node

iocked lasers, but theOse carnnot be, performned meIanin~gfulIy at mode' scaleo sinrce the velocity of lighrt InI

water is fix>ed, FullI scaleý exper imernts Iin the Ocean are needed, not only Iin counct (1ion wi tii st'L

nanosecond systemPs tLut dIso to ''erif y the' Y Sii Its do set bed Iin this report of thfl I boaho or y mrodel sio alIe

studies of quasi-steady laser h qht propaglation

Application of Eq 7 1 to rhe prerlict iOn Of 11W under watet i grtio g prodoo,'d by siibmriuo lel i nannail Os

is now feasfilec with lcoirptitur , since thre outpuýt of dily 111miinaire may he teqairded as a proper 7y weigmed~

eloriseinl of small b~eamsl of I qhlr Tht' (COIll lint) dte to each suIch h-am thiougloiuit the liqf~tet field

Lii l~ oun bynw'os o ~n i ain ti net itl i atI ii Can 10 Sunmtl uhaar Ino Irr atd I xrm te hy da y

light arid Skyi ght can be coklcIiated Ii n 11 naloctims wA-y ThuIS a basoislois boeeo providfm for djevlIop-

aroort Of niccursf~s Many fefrmsý of illnmnoat~nuq eirr~ioerirl !ii wa~i."

Optici 'xieaooqir Itr IL dliva, parin iioilar ly nrcloil0optical k0005(0015 of oc r X t' a';1 fLure:

i ons of &qo~tIr It Ir in ,Uftw weritIY aval-l aJltu l'id oreý sort( ly Ioo dt'r
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The three W( ' indarwater lasers uised nIl succeýssive years, at Diamond Island were ~ianetd by the
U. S. Navy Bnre(ý '' Sips (1964), the U. S. Nzaval Urdnanu,-e Test Si at inn (1965), and the U1. S. Naval Air
DevelIopment &ý 966). In 1965 Floyd K(3inder, Gur~y Gilbert, Jamies Jurnigari, and others represetnted
NOIS at Diarnoi ;id, whet e tho'y used the underwater to'wer, track, arid facilitie.S With equipmF~ent Vf
their own ft) indepe. ident oxperimaents. In 1965 and 1966 NADC representariices L~awlt(rencr' Ott, Chir1 es
Haney, Robert F, Pmorrison anid others were, at Diamiond Island for extended periods to participa'le in the
experiments. At NADC , Cyrus Blec~k anid George Eck joinied in m'lany ttC~lnin~al d i scus:-ions. NADC con-
tracts with the Visibility Laboratory piovided f,-r, the development of sorne ol tit, instruments used at
Diamond Island; they also shared in paying certain costs of these relitO experiments. Later, an NADC
contract paid for constructing the laboratory tank described in Serction 7 of this report, The argon-ion
laser used with that tank was bought with funds from thle U, S. Naval Ordnanca Laboratory Center. Thle
basic instrumentation of the, laboratory tank anid most of the research funds were from ONR.

Rosearch in lighting for underwater photography was funde-d via ONFI by the U. S. Geological Survey
of the Department of Interior. The USGS was represented at Diamond ls~and by Raymond Nelson during
the 1965 experiments.

The underwater laser experiments at Diamrond Island were made possible by thiý out-stinding support
of the Radio Corporation nt America, who made thle three underwater lasers that were used ;n successive
years. The RCA laboratories, located ii nearby Burlington, Massachusetts, gave immediate service on
the submergible lasers. Without thfi! splendid cooperation the nearly continuous experimental schedules
could no, have beeo maintained and the pro~gram would niot have achieved its qoals. RCA enflineers Edward
Kornstein, Howaid Okoornian, Torn Knowland. Anthony Lace, and Bertram Clay serviced the lasers both
in their laboratory and at Diamtond Island.

The research on P-nderwater lighting at Diamond Island could not have been performed without the
racilities established there by the U. S. Navy during the 1948-1959 ora of research onl submarine daylight.
Captain Dayton R. E. Brown, USNR. of the U. S. -Navy Bureau of Ships was responsible in large measure
for enabling the field station to be developed anid equipped. For a considerable period during the 1950's
the field station at Diamond Island wias operated by the Bureau of Ships, through Captain Lou1.is B. Melson
Capt. D R. E. Brown, and many other officers. Capt. Brown's oersonal participation in the research at
Diamiond Is land dluring tile 11950's was; anr important contribution- to that work, thle subsequent unrerwater
laser iproxjraml used all of the field station facilities which he had been instrumental in estabhshl i.

I hi' owirwr of Di amond Island~, i-n~~ineer Fi(-drick C. Spoorner hosted thle research dun nj its initial
years u twir p~tic ipated in) the corrstimiuton of Some of the field Station fa i it ies . His Continmiul u cordlial

i rit( 'st thIroil-hotIOT the subsequent under'water lsrprol4rarri contr bUted i mportantlIy to 't s suecct-,s . TIhe
iopser ati('I aivi 'qi stance of Day 0I Spnoww is alIso qratettdI y as-knowlerigeato

A a1rlij! Iraction of all empiloyeest of the Visili I ity (-aboratory pas, andl resent, haveo im(0 r;'esýerJ
inl ihe rosi- twi at D~iaimond Island Or'l l~a few wesn'e specific. .ontn buihuno; ',,- the r'seiarelih onf underwater

I qh~lullj we., itllo t will tbe lent ilt;O(W . fliiSt Wl kinrl thlese is Clarenrce Hred Fl nkiia-u ,wo ini te'0
Olt, htit i , t itii tn fi rn 1 941 i) 190 Olivu ei j ~ll . ijtfd 11 it s it, or v te hoicalr ittnO t v Nol 5lxp'r intent tit,!
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Al o thIN Diamond Island rnon-laser data in this iepoit we;-o re'o•ded by engineer Charles W. Sakinders.

Ih, c(rre:-onding te(,hnical rolr, for the experiments with submerged lase-s was by engineer Flcycd D.

Miller. On-the-spot reduction of the non-laser data was by Rloger A. Fiowerton. Physics graduate student

John C. Marhe, reduced all laser ,,ata at Diamond Island. The laser data taken in the laboratory tank were

recorded and reduced b%' graduate student Wayne H. Wilson. Graduate students Gilbert Van Dyke and

Morgan Morley assisted. Operation of the underwater lalser and other submerged devices was by a team
of ,,cAba divers supevised by graduate student Don Clewell.

The engineering design of the special optical, mechanical, and electronic equipment used at Diamond

Island and in ihe laboratory tank is the work of a talented team of engineers, designers, and technicians

under the guidance of Rescarch Engineer Roswell W. Austin and Senior Development Engineer Theodore J.

Petzold. Principal Photographer John C. Brown made important contributions to Section 3 and to many

other portions of this report.

Special mention must be made of the versatile contributions of engineer James Cameron Bailey to

every asDect of the experiments at Diamond Island in 1965 and 1966, and to the construction of the

laboratory tank facility. He also made the survey of ocean sites described in Section 7.2.

The equation for engineering use given in Section 7 is the work of graduate student Wayne H. Wilson.

His extensive computer studies of all laser data, including both those from Diamond Island as well as
from the laboratory tank, dre responsible for all of the computer-drawn figures in Section 7. Wilson's role

in all of the latter stages of the work described by this report cannot be overemphasized.

Special mention must be made of the important salary support to this program provided by the Univer-

sity of California and the Sea Grant Colleqje Program.
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Light in the Sea*

SEIBERT Q. DUNTLEY

I'isibilif' Laboratory, Scripps Institution q1 Oceanography, La Jolla, California

(Received 27 August 1962)

Light in the sea may be produced by the sun or stars, by chemical or biological processes, or by man-made
sources. Serving as the primary source of energy for the oceans anti supporting their ecology, light also
enables the native inhabitants of the water world, as well as humans and their devices, to see. In this paper,
new data drawn from investigations spanning nearly two decades are used to illustrate an integrated account
of the optical nature of ocean water, the distribution of flux diverging from localized underwater light sources,
the propagation of highly collimated beams of light, the penetration of daylight into the sea, and the utiliza-
tion of solar energy for many purposes including heating, p)hotosynthesis, vision, and photography.

INTRODUCTION MacAdam, in a glass-bottomed boat off the east coast

A N interest in the aerial photography of shallow of Florida to obtain the spectroradiometric data shownA ocean bottoms prompted the author to begin, in Fig. 1; the presence of reefs and sandy shoals show

nearly 20 years ago, a continuing experimental and theo- clearly in the green region of the spectrum.2 When the

retical study of light in the sea. Some of the principles spectrograph was flown in an airplane 4300 ft above thc
discovered or extended and generalized by the author same ocean locations, the radiance spectra shown in Fig.

and his colleagues are summarized in this paper. Early 2 were obtained." The data in Figs. 1 and 2, displayed

discussions with E. 0. Hulburt and D. B. Judd as well in colorimetric form by Fig. 3, exhibit many intricate

as publications by many investigators' provided a valu- and beautiful phenomena which are manifestations of

able starting point. By 1944 the author was using a some of the physical principles discussed in this paper.

grating spectrograph, specially designed by David L. The importance of light in the sea is apparent when
it is recalled that solar radiation supplies most of the

* Most of the investigations described in this paper were sup-
ported by the Office of Naval Research and the Bureau of Ships of energy input to the ocean and supports its ecology
the U. S. Navy. Grants from the National Science loundation
have also aided the work. At certain times in the past the research 2 S. Q. Duntley, Visibilitvy Studies and Some . pplications in Ihe
was supported by the National Defense Research Committee and Field of" Caonuflage, Summary Tech. Rept. of Division 16, NDRC
by the U. S. Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics. (Columbia University Press, 1946), Vol. I1, Chap. 5, p. 212.

' See E. F. DuPrk and L. H. Dawson, "Transmission of Light in I See J. G. Moore, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London) A240.
Water: An Annotated Bibliography," U. S. Naval Research 163(1946-48) for a method of using such data to determine depth
Laboratory Bibliography No. 20, April, 1961 for abstracts of 650 and attenuation coefficients of shallow water.
publications by over 400 authors in more than 150 Swiss, German, See G. A. Stamm and R. A. Hengel, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 51, 1090
French, Italian, English, and U. S. journals and other sources from (1961) for data on the spectral irradiance incident on the underside
1818 to 1959. of an aircraft flying above the ocean.
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through photosynthesis. The biological productivity of
an acre of ocean has been estimated to be, on a world- -
wide average, comparable to that of an acre of land. SAND. DEPT 6
Most of tile surface of our "water planet" is covered by -- SAND. DEPTH 15'

seas and its atmosphere contains great quantities of 10L SAND, DEPTH 35'_

water in the form of vapor and clouds. Light in the sea
enables the native inhabitants of the water world to
find their food and to evade attack. Nowhere in nature u 5

is protective coloration more perfectly or dramatically 4 REEF, DEPTH 65- GULF STREAM
displayed than in the feeding grounds of the sea. Man C G STREAM

M 0Iand his cameras may view underwater scenes by means 400 500 600 700

of daylight or with the aid of artificial lighting devices. Z WAVELENGTH IN MILLIMICRONS

Many biological organisms, including some living at
very great depth, produce their own light at or near the
wavelength for which water is most transparent, pre-
sumably both for vision and for signaling. All of these FiG. 2. Spectroradiometric curves of light from the nadir reach-

ing a spectrograph in an airplane 4300 ft above the same ocean
locations as in Fig. 1. Spectral resolution: 7.0 mIA; spatial resolu-
tion: 3.2X 10-6 Sr.

SAND. duced by artificial underwater light sources, for any

1, 25- DEPTH 6' optical input to the water may be represented by an
SSADappropriate superposition of highly collimated, mono-•SAND.

20 DEPTH 15' chromatic beams. The following paragraphs describe a
_ variety of experiments which have been made by using
SSAND,a collimated, underwater light source, shown schemati-S~DEPTH 35'

15 cally in Fig. 4, at the Visibility Laboratory's Field
z Station at Diamond Island, Lake Winnipesaukee, New

'0DEPT H 6' H am pshire.

Attenuation of a Collimated BeamGULF
5- G STREAM If a collimated beam of monochromatic light is in-

jected into macroscopically homogeneous water by
oc I I

400 500 600 700
920 525

WAVELENGTH IN MILLIMICRONS M 30o
M.9 533

FIG. 1. Spectroradiometric curves of light from the nadir reach- 500 405
ing a spectrograph mounted in a glass-bottomed boat over shoals
off Dania, Florida (March 1944). Spectral resoluion: 7.7 my; 555
spatial resolution: 2.OX 10"0 Sr. 505 840

50.4 545

570
aspects of light in the sea can be treated by describing o.0S
the optical nature of ocean water, the distribution of ,
flux diverging from localized underwater light sources, 5
the propagation of highly collimated beams of light, 0.40 e9
and the penetration of daylight into the sea. An inte- W 0 °20
grated account of these topics is the subject of this 490 &M

paper. .2NFINI'r

OPTICAL NATURE OF OCEAN WATER .90 9I9

Most of the optical properties of ocean water as well
"40as many of the principles which govern the propagation L

of light in the sea can be studied by injecting a highly 0 o.* o.2o 0.3o 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.10
collimated beam of monochromatic light into otherwise
unlighted water and measuring all aspects of the re- Fic. 3. CIE chromaticity diagram showing loci of the colors of
suiting distrihution of flux. This investigative approach ocean shoals as seen from an altitude of 4300 ft (shorter curve) and
even provides a basis for understanding the distribution from a glass-bottomed boat (longer, upper curve). The points werecalculated from the spectral radiance data in Figs. 1 and 2. The
of daylight in the sea and the submarine lighting pro- circled point represents CIE source C.
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/ WATER COLLIMATE energy of the. water is the major absorption mnechanism

LIGHT BEAM in the ocean. Photosynthetic conversion of light into

chemical potential energy is, of course, measurable and
~ A I R n volmeAIRvital to the existence of life in the sea. Visible light

fluorescence and transpectral effects are ordinarily too

NCNTRATE R TIGHT CLosu mrnute to be detected in ocean water. The volumeatten-
COCRTD- ARC LAMP uation coefficient a is the sum of the volume absorption

FV;. 4. Schematic diagram of the highly collimated underwater co effi.en t a and the total oolumnc scattering corfptcient s:

light source represented by a cross-hatched block in ligs. 5, 6, 7, cffic

13, 20, and 21. This source was used in obtaining p-rt or ,,L . lus a = a-s.
data presented in Figs. 9, 10, 12, 17, 18, 20, and '2. Interchange- Wavelength dependence. The attenuation coefficient of
able 2. 10. 25, and 100 w zir-W enclosure niuce nominal ttdtal beamspreads ia all water (pure, distilled, or natural) varies markedly

of 0.010°, 0.0460, 0.085", and 0.1740, respectively, when used with with wavelength. Typical data are summarized in
a Wratten No. 61 green filter and a specially :onstructed air-to- Table I, wherein the reciprocal of the volume attenua-
water collimator lens having an effective firnt focal length of

495 mrm. Th:s lens, designed for the author ',y 'ustin J. Rennilson, tion coefficient, called attenuation length, has been tabu-
is a cemented doublet 55 mm in diamete,- ha%,ng radii r,=-269. 75 lated rather than attenuation coefficient for three rca-
ram, r2.- rs=102.60 mm, r4=-325.0 mm ai.d axial thicknesses

t, -3.0+0.2 mm, 4-6.-5t:0.2 mm. The first element is of Hayward sons: (1) a distance is easier to visualize andto remem-

LF-2 glass (ND=1.58004-0.0010; vP41.0) and the second is of ber than a reciprocal distance; (2) visibility calculations
Hayward BSC-1 (ND= 1.5110+0.0010; vP63.5). The free aperture and many experiments by swimmers show that any large
is 50.0 mm. The first back focal length of the doublet with its last
surface in water is 493.88 mm. The air-glass surface was treated TABLE I. Attenuation length of distilled water
for increased light transmission. The achromatization is such that at various wavelengths.l- t

with the 2-W concentrated-arc lamp the extreme ray divergence is

0.00310, 0.00390, and 0.01090 at 480, 520, and 589 mu, respectively,
when the lamp is used in fresh water having a temperature of 20 0 C. Wavelength Attenuation length (l/a)
A Wratten No. 61 green filter was used (luring all of the experi- 11Av At ters/In
ments with this lamp, but it does not appear in Fig. 4 because it
was always incorporated in the photometer or the camera. An 400 13.
external circular stop (not shown) can be mounted in the water 440 22.
close to the lens whenever a smaller beam diameter is desired. 480 28.

520 25.

means of an underwater projector, as suggested by 56) 19.

Fig. 5, it is found that the residual radiant power P.o 650 3.3

reaching a distance r without having been deviated by 700 1.7
any type of scattering process is

* E. 0. Hulburt. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 35. 698 (1945).

]Je0 = IP '"', (1) ,b For ultraviolet attenuation data see L. H. Dawson and E. 0. Htulburt.
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 24. 175 (1934).

where P, represents the total flux content of the beam * For near infrared attenuation data see J. A. Curcio and C. C. Petty.

as it leaves the projector. The zero superscript on p, J Opt. Soc. An. 41. 302 (t951).

denotes the zeroscattering order, i.e., nonscattered radi- dark object (such as a dark-suited swimming compan-
ant power. The spectral volume attenuation coefficient a, ion) is just visible at a horizontal distance of about 4
defined by Eq. (1), has the dimension of reciprocal attenuation lengths when there is sufficient underwater
length and can be expressed in natural log units per daylight; (3) many physicists like to characterize any
meter (In/m), natural log units per foot (In/ft), etc; it absorbing-scattering medium (such as water) by the
is a scalar point function of position which may vary mean free path for a photon in the ordinary kinetic
along any underwater path of sight if the water is theory sense; this is the attenuation length 1/a. The

macroscopically nonhomogeneous. term, "20-meter water," signifying water having

The attenuation of a beam of light by water results an attenuation length of 20 m/In, facilitates verbal
from two independent mechanisms: scattering and ab- discussions.

sorption. Scattering refers to any random process by Water possesses only a single important window, the

which the direction of individual photons is changed peak of which lies near 480 mu unless it is shifted toward

without any other alteration. Absorption includes all of the green by dissolved yellow substances. Such vellow
the many thermodynamically irreversible processes by solutes, usually prominent in coastal waters, consist of
which photons are changed in their nature or by which humic acids, melanoidins, and other compounds which

the energy they represent is transformed into thermal result from the decomposition of plant and animal ma-

kinetic energy, chemical potential energy, and so on. terials. Clear ocean water is so selective in its absorption

Transformation of photon energy into thermal kinetic that only a comparatively narrow band of blue-green

light penetrates deeply into the sea- (see Fig. 1) but
PC PI o this radiation has been detected at depths greater than

mp ý'r _ 600 m with a multiplier phototube photometer.6

FiG. 5. Illustrating the geometry of Eq. (1). The cruss-hatched 5J. E. Tyler, Lihnnology and Oceanography" , 102 (1959).

block represents the collimated underwater light source (projector) IuS. Q Duntley, NatI Acad. Sci.-Natl. Research Council
shown schematically in Fig. 4. Pub].473, 79 (1956).
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Many have wondered whether there exists any fine 'r'ARLF. T11. Attenuation length of ocean water for

structure in the volume attenuation function which was wavelength 440 mp at various locations.,

beyond the spectral resolution available to the investi- Attenuation length (1/a)
gators whose results are summarized by Table I. Is Location meters/In
there, for example, a narrow-band window of high trans- .Caribbean 8
mission? It is the concensus of most physicists that the Pacific N. Equatorial Current 12
atomic and molecular structures involved in water Pacific Countercurrent 12
provide no reason to expect any significant fine struc- Pacific Equatorial Divergence 10Pacific S. Equatorial Current 9ture in the spectral attenuation function. A careful Gulf of Panama 6
spectroscopic examination of the region from 3750 to Galapagos Islands 4

6850 A with a resolution of 0.2 A and sensitivity suffici-
ent to detect a variation of 0.02 ln/m in the attenuation N. G. Jerov. Reports of the Swedish Deep Sea Expedition of 1947-48(1951). Vol. 3. p. 49. Table 27.

coefficient has been reported by Drummeter and
Knestrick.7 They detected no fine structure, i.e., no clarity. Even for monochromatic light, at least two co-
narrow-band window. efficients, such as a and K, are required, and a more

complete specification requires data on the volume scat-
Water Clarity tering function a(4), defined in the paragraphs which

The clearest body of ocean water of large extent is follow.
reputed to be in the Sargasso Sea, a vast region of the Daylight, abundant in the mixed layer near the sur-
Atlantic Ocean east of Bermuda. Jerlov has reported face, supports the growth of phytoplankton in the bi-
very clear water between Madeira and Gibraltar,8 as ologically productive regions of the oceans. These, in

turn, feed a zooplankton population. The transparent
"TAnLE Ir. Attenuation length of the Atlantic Ocean for wave- planktonic organisms, ranging in size from microns to

length 465 mu at various depths in the vicinity of Madeira and centimeters, scatter light and thereby produce optical
Gibraltar.c

attenuation. Settling of the plankton, particularly after
Depth Attenuation length (1/a) death, tends to produce a high concentration of these
meters meters/In scatters just above the thermocline which ordinarily

0-10 19 exists at the lower boundary of the mixed layer in the
10-25 20 sea." Below the thermocline lies clearer water which
25-50 18 may be optically uniform for tens or hundreds of meters
50-75 15
75-90 16 before some different water mass is encountered. In-

terestingly, the optical structure of the ocean resembles.,
N. G. Jerlov. Kgl. Vetenskap. Vitterh. Hland). F.6. Ser. B. BD8.Nro! I in a sense, that of the atmosphere if depth is considered

(1961). as analogous to altitude and a proper allowance is made

summarized by Table if. Although clearer water was for the decrease of atmospheric density with height.

found at 10 m depth than at 90 m at this location, the Scattering
reverse is often true elsewhere. Optical oceanographic
data are not numerous. Jerlov's measurements during Scattering of light in the sea is predominantly due to
the Swedish Deep Sea Expedition of 1947-48 are classi- transparent biological organisms and particles large
cal examples. Table III shows some of these data se- compared with the wavelength of light. The magnitude
lected to typify certain indicated locations.' of the scattering is, therefore, virtually independent of

DuPr6 and Dawson' give many references to water- wavelength." The variation of attenuation length with
clarity data; users of published data should note care- 15 Multiple thermoclines often form in the upper portion of the
fully whether the attenuation coefficients reported are sea; the maximum optical attenuation is associated with the
expressed in ln/m or in log/m and whether the values maximum vertical temperature gradient and frequently falls on a

secondary thermocline. Internal waves shift the scattering layerrefer to the attenuation coefficient a for nonscattered vertically. See E. C. La Fond, E. G. Barnham, and W. H. Arm-
light, as in a collimated beam, or to some form of dif- strong, U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory Rept. 1052 (July 1961),
fuse attenuation coefficient K, discussed later in this 0. 15. Also see J. Joseph, Deut. Hydrograph. Z., Nr. 5 (1961).

1 Scattering is also contributed by fine particles, by molecules ofpaper. No single number can adequately specify the water, and by various solutes, but these contributions are usually
clarity of any natural water because two independent quite minor and often difficult to detect. Even in very clear, blueocean water scattering by water molecules produces only 7% ofmechanisms, absorption and scattering, govern water the total scattering coefficient and is dominant only at scattering

angles near 900, where it provides more than 2/3 of the scattered
intensity (see reference 8); although the magnitude of this small

L. F. Drummeter and G. L. Knestrick, U. S. Naval Research component of scattering varies inversely as the fourth power of
Laboratory Rept. No. 5642 (1961). wavelength (X-4), it is so heavily masl:ed by nonselective scattering

a N. G. Jcrlov, Kgl. Vetenskap. Vitterh. Handl. F.6, Ser. B, due to large particles that total scattering in the sea is virtually
111)8. N:o 11 (1961). independent of wavelength. The prominent blue color of clear

I N. G. Jerlov, Reports of the Swedish Deep Sea Expedition of ocean water, apart from sky reflection, is due almost entirely to
1947-48 (1951), Vol. III, p. 49, Table 27. selective absorption by water molecules.
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dJ-O) predicted for pure water. The predominant forward scat-
__ - __ tering is caused by a comparatively few large particles.

The dotted curve may be regarded either as a polar
I:N plot of the radiant intensity dJ(6) or of the volume

Fio. 6. Polar diagram illustrating Rayleigh scattering by pure scattering function cr(t), defined by the equationwater. The ratio of the light scattered int, the rear hemisphere to dJ(6)= o(O) I1dv, where H is the irradiance produced
that scattered into the forward hemisphere is 1 to 1. The cross-
hatched block represents the collimated underwater light source by the collimated lamp on the volume dv. The dimension
shown schematically in Fig. 4. of u(s) is reciprocal length; typical units are reciprocal

steradian-meters or reciprocal steradian-feet. The polar
wavelength (see Table I) is due almost wholly to selec- curve in Fig. 7 is not complete; it begins at ?9=22 1/20
tive absorption. and stops at 6 = 165 *. All conventional scattering meters

In the blue region of the spectrum, centering at 480 designed to be used in situ possess the limitation that
mp, approximately 60% of the attenuation coefficient of they cannot measure scattering at small angles. For-
clear, blue ocean water, is due to scattering and 40% is tunatcly, the total scattering coefficient s, defined by
due to absorption; e.g., s=0.030 ln/m and a=0.020 the relation
In/m.8 In all other spectral regions absorption is over- -
whelmingly predominant in very clear water. s= 27r u(4) sintWd,

Since scattering is virtually independent of wave-
length its detailed nature is best revealed by means of
experiments conducted at or near the wavelength of is insensitive to the magnitude of small-angle forward
minimum absorption. This means experiments with blue scattering. Unfortunately, however, the propagation
light in clear, blue ocean water and experiments with of highly collimated light does depend importantly on
green light in greenish coastal and lake waters. small-angle scattering.

Scattering by pure water. Consider a scattering experi- Small-angle scattering. The author has devised a
ment performed in pure water, that is, in water mole- special (coaxial) in situ scattering meter to supply the
cules containing no dissolved or particulate matter what- missing forward part of the curve. Figure 8 is a schema-
soever. As in Fig. 6, consider an element of volume dv tic diagram of the instrument. It shows the optical sys-
receiving collimated, nonpolarized, monochromatic ir- tem adjusted to measure the volume scattering function
radiance H to act as source of scattered light, producing at a scattering angle of 1/2 deg. Such a datum was ob-
radiant intensity dJV() at scattering angle 6. Scattering tained with the coaxial scattering meter at the Diamond
by the water molecules will be Rayleighian, with Island Field Station and determines the upper end of
dJ (6) _ X74 and with the shape of the intensity function the upper curve in Fig. 9. This may be the first in situ
dJ(V ) characterized by (1+0.835 cos2-7) (see reference measurement of small-angle scattering by natural water.
12). Since even the most elaborately prepared distilled The very large scattering found at small scattering
water samples show particulate matter when examined angles is believed to have been caused primarily by re-
in a light beam, scattering by truly pure water has prob-
ably never been measured. WATER AIR

Scattering by distilled water. A colleague, John E. -.----- -

Tyler, has performed scattering experiments in many "
samples of commercial distilled water"; Fig. 7 shows a GLASS/
typical result. Obviously, the scattering produced by 26" WINDOW PHOTOTUBE
this sample of distilled water is very different from that -LAMPteir. 8. Coaxial scattering meter for in situ measurement of the

S•- volume scattering function at small scattering angles. In this
schematic drawing the vertical scale has I)Len exaggerated five
times over the horizontal scale in order to illustrate the principle
of the device more clearly. The collimated underwater light

-- " -" source shown in Fig. 4 is used with the addition of an external
--- opaque central stop which results in the formation of a thin-walled

1:s 6 hollow cylinder of light. This traverses 26 in. of water to a high-quality glass window behind which, in air, is a photoelectric

telephotometer with a 2* total field of view. The light source and
"the telephotometer are coaxial, but the latter is equipped with an
external stop small enough to exclude the hollow cylinder of lightFic. 7. Polar diagram illustrating measured scattering by a so that only light !.cattered by the water is collected. The cylindri-typical sample of commercial distilled water. The ratio of the light cal scattering volume is indicated by cross-hatching. The upper

scattered into the rear hemisphere to that scattered into the for- limit of the scattering angle is determined by the field of the tele-
ward hemisphere is 1 to 6 for this water sample. Data are hy Tyler photometer and the lower limit is set by the size of its external
(see reference 13). The scale of this polar plot is smaller than that stop, i.e., by the entrance pupil. A detailed geometrical analysis of
used in Fig. 6. the configuration depicted above shows that the scattering is

measure(.] at 0.47 deg+0.15°; this datum is used as the volume12 L. H. D)awson and, 1". 0. l/ull,urt, J. Opt. Soc. Aim. 31, 554 scattering function for 1/2' scattering angle in Figs. 9 and 10.
(19411). Photometric calibration of the scattering meter is achieved by18 J3 E. Tyler, Limnology r.nd Oceanography 6, 451 (1961). removing the external stop on the telephotometer.
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fraclive deviations plrrluced Iby the passage of tih col- t o 7 10
limate(I light beam through transparent plankton hay- - 10 II

z
ing an index of refraction close to that of water. The Z
curve shape at small scattering angles is chosen to sug- w 10€ 6
gest that the magnitude of the volume scattering func- >

tion may merge tangentially with that of the irradiating <
beam at vanishingly small angles. l05

Chemists have, for many years, made- lahboratory a

measurements of very small-angle scattering from tiny z
volumes of scattering materials,,. Koslyaninov:' has re- 0 104

ported volume scattering measurements at angles down U
to I (leg by means of a shipboard laboratory aplaratus
using water samples brought on board for measurement. i3
Figure 10 shows the dlata of Koslyaninov for the East z
China Sea superimposed upon the lake data from Fig. L

9 after normalization at a scattering angle of (X)', as - a2 
L1A -K -

denoted by the small circle in the figure. The forward- -
scattering portions of the curves are similar in shape. U

U 10 EAST CHINA SEA 1
-

ZI 1 I I I I I I 0I I
4 .J I
- 0 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
.>

O: 100 SCATTERING ANGLE (DEGREES)

.I". 10. Comparison of the shape of the in siltu volume scattering
function data for Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire, from

1 10 - Fig. 9 with the shape of a curve representing the in vivo scattering
"'Il data obtained by Koslvaninov (see reference 15) using a shipboard
I'_ laboratory apparatus andi a sample of water taken from the EastttJI China Sea. The curves have been normalized at a scattering angle

I of 90O (circled point) for iprposes of shape comparison.
Koslyaninov used blue light isolated by means of an absorption

z filter having an effective wavelength of 494 mgL; he reported data0 at scattering angles of 1, 2.5, 4, 6, 10, 15, 30, 50, 70, 110, and

o. .1 144 deg. The curves are similar in shape for scattering angles less
z than 60'.

0 .01- \Comparison with distilled water. Figure 11 shows a
z•LA K E comparison of in situ scattering measurements by Tyler:'
i" of commercial distilled water and clear Pacific water.- Ocean water scatters more light than does distilled

S .001lT
-ATLANTIC< iwater but the similarity of the shape of the curves is

W striking and interesting in its implication of the pre-
S.0001 - PURE - dominant role of large particle scattering.

z 10
0

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 z " 0
2

SCATTERING ANGLE (DEGREES) LD
z

FiG. 9. Volume scattering function curves for pure water > 10 PACIFIC OCEAN
(Dawson and Hulburt, see reference 12), the Atlantic betweenr
Madeira and Gibraltar (Jerlov, see reference 8), and the Diamond 4 _j DISTILLED
Island Field Station, Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire. The . I
upper curve (lake) represents in situ measurements at 5' intervals -i•LI I L , I I I
between scattering angles 20'>t>160° by means of a conven- 0 30 60, 90 120 150 18O
tional type, pivoted-arm scattering meter and a single datum at SCATTERING ANGLE (DEGREES)
0 =0.5* obtained in situ with the coaxial scattering meter shown >
schematically in Fig. 8; the data are of 20 August 1961; and arefor green light isolated by means of a Wratten No. 61 filter. FiG. 11. Comparison of in silu scattering data by Tyler (see

reference 13) in clear Pacific ocean water near Catalina with com-
parable data for a typical sample of commercial distilled water.

1H. F. Aughey and F. J. Baum, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 44, 833 (1954). Both curves were obtained with the same pivoted-arm scattering
• M. V. Koslyaninov, Trudy Inst. Okeanol. Acad. Nauk meter and are in the same relative units. The data are for green

S.S.S.R. 25, 134 (1957). light isolated by means of a Wratten No. 61 filter.
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108 1 volume scattering functions, it is important to note
l therefore that measurable differences apparently exist

Z and that ocean water masses might therefore be identi-
S107 fied by their scattering function curves.

Multiple scattering. The propagation of light in the
>7- 06 sea is complicated by multiple scattering. Consider, as
_J in Fig. 13, a plane surface irradiated at normal incidence
W by the collimated lamp shown in Fig. 4. Every point on

5 the plane receives scattered light from every volume
z element within the light beam. It receives, moreover,
_o HULBURT (WHITE)- multiply scattered light from every elementary volume
-U d E R LO V (BLUE)- of water near the beam. In fact, every volume elementz 10

z 10 R within the sea is irradiated by every other volume0 SASAKI (RED
"L Jelement both inside and outside the beam. The figure
0 3_ illustrates how irradiation is produced throughout

Z 10 the plane by second-, third-, and fourth-order scattering.c-
UJ KOZLYANINOV (BLUE) Although theoretical treatments of the effects of mul-
. IO2  POOLE 8 ATKINS (BLUE) tiple scattering on the distribution of light in the sea

both from underwater sources and from daylight have
(- TYLER (GREEN) been undertaken with partial success by several workers,

to - DUNTLEY (GREEN)- no fully practical solution has yet been evolved. Some
derivations include only secondary scattering and neg-

-J lect higher-order effects. Others, following the prac-
>I I I I I tice of neutron physics, assume the scattering to be

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 virtually isotropic, that is to say, the shape of the
SCATTER I N G A N G L E (D E GRE ES) volume scattering function is assumed to be spherical or

nearly so; this is, of course, highly unrealistic. Four
FIG. 12. Comparison of scattering data by seven investigators patterns of approach characterize the theories: (1)

using dissimilar instruments in seven different parts of the world
All curves are superimposed at a scatter;ng angle of 900, as indi- Multiple integration using the volume scattering func-
cated by the circled point. Gross similarity in curve shape is tion, the attenuation coefficient a, and the inverse
apparent in the forward (0<0<90') scattering directions despite square law; these treatments suffer from complexity,
major differences in water clarity (2 m/ln< /a< 20 m/in), spec-
tral region, geographical location, instrumental design, and experi- are never complete, and may neglect sizeable compon-
mental technique. Most of the scattering in natural waters is ents of flux but some useful approximate solutions have
caused by transparent organisms and particles large compared
with the wavelength of light. The scattering is believed to result been achieved in special cases. (2) Di[fusion theor. This
chiefly from refraction and reflection at the surfaces of these applies rigorously only to isotropic or very mildly non-
scatterers. As a consequence, scattering at small forward angles isotropic scattering systems which are not found in the
predominates and polarized light tends to preserve its polarization.
To the extent that all scattering curves have identical shapes the sea; nevertheless, considerable success has been
scattering by natural waters can be specified in terms of some achieved in the prediction of irradiance at long ranges;
single number, such as the total volume scattering coefficient s or diffusion theory is, however, unable to yield much in-
the volume scattering function at some selected angle. formation concerning the directional characteristics of

the underwater light field. (3) Radiative transfer. ThisComparison between natural waters. A comparison of method is based upon equations of transfer, sometimes
the scattering properties of natural waters is afforded in vector form; these integro-differential equations areby Fig. 12, which shows a superposition of measurements solved in practice by iterative procedures on the largest

by seven different investigators using seven dissimilar electronic computers. (4) aonte Carlo procedures. These

instruments in seven different parts of the world. Three also require the use of large electronic computers. Al-

of the measurements were made with blue light, two

were made with green light, the dashed curve was ob-
tained with red light, and one investigator employed -"
white light. The attenuation lengths of the waters ranged
2 in/In for the author's lake data to 20 m/In in the case -e

of Jerlov's data for the Atlantic. It appears that the
shape of the forward portion of the volume scattering
function is remarkably similar in all of these natural

differencel r ina f these n l FiG. 13. Illustrating the irradiation of an object by multiplywaters, but that significant differences occur in the scattered light at arbitrary points inside and outside the lightcharacter of the backscattering they produce. beam. The dotted curve associated with each cross-hatched
Although it is a useful first-order concept that natural volume element has the shape s.hown in Fig. 7 and represents a

polar plot of the volume scattering function. The need for addi-
waters are somewhat similar in the shape of their tional scattering data at small forward angles is obvious.
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though, in principle, cit her of the two latter approaches 10 0
appears to be capable of handling all underwater light
propagation problems, neither has thus far achieved
appreciable practical success in the treatment of point
source or collimated beam geometrics, for the calcula- .
tions are too massive for even the largest of electronic _ -

computers. Success has, however, been achieved for the
case of daylight in the sea,i" wherein the development of V;
theory and tile evolution of practical computation pro- 5 21 rT/LN

cedures followed quickly after experimental explorations 500 FT/LN

of underwater daylight radiance distributions had 4 72 FT/LN

produced a body of data, described later in this paper,
from which valid assumptions could be made and against
which predictions could be checked. This experience z

prompted the author to begin a program of experimen- 0 o,\
tal explorations of the distribution of light produced by
submerged divergent light sources and by collimated Z
lamps underwater. These explorations are still in pro-
gress, but some of the conclusions reached thus far are 0
summarized in the following section. 00o1 20 _30

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

DIVERGENT LIGHT IN THE SEA (r) LAMP DISTANCE (FEET)

Marine organisms which emit nearly hemispherical Fic. 14. Apparent radiance of a uniform, spherical underwater
lamp at various distances, illustrating the exponential nature of

flashes of light are found at virtually all depths in thle the attenuation of apparent lamp radiance with distance. Photo-
sea. Underwater lighting forvision, television, or photog- graphic photometry was employed using a Wratten No. 61 filter
raphy is often accomplished by means of incandescent and Eastman Plus X 35-mm film (Emulsion No. 5061-64-16A)

developed to unity gamma in D-76. Exposure time at f/1.5 varied
lamps or flash tubes which approximate point sources from 1.75 msec at a lamp distance of 10.5 ft to 180 000 msec \vhen
and emit divergent flux. Quantitative prediction of the the lamp was 80 ft from the camera. The source of light was
irradiation produced by such lamps at the object, on a 1000-W incandescent "diving lamp" (No. MG25/1) manu-

factured by the General Electric Company. The 3-in. spherical
its background, and throughout the observer's path of lamp envelope was sprayed with a white gloss lacquer in order to
sight can enable optimum lighting arrangements and produce a uniform translucent white covering which gave the lamp

the same radiant intensity in all directions (to within :±:7%) ex-
camera positions to be planned in advance and exposure cept toward the base, which was turned away from the camera.
to be predicted with sufficient accuracy to permit high- Two or more exposure times differing by 5- or 10-fold were used
contrast photographic techniques to be employed at each lamp distance. Open circles represent data from a single

time of exposure; solid points indicate that identical values of
effectively,, apparent radiance were obtained from negatives made with two

different exposure times. A solid straight line, representing an
Apparent Radiance at the Object attenuation length l/a=5.00 ft/In, has been drawn near the

points. Dashed lines corresponding to attenuation lengths of
4.72 ft/In and 5.12 ft/In, respectively, represent values measuredEvery underwater object and every elementary by means of a light-beam transmissometer before and after the

volume of water irradiated by a submerged divergent all-night experimental session. Cooling of the water during the
light source is lighted by an apparent radiance distri- night correlated with the observed increase of attenuation length;presumably due to plankton shrinkage. Data are of 26 August
bution which depends upon the radiant intensity dis- 1959 at Diamond Island Field Station.
tribution of the lamp, the optical properties of the
water, and the lamp distance. This radiance distribu-tioncanbe een phoogrphe, ad mesurd b an urements of the lamp images in a series of photographstion can be seen, photographed, and measured by an t

observer stationed at the position of the object. To such of a receding spherical underwater light source produced
an observer a receding, uniform, spherical lamp appears the results shown in Fig. 14, wherein the close fit of the

to be surrounded by a glow of scattered light which be- dala to the solid straight line shows that the apparent

comes proportionately more l)rominent as lamp dis- radiance of the lamp is attenuated exponentially, as tile

tance is increased, until at some range, often 18 to 20 equation
attenuation lengths, the lamp image can no longer be ,r ,= 0e-' (2)
discerned and only the glow is visible. The glow, how- where N, is the apparent radiance at distance r, N0 is
ever, may be seen for a considerably greater distance, the inherent radiance of the lamp surface, and a is the
depending upon the radiant intensity of the source attenuation coefficient for apparent radiance. The
and the ambient level of light in the sea. dashed lines, constructed from data secured with a

Apparent radiance of the lamp. Densitometric meas- light-beam transimissometer designed to conform with
16 W. H. Richardson and R. W. Preisendorfer, Scripps Inst. the requirements of Eq. (1), provide evidence that nu-

Oceanog., Ref. 60-43 (1960). merically identical attenuation coefficients a apply in
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o00 0 .0 irradiance "r,= rl"+Hlr*. Since If, can be measured

(see Fig. 16) and IIr" can be calculated by means ou
SSPHERICAL LAMP Eq. (3), Hr* can be found by subtraction; thus,z I O000

t *= 11II r-It/.

Diffusion theory,'"t based upon the assumption of
100 ,oisotropic scattering suggests that

8I.5 C * = JKe-Kr/4wrr, (4)
00 'where K is an attenuation coefficient for scattered light.

18"5If this K is given a value numerically equal to the at-
0, 29• tenuation function for daylight scalar irradiance k, as

discussed later in the portion of this paper devoted to
daylight in the sea, Eqs. (3) and (4), when summed, fit

''. . . . .', '*'~ ~ 'the data of Fig. 16 within experimental uncertainty

DEGREES both at short and at long lamp distances; between 10

Fc.. 15. Angular distribution of apparent radiance produced by ft (2 attenuation lengths) and 70 feet (14 attenuation
a uniform, spherical, underwater lamp at distances of 8.5, 18.5, lengths), however, the measured total irradiance is as
29, and 39 feet. The lamp was identical to the one described in much as twice the predicted values. A semiempirical
connection with Fig. 14. The photometry was by means of an
automatic scanning, photoelectric, telephotometer having a modification of Eq. (4) which, added to Eq. (3), fits
circular acceptance cone 0.25* in diameter and with its spectral the data of Fig. 16 within experimental error is
response limited by a Wratten No. 61 filter. Attenuation length
was 5.1 ft/In. Data are of 3 August 1961 at the Diamond Island H,*=2.5(1+7e-K)JKe-Kr/47rr. (5)
Field Station.

Effect of beam spread. Underwater sources of diver-
Eqs. (1) and (2), indicating thereby that images are gent light are seldom completely spherical in their
formed by photons transmitted without being scattered radiant intensity distribution. Many underwater lamps
and that the contribution of scattered light to the ex-
posure of the image portion of the negative was 1 ........... .

negligible. !
Apparent radiance of the glow. Distributions of the

apparent radim.nce of the glow surrounding the distant
0-1

lamp were obtained by densitometry of the same series
of photographs, but more accurate results have been 10,2

achieved by means of an automatic scanning photoelec- ,I
tric telephotometer which was more free from stray 0o-3 [
light than was the camera. Distributions of apparent
radiance as measured photoelectrically from the target 1 0,

position are shown in Fig. 15. The irradiance on any
surface of the target facing the lamp can be computed o
from these curves and, if the reflectance and gloss char- < 10-

acteristics of the target surfaces are known, the inherent ,r
radiance of the target in any specified direction can be • ,o-, -

calculated. If, moreover, the volume scattering func- 7

tion of the water and its attenuation length are known, lae
calculations of inherent background radiance, path
radiance, and apparent target contrast can be made o-' 6. . .. .. . .

020 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
from Fig. 15. (r) LAMP DISTANCE (FEETI

FIG. 16. Total irradiance produced at various distances by a
Irradiance at the Object uniform, spherical underwater lamp at the Diamond Island Field

Station. The solid curve was passed through the data points by
The surface of any underwater object is irradiated means of a least-squares procedure. The lamp was identical with

by (1) direct (nonscattered) light from the lamp and the one described in connection with Fig. 14. The photometry wasby means of an underwater photoelectric irradiance meter facing(2) scattered light. The nonscattered or mon-opalh i - directly toward the lamp. The spectral response of the irradiometer
radiance Hr9 produced at normal incidence by a lamp was limited by means of a Wratten No. 61 green filter. The
radiant intensity J at distance r is given by the relation attenuation length of the water was 5.0 ft/In. Data are of 26

August 1959.
111°= Je-1'/r 2 . (3) t, S. Glasstone and M. C. Edlund, Elements of Nuclear Reactor

Theory (D. Van Nostrand and Company, Inc., Princeton, NewIn addition to H,° the object is irradiated by the Jersey, 1952), p. 107."
scattered or multipath irradiance 11,*. Thus the total 11R. W. Preisendorfer (private communication).
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emit roughly conical patterns of flux 200 or more in oooo. I- ,- I . I

total angular extent. Monopath irradiance is, of course,
unaffected by the beam spread, and the effect on multi- 10.000
path irradiance is not large unless the lamp produces a z
highly collimated beam. Experiments with an under-
water light source having a continuously variable beam 000,

spread down to 200 resulted in an empirical modification
of Eq. (5) to the fom 11 FT.

100-

Hr*= (2.5-1.5 logio2 r/$6)

X[l+7(2r/0)lIe-xr]JKe-Kr/47rr, (6) 2 0 FT

where # is the total beam spread. Equation (6) should 3 0 FT.

not be used for beam spreads less than 200. X _____IIIIIIII_____ L
71 6I 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 I

Equations (4), (5), and (6) have been tested by the 3 2 0 I 2 3 4 7

author only at the Diamond Island Field Station, but DEGREES

because of the similarity in the shape of the volume scat- Fir. 17. Apparent radiance produced by scattering from the
beam of the highly collimated underwater lamp shown in Fig. 4.

tering functions of natural waters, as illustrated by Fig. The photometry was by means of an automatic scanning, photo-
12, they may have nearly universal applicability as ap- electric telephotometer having a circular acceptance cone 0.25* in

diameter and with its spectral response limited by a Wratten No.
proximations for engineering purposes. 61 filter. The beam from the lamp had a divergence of 0.01°; it was

directed toward the telephotometer and filled the entrance pupil
COLLIMATED LIGHT IN THE SEA of that instrument at all times. Lamp distances of 11, 20, and 30 ft

were used. Tests of the telephotometer showed that the data in
Underwater projectors producing beam spreads small Fig. 17 are free from stray-light effects. Attenuation length of the

V exhibit distinctive properties. Whe water was 6.7 ft/In. The data are of 11 August 1961 at the
compared with eDiamond Island Field Station.
seen from the position of the irradiated target, the head-
on appearance of a distant, highly collimated lamp is respectively. For these three lamps the distances r' are
remarkably similar to that of a broad-beam lamp at 1.15, 2.30, and 9.20 attenuation lengths. The points
some lesser range. Thus, the bright disk-shaped image at r=r', beyond which Eq. (7) applies, lie within the
of the lamp is surrounded by a glow of scattered light, diagram for both of the two smaller lamps and are in-
having an apparent radiance distribution like that dicated by triangles. In all cases, diffraction will lower
shown in Fig. 17. Although it is difficult to distinguish the dashed curves.
a distant collimated lamp from a distant divergent The total irradiance Hr on the axis of a collimated
source when each is observed from within its beam, beam exceeds the monopath irradiance H I by the
radiance distribution measurements reveal subtle dif- multipath contribution H,*; i.e., H =HH+o+H,*. This
ferences, the nature of which can be seen by comparing is illustrated by the experimental data points shown in
Figs. 15 and 17. Fig. 18 and the solid curves which have been fitted to

The appearance presented by a moderately distant, them. In the case of the two smaller lamps the multi-
slightly averted collimated lamp is, however, very dif- path contribution was not detected at ranges shorter
ferent from that of its divergent counterpart because than r', indicated by the triangle points, but this is not
the intense small-angle scattering, common to all natural true in the beam from the large-diameter lamp where
waters, produces a readily visible, sharply defined, H,* and H/ 0 are approximately equal throughout much
nearly cylindrical luminous column extending toward of the range of distances covered by the data. The
the observer from the collimated lamp. Near the lamp steadily increasing separation of the solid and dashed
and on the axis of this column the monochromatic curves in each of the lower pairs implies that multi-
monopath irradiance normal to the beam at distance path irradiance becomes dominant at large lamp
r is Ho=Hoe-r, where the irradiance H 0 in the water distances.
at the lens of the projector is given by H 0=J4AD-h in Data such as those in Fig. 18 can be used to calcu-
terms of radiant intensity J, total beam spread P', and late the ratio of monopath to multipath irradiance;
diameter D of the light beam. Beyond the distance i.e., HO/H,*. This ratio, independent of the intensity
r =D/I4, at which the lens replaces the source as the of the lamp or its radiant power output, is a measure
aperture stop of the irradiating system, 1I1, is given by of the beam content of the light; it is tl.2 ratio of image-

H,-=Je-•r/ri=Hoear(D/#kr)2=Hoec-ý/(r/r')2 (7) forming light transmitted by the water path to the
non'image-forming (scattered) light arriving at the ir-

if diffraction is negligible, radiated object. Applications dependent on the reten-
The dashed lines in Fig. 18 illustrate the foregoing tion of narrow-beam geometrical characteristics, of co-

relations applied to the case of three collimated lamps herence, or of single-valued transmission time may re-
having a divergence of 1/60 and exit pupil diameters quire that some usable fraction of the irradiance con-
of 1/300, 2/300, and 8/300 of an attenuation length, sist of nonscattered (monopath) light. Figure 19 is a
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Fic. 18. Irradiance normal to the axis of the beam of light having I 0s

a divergence of 1/6' produced by a collimated underwater lamp o
(Fig. 4) at distances up to 8 attenuation lengths is shown by the 7-
data points and the solid tines for beam diameters of 1/300, < 1-9

2/300, and 8/300 of an attenuation length. The data are of 14 C:

August 1961 at the Diamond Island Field Station; attenuation
length I/a= 6 .3 ft/ln. Dashed lines represent the monopath I .. ..
irradiance in each case computed from Eq. (7). Geometrical 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

divergence reduces the anial monopath irradiance at all lamp LAMP DISTANCE (ATTENUATION LENGTHS)

distances beyond the points marked by triangles, which occur at
1.15 and 2.30 attenuation lengths for the two smaller lamps and Fir. 19. Ratio of monopath irradiance to multipath irradiance
at 9.20 attenuation lengths (not shown) for the largest lamp. produced by a uniform spherical lamp (lower curve) and by the
Spreading of the beam by diffraction also reduces the monopath same source mounted within a blackened enclosure (box) which
irradiance at all lamp distances, often dramatically. In a plot limited its emittance to a circular cone 200 in total angular
involving dimensionless lamp distance (such as Fig. 18), the diameter (upper curve). In producing these curves, monopath
dashed lines cannot be drawn to include the potentially major irradiance H? was calculated by means of Eq. (3) and multipath
effect of diffraction because the wavelength of light is independent irradiance J,* was obtained by subtracting HO,0 from the total
of the attenuation length, but they should be appropriately irradiance data given by Fig. 16 for the unrestricted spherical
lowered when the figure is interpreted in terms of actual dimen- lamp and from corresponding data for the 20' case.
sions. The vertical separation between the dashed and the solid
curves in each pair is a measure of the multipath irradiance.
Caution: The data in this figure relate only to the axis of an Refractive Deterioration of High Collimation
aplanatic underwater projection system having a beam spread

, = 1/6'; they should not be scaled by the ratio D/1; they do not, No discussion of the properties of highly collimated
for example, apply to the case of 0=1/600 and lamp diameters
D= 1/3000, 2/3000, or 8/3000 attenuation length. underwater light or image-forming rays would be com-

plete without mention of certain commonly encountered
refractive effects which limit the resolution of fine de-

plot of H,/tH,* for divergent sources. It shows that tail and tend to destroy high collimation. Natural waters
for a beam spread of 200, H*=Hr0 at 1.4 attenuation often contain refractive nonhomogeneities of two kinds:

lengths and that multipath irradiance predominates at (1) small scale point-to-point variations in refractive

large lamp distances. Experiments now in progress with index due, for example, to temperature differences; and
light beams of small diameter and high collimation may (2) transparent b;ological organisms (plankton) whichl produce corresponding curves for collimated lamps. may range in size from microns to centimeters. The

effects of these optical nonhomogeneities has been ob-
Irradiance near a highly collimated beam. All of the served by allowing the beam from the 2-in.-diameter

foregoing discussion has concerned irradiance produced 0.010 divergent lamp shown in Fig. 4 to fall on an un-
on the axis of a collimated beam. Measurements of ir- derwater viewing screen after traversing any con-
radiance outside the light beam at various distances venient water path or by photographing the effect with
from the collimated lamp are shown in Fig. 20. an underwater camera having no lens, in the manner
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1000000 SCREEN

100000 -UNDERWATER COLLIMATED LAMP

r -bjCAMERA

00o0 IRRADIATED PLANE-, WT" ToO LN

( L A WATERTIGHTZ IRRADIA•NCE METER _. ECL.OSURE

w PTICALLY FLAT WINDOW

-000 o FIG. 21. Techniques for observing (upper figure) and recording
4" (lower figure) the effects of refractive inhomogeneities on the
W rtransmission of a highly collimated beam of light through naturalQ: water.

lo001

5 Fmagnification is necessary to make the loss of resolu-
.2 , tion obvious.
S[An experimental study of this loss of resolution was_3 performed several years ago at the Diamond Island

I I Field Station and a theoretical treatment of the effect
' 6 8 10 •--- - 2 was evolved.19,2° At Diamond Island the loss of resolu-

0 2 4 6 8 10 12' 14 'G to 20 22 24 tion was comparable to that caused by the on-axis aber-
I 1 DEGREES) rations of a flat water-to-air window of 1/4-in.-thick

FoG. 20. Irradiance outside a collimated beam of light. Beam commercial plate glass when 10 ft of water separated
divergence: 0.0460; beam diameter: 2-in. Filter: Wratten No. 61. the object from the camera. The angular magnitude ofAttenuation length 4.8 ft/In.; Diamond Island. the blur increases as the square root of the object-to-

camera distance, and the apparent contrast of fine de-
suggested by Fig. 21. If such a photograph is made in tails is decreased inversely as the third power of the
well-mixed distilled water, only a uniform white field is distance in macroscopically uniform water.2 1

recorded, but if the distilled water is allowed to stand,
a pattern of shadows appears as thermal structures de- DAYLIGHT IN THE SEA
velop. If transparent plankton are added, thfir refrac- Most of the light in the sea is from the sun and the
tive shadows are superimposed, sky. In sunny weather each square meter of the water

Figure 22 is a photograph of the pattern obtained surface may be irradiated by as much as one kilowatt
when such a picture was taken in the clear, natural of solar power. Approximately 95% of this power en-
water at the Diamond Island Field Station in Lake
Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire. In this case the light
beam passed through 10 ft of lake water. The circular
shadows were caused by transparent plankton some-
what less than 1 mm in size whose refractive index dif-
fered only slightly from that of water. No effects due to
thermal tubulons have been identified in this picture.
The light beam was horizontal and 30 in. beneath the
surface of the water. A shutter speed of 1/50 second
was used because the pattern was in constant restless
motion, primarily due to slight wave action, but also
due to plankton movements and possibly to thermal
drifts.

Loss of resolution. Wavefronts passing through
natural waters are disolutiorte ythese rfactive e FIG. 22. Photograph of the light distribution from the collimated

natural waters are distorted by these refractive effects. underwater lamp (Fig. 4) after traversing 10 ft of water in the
The edges of objects appear blurred and the apparent manner shown schematically in Fig. 21. Camera: Contax without
contrast of small objects is reduced. Thus, resolving leuii. Exposure time: 1/50 sec. Film: Eastman Plus-X. Develop-ment: normal, D-76. Beam spread: 0.01°. Beam diameter: 2 in.power is impaired and fine details are obliterated. It is Attenuation length: 5.6 ft/In; Diamond Island; 22 August 1961.
said that in some clear, south-sea waters the concen- The diameter of the outer black circular border (caused by the
tration of transparent plankton is so great that a swim- opening in the camera body) measured 1.3 in. on the negative.

mer cannot distinguish his toes even though his foot 1, S. Q. Duntley, W. H. Culver, F. Richey, and R. W. Preisen-
is clearly visible at high contrast. Conditions are much dorfer, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 42, 877(A) (1952).

SS. Q. Duntley, W. H. Culver, F. Richey, and R. W. Preisen-less severe at the Diamond Island Field Station, where dorfer, J. Opt. Soc. Am. (to be published).
This page is reproduced at the

1 back of the report by a different
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ters the water and is absorbed somewhere beneath the depth. A theoretical proof of the existence of character-
surface. Daylight is the principal source of energy for istic diffuse light (asymptotic radiance distribution) in
the sea, supplying it with heat and supporting its natural waters has been given by Preisendorfer2 4 and
ecology through photosynthesis. Nearly half of the ir- confirmatory experimental data in other natural waters
radiation is infrared, most of which is absorbed within have been obtai ied by Jerlov and Fukuda25  and
a meter of the surface. As much as one-fifth of the day- Sasaki."
light may be ultrayiolet and this can penetrate some-
what more deeply if the concentration of dissolved or- Depth Profiles of Underwater Radiance
ganic decomposition products ("yellow substance") is
low. Fortunately, the peak of the solar spectrum is not the os uable rapica r n the dis-
far from the wavelength (480 mg) of greatest trans- rtribution of daylight radiance in the sea is a family ofparecy n clar ceanwatr. lue-ree ligt, ep- radiance distribution profiles like those in Fig. 23. Con-parency in clear ocean water. Blue-green light, rep_

resenting less than one-tenth of the total incident solar
power, penetrates so deeply into the sea that it has been DEPTH (ATTNuATION LENGTHS)
detected photoelectrically below 600 m. Visibility, im- To_ , T .
portant to inhabitants of the underwater world, is pos-
sible chiefly because of this blue-green light.

Directional Distribution of Daylight Underwater
Z

Sunlight entering at the surface becomes progressively n

more diffuse with depth until a state of diffusion is -NTH
reached which (1) is characteristic of the water mass,
(2) is independent of the solar altitude and the pre- \
vailing sky condition, and (3) is invariant with further Xo*

increases in depth unless optically different water is en- ,, ,
countered. This behavior of daylight in water, a sub- Z o0 90

ject of conjecture for more than 30 years, was probably 0
first definitively postulated by Whitney2".- in brilliant Cspeculations based neither upon adequate radiance dis- io4

tribution data nor upon a valid theoretical analysis but Z so

chiefly upon insightful interpretations of irradiance NADIR

measurements. Whitney's hypothesis could not be con- Co I
firmed until 1957, when an eight-year experimental
program, initiated by the author and conducted in its
later stages chiefly by several of his colleagues, culmin- 100
ated in the definitive radiance distribution data of
Tylern These data were obtained with superlative
equipment representing nearly a decade of apparatus io- 0 2 3 4
development. The experiments were conducted in a 0 0 o 30 40 50 60 70

mountain lake containing optically uniform water of DEPTH (METERS)

very great depth. This lake (Pend Oreille, Idaho) was FIG. 23. Depth profiles of underwater apparent radiance for
used only after many futile attempts had been made to several paths of sight (i.e., zenith angles) in the plane of the sun on

a clear, calm, cloudless, sunny day (28 April 1957) at Pend Oreille,find sufficiently uniform, deep water at sea and in other Idaho. The circles denote data by Tyler (see reference 23). The
lakes. Even at Pend Oreille optical uniformity occurs solar zenith angle was 33.4'. The submerged photoelectric radiance
only for a few days during the spring of each year. The photometer measured blue light by means of an RCA 931A multi-

plier phototube equipped with a Wratten No. 45 filter; its field of
Pend Oreille data show an unmistakable, systematic view was circular and 6.6' in angular diameter. The water was
trend toward the formation of a characteristic (or nearly uniform in its optical properties; i.e., the attenuation length
asymptotic) distribution of underwater daylight radi- (as measured by means of a light beam transmissometer having atungsten source, an RCA 931A phototube, and a Wratten No. 45
ance. A series of figures developed from Tyler's tabu- filter) was 2.52 m/In just beneath the surface and increased very
lated Pend Oreille data71 and described in the section slightly at a steady rate to 2.62 m/ln at a depth of 61 m; that is to

say, the change in attenuation length with depth was barely
which follows summarize this experimental evidence for detectable. Additional families of radiance profiles in vertical
the asymptotic radiance distribution hypothesis and illus- planes at other azimuths can be constructed from Tyler's tables,
trate the progressive transformation of the light field which also provide corresponding data for overcast conditions. All

such sets of profiles are remarkably similar at great depth. Parallel
from the sunny condition near the surface to the char- profiles signify that the radiance distribution has its asymptotic
acteristic diffuse distribution which prevails at great form.

" L. V. Whitney, J. Marine Research 4, 122 (1941). 24 R. W. Preisendorfer, J. Marine Research 18, 1 (1959).
" L. V. Whitney, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 31, 714 (1941). ii N. G. Jerlov and M. Fukuda, Tellus 12, 348 (1960).
", J. E. Tyler, Bull. Scripps Inst. Oceanog. 7, 363 (1960). 26T. Sasaki, Bull. Japan. Soc. Sci. Fisheries 28, 489 (1962).
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SEP74 IATrENUATION LENGOT4S)cocp cmlelyeqain th
0.24 40 2 0 20 24 2404 concept more completely. Differential equations for the

radiance attenuation functions have been evolved by
Preisendorfer.2

S0200 Attenuation Function for Scalar Irradiance

The slope of a vertical profile of scalar irradiance k (z),
---- ----- a radiometric quantity measurable by means of a spheri-

0o50 cal diffuse collector, is called the attenuation function for
I ' OR ST•AUA IRRIUNCE0 scalar irradiance at depth z and is denoted by k(z). This

function is shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 24. The
10 '0 30 40 5 o 0 o 0 o 90 ,00 110 o20 limiting value k(co) of k(z) is a convenient experimen-

4 OEP,, (METERS tal parameter for describing the optical properties of
Fir. 24. The solid curves are radiance attenuation functions the sea because (1) k(z) approaches its asymptotic value

(i.e., slopes) of the depth profiles of apparent radiance in Fig. 23.
The circled points are from Tyler's attenuation function tables at less depth than do the radiance attenuation functions,
(see reference 23). The dashed curve is the attenuation function and (2) it is easier to measure. Figure 25 shows a water-
for scalar irradiance; i.e., the slope of the depth profile of scalar clarity meter proposed by the author and constructed
irradiance, a radiometric quantity proportional to the response of
a spherical diffuse collector such as that at the top of the instru-
ment pictured in Fig. 25. The transformation of the light field to
its asymptotic form is illustrated by the convergence of the
radiance attenuation functions to a common, steady value at
sufficient depth.

ceptually, each curve represents the results of lowering
vertically into the sea a radiance photometer having
a fixed zenith angle and azimuth. The unique utility
of such profiles arises from the fact that the contrast
transmittance of any path of sight in the day-lighted
sea is given by the ratio of the apparent background
radiances at the terminals of the path multiplied by the
beam transmittance of the path [see Eq. (8)]. This
important general theorem is rigorously true despite any
degree of stratification or nonhomogeneity possessed
by the water and despite any amount of nonuniformity
in the lighting throughout the path of sight. Radiance
distribution profiles like those in Fig. 23 enable the
apparent background-radiance ratio to he read for any
pair of terminal points regardless of the shape of the
profile.

In Fig. 23 each curve is nearly, but not quite, straight
and nearly, but not quite, parallel with its fellows.
When, at sufficient depth, all of the profiles are parallel,
the asymptotic radiance distribution prevails.

Radiance Attenuation Functions

The inverse slope of the semilogarithmic underwater
radiance distribution profiles in Fig. 23 is called the
radiance attenuation function. It is symbolized by
K(z,0,,), where z refers to depth, 0 specifies the zenith FiG. 25. Water-clarity meter for measuring depth profiles of

angle of the radiance photometer, and 0 denotes its scalar irradiance h(z) and attenuation coefficient a(z) at sea. The
azimuth. Figure 24, developed from similar ones by hollow, translucent, white sphere at the top of the instrument is

the collector for the measurement of scalar irradiance. Attenuation
Preisendorfer,27 ,* is a plot of the radiance attenuation is measured by means of a highly collimated beam of light, pro-
functions (slopes) of the radiance profiles shown in Fig. duced by a projector in the lower compartment, which travels
23. The curves in Fig. 24 have been extrapolated beyond upward to a photoelectric telephotometer in the upper chamber.

Baffles are used to minimize the effect of daylight in near surface
the greatest depth explored by Tyler's measurements in measurements. The use of multiplier phototubes enables this

order to illustrate the asymptotic radiance distribution equipment to produce profiles o scalar irradiance at depths
Rsreater than 10 attenuation lengths. A pressure transducer is

27 R, W. Preisendorfer, Scripps Inst. Oceanog. Ref. 58-59, incorporated in the instrument to indicate its depth. Due to the
(1958). spherical nature of the irradiance sensor, the orientation of the"28 R. W. Preisendorfer, Scripps Inst. Oceanog. Ref. 58-60, instrument is not important; it can, if desired, be oriented hori-
(1958). zontally (see reference 29).
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ented lin varlious dirct ions is merely a Lgroup of parallel
straigh1t lilies having a slopie eorrt-sjpontling to k( o), the

- - - L <. -lnimitiiig valu e of tie at tenuat ion function for s dlar ir-
-160 -120 -60 c 60 i1,0 I" raldianlce. lin most ocean wvalcr the irradiawce II(z,--)

ZENI TH ANG&-E WEtir-(EESt On theC uppe)(r surface of at horizontal planie at ln epth

I
2 () .2. ITn, I erwater radiance (list ri iu tions in ber tilite of tile, iah Irihl elI ie sC-ata ~eirdac

Sunil iti a clear, su-nnY day at depths of 4.24, 16.6, 29.0, 41.3 537, H(-,+) onl tile Iov. r surfaice oi the samne plianc; ftc ir--
atid 60.1 ni, respectively. Thle circles denote data h~v'FTver (scc radiance on pilanes orifentedl in aLlt other (directionts ait
reference 23) at Pend breitte, Idaho, 28 April 1957 Thel( solar this dep-1 th lies betweenl II (z,---) and Ii(z,-4-)ý
zenith angle wits 33.4* For addiitional extierinicilta! details see
Fig. 2.3. At the shallowest depth mieasured (4.24 tit), tile icak of At lesser ideptiths, where the underwater radiance i is-
the radtianner distribution is at a slight te greater zvn iti allici - than trbtillion IdepartIs frontii s asvmptoit 1c form, the scmIli

reiracte(I ravs from the sun (24.4) see Fig. 29. At proiigcssivete
gris icr depthis the distribution becomes less sharply peaked and loga nith miei irradiiance prollies ditii r sorn,.witlat from
tie ixmur m moves toward zero, zenith anigle 'hb rad ianice d is- litral I Id isi a nd st raighncs Suc petubtin(ae
tribu ho i is itearty in its aisvouj itot ic formn at 00.1 111, titbe gri ii (4 h owcv-Xr, coinIiparaIi vt-Iv mininor anid for mttaniy ltiii ol)05s
d ept h at: Nliich dat a were Laken . Correspiondintg t reink aps qilcill

rintilar plots of idata iititaimed bx' Sasaki it- ocean N atvi'crear Jap an thIiey aret negl igible.- I-or exam 1)1 e, some of tife athtinua-
(see reference 26) and inl (ultmar fjord !ut' jcris-, and I-uk ca lionl (uns tions at at dlepth of 2.5 f, onl anl overcast day
(see reference 25).

by his colle-agues,2 9 which measures stiniultaneous verti- T-7--. T I

cal. profiles of scalar irradiance h(z) and attenuation
coellucient as(z) in routine oeeanographic stirveys.

Shapes of the Underwater Radiance Distribution ~ 1Mt5

Thle slialucIs of at typuictl family of underwaiter taiuhiao,,cs

greater depthIs are shown biy Fig. 26, which Itilue tlit(,
sanit- datak plotted ili F-ig. 23. At shallow (it-Iit lilt' Ih K---.
trihution is sharply peaked, approximately- in tit(- dirt(
I ion of the- refractt-d rays, from Ih ýlt51. At ill(rcaeisiiglv
greater dethttIs the dist ribiution biecomes less silarpIN\
peaked and the( nuioximuni rnovts, Irogrt-ss:.VVy tt wi ri
tht- zeit-hl. T'he ilutrige in ttirve shape is Iuette d'~u 2 - h

trate( Iv Fi ig. 27, vdh-rcin the uupicr four cuirv-is of Jigý I. 2
i( 2T lthi iiý igiiiu titi. iiii lii 1111 io Lt.i -iiiilltl

torve:ý for dctlj'ti 10 i~,6, 29.0, aod 11. n i flolul 15g 20i lami:
26 have' locCI Stpuerirnpost-li ;it tIlt-in rcpt-si-tix r lilix~iim 1)"en miitiiililtll tat i-jir rc~jwct-l to, IIiti in otI c ii

1
, I lllare

TIhe lowir Iwo I rvts. Iti Jig. 20i (Io not aIllitir lin F-ig. iti-ir ;hapv-5It,- ihelraian(, or, ( b(Sfr dethstl 53, lild (it, tl altc

27 lietaui-c tht ir -huipi ibisý not ditfur front that Of Ilti '"t ,i' im" %ikithtill it,, hiiiii -- i-'tpi-lirili il ierrorritit-j

Iiiixioii'ii (i~f Illt iqre,- tis liol, ltw ti tactici Zt'il zt-16ili aiiglt

k. R k ,( Austin, liij ll t/t I tciallig. Nei. 59-9, (t1959). at thiv dcpti mitt d ;0 II ilgng ill .,C,0 ýugng l IM ilIM ! lalie; S". FI;. 28
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OEPTH ATTENUATION LENGTHS Is;daylight in the sea diminish rapidly with depth. Con-
0 4 s 12 16 20 24 trast reduction along incllncd paths of sight through
I I I T7T_- optically uniform water are treated after certain general

principles have been discussed.

25- General case. A completely general phenomenological
a treatment of the reduction of apparent contrast by any

W scattering and absorbing medium has been given by

020o the author and two of his colleagues in an earlier paper"'

concerned with the atmosphere; Eq. (1) through (10)

0 of that paper and the discussions which accompany
1t5 • them apply also to the reduction of contrast along all

4 underwater paths of sight, and the notation employed
I- in reference 31 has been used throughout the present
w1 0 paper, except that z is used to denote depth (rather than

0 altitude) and is positive from the sea surface downward.

5 - Although, in the interest of brevity, only one [Eq. (7)]
of those equations is discussed here, they constitute the

"., foundation for all of the relations which follow in this
o paper.
0 20 40 60 so '00 ,20 Equation (7) in reference 31 states that the ratio of

DEPTH (METERSi the apparent contrast C,(z,O,O) of an object at distance
FiG. 28. Illustrating how the peaks of the underwater daylight r from an observer at depth z along a path of sight hay-

radiance distributions shown in Fig. 26 shift toward zero zenith ing zenith angle 0 and azimuth 4 to the inherent con-
angle with increasing depth. At shallow depths in these data the
peak occurs at a greater zenith angle than the direction (under- trast Co(ze,O,q) of a target at depth zt is
water) of rays from the sun. The extrapolated (dashed) portion of
the curve suggests that a depth of more than 100 m is required to Cr(Z,0*)/Co(Z,,O,4o) =
bring the peak to zero zenith angle; i.e., to complete the trans- T,(ZO4l)b.Vt(ZgOck)/b.Vr(zOdk), (8)
formation of the light field to its asymptotic form.

where T,(z,0,0) is the beam transmittance of the path
(28 August 1959) at Diamond Island were K(2.5,) of sight for image-forming light and b.Vo(Zi,0,)/

0.067 In/ft, k(2.5)=0.063 ln/ft, K(2.5,+)=0.051 ln/ft, ... ,(z,0,qS) is the ratio of the apparent radiances of the
and a(2.5)=0.18 lIn/ft. background at the terminals of the path of sight. This

equation is rigorously true despite any amount of non-
Contrast Transmittance uniformity in the water or in its lighting. Profiles of

Introduction. Underwater sighting ranges are always underwater radiance, such as those in Fig. 23, provide
short comparedwith sighting ranges in clear air. Nearly the two background radiance values required by Eq. (8)
all objects, therefore, subtend so large a visual angle and the beam transmittance can be found from a pro-
when seen underwater that the exact size of the object file of attenuation length by means of Eq. (16) in ref-
is of almost no consequence. Except for very tiny ob- erenre 31. It should be noted that the beam transmit-
jects or the fine details of larger ones, underwatet sight- tance T,(z,0,0) must include the factor Ln1z)!n(zt)] 2

ing ranges depend almost entirely upon the contrast required by geometrical optics when the refractive in-
transmittance of the path of sight when ample daylight dex n(z) of the medium at the observer differs from that
prevails. Along horizontal paths of sight dark objects at the target n(zt), as in the case of underwater obser-
(such as black-suited swimmers) approach detection vation through a flat face plate or a plane window.
threshold near the distance 4/a(z) when viewed against Uniform water. If the underwater path of sight lies
a water background, although bright objects (including entirely within a single optically uniform stratum and if
light sources) can be seen further.30 For objects of suf- the profile of monochromatic apparent radiance (see
ficient angular size, horizontal daylight sighting ranges Fig. 23) can be approximated by a straight line and rep-
underwater are remarkably similar to horizontal day- resented by the differential equation
light sighting ranges in the atmosphere if both are ex-
pressed in attenuation lengths. This quantitative simi- dX (z,0) /dr K (-,0,0) cosOX (z,0,0), (9)
larity does not hold, however, when the path of sight is where r cos0=z,-z, Eq. (10) of reference 31 can be re-
inclined either upward or downward because water, placed by differential equations of transfer for spectral
unlike air, absorbs light so strongly that all aspects of field radiance

, Along any undervater path of sight a remarkable proportion d.Y(z,O,4),/dr= .Y,(z,O,¢)-a(z).Y(z,0,€), (10)
of the objects ordinarily encountered can he seen at limiting ranges (10)
between 4 and 5 times the distance 1/ca(z)-K(z,O,0) cs0], re- " .
gardless of their size or thc background against which they appear, t S. Q. Duntlev, A. R. Iloilcau, and R. W. Preisendorfer, J. Opt.
providet ample daylight prevails [see Eqs. (14) and (15)]. Soc. Am. 47, 499 (1957).
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trast to the apparent spectral contrast is found to be course of early experiments as illustrated, in part, by
Figs. 30 and 31.

=o (Z 0A , A-[. L0,) Horizontal palhs of sight. Along horizontal paths of

sight cos 0=0 in Eqs. (9), (12), (14), (15), and (16),
X{--exp[a(z)r--K(z,0,0)r cos0]). (14) which show that both the apparent radiance and the

If bNo(z~,0,,)=N(z 1,0,0), as in the special case of an apparent contrast of objects seen horizontally under-

object suspended indeep water, Eq. (14) reduces to a water change with distance in a manner dependent on

a but not on K. When cos 0=0, Eq. (10) indicates that

C1(z,O,4) = Co(z0,0,4) some unique equilibrium radiance N,(z,7'/2,O) must

Xexp[-a(z)r+K(z,0,4)r cos0]. (15) exist at each point such that the loss of radiance within

the horizontal path segment is balanced by the gain,
Whenever the underwater daylight radiance distri- i.e.,

bution has, effectively, its asymptotic form, the radi-
ance attenuation function K(z,0,0) is a constant, in- 2q(z,½Td)/dr=O=N.(zr,ck)(z)2(Z,7r,) (17)

dependent of z, 0, and 0. Equation (15) may then be Even in nonuniform water there is an equilibrium radi-
written ance for each element of horizontal path although this

C,(z,0*,)/Co(z,,0,4,)=exp[-a+K cos0)]r. (16) may differ from point to point. Inclined paths of sight

do not have a true equilibrium radiance, as will be clear

The right-hand member of Eq. (16), sometimes called from Eq. (9), but they possess an exponential counter-

the contrast reduction factor, is independent of 0, the part which is illustrated by the diagonal dashed line

azimuth of the path of sight. This and other implica- in Fig. 29.
lions of Eq. (16) were discovered by the author in the A method32 for measuring the attenuation coefficient

100 S0C - -I'D10

so _1 -0.0
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FIG. 30. Interrelated experiments from the September 1948 series at the Diamond Island Field Station:
(Left) Semilogarithmic depth profile of scalar irradiance obtained by lowering a 6-in.-diameter, air-filled,
hollow, translucent, opal glass sphere having a photovoltaic cell sealed in an opening at its bottom. The
straightness of the curve indicates optical homogeneity of the water and a depth invariant attenuation
coefficient k(z) =0.066 In/ft. (Center) Semilogarithmic plot of the absolute apparent contrast of a horizontal,
flat, white target lowered vertically beneath a telephotometer mounted in a small, hooded, glass-bottomed
boat; calm water, clear sky, low sun. The long, straight portion of the curve illustrates Eq. (15) and its slope
indicates that a(z)+K(z,or,O) =0.247 In/ft. Because the sun was low the radiance distribution was approxi-
mately asymptotic, so that K(z,r,0) -k(z) -0.066 In/ft and, by subtraction a(z) =0.181 In/ft or the attenua-
tion length 1/a= 5.5 ft/In. (Right) Two semilogarithmic plots of apparent contrast vs target distance along
60*-downward-sloping paths of sight for black targets (lower portion) and white targets (upper portion)
have been combined to demonstrate (1) that the apparent contrast is exponentially attenuated with target
distance at the same space rate for both light targets and dark targets, (2) that this space rate is independent
of azimuth, and (3) that Eq. (16) is valid. All four paths of sight have the same zenith angle, 0= 150*, but
the azimuth angles relative to the plane of the sun are 4,-=0 (circled points) and o-450 (crosses), 4,095°

(diamonds) and -= 1350 (squares). The (lashed straight lines are-constructed parallel and, in accordance
with Eq. (16), they have a slope 0.181-0.066 cosl5 0°=0.214 In/ft. These lines were passed through the
uppermost datum point of each series without regard to the lower points; the lines are provided solely to
facilitate judgment of the slope and linearity of the data. Photographic underwater telephotometry; green
light, calm water, clear sky, low sun.

'2 S. Q. Duntley, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 37, 994(A) (1947) and U. S. Patent No. 2,661,650.
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°00 0 T t ciplcs discussed in this paper were discovered or genera-

lizcd early in the course of these experiments. The data
60 guided a collaborative development of the foregoing
0 \e(luations by Dr. Rudolph W. Preisendorfer and the

3 \-auth or.a3-33

Experiments were conducted concurrently in lakes
2C - and at sea almost from the beginning because optical

\ aBSOLUtE -contrast principles can be explored better and more inexpensively
to- in lakes whereas the magnitude of the optical constants

, \of ocean waters can be measured only at sea. Most of
the data used in this paper to illustrate principles were
obtained at a field station established by the author in

4 -1948 at Diamond Island in Lake Winnipesaukee, New
E DGE Hampshire. Examples of data from the field station are

2 R \o provided in Fig. 30. These data, taken from the 1948
series, illustrate several important principles which are
implied and summarized by Eq. (16). Figure 30 shows
that the attenuation coefficients k (z) and a (z) obtained
by means of a depth profile of scalar irradiance and

0.8 measurements of the apparent radiance of a white ob-
06 ject lowered vertically (in the manner of a Secchi disk)

o, can be used with Eq. (16) to predict the apparent con-

trast of any object, black or white, along various un-
derwater paths of sight. Measurements of apparent con-

02 - trast with highly refined photoelectric equipment have
been made along many paths of sight and under many
kinds of lighting conditions in the course of the field

0 5 to 0 s 20 25 30 35 station experiments; all of these experiments support
"T Er OISTANCE (FEET) the validity of Eqs. (15) and (16).

Fic. 31. Comparison of apparent absolute contrast with ap- The water-clarity meter pictured in Fig. 25 produces
parent edge contrast of white targets for two horizontal under- a profile of scalar irradiance similar to that shown in
water paths of sight having azimuths relative to the direction of Fig. 30 and, therefore, a measure of k(z); it also ienas-
the sun of 950 (crosses) and 135' (circles), respectively. The three
lines are parallel and correspond to an attenuation length ures the attenuation coefficient a(z), providing, thereby,
l/a=5.65 ft/In. The data are of 24 September 1948 at Diamond the necessary input information for using Eq. (16) to
Island. Photographic telephotometry; green filter, calculate contrast reduction, since K= k(z).

Telephotometry of either black or white targets along
a(z) is suggested by Eq. (17) and the fact that in op- any two paths of sight having different inclinations
tically uniform water N(zi =N(z,-ro); thus (i.e., zenith angle 0) yields two values of the contrast

attenuation coefficient (a-K cos0) from which a and
)(18) K can be found. The use of a horizontal path for de-

In Eq. (18), N*(z,12r,o) can be approximated by the termining a, and a downward vertical path for deter-
apparent radiance of a very black object, such as an mining a+K, is often a convenient choice.
opening in a small black box, located at a unit distance Absolute contrast. The water immediately surround-
which is small compared with the attenuation length, ing a submerged white object sometimes appears. to
and N(z,37r,o) is the apparent radiance of the unre- glow. This effect is caused by the intense small-angle
stricted water background. This technique is especially forward scattering of light which is reflected by the
convenient for documenting conditions in underwater target in directions adjacent to that of the observer.
photographv by daylight. The value of a(z) so obtained The effect is most noticeable when a strongly lighted
agrees precisely with data obtained by (1) properly de- white object is observed against a dark background.
signed light beam transmissometers, (2) measurements The apparent radiance of the scattered glow has been
of the apparent contrast of underwater objects observed found to be atteniated at the same space rate as the
along horizontal paths of sight, and (3) underwater target itself; this is shown by Fig. 3. wherein the semi-
telephotometry of the apparent radiance of the surface logarithmic attenuation curves for apparent absolate
of a distant submerged frosted incandescent lamp or contrast and apparent edge contrastare parallel. Apparent
other diffusely emitting source. absolute contrast is relative to the apparent background

Field experiments. Experimental explorations of the 3 S. Q. Duntley, Proc. Armed Forces-Natl. Research Council
distribution of daylight in the sea and underwater image Vision Committee 23, 123 (1949); 27, 57 (1950); 28, 60 (1951).

tS. Q. Duntley and R. W. Preisendorfer, MIT Rept. NSoritransmission phenomena were begun by the author in 07864 (1952). ,
1948 and are still in progress. Most of the physical prin- .1 R. W. Preisendorfer, Scr;',ps Inst. Oceanog. Ref. 58.42 (1957).
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radiance that would be observed if the target were ab- ,o ATT,/CBIC METER, MLLIM'CRON

sent; apparentredge contrast is relative to the apparent o --- - -T - 7
background radiance which appears immediately ad- r MONOCHROMATIC

IPOWER ABSORBED PER
jacent to the target. Ordinarily, few underwater ob -.. UIOFVOLUME00- UNIT OF VOLUME

jects are white enough to cause the two types of con-
trast to differ significantly. WhVlen the glow is prominent, 0oo

absolute contrast is usually the more meaningful meas-
nre of object detectability, but a full treatment of this

topic can be made only in context with details con- IRRADIANCE

cerning the characteristics of the detector (eye, camera, 0

etc.), a matter beyond the scope of this paper. 400

Absorption 5oo0 . 'o_ 'o, o o 6_ ' S- I

If radiant power in the sea is to be useful for heating WATTs/souARE METER, MILLIMICRON

on.G. 32. Superimposed semilogarithmic plots of monochromatic
or for photosynthesis it must be absorbed. The mono- downwelling irradiance vs depth and monochromatic radiant
chromatic radiant power absorbed per unit of volume power absorbed per unit of volume vs depth illustrate the (approxi-

at any depth depends upon the amount of power re- mate) relation between these quantities expressed by Eq. (20).
- bMonochromatic downwelling irradiance is the total mono-

ceivtt by the volume element and the magnitude of chromatic radiant power per unit of area received by the upper
the absorpt ion coefficient; i.e., upon the product of the surface of a horizontal plane at arbitrary depth z. The product of

scalar irradiance and the volume absorption coefficient.3 6  this irradiance and its depth attentuation function (slope of its
depth profile) is, within about 2%, equal to the monochromatic

A more frequently useful relation"7 has been evolved as jrower absorbed per unit of volume. Thus, at a depth of 50 m in

follows: The net inward flow of radiant power to any Fig. 32, 11(50, -)=6.3X10 3 \V/(nW , re2m), K(50, -)=0.114

element of volume dr in any horizontal lamina of thick- In//m, anddP(50)/dv=(6.3Xl0-)(0.ll4)=7.2XlO-
4 W/(ml, m).

Neither of the curves in this figure represent specific experimental
ness dz at depth z in the sea is data, but the irradiance profile is typical of the Pacific Ocean off

California. The presence of a deep scattering layer is shown below
dP(z) d 350 m.

-- -- {(H:,-)J~, +)1
dv dz be used to measure dP(z)/dv by means of Eq. (19) in

(+d I//(, --) H(z, (9) turbid waters for which (1-[JI(z,+)/H(z,--)]} is noti? (19) negligible.
CONCLUSION

rhe ratio It(z,+)/H(z,-), sometimes called the re- Although no research program is ever fully completed
flectionfunction of water, has been found by experiment and the author hopes to participate in studies of light
to be virtually independent of depth and to have a in the sea for many years to come, the investigations
value of 0.02-4-0.01 for most natural waters unless large which, with many colleagues, have been made thus far,
quantities of suspended matter are present; the re- coupled with the findings of other workers all over the
flection function is rigorously independent of depth world, have produced a sufficient quantitative under-
when the underwater daylight radiance distribution has standing of the optical properties of ocean water and
its asymptotic form in optically uniform water. To the the behavior of underwater light to provide scientific
extent to which 2% effects are negligible, Eq. (19) guidance and optical engineering methods for those
becomes persons whose interests or occupations involve light in

the sea.
dP(z)/dv : H(z,--)K(z,-), (20) ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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at any depth in the sea can be measured simply by persons to permit complete acknowledgment here.
lowering an upward-facing, diffusely collecting, flat Special mention should be made, however, of the irm-

photocell and determining the product of the magni- portant technical contributions of Dr. David L.
tude and slope of the resulting profile of downwelling MacAdam, Willard P. Greenwood. Capt. Dayton R. E.
irradiance, as illustrated by Fig. 32. Brown, Professor George E. Russell, John Frankovitch,

Alternatively, the quantity {H(z,-)-H(z,±)} can Frederick C. Spooner, Robert W. Sandberg, Walter

be measured directly by lowering an assembly of two Rutkowski, Robert J. Uhl, Frances Richey, Dr.
diffusely collecting, flat photocells mounted back to Rudolph W. Preisendorfer, Roswell W. Austin, Almerian

back so that one faces upward and the other downward. R. Boileau, John E. Tyler, Justin J. Rennilson, William
Such an assembly, sometirres called a janus cell, can Hadley Richardson, Dr. William H. Culver, Theodore

J. Petzold, Charles W. Saunders, Jr., Sidney Lindroth,
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FIELD TEST OF A SYSTE-I FOR
PREDICTING VISIBILITY BY SWIlMERS

FROM IMEASUREMENTS OF THE CLARITY OF NATURAL WATERS

S. Q. Duntley, J. E. Tyler, and J. H. Taylor

I. MlTRODUCTION AND SU•MARY

1. Introduction

A continuing program concerned with the visibility of submerged

objects has been in progress within the Visibility Laboratory for more

1,2than a decade. Early experimental and theoretical work provided a

basis for predicting visibility by swimmers from instrumental mea-

surements of water clarity. Further investigations, theoretical

and experirneital, and instrumental developments of many kinds verified

and extended the original work and enabled this Laboratory to provide

the U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office with an accurate water clarity

3 4meter and nomographic charts for the interpretation of its readings

in terms of the limiting range at which swimmers can sight any flat,

horizontal object lying on the bottom of the sea.

Duntley, S. Q., "Interim Report on Exploratory Studies of the Physical
Factors which Influence the Visibility of Submerged Objects," Minutes
and Proceedings Armed Forces-NPZ VisJ on Cormittec, 23d meeting,
March 191,9 (p. 123).

2 Duntley, S. Q., "The Visibility of Subrerged Objects;" Final Report
under Contract NSori-O7831, NSori-07861., and NObs-50378; ;ugust 1952.

3 '.ustin, R. It., "Wtiter Clarity Motor Operating and Mainten&nce
Instructions," SIO Ref. No. 59-9, Visibility Laboratory, Univ. of
Calif., La Jolla, Contract NOba-72092, February 1959.

4 Dunticy, S. 0.., "Nomographs for Cal-elating Visibility by Swimmers,"
Report No. 3-1, May 1958, Contract .Obs-72039.
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In proxriding the Navy, with water clarity measuring equipma:nt and •

the associat,(:d nmographic charts, the Laboratory has a responsuibility

for providing evidence of the over'-ll validity of the ,,stem. A care-

ful review of all experimental evidence relative to the components of

the system disclosed that (1) %o sufficiently critical test of an

undcnrater oi-,hting ranrC predliction hiad ever been made and (2) that

experiments with carlier instruments showed a disturbing lack of close

agreement between the apparent contrast of underwater objects calculated

by means of the cont-ast reductiLon equation and corresponding values of

apparcrt contrast. m,ýeasured directly with photogrn:p b-or photoelectric

telephotometers.- There is, however, considerable evidence that the

equation is valid when supplied with water clarity constants derived

from direct contrast reduction measurements.

1.2 The New Water Clarity Mdeter

The lack of close agreement between the two methods for obtaining

the water clarity constants was believed to be attributable to pertur-

bations of the underwater light-field due to the presence of the target,

if large, and to the presence of the measuring apparatus. Both water

clarity meter readings and telephotometer observations are affected,

but, ordinarily to different extents. There is, moreover, a perturbation

of the undersater light-field by the presence of the swimmer in the case

of visual target 3ightings. Agreement between the different methods

for measurint, water clarity constants and their applicability to sightirng

rýngc predictions requires that the kffectivo perturbation of the

light-field match in AI three instanc~s.
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During the design of tho now water clarity meter for th Nvy,

13.R. W.1 Preiscnclorfcr of the Visibility Laboratoi'y was5 a'ked to

make a. theoreti cal explo ration of undo ivate r lignt-fi did pertuirbatio.ns.

5
His resaults, wh-ich rclate to effucts due to trie prosence of tho target

on 1., wcre used to establish deý3ign criteria for the new instrument.

Great care was exercised to .-(-,duce tho perturbat ions far below those of

any previous hydrophotor~ieter and to endeavor to match the- residual t:ffects

with those which are always produced by the prescene of a htuman observer.

1.3 The Field Test.

It was necessary, obviouisly, to conduct a field test to ascortain

whether the intent of the istrumenta2. des~ign had been succerijfully

reali~zed, i.e., to see if the water clar-ity constants obtain'ýd by means

of the instnzment provide a vali~d measure of contrast reduction as seenk

by swimmers or as observed wi th a telephotometer. A field tc-st for

this purpose was conducted al. the, Diamond Island Field Station of

the Visibility L~aboratory durin-g the summor of 1958 and is described

in this report. The sutooessful result constitutes evidence that the

clarity meter and nomnograph method for predicting underwater sighting

range works. as a system.

The ;(j- measuring equipment osed for the field test, embodied tne

sameý basic optical design as tkýhe water clari21ty meter constructed for

the Nlavy. In the field test the K-. iea~urinp, portion of the water clarity

5Preioeadorfer,, R. W,,) "A General1 Thbeory of Perturbed Light Fields
with Application to Forward Scattering Effects Ln Beam Transmiittncee
Measurements," 310 Ref. 58-37, Visibility Laboratory, Univ. of Calif.,
La Jolla, Contract NObs-72092, I May 1958.
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PiLried by ncauingtho vclti~d- '-rtadicit of downlwc 1llt",iradanc

thi s ,iiz;cc e.poli~shed by mcre, an upward facing photovoitaic ccll

covcrord by a matte~-surfaced i-nrg pl-ate-. which, by t st., evaluated

fILIX .1n propo rti-on t~o the. (,o: ~it' t~he arigJie of -ý.ncidornec,,hu

me-,asuring the i rra,,icdiace on t e1face of' the plate. ,b-,orpticon- filtors

were usEd to correct, the phot, r, to photop-ic responsc.

Contrast rueItiction wa3 in va by meansr of an undenxratcr photo-

elect r t tclophotome ter j.n a. Crcirfully- pre pza red prtbtin- :rlxzed

raunýnLrj-d coinpared wi.4`b vai~aes prcediccted by theor7y on the ci

of data fro~m thc waýter ol2ýrity meter,, Concurrenitly, unlderwaitr sig-htin:g

ranges were de~tenniried un~e~r ixcntical viowing co-nd~it~ion),s by e-i

oxciecdobserver and ct~mpa!¶-ed( with ranges predi-zI)ed f rGIm theý ".ater

clarity mete~r readings.

1, 5 C'oncI cFi -ns5

ALl1 of the dntta ;ire irl CXCellen c.t a~reet thyc utit c

eOxpcnim~ertai evidence that,

(1I the new water clari~tl mt provides va-lueis of t'e (- ater

clarity constants, 2(K and K., whic'Lh rlre valid for predicin -1,

appare-nt contrast of under-wate- %bjects by means of equati.'on (U), --nd

(2) the sighting range,(s Fprn-ic~ted by the; nomographic chartls r

Swhen lbased upon valves of -,,( and K from the new water clarity

meter.
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2. MEASU1EMENTS OF AP3PAIIFNT (.NTRAST

2.1 Introduction

ID. was 'covered eyxperimentally during Visibility Laboratory
i 2,6

unde ater exjperiments jj 19%8 and subsequently derived analytically

that tho apparent contrs.st of any submerged object observed against

a deep-water background is reduced exponentially as the object-to-obser-

ver distance (r) is Inoreased along any path of sight having uniform

(homogeneous and isotropict optical properties, as follows:

-o( ,. -K cos Q) r
r o

Here C and C. are apparent contrast and inherent contrast respective±y.

The contrast attenuation coefficient is (Ck - K cos 9), where Q is

the zenith angle of the -path of sight and the water clarity cohstwnts

C( and K are, respectively, the volwue attenuation coefficient

and the diffuse atteonution coefficient.

The water clarity meter i designed to measure _- and K, and

these coefficients am also be obtained by measuring the contrast

attenuation coefficient (c( - K cos 9) for two or more paths cf sight,

having different zzn:ith angles 0. Conversely, the apparent contrast

of way object seen against a deep-water background can be measured

4 The constant 'A Is al3o sometimes referred to as the beam attenua-
ti•'n coefficient, gince it specifies the attenuation of a be;am of
photons.

6 Preisendorfer, R. "d., "Model for Radiance Distribution in Natural
Hydrosols," SIO Ref. 58.-42, VLsibility Laboratory, Univ. of Calif.,
La Jolla, Contract. N~ba-72092, 1 August 1959,
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at aýxy given object-to-observer distance or it can be calculated

'1`0m vu.lues cOf c-< and K from the water clarity meL:r. Tho field

test data will be presented in the latter fomi in this report since

apparent contrast (or alternative4,tlhe ccntrast reduction factor) is

regarded as the datun of primaiy significance.

The measurcments of apparent contrast, as well as the visual

sighting-rpnge aeai,%uruments described in section 3 of this report,

vwre made frco, a specially constructed barge having an underwater room

with windows 30 inches below the surface of the water. This research

barge, constructed in 1948 and depicted in references (1) and (2),

was equipped in 19149 with an underwater track extending 28 feet in

front of the window and supported at its outer end by a float. The

track carries a small car on which targets of any kind can be mounted.

This •xzique research facility has been used throughout the years for many

contr'1st. reduction studies and other researches in hydrologic optics.

The Diamond Island Field Station is a uniquely favorable site

for experLments of this type owing to the optical uwiformity of the

water (i.e., the lack of vertical stratification), to the constancy

of K and { , to the convenient degree of water clarity, the lack

of' bottom influence ort the light-field, and to several other favorable

factors. The tests described in this report were purformed at this

location for a small fraction of the cost of carrying out, the saione

work at sea.
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6,7 9
Zheory and experiment have demonstrated that the magnitude of the

diffuse attenuation coefficient K depends upon the distribution

of light within the water. During sunny weather the variation of K

with depth near the surface imy not be negligible. In order to

minimize any variation of K with depth and to enable more perfect

minimization of the effect of the presence of the barge on the under-

water light field, all of thi 1958 field tests were cr~nducted under

overcast skies or prior to sanrise. ITis choice of lighting condition .if
was realistic inasmuch as the nomographic charts are for objects

lying on the bottom where tI• lighting distribution often differs but

little between sunny and cloudy conditions.

2.2 Experimental Oet,-ils

The experimental equipment shown in Figure 1, consisted of ar.

underwater room with window:. 30 inches below the water surface. An

optical bench track 28 fect long was mounted outside one of the windows.

6 Preisendorfer, R. W., "Directly Obseriable Quantities for Light Fields

in Natural Hydrosols," SO Ref. 58-46, Visibility Laboratory, Univ. of
Calif.,La Jolla, Contract HObs-72092, July, 1958.

7 Preisendorfer, R. W., "Some Practical Consequences of the Asymptotic
Radiance Hypothesis," SIO Ref. 58-60, Visibility Laboratory, Univ.
of Calif., ta Jolla, Contreat NObs-72092, Septenber,1958.

8 Tyler, J. E,, Richardson, W. H., and Holmes, R. W., "The Optical

Properties of Ldake Pend Oreille," SIO Ref. 58-80, Visib lity
Laboratory, Univ. of Calif., La Jolla, 3 1)ecember 1958, Contract NObs-

72092.
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The outboard end of the track could be adjusted in depth to obtain

angles up to 450 from the horizontal. A snall cart on the track carried

the targot and could be manually adjusted to any desired path length

by means of rope A and the counterweight. The target itself was over-

weighted on the outboard oide of its hinge pin and cculd be raised

by rope B or allowed to fall back in a matter of seconds. In order to

reduce the perturbation of the light field, created by the presence

of the underwater room ard floats, the side C of the room facing

the optical bench was camouflaged with canvas painted to reflect a

luminance equal to equilibrium luminance in the horizontal direction.

In addition to this, a six-foot air path was provided by the air tube

to insure that the target-to-barge distance would be large for small

YV-th lengths r . The water between the air tube and the window was

shielded from light by means of a black cloth. The target was a metal

disc covered with black Norzon cloth which had previously been soaked

to remove any excess water-soluble dye. When this target was in

contact with the air tube window, the telephotometer reading was less

than 10 of the maximum reading 6f background luminance.

For inclined paths of sight ;z. auxiliary window was mounted

inside the room. Its angle corresponded to the angle of observation.

This auxiliaxy window provided an &.ir-.glass-water interface that was

perpendicular to the line of sight.

Measurements of apparent targCe. luminance Br and background

luminance B were made with a refl-,x telephotometcr employing a

931A multiplie, r phototube corrected for photopic response, a log-chassis
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and a Brown recording potentiometer. Calibration of the telephotometer

system was done on a special photometer bench using the inverse squAre

law to achieve a 105 range in light level. Three complete calibrations

were iun for the measurements reported here, one just before the

telephotometer measurements began, one on completion of the horizontal

path data and one on completion of the inclined path data. The known

instrument error revealed by these calibrations has beQn converted to

variability in 1.2 and is shown graphically in Figures 2 and

3 (dotted lines). As C-5 approaches 1 the precision of the

"black-target" experiment bccomes increasingly poor.

The angular field of view of the telephotcMeter was 1.050

(full cone angle). The target slightly more than filled this field

at the maximum path lengths.

A flat-plate irradiance collector (shown in Figure 1) was used

to obtain experimental values of the diffuse absorption coefficient

K and a.n hydrophotometer kfnot shown) was used to measure the

volume attenuation coefficient ýC in the vicinity of the target.

All the measurements were made using a bandwidth corresponding to

that of the C.I.E. luminosity curve.

Data were taken during periods, of r:lative calm ;nnrd also when

the sun was obscured by clouds or horizon. Since the ratio of

apparent luminance to background luminanco is independent of the

level of illhumination, data could be tak:rt und,3r variable lighting

Scondit~ ns by operating the target rapidly.
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2..3 llorizoiit~ai. P~hs of jht

!"or horizontai path:in o :-rght, • (9 9C' ),nd bhleck targets

(I30 - 0) Equation 1. prdict5 th.t the apparenit contrast Cr

will be cxponenti-ally attenuated at a rate determined by o* nlcne,

see Equation 2

-- O( 2 )

It can be scen from T:uctiton 2. that w1en B' 0 ,3" )

must 2q,,al 1 7and that the slope of *thc plot of 0 13 ) vs

0n semi-log paper (Figure 2) should be - c> , the volume

aLtenuation coefficient.

The points in the semi-log graph of Figure 2 are values of

(i -) computed from tel.ephotoincter data. The slight but

systeriatic denarture of the points from linearity is introduced

by perturbation of the light field, that is, shadowing of the

path near the air tube which rte.sults in va'lues cf T' that are

disproportionately low compared with B. The straight line of

Figure 2 Is; not drawn through the points but has a slope equal

to the numeric.l value of ( .49O/meter as measurcd with

the hydropholorietcr.

It c,3n be seen from Figure 2 thAt 2xk.pt for residual

pjrturbati Dn, the contrast, reduction is val-id for subrrfrf;ud
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hor'i, ,,ntai pAth5 ad tho, value of 4:zK, obt.o'inud wiýth our h'kiro-

'ahotomctotr can be used to predict apparent contrast alonlg such

2.4 Incldned Paths of Sigh'

For inclined paths of sight Equation I may be written

(.3

I -

Echation 3 predicts th lu for black t obgets seen along inciyncd

paths of sight the apparent contrast will be exponentially atTsonua-

ted at a rate deaepained by the expression e e a. -

.s before, when r - 0, ( mst be 1.

'The points of Figure 3 are. computed from telophotometer data

taken before smnrise and during a day of sometimes broken overcast,

with the track angle 0 set aLi, 121.20. Evidence of peIturbation

of the light field is now missing owing F~rtly to deeper operation

and pa",rl:,Iy to t he angle of the; traok. R's before, the straight

line is not drawn through the points but, has thý. num r-.icot>1 valuu

of (- 0x 4 COITPIutk~d froGM hydirophotomiAtc ltl" ot~O

of Cd-1(/ and flat-pl.at, det.CePTminations of II In this e 'ase t.

a'vc r'ago* vilue of C, froam 11* dc te - inOt..ion : was .t-85 /rn, th, vrt, w

v<l1: of" " from ]1.÷ dotem nntcnst iows was .350/m.
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It can be seen from F ig/ure 3 that the apparent contrast of

the targe:t. was predicted correctly by means of the contrast

r'eduction equation (1) and values of the water clarity constants ,>•

and K obtained from independent instruriental measurements.

3. AFýStMEILETS OF aGHTING RANGE

3.1 Introduction

Sighting ranges for a small black target were determined by a

Young, well-trained observer concurrently with the measurements of

apparent contrast and the water clarity constants. The observer

removed the telephotometer at the underwater window of the research

barge (see Figure 1) and viewed the target through the air-tube.

In this way the perturbation of the light-field was precisely the

saue low value attained in the case of the apparent contrast raea-

surements. The target was a small, black, conical cavity 0.311

inches in diameter at the open end ,facinr the observer; it was

S:iounted to the movable cart by meais of a transparent Lucite brac-

ket. The observer was un-iblo to see the cart at any time bccause

of the 1-i ited field of view afforded by the air-tube so that,

near thre,-sholo, the ,Utrget appeared as a small black disc in an

otherwi ;e unstructuroU flild.

The Inminanc e of tht. und eririter )i Ipht 11 ,ll d wa : ,. ;n rtd at

fr:q,,-u:t int.erva]1. througt, ti. trie cxj.arimunt. by me an,; on C a ca1r fuy

.:uý,ýbrat.:.d Macbeth Illumrniom;etu.r etu ppd Wlth at
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which limited its field of view to a small portion of the air-tibe

window. A Wratten No. 40 filter was found tc provide an excellent

color match of the 23600 K Macbeth compariscn field with the greenish

light :oming from the water; the transmission cf this filter for

light of 23600 K( color temperature was calculated frora spectrophoto-

metric data in the usual manner. Additional monitoring of the

lurinance level was provided by placing the photoelectric telepho-

tometer at another underwater window in order to produce a strip-

chart record of the underwater luminance it observed throughout

the period of observations. Analysis of these records showed tl5at

the c efficient of variance (s/mr) of the underwater luminance did

not exceed 0.1? during either of the series of observations reported.

This was, of course, a measure of the stability of the overcast

under whfich the experi-aents were performed.

The obaerver (male, age 21) had more than a year of experitice

in laboratory visual threshold measurements. Uis thresholds were

wull etabilized and closely duplicated thos,-e of the Tiffany data

within the range of a-daptaition levels and angular target subt.enses

involved in the field test. Before detartirng for the field sta;tion

the observer urcierwent exturnsiv practice on a si:Lli-tion of thti

planned exnu<rimient, and at the fitld station he practic'.(i fi-roeely

with thc ;ictual underw'Lte.r viewing tU7.sk until it w;:s fiamiliar to

himili. bnc:;u• ot this practictlurc LA" is r;caas- to boliwuvo that

l oarning eff.ects had vanish,> beforc tile sighting ringu dat, wnre

-,aAn, _ri th h-it the obsterve.-rlz responses were stable,ý in the field
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The-. oboorvn-tions wore made? by the method of adjustrient, thl,I obscrver moving the target along the t~rack by meajLis of -L pull cord.

*it the outset of the axcoerimecnt the car was at. the cutcx r-le of the

t r -ack - fa1 lbeyond the point at whi-ch th,- target disaippea-,red. The

obse2rver was careful to use no fi-xed over-runi, so that he ha'd no

mc-hanicail or kinest~hctic -oo2LtJ on cues. irie thon movedtetre

toward h.Imsjlf unti'l he dctected --ts presence and In assistant

record.ed the target position as indicated by a steel tape attache-d

to the car.

-he obste.rver then ;-ocvedc the targe-t close. to t.ý,- air-tubec

widwand ocer~itted it to recede slowly by allowing the, pull cord

to 32L;D through, hias fingrs. .thn the target disappeaced he stopped

Lb ar ad n ~ut dstnc wa -:sencured, Th~is ')roccss, was

reeae tnor- moreý tles iepenidini.-; upon t~he, stability of 'uh,1

ov. c, t ra cark- was. taken to acc-pt. datat ori1y wher. the xat,

w ' o em 1k tc.1 [Iyc Cai thait tht Pc was- no rein ci vc~~ L on f the

t iC~'( ro h ( (t toC the! T1re.'Ii3 additic nal s3tringent requl ro-

111I't 1t (IUc Cl anh hr cOceinwhcl ti c-ouldi b(,td to

LtWo If, ho(.` C ý1 fl path of:~'i d orwr e

&A 17 i~Ij e~-

a :. I'.f .1 'llrt.r:ia.a!.s- and contra;;t i i '
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Figlures 4 and 5 display these data graphically in combination

with apparent contrast values calculated from water clarity constants

measured by means of the, water clarity meter. In each figure the

plotted points show the average "out" distance, the average "in"

distance., and the mean of both "out" and "in" distances. The curve

conniecting these points shows apparent contrast as a functi.on of'

target distance expressed in terms of visual angle.

3.4 Calibraticn of the Observer

&Lfter the observere' had returned to the laboratory hiL-s contrast

thresholds wcore measured for the same type of visual task which hie

had encountered in the field. An accurate s-imulator was constructed

in which a circular target was presented. by projeztion on an unst-.-uc-

tured, uniformly bright screen which could be nnved throughout thE

samre -r-inge of distances encountered in the field experiment, due

allowance having been made for refractive effects at the underwater

win~dows. The field-of-vied restriction imposed by the six-foot air-

tube was duplicated. The lumin-ance levels in the simoulator dupl~icated

those which prevailed during the field eýxperiment, and thresholds

w,:re w-,:asured by vairying the target distance in a reýalistic rrkinner.

Thu m(Ahro(1 of adjustment wa,- used, as in the field exp=!riment.,

-And the mf.ans of "in" and "out" di!;tancesi are giv-n in Table I.

Thtose data differ from classical ý e.g., Tiffany) threshiolds primarily

becau,;o of adaptive and accon~dativ effects dlue to the pres~ence

of the air-tube. Theuse visual effects and their im7plications are to

u di~;u~;vdin more detail in a separate report.
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Table I

lbboratory Visual Thresholds

iadaptatiorT hr-:ho
Lumin:uce 

Target

(ft-L) Centrast Size (rin)

4.09 o. O26 6.22

4.0) .0295 4.99

8.05 .0198 5.60

8.05 .0291 4.85

8.05 ..0360 4.53

3.5 Comparison of Observed and Predicted Sighting Ranges

The dotted curves or, Figures 4 and 5 have been drawn through

the threshold points listed in Table 1 and indicated by crosses.

ýt the intersection of the solid and dotted curves the apparent

contrast of the target equals the contrast threshold for the observer,

and the target would, therefore, be predicted to be just visible

at this visual angle (target distance.) It will be noted from

Figure 4 that the predicted sighting range is 15.2 feet whereas the

mean of T.he observed sighting range--s was 15.6 feet. In Figure 5 the

predicted and observed sighting ranges are in precise agreement.

3.6 Conclusions

The; agreem.ent betiween the predicted and observt-d sightig ranges

c.xhbibtd by th, data in figures 4 and 5 constitutes evide(cu of ti,

valicity of the: basic rantVhd for prtdictiz•.r underwater si ghtinng

APPENDIX C
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SIO Ref. 59-39 .17

ranges from water clarity meter data, the contrast reduction eouation,

and visual contrast thresholds. Since the nomograrhic charts for

predicting visibility by swimmers are an embodbient of this method.

the results of the field test provide a careful spot-check of the

validity of the clarity meter-and-nomograph system.

The field test provides experimental evidence that,',;

(I) the new water clarity meter provides values of the water.4 clarity constants, ,-( and K , which are valid for predicting

] the apparent contrast of underwater objects by means of equation

(1), and

(2) the sighting ranges predicted by th nhomographic chLarts

Sare valid when based upon values of ( and K from tha new

water clarity meter.

APPENDIX C
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13 AUGUST 1958 TARGET DIAMETER 0.11 IN.

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE PATH DEPRESSION 3080

8 FOOT LAM3ERTS

7--; _ ------ -_

6PREDICTION 15.2 FEET

OUT I / N i
L(16.4 F T.Y, - (•14.9 FT.)
.-J - • ';" MEAN --

z (15.6 FT.)
<47

"< FIGURE 4 I--
Z)

C15 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07

APPARENT CONTRAST

17 AUGUST 1958 TARGET DIAMETER 0.311 IN.

BACKGROUND LUMINANCE PATH DEPRESSION 30.80

4 FOOT LAMBERTS

7 I

P 6 PREDICTION 150 FEET
N6

-- 5~O UT "+
(16.2 FTL N

iMEAN (13.7 FT.)
tD j --- -'•" -'-(15. O -T )

4Ti "
I N.

U) K..LL F!GURE 5 N.

>3 N
.015 .02 03 .04 .05 .06 .07

APPARENT CONTRAST
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Reduction of Contrast by Atmospheric Boil*t

SI-ABEP.T Q. I)UNTLEY, WILIAAM If, Coi.VERs, tRANci-Es RICUfEY,§ ANtD

Scripps lns~tiuion of Occanography, Universily ' of C,ilifnrnit, [,o Jolla, Ca~ifornia
(Receivedl 26 May 1958)

It is shown that the priobatiilii y of rvn sing light fronm ao object viewedl through a turbulent atmosp~here
follows a normal Gaussian djistribtition. lýurthermare the root -mean--square angular defectteion of the points
of any object will be proportional to the square root of the ohject-to-observer distance. From relations
of the type described in the examples it is possible to predlict, the. apparent cintrast throughout a given scene,
p~rovided the inherent contrast distrIbution, the optical air state, and the range of the target are known, '[he
op~tical air state for a given condition of atmosphere canl be mneasured by using a telelihotorneter andl a
series of long thin black bars of varying widths.

INTRODUCTION considered by a large number of investigators. The

( NE of several factors determining the form of the rioos oltnof hepbem y .etratn
0J image of a distant cbject is the time-varying methods in terms of the statistical p~aramneters of the
distortion caused by inhomogenities in the refractive inhornogenities yields results in very untractable forms,
index of the atmosphere. As is. well known, the shimmer especially for one interestedl in the transmission of
of distant objects is caused by spatial and temporal optical images. Results derived from ap~proximate
variations in the index of refraction of rising columns models have been useful for specific problems. The use
of hot air, with the resulting disturbance of the propa- of the approximation of geomretric optics vields resuilts

gated electromagnetic radiation. This disturbance i omta sms aiy sdi rbeso
causes time-varying distortion of the image and loss of optical-image transmission, part icularly for the con-
fine detail. sideration of thle time-averaged image.

This phenomenon is of particular -interest to the The validity of the goerclotc prxmto
geodesist, because it limits the precision with which a of a particular case can be ascertained bly the value of
telescope can be pointed qt i dlistant object,' and to the the qluanitity (12 Xr, where a is a representative size of aI
astronomer, because it blurs the imiages of the stars and turbulent vicinent, X is tile wavelength of light, and r IS

limits his resolving; power. the distance front the turbulence to the observer.
Expeiiments oil time-varying characteristics of I f (12,'/Xr>>1 thle geometrica! optics approximaifi on is

optical transmission through anl inhomogeneous at- vld
mosphere have been mad~e by, Riggs, Mueller, G;rahamu, For it ;lIt of widlth a thle ,iz(e of' the diff raction liltternl
anli IItI, wh fonehaqouaal~ena pt ent to the geometric image of the slit when u2/Xr - 1

of several hundred mreters the average apparent in- Thlus thle criterion above is seen to bte platisible
stantaneous displacement of a point on a target wa 'The problem of transmission th rough an iniho-
greater than 3 sec of arc with a maximum displacement mogeneous, medium has been treated by (using, the
of 9 sec. The instantaneous displacements of points geomnetrical optics approximation) Bergmann' and(
separatedl by more than 5 nin of arc were uncorrelat ,(!('handrasekhar.' The result-, of this papter are consistent

Somec of' the time-vat \ing characteristics of lie "ith some of those of (han lrasvkhiar hut :ie del('rid
shimmer effect are slow enuh ob dicenbe ot froim lt'ss restrictive assutupt ion~si

eve, but muLI hOf the effectI is so rapid that only time- For an invest igittor inc rested if- uimage t iaiismiis,.ioti

averagedi values of the radiance of the image arc im--
portant for visual observation. IIf. G. Booiker, anod W. I". Gborono, J, (-optivs; kes. 55, 2-1f

The analytic treat men t otf tilie propagation of elec t i- P'. Gi. B ergmnnai,, I ti s. Re v. 70, 486 (10-10.()
magnet ic waves thbrough inhoniogencous mediat has- laen S. (leinirasekleir, NfithtlY Nci cis P iv. Asi rn. Soc. 112,

'475ý (1952).
'Tl'is touwr was; pi'irepare uniiter a contraet tIetwecii ithe "'I-lle 1crat ur of isi niiiioinicat n it,1Iernst vel eii-iiig iai

Untiversity of ( atifornia and ilie Iutueau of S)hipls, (T. S. N'avv %iltuatlc ignoired thlt'coiiirast ri'dticiig 1)~is i ,iuei)iil ,ii
ontiribluiiiu firom 'The Scripps, Inistitutioni of ()cealiograpiil:, I-Sit Coileman ar nit Rmosenberg, J. Opt, Sýo.> Aii. 40O, 507 k1050), 1]I

t;nivi rsity of Califoinia, e-'Sviics. Siudic'' oliating aitnosteric stratitical 'i~oil:'dI iransici'iio ph\ A.
t Presented in part lbefore dhe Thirt , -Seventh Annual Me st-tiig jphri'oniena (i~g., shadow ban Is) ito irat~isiut Imagi- piviu'iolit Ila

of thle Optical Soiaetv of A\merica, October 19452, ariit atistrauted ille~. s&-intillatioll) [Sce G. Keller, Aoiron. J. 58. 113 (19,53). nnit
J. Opt. Soc. '1111. 42, 977A (19'2). J. Opt. Soc . Amn. 45, 845 (195S), andi Asi rot. Nadcir. 283. 85

t Presetit address: ly~isijuti for l)efu-nsc Analysis, Wiashitng- (t956) JaS ,%ell as the toatix -Nps onpe iIIIIal andt itii-reti 11irll !i\
ton. U.11.. gatilton Of tIIV lancilg, MIlsdttion, .ini tremoir disk if imiages d ii it

§ P~resen t ath Ires, F 1K.tI. Pleasle Asso ciat es, I tic., I .iý An gelt':,, petin dam ittt eit io hbe It ine aterayedi, ext endiled ineiu ciiai sv
C alifiornia. fi.,cusso'l inl tis piaper. Stighits moi~re rutaii-u ire 11i tmo- ii e risio

IF. F. Washer, ;t1If. It. Wilii.un~s, .1. Opt. Soc. .Am_36, 4Wt) raunsfe r futnciitios ofi Rmosa -v [_I. V, K oina\. OIti a Adta (Put j
(1946). 6, 344 I 1059))] anil Scott IdR M. S(ott. tihot. Soc. Fing. 3,'. 21)1

I L. A. Riggs, C'. Gt Mueller, C' 11. Grahamn, atll] F Mote. ,15) image nicasuirciients liý ý thouse of IDjurlc' and liumk
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 37, 415 (1947). 1I F. jude mit A. Back, j.()ll Sit , Am. S1, 1029 (19011 1.
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T 1p0r`111y) u111iforly t1VIUrb)Ulen-It Pdiiieili 1made IIp Of
- tncOý-relateti opticallY inrllonioge iieollus regions wvithI

- - (Itmeniiinfs~O smiall c-omplared to the. di:-ttiice throUgh
- I xv ~h ich the rayv t ravels. Vach I ig h raly a n( IrgOC itsa large

on other- of deftiectt ions. ( nl~ 1'Small--angle! dlltect ionls need
beCfEidiered. Using" olythese a-sumlpt ions we may

consider the following,

Figure I sbows the pat V of a light rav emit ted aIt
------. . . 1 iaversin,- a turbu~lent. mlediumil towar1d aIn arhi-

______ ' trarily oriented screen 'TV a. distance r from the source.
P L~. .- ,The plane of the figure is lperpendieulaT to 'TY andI

d passes through the path J)Q of tile undeviated ra '\-.

tIG. 1. iIIIturati:l,ý tile get 'metr-ý (,f ithe itrivattio of W, Two perpendicular axes -- the A- anti y axes ---iie in TT'. A
segment '1Q70 Of the x axis is shown. Trhe y axis is

the istotionof a :i. ~ . . normnal to the plane of the figure and goes through .
proprty in~mogneou inotu iS The ray now travels f rom Po, to a point P, det trnrined by

usefully ' descrihed in terms of the distortion of a point the condition that the ray will have turned through anl
source. More precisely, let a given point in tlihe ohbe c hs rjectio ntepaeo h iueio
space he. tesignated hev thre pair of direction component." nllfxd agiue (nrin), Inccrae

(""),and let thle point he assigned a unit isotrop1  s iedsac ln ies"nlIi
radiance. The exact form of (p~~,)will he given later with our assumiptions te(ita alnthsgmnt
If the dlistortion action of thle medium changes, so i- POP, is large comnparedl to the dimensions, of the centers

cietlerapdlyove anintrva oftim, te sc~i of turbulence. The projection (in I he manner shown ill
imlages (44t)of ('4,')appear essentiallx- as a the figure) of Ill falls ool 'TV a disiance tI, away' from (9.
continuum of points (a blur) in the image sae. Fo '\ h rycniusaogisPtI rm Iitii

thep~rOCS f tisdiSLISi~, afuntin (' sp tii Te nde ion fort- her teltlect ionls. When its thirec tion h'as

which assigns to each object point til tiL e Ixen c.haiiged through another angle xhos-, projiect ion

averaged radiance P 4 -~,4,- P,)of thle imlage in hl plane of thle tigure is of the same ii ag niud lt Ic,
P-2 is projectedI onl the screenl, Where it falls a distancepoiint The time.-averaged radlianice distrnibut ion

Nonl the imiage space is then repiresentabhle I, a> away- ,ittelrjetoio
volution of the function W with the ramliance (listr-iho- InI tile sa oi way thle remainder of' tilie pa tt of tie
tion X onl thle obj~ect space IraY is divided upI iot) segments relireselit inlg equLal

angles of dc-viat ion (v, and tile. pro ' ectioti of eachl enil-
f Ji~~ointii Is, isimappied ontot the scien ecTY1. Finaliev x, will

N ('~,,~ /V(t~'j~'j't'4' -~~~r4', -'/'')i~j~i~t' (1 le thle , (list ance onl Ti- of the projjec Iionl of I',, froml
./1. ~thle proje' l ion of /),, whvdere 1%IP. ,Is thle last stili

whereq 'I' is heobject space, nanieli-, thli' ollect on of all p~at I segment t ravtersed he the raY before it strike-; i lit'

direct ions 4/4",~t,). Sinlce the location of t lit obcla-eree screenl. No gemieraliteý Is lost if I',is taken to lie oti T1!.
isý heltd fixetl throuighouit die elilire disco-s~ion, tilt, "'rccma-dt h

location setobtiol x has beenl supjire~sstd inl tilit rail'anlte Oiitiieisiti;;ttlC f theileter t-If turOItikPt, 01it flJltw t",hat
fUiiCtiOll notatmun[tinlinanili wiitteti\' X ~~/_z 1- 1i iixtiio ~ere itee ' niI,

Inl tile following tliscuss-ion at tel-muon is giveti to) tIll ton O ,itt't %viti it 'au I'iuigt>psorftii
"ltatiStCt5 Of i thek"ati'v' Ulimiergtine he a rae tr'a er. liitorY so that the ilirettiins of tiro~i(t~ttei path sug-

;ga piathi hetxvtn a poinit m---rc and a >t''irelýOl( Th tiiei~t~ lld orf tivore ,itttl. lt oil 1 lýfloig
distance awae- . Hecalisc ot all opli nal I4-i t.' ip o il', li Iý% In. 11 it 1tn 1 ,1C 'Hl l ti1111 10) If, tin li;t,-;lii flo i timi
t ,his tderivatioti apltllis equallY well tti al -(-tl,>td lis tam ftmittnsall Pto IT',is tltti /)oi. iFo a) iLogei
hetlt of view', fromn whitli1 light -i te-l i ''Itixiim li"~ i itt ' t i' itV I :i ag
rt'ieVt'r muthi as, anl cxc or a ,is ititilter It Of leticil t isl', tlt' V ilUti, Ofi 1), \lt dil I alttriic 1

tri av-rligi \'; ltt iyi'c-)t\he , i) 1- whlet' d, 1,;
METHOD OF APPROACH tilit; ocieag' thi-,taixc, lwit-wt'ii il F, ', 1, 1. 'I'litti

A titeorel altc ilut .o .llIl,-o tho la , I , (II-- ht~i/,. Ith' ilgt'Io~ii >. i ý a )0 t iNwI withial ni-
inthlagnOIlotn'ailen 1- ot trats tisi i thitttigit pa l iý iolar .i, lt'.i t qoail ;roltabli ,i ol ttt In, mu o ro

t 'sd Onl rtie followin~g COWuidithrat l11s: 'Ili(' lirI 1 Itt tM h11i, IW 'A 1 tha 111C i I'' II 0W timat im

Sigh t isN s iui to lie \wit Lii a kp~at di\al ýiitt tci-il i tt'i'lxi ,t i; i t ta -gi

In oiri-,J g the o'van, ant itht,' hdi-''> dt tx-i-i l t r e-, i Betlau"t- tl, i. ' atel ii, itmi -lc ttil, ilit-, (;m It,"I M.itivi- ittiolog,-lt it-ti- ott result trot ~isl~ i m( iclulct tmitirt ih;Ile vit-i a t im- lnt-ii-iiin ll rttod,io
transtiarent tilankitonic tor5 :tncslvs in adtlitioii it tinyý ithmnllgc

neities if itie water itt'tt. Zcalk: I tct 1,,, thi-e lat oif tlii t ll'slt thn sgmeV leith
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of the first step it, the random walk, x,, -1the length of lor large n
the second and So on, rlrer~eforeC the absolute magnitude P

3
(n) -I&~ 4

of the jth step will be jadj -- 1,** in The size of the and
steps in this one-dlimensionial random walk thus in- r (nl)1

ster i- lim -. r -r IIm nt (=0crease linearly With each step ; L or-(n)in-1,/

DETAILS OF THE DERIVATION and thus the hypothesis of Liapounolf's, theorem is

The probability distribution for a one-dimnensional satishied.
random ivalk can he calculate-d in the foilowirig way. Hence it. it< shown that a cont inuum of rays starti rig
Thme mean. square deviation a'(it) of the distribution for with a given initial direction andl whlich traverse a
a walk of it steps is equal to the sum of the mean- medium whose optical properties are uniforroiiV till-
square deviations for each step bulent will give rise to a continuumin of terminal p~oirnts.

on the target, plane such that the density, of the pornixs
pfojected onto the x axis follows a, normal dlistribiut ion.

whr S in ce.r- td

'I-- 754 we miay wrlte, aiternatively,

isthe (signed) length of the jili stlep. Therefore, $)=nr/3,folxe

r1'n(n-l- 1) 24- I) hus the spr-cad of the( Giaussian probitlbilit-, tli.hA nbu-

L 6 tion inmrcascs as thc 3/',2 power .-f r. W now nt railuce,
the angular variable / xr In terms of V/,. the,

F~or large n the cxpreý,sion in brackets aJpp-oachien 1f1
3

. spreadi of the jtrobabilit distribution P~(')is f'ropflr.-
Therefore, t i(nnal to ,112. T'he narmal i oe(l ( aussian proliabilit v

or (af) " Wt. ' itribit ion With. root -mIeanl-squalre dleviatIion givenl by

From a special cent ral-linrit theorem due to Liapoun- r) =: 4- ((12 r,'3d,,)

off,' it, cav bc. shown thia t th lieangu Ia probablt N
ditrbution aipproaches. a no rmot d (ist rd nit ori wh uSe
mean is the posit ion on t he sc recn rca It ciedl tilt,'7,('s ~
un deviate cc!i i. v. it1 em nofi'ý t heorem n ati- tilt, fol - (2 i) (0) 2L(r) W

low iiig: Iý' .1" 2, b e irde penda-ri I ra flol n

vatriaibkes ,( i fo and iCT, -15 the ean andl stand. "lie ibovc deiii tiw lla bi11'e cxtcn'1cd to rthe two-

ard (textitiori of x,, .itppo"t, !hat, he1 third at-;olo te ,itrso iii II lwli 'l t mili i i
monien f 8 1)001 t n~ao.letaih, to tIh t-' 0ilel Ilt pan crlrlieil1 tho estgi
I'lloffenk (I xj .1buscdit 11nal xfwc (r, life pnojclionls of alH ra\ "Wcgiicri ~alid

F, I'pic, t it oll ( x., ---t'l m ) no0w otao ti'ý IV kt-ý 'ij the thie 1 1 F " i, :l ci P 1 P ci-ra a
neCw alverage (lrý;tarlc 41Y Ilitis 6t lidliifi'oiltii'c'l l w peult

is firriti' for t-erv.eiandi ilcirie p, as is

tie rcetr't is h the str11csum

1lIWI earl hi, .i-p~itilei to thl oe of Ow ahe o\'i' 1;Iniime

wvalk ii' Oxl foll'ovoig %vr',
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wherie p is ( it'" t'vI tii 1 J tjOC'lh i~lot IAd "CCIIIP, (4P,) TIMR-AVERAGED APPARFENT RADIANCE
and 1), ('P). Along ; horizontal path of sight the Actual cornlutations-of the titu-averaged apparent

VC~~a di;p,1.TIlVII f apont OLH h CI~etc tobe radliance distribution N, can now be carriedl out hw
111coll-catd wth he olzonal ispacmen. II tismcans of formula (1) in which the explicit expr-essionl

(2) for the function WP is used. A particularlv useful
formula for N, arises in the following special but im-

-)N4)-- Iportarit context: let a target occupy it subregion
27rOr, (r)o',,, (r) 'l~of object space 4/ = ((':/,'P,,- :-<'P' <-,

I I ý- 1 <'Pu'< - ) ;let the apparent radiance d istribut ion
ycxp tT, F + X, over *,r lie zuniform and of magnitude ,NV, Let the

k 2 L -(~ .(r)J I iemaining portion 'I'b Of the ohject spac- (t~he back-
ground of thle target) have uniform apparent Yahaneo

If the turbulence is isotropic, i.e., ifH d.d then magnitude b.I/,> 0. TIhen, from (1)

If We set &,2= 'P.)+42, thlen, und)er th~eser a~liif,,lljtioviS
(pý 0, d1, = d,) we have ~

-'VW Vr~+ b~' A fbA tt'

The foregoitig foirmulas give the probability that the
terminal poin~t P,, Ont TT" of a light ray aimed along (1N, -- t X,)/ Wt,.+. b,,.V
Pu() lies in the dlirect ion as seen. from P0. By
tracing the light ram in th 'oie ietothee his res~ult in more- detail, states, that

foriuls a!tiit hcfollowing interpretation : t gi\
th rbaiiythtteimiage of the point (P'P)on N(',P)

TY' is at. the origin (0),t) of I'T'. For fiExed r,01, is thus
the required funictionl detined in (1).

-, 6V, -- I'")/l ('t-P ' P ' i,) 4''',t
OPTICAL itR STATE .3

[he lowe-ýr limit onl tite si7,c of a is dtletritiined bY the fill. all (' Pin if.
covndhition that thle direct ion of *u( tessive Steps he unlcor- A hmllý1 0" itOW i der-[ilti (il Of' 0', XWOUld .1mlw thtat
relaited. hi condition will he fulltIlled If (as issumncd (3) (ind in fait t ai forouik iteikivig n.,e of ti c. tle'iVeLl
above) t he, ave rage distances t.', and d1, bet ,veen sue - (I,) j, ,t -iin ti1Itlitll vii t b ie ions 1,, of

cess;ive P,'s is larlge iotnplialcc tn the d livievi lolls at 0t +tt wh~ ich atc mingtirl.,>nl I i prei.ci~le ti s kindl
ifIhovIIogeIi~iC'it is Of (1 lt' i uellvti. It fvillws Oulti the, Of t l N 'eVC, Whit1 IS is {It IIIA Vini cotoetitl ill

lic's outlY of tile oileditiiti and inot oif thit targt.t t Ili pa l'' IFw lo~ argets have icittin-u'tit 0)t1 lti, ' r'a t I
Of numIllbers(1,,I ,l i called the op/i~tu! ao 'SI/e of tltt, mi lnent td 1t1 tlit'i lnokgrouthd radiattiitt. ( I It t n otlttr
meduiumal gId ives nI st ful mteasntt of tilt vilitit l IM16 itlX t'llttit' :teem.igctdi a(tkgiouiito a:diattie O "Lt( til

i5turbutilt, o the na/ttii apls/a/, If ah iglo tttiihul i,.

esseilttjll 11ll1f(,tc sot roltit '[hit'" i1itijt ti p tt I I

mlilt, pll ll w

itl op t 'Ill i-, lllp ilt it 0t 1, 1 Fit'i AV R (,I' AP AR N C, t it I tilt i t ii it

kG I VI itt'l c Kl~ . f ' l/~it llt~kt . 1tt t V i X I I 1 01~ \t ' I' i il l 1 111ttt 11 dt' i I ht

'4r tidb-f.1 Io il )lcl1.(
IPEN I 12;1r20o hc J (r h 111'w 4 1"i!
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tra~st function C, onl 41 has the iollowving form:

Cr(ý, (U) C for (,/,)in Ti C,._ (,Nr - bA,.)Ib.Y,.

0 f o in N1 I ir N r

In1 this context we cati say that tile target 'IF, has a
contrast C,. with mepect to its background qI'b. In ac-
coroance with the general defin~tion of contrast, the b Nr
time-averaged apparent contrast function 0,. necessa~ily 0~-------~--
has thle form

V ?t (a ./ 'tXT a.'.,'\/~t ~,,~,t ~ FIG. 2. Illustrating the Lime-aver-tged radiance profile of a~\V~'Ii L~'W',L'/ ~ r V xr ~shimmered edge (example A).

Now let (j,,')be an arbitrary fixed point in Tb'-

In view of the comments of the preceding sectio.n, we target 'It consists of all points such that 4,, < 0i.
max' for all important cases write C,('')as The background 4/bs is the complementary region of all

points (/x#)such that 0-> 0. *j is assigned the uniform
Cr.4) [r~)4Y)- b-V,T] r (4) apparent radiance ,N,. From (3) with (2)

where %,4',,) is any point in TP. By adopting this con- -

vention, (3) yields the following approximate hut.Ar~x4 5

h lig h l \ -u s e fu l c o n tr a s t f o r m -u la 
i' r b V ) 2 A

F~rom this we immediately dýeduce the;_ genesral fatcts that i~

f, or all ill~ in ,,(.,- ~ ~ ~ (~~
and tilie handy rule ef thtumb for vrery small tagt L2--7r. tr, . 2.1r i

ore: andarbirarysit~lt ,. Is plotted in Fig. 2.
r,>C,.( ft '2 r1 r" (o) T[be tilli-averaged aplparenit contra"' is.' 1)v 5

'This points tipl amiong othei- things'tn nverse-culw (C~
de, av of ('r With range r'. I'hi.is iclat ion nliý 10C beuL'd (C (4 1 ) "Tx~

to t'xTilaiol inl so ni.'L termts the lo.ss of lint deltail onil . (is r) ~ 21r

targcts; asý l ilt ohisirver target dis-tanc(e is" iwerevased. iC'.,4)(
[or b). sulbdividing tile givenl target int~o sntetiit'l Ilv
>niaii eleicntni' tani of area ct, ((6t will dciserile lith,
tlicaw'cat'iged nult!ratst Of the eLenteot1 against its bat k- ln 44

ground (on.st itig of tHie retiainder of thet tartyet area.
Now witili' tilt flox from litl eleitint fails oil at a rate whiij, hiold hori all I itilt- vaiovs (ion- \\a l
hirnliotillwi to r ", tile (onitrast (aind lint- o hIt(,1
teýttthiiit v itt tilt, elkiin'itt fails off at a rate ptriopol t nllin
to r ý. It stoin t, tine tdct1ti on a ret ciding tairget is o~t it

a grecatcr i a te han tin', flu fnjtn te lc(ii! tite tý.rgt t,\A,
i Ot flhlm( i'it c' i tlitd tail tnt :i tm l,( t is In'.! tlinii vi 'SY

soitiitf thantii fli tigit tM!!( . l t.h t ilt' (omt-irw>ue in

niomtlt"xitv toad niI, tit f~ ýct-ltiig foretlmt. 4

ftliu i tt Irpldm u Ii i ls ni alis )1ý(
E XA.M PL.ES

A.Long Strfsight Edge.!
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som-le reductions,

07, (iP - lf) vxP( -2

II x- 2 2
0 T~he computations of (7, for a rectangle can therefore
0 ~ be carried out by using the results of cxampl)e B.

/ ___D. Circular Disk

~ I C A circular disk 'l' in *~ centered on the origin andi ofJ - angular radius ilp is the set of all points 4,,)such

LJ- 2/T.A-_ that 4,x"+4,1,<,2 (Fig. 3). F'rom (5) with ()thle
associated contrast expression is:

11G. 4. r[he characteristic shape (if the timre-averaged contrast ,kk"
profile of two tong hlark bars of the (fit tesions shown. Cr ff 12+Nl 11)

II expl)-*--------~-l
27rA r iL2A r

expect Onl the boasis of the values of the unshimmered
contrast C, d iscussedl in the p)recedling section. X(V '4

An examinat'ion Iof the function C, would show that InI
B. Long Thin Bar this case C,((t-l4P 5

2 ll,(,j ) -r(,Ik (circular s II-

A lng hinl~a nuv b rpreenttl w te siV niet~rN). lit is therefore sufficient. to consider the evalia -
region T,~ of \1, consistingy of all1 points (,'L)such I t ioAo

- a a.All other points of 'I' formn the backgrouit 0, (7r'k,)
''. Isis assignled the Utniformn radiance 'A",. '1tb the

radiance t,.N,. Then from (5) with (2) Ti F''Sp
'-)r r ji 2 Ar j

- ir r. e if N ' -t t,)21 (I'r A d o p t i itg th e f ttlio w i ttg t ra tts to r i itta lo tl o f c o o rld i ttl tt s :

4., 4"o((', 4s 4'sinIO' we havc

(WI~~~I X) 2, .i:tr, L 21 r

ft c It. e. to cif I tt ( r, it ilt' attstmtitti at thf 1/il~ ~

I ttI Ii v lilt .l tt i td k w, .tl l \I' i I I"'.t*

C. Rectangle
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10 1 -T ~0N T~

F-,G. 6. Graph used in the exlperi- 0 I

0 01
20

The inner integral i s read if'- evaluta ted: rcadil I ohbtatined:

0,M,0)gul--n CXi'`2trj)l dif C' e p z c~ os )o, d ' -2 / U (i s sin O ' 1)tIO ' -~ t t r 2(l, W a ng .P m ajll j v N: h ~ t 4

of ,.vvo otdkct, \vhikh Ilt.s tit(. N( -ic I loll WiIl-t

A 
(4 -,(i 2.1 r

V)4.f) .Ii~ 
E. Two Long Thin Bars

)tI(t cXallip~ f It O t 'I IIt t It ' it NI N tiIIN4NiN 1001ý toN tI 1

'14", ý11il~t t otit I~ . I~v . t a. o olIj(t. Nt hk 1 I~t v liNo l tlog~licI,;

2 1rI Nl AI 't IN ti ! it 1tN . i,% ) Idt.tN II 1);(t I) fNIl ll

tIN Nlci Ik bt. I 

N.v 

it it 

INN 

itN 

t N N

V l1 I IN N im l d o t i ' Ikl .t it j t t ON ,t jIN I itt 1)

itm1" tt-l im !(I,01'1Ip o ik , ,I ,.w l I

tith~ t, lit 11lolllt~ -tt iM il''l fil),I ~m fil ot111ýIc llI It'[Illk o~ l w )AcPlltEo) licDIm n ll D
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factor of foiuir fromf its p)rIc'cessor, F rom pxianilp I 1, ig. 0 iC nlemeasured values "(!,(I1) n, t 1e colrccd o
l'8,,novc tltc( ledUlcion effect oil tle contrast. indluced b)y

_ik: ienil and absorption mechainisnms of tie
(2 >:qn(--'')dt" atr)o"phqere. For horizontial path' of sight, withI the
S()(2n") isuIal uniforriit, toplerties, the corrected valuies arC

given IbyV (' (0,)) rx/( )(1, r/ ,), whiire I. is
IBy means oii thiI s inltegral, each clhoic( of the ratio the atena ati'n lenCti oftr
2a/(A r)i leads to a corresponding Valt u e, T(3). Thesel

coIresnondence5: art graphiled in Fig. 6. Thco experi- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
mental procedure consists in measuring O((),()) for each Thie atlhor.- visi tO ack~nowledge tie contributions
bar by !;canning the barti with a telephotorneter at a

given range r. The four corresponding value.. of 2ai (A•) made hy T. A. Magnes!; of the Marine Phvsical Labora-

are then picked from the graph, Since t is fixed, and 2a tory of the Irinps Ios itution af )ce.uogiaphy.

is known for each bar, .1 can then be deteraiineo. ''S. Q. Duntley, A, R. Boilean, and! R W. i'rXi !orficr,
WV, cbserve tinallv that before using the graph in J. Opt. Soc Al\ 47, 499 (1957ý
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MALA WHARF
(An excerpt fr-rm the log of the seorch foa an ocean site for an underwater laser experiment.)

One (Jay was spent flying around all of the islands. except Kaui, in a Marine C-47. A number of color

photographs were taken to show bays and sh(orlines. A general consensus led to one spot on the west

(leeý shore of Mau: at Lahaina. A 1000-ft long condemned, concrete wharf there could provide a platform

for the caisson and some laser locations. [he wharf was built many years ago but was little used by

cargo ships because of danger from Kona (SW) winds. During the daylight hours current averages 1 to 2

knots. This presents a problem, At night when winds are down, the current should not bhe too great, but
this is only a speculation beczuse there was no way t•. measure it. The sketch depicts, roughly, the Mali

Wharf.

Horizontal visibility just off the end of the wharft wrs 83 tee., mtasured by horizontal sightings of a
red bottomed boat from six feet under the surface. Th's observation was done in full 11:GO AM sunlight.

The shadow of +he boat undoubtedly enhanced percepion.

Measured fr(,em the shore, thq fir't 410 feet of whart; was considered unu ;acile because the water is too
shaltow. The usable 6()O) teEt o' wharf could be extended out t9 the required 1000 feet by building under-
surface pilings (with buoy markers) for ;aser mountings. The north side of the wharf would be the better

location for the caisson. H-1esavy timbers should be lashed to the opposite side of the concrete pilings to

afford protection from possible southwest (Kona) winds. The best weather is from March to November.

Normal waves in the area are about 1 foot high with occasional swells to just over 2 foot.

Permission for the use of the wha-f could he secured from Mr. Fujiu Matsuda Director, Department of

Transportation, Division o: Harbors, State of Hawaii, Hcnolulu.

A /Trades

N Konas

400 !)CX1 0 6,0 0 8M) N)(1 1 ," jbme,rged MlAU I
". T 7.-- - Reef

W ater Dipth Av. M oo fale Breaks M LWavesA

Bwtm N wi 'S ide LAHAINA

Siore ...

............ '1000 ft. MALA WHARF . Sea

Vaater too shallow for cassion in first 400 feet of wharf
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Image Txttnsmission by the Troposphere I*

SEITJFRT Q. lDUNTLEY, AL~mRIAN Rý BOILF~Al, AND) lU700L111 W. l'CFIENIiOFI'.1

ýSrzripps Inshluiion of Oceanoqrapfyj, (In izersily of California, La Joella, Caif'o)n ia

(Recoi ed Novemnber 15, 1956)

Quantitative treatment of the apparent lumainance of (listant oltjccts and the reduction of apparent con
trast alcrng inclined paths of sight through real atmospheres has been accomplished by mneans of optical data
taken from an aircrait in "light. Samrple J~ata from a single flight arc uet' to illustrate some of the principles
inv,,lved. Correlation has been found between the humidity profile of the atmospheie and its optical
properties,

INTR.ODUCTrION air Aften containsi haze, clouds, dthst, and rain it seri-

1D ISTANT objects arc usually viewed, photo- ously affects image transmission more iirequently than
i'graphed, or televised by means of some pathi c do the higher strata. Exploration of image transmission

sight throuigh ýhe atmosphere. Conventional principle~s 1 ihenonicria iei the' stratosphere must await an uppor-
of geomnetrical and physical op tics suffice to describe tunity to instrumnent, a vehicle having greateir altitude
the natuire of the finai image except for effects due to capabilitv.
the atmosphere. In nmost circumstances, however, theSO EGNRLPLCIEt
tonfigurat;on of the image and its inforn~ation ((III erit SM EEA ~~IL

is affected, often seriously, by its transmission from Oie IntroductionI
oblect to the receiver. The atmosphere can be regarded
as a traitsm'ssion !ask in the object-to-ima.ge chain and In the absence of appreciable atmospheric boil' theý
the c'oncons`Zant effect of the pertinent optical atin os- apparent radiunce of any ciistant object is the suni of
pheric propj_)-',,ies can be regarded as governing its tw inendtcop et: )rsdulia-
irnage Iransrtsession. forming light from the object that has traversedl the

This paper ic intended as the first of a series (Ie- atmospheric- path without having been scattered or
scribing ~he results 4f an oxtensive on-going research absorbed; (2) radiance created by the scatterirng of
program, which has alrcadiy been hin progress for several ambient light throughout the pxýth of sight, including
yeais, Results from imunxrous dheoretical and expeni- sunlight, sky]l.ight ., earth-shine, *2-. Only the first com-
meatal iiivestigations of image transmission lihe- ponent contains iniormation about the ob 'ject, for the
nomena are rý-ady to be ieperted and further research second is the result of scattering processes toroughout
of many kinds is, in progress. Experimental results from the path of sight anti is, ther efore, independent of the

.t sngleIht (-omripse the factual :ontent of this- first natur, oif the object. In this paper the inmoige trmans-

pasper and1 th- equat~ons are limited to ce~rtain gener-al mission of any ixath oif sight will be speicifiedl in termis of
relations ne(ede -l for the lpractical utilizationz cf the data-,- the transmittance of the entire pio1h and the path
this is in keepizii, with the scope of the oral Nersion (if 'ti'Unce. No theoretical mnodel for the atmosphere is
the p-.aper a~s presenited at the C~ambridge meeting of the i4 eded ; consequently, nearly al! restr`ý rdiv(- a.;,sum'ptiolis
Intornational Commissions on Olpt~cs. are avoideýd anCI the equations ca.n hec used to clet;cribe

The speciaiiy instrumented B- 29 aircraft usedl to 0(1- any path of sight tlhrough all -alisotropic atmosphleres
lect the data reported in this piaper he ,s, eni other flights, with any light ing condition. 'To lx, useful 'in practice,
securcd data up to 30 (X)C' it unde, several (liffirent these equations mnust be sup;plied \with data ant" these

atmno.s ,Aeric a nd lighting condit~ions, and s!Jbseqkuamit are becomsing :C vailable as a esuI the fligl t rtsearch
papers in the series will presenti data from th~eie antI prograrn now it! progress.
other flights. The optical ,Yroperiies (of thle troposp here
are of specialý interest because mnost viewing A~akcs Notation
place throughi :t. Roughty 1.1 ee-fourils of the a tnoS- T1he notation us~ed il. this paper htas beer[ aIdoj enl
phere lies xvithli- the troposphere and because this oýwer vit- ntcr :c ntel~i~ i xeineilciu

Presented at the I-ourth Congreis of the I;en~ dComn- laled ov,' anly Yeers. it il deCsigned to fullfiti TMa)N
moisronr of Optics, hlw, ir, Cambridge- Boston, Msaiste.....
March 28--April 3, 19,'6f. Published with finammdai assms-tarne trimr I The pr'd'iples iTee~(-ntei in thiis tjaper and ii) subseoi- it
UNESCO and the InternatienaJ tjnir. If Pure a od A nolied thi s~rc( ',wfN ies o firm e Ntt '1n unpubolished Iec-ture TlollC.
Physics, . ii' In 1, do',' I 5 orylr ot IN, Scripps iitt',i

tCo(n trilutiorm from the Si. rippq lnrti tot ion of Or-eranntsp!, ' ysc y-o oi i-. 4r-h tr(uci '-,rteralizt , irt ctend eaýIl
kiniveisity of California, Newv Series No). 921. Th~is wwrk has beell vvii' by ov- aL~r io'-, sine 1 ý W i "co ro' itureý;
suppo.Irti d by the Geophysvi at R~ searoti Diru~er-inate of the Air on i ivin'II i iic n- i 1 t5, ll
For e ( amintirge Rtesearcih ( enteCr a al the Bureau Ai Ship-, kft 11,1 I3 yoi.'

,. N- ýy undei contrac ts NOb', A 3356, N(!bs-X0214, N01,s-- Culk~ci uIi n CIvl am Pri diSVIIoftr .1~ n Ami
039, and NOtis 72092 42 ti"A 0.652) p b,eWIamin oliliP t '- l 'j~ is midno
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0131t( the: path. I- (z,6,(A is the spectralI tianoimit~tance of the
path for imiage -formning rays; it include(s the factor

(z ni gui) -d li by ge ic-ticaI op to s 1 wheeV(C

a]d differs f rom thle indue: Of 11ef rz ction of thurnietliuni

throg treqouihe The departurrvof

L is a property of the atmosphere t~iroughout the path
_77- -7tand is independent of the ilistribut ton of t~e ambient,

lighting: in the rase of any path of sight thirough the

requireraien-s: It is suited t,) thu terrestrially-based troposphere it is the sýame for upward or (on~wfla-

system (,f altitudeCs anOI 6irections in which flight data transmissions, thus Tz,.) T,(zt, ir--0, -P-4-)) w ie:
must be (aken and it isflycmail ihtemore z,= z--l-r cosO. Because forward scattering generall ,y -x-

powefulvecor otaisn feull o aired forthe theneaie ceedE: backward scattering, reversibility is not tr1c

theoretical treatments of Image transmission and radia.-thpahmlriexctfoafw yi

tive tcansfer phc-nonwnta to fotlow, It is compatible also met.ical lighting conditions, such as (1) horizoncai
withthenottio comony ued q svea mahe- paths of sight under a uriiform overcast, and (2) a ho~i-maticlly ah oaincmol sedi neeumtren zontal path at right angies to the plane of the sun pro-

allid feld of hyscs, for xamlevidied both the radiance distributions of the sic' above
diffusion theory. It is eatendable to hydrological opt~ics, and the earth belowv the path are symmetrical with
ak natural counterpart of mreteo-ological optics, in which rsett h lir
,he authors of this piaper are deeply interested. hespc toag the mmitn prpplanei heailophr

Thle basic symbol employed for the spectral radiance Thn e im xaged tronmitting roptia rprties of the amshr

is N, and the symibol for luminance is B. The -Ititude ojcan hebprtdfo h pia rpriso hof the photometer is denoted by z, the 'teight above bJec b the introduction of the contrast c(;ncept:
mnean sea level. The direction of any path of sight i~s byThe inherent spectral contrast Co (7,,8,0) of an object is,

as in Fig. 1; z, 0, and 4) are always written as pa) enthetic
attachmecnts to the parc-nt zymbo)l. When teps h orsoiln eiiinfraprn ~e~rlcn
subscript r is app' ended to any symbol, it denotes that tru," is
the quantity p~ertains to a path of length r. The sub- C~z04)*[V(,,)-s,(,,.)/N-iD'.(3)
script 0 ailways refers to the hypothetical <oaucep-t of a
photometer located at zero distance from the object, as, The apparent and inherent b~ack~ground radianues are
for examiple, in denoting thew inkef-ent radiance of a related by ',he expression
surface. Pre-subscripts identify the object, thus the
pre-subscript b refers to background, and I to ob ';ect ~ \(,,) ,zb~ .V~t04> i,(04) 4
or visual t.,rget. Thus, theý (monochironatic) inherent
spectral rtodiance of an ob ,ject I at altiaude zas viewed Theorems
in the dlirection (0,(") is gVO(ZnO,04)) an'1 the (01 respotiding SbrcigJ 1 ()fo q 1 ilsterlto
apparent radliance observed in the dirt tl( on (6,0 'U utatn 1()fo q.()ýiIsVtrlto
any :other altitude z is ~.,z04)where Z' : -f-c ti06 A ' Tdk0,

ypost-skiperscript ', or post-subs( rip', . is CMnlo'yed a; a
mnleymonic syblSignlifying that the rdonloetric T(,,)f.~a,) . 6 V(,,] 9
quanati ty has huecii gun erattel lw the scat tkent r ')f ri.ihi 'Ilbus, radiance diffiu~r enrus are (r ansmnit ted a long in-

cotl ligh t rca, hin g Ow pcIat h from oftl dire hiot'. i hui ( lined pathIs wi. 1., lie same at. tiia~t inn as thai e xpen m
V * zO4)is lut spec tra path nitdiance ol ser-ve, at encecl by each image-forming ra-y.

altoleý-d ,; in lthe jrvd' Moed dire(tiono and (N, ,z,0,() is If Eq. (5) is divided liv t;ie appa rent. madianc e of the
tin~es to den-rote Patk >'iotaion, a quarilit detine~ I later backgrounid bA'r (z,6,4)) an nil onibirie.d with 1'1 . (3), the
in this papter. result c'an be wrl'tsien

W~hen thc inbe: ent nadiancu o-.f lie backtgrourd is
I r-mi ýwt the rilght ýýs the res"Idual ýieigu- vt rhtl dark i in the iasu of an oliji'cat high altitude,

toriuoig light. tinti Ohw *½tec and thle 5,e-noil termt is the tIv s on ri nt ini the br eson the right side of

tatý Ct tiace du, oe t ssat tering pr Ai~eshroug~hou t E, (c. (6) ma e negligible.
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-Combining 14Eqs. (21) and (0) yield1s the fxpression

The right-.hand member of Ex p (7) is an expression for
the cotarasI transrnilltuxc of 'the path of sight; it is
indezpenident of the optical propertiv-s of the 6bject.
Eounation (7) is tho law of coot rast reduction by the

iii jt mostFin. 2. Illustrating the derivation of the equation of transfer.
atmrosphere express~ed i smotgerneral form,2  Az a defined as Z; ---Z2, SO that zir Az seco is always non-negative.

An i:)terestirig varian' of Eq. (7) formed by combina- The difference AN(z,0,0) between output and input is N(zaO,0,t)
tiort with Eq. (4) is tile following expressioii in which --N (11,6,0),

coli'rast lremsnsitlance is characterized in terms of path
radiance and inherc-nt background radiance: the lighting onl the seomentý due to its surroundings; it

C~(,0k),Cez:,, i __ [.N'~Z0I)brZO~] 8 canl ue operationally defined itt termis of the (limiting)
Cr (,0,0 /C0(ZI0,0)== L(8)ratio of the path radiance associated with a rhort path

The apparent indeterminateness of Eqls. (7) and (8) to the path length by the relation AN*(z,0,.0)= lini(Ar-4J)
when appliedl to thle. case of objects outside the atmos- X.NA,*(z,O,(P)/Ar. In experimental prac~ce, the path
phere can. he avoided by the use of (lie limiting form of length Ar should be sufficiently short that no change in
Eql (6), as fo!iovs: the ratio can be detected if -Ar is made shorter. A~p-

paratus for path fun-.tion mneasuremept has been built
C7 (z,OQb) = 7

'r(z,0,0) I~a(zt,O,0)/bXr(Z,O0k) (9) and will be describeýd elsewhere.

It, should be emphasized that Eqs. (t) through (9) `The loss in ima.ge-foiminig light due to attenuation

are completely general ; they apply rigorously to ally b cdeigadasrto tnaypt emn
path of sight reg-ardless of the extent to which the is prmportional to the amounit of irriage-forrning light

scattering and absorbing properties of the atmosphere pre sent; the coefficikot of proportionality will be

or thle distrib-uthcns of lighting exhibit nonuniformities x' ritteti in the reciprocal form 1/(,(z), and L(z) will be

from point to point. No theoretical model of the atmos- rcterr d to as the ac/Hi ualioi ezz .1.(z) is a function
phee i ivoled ndno esticive~soptori hae f pos lion within the ,ath cf si~t: it loes not depend

been made. The equations car be used in treatioig all -10 t eiaetarsr ssonmetilesmteesm
real atmospheres and a1ý real lighting conditions. Th'is ,ol is ýnisiotrolpic, assmeie occurs ill thle ase of

is; in shallp distinction to tr,,atmcents of ',he subject f-lint. snoxo, it is indele)endlent of the mannier in oxhichi

which are basedI upon theolreticýal models of Olhe atmos- the pathi segenict is lý'ghted by the sun or sky; it isa
phere~ ~~~~ .JAao as Ilon uh pY'sical property of the atmosphere alone. Attenuatui nphee wichinvriaiy nvovk-majr asumtios, CIncue less of imiage-forming, radliance by absorption

as horizontal uniformity, exponential lapse rato of airI
density, vertical uriformity of p~article siz,,e distrib )ution, Mid by scatferuig. Absorption refe~rs to any tihermo-
neglilible earth curvature, etc dynclvnmica fly ;rreversObie transformation of nminod hro-

in it io rad Iian t emiwrgy' ink kiiiin g, pr1imOa ri ly, convri\eoluO
of light in to h eat butl aliso fluo(rescen ~c - litmn ieOna,

Equation of Transfer phot ochvimicaf Ilroccsscs, etcL At iCIiiiioui)N sct At I (ring,

iii age- forni0ing ;ight is lost by sc at terin g a' Id a bs Irp resultsý from any chailgh of direction suilhc ien to cause

lio ineac elmenrat sgmlent of the path of sight thle rioliaticon to fail ou~tsicde the sunitoative radidus of the(
a oi (n erac t-relelit Iinglatir I I ii cisgo rtII ('Ietector r mosaic.

the scattering (,f the ambient light wh]icll leat let'e Inl ally p~ath seýgmentl lf length .ýY\a

scingent from all directiotis. Thel( quantitative 'lescrip- if Iast rated by IFg. 2, the differnce .A\( (,N A)ý b "etwee
IOol of ihis Scattered( comnpililent of plilsglitri 0)101 and~gj it'llt radianceta~jjjpl is fattribu"tabhl( to a g;l

ance involves a quantity called th e pal,/h f,_ fm ftc/o 11, 1'r~n \(z0gandlml a loss termi V rOPA .Iso

denlote(. by tite( symbol V4 (,04, tere lit-e illtiCO(llil that AX _f,ý, .V z6,A -X,,,~l~ . (s) TM- is
stibsc rij -t symlý0 ,o is Used '0o0i to so ggCSt Ifigh t(Ahitt re.litlion inla be r w vr i en

lithe path st-g-lieit from all dire( tilons anl to fleiotv that AX ýZ,0,0) `Az soee \- (r,f) -- .\1,,~ I(z). (1t))
helt u~ayt ty is a point fuint lion. T!ie- p a rent ket ic a

Syinlbolk (2,0,0) imficate tha.0il( t 1e.1111 full( tio~il dependMS InI (loeforvlnity Nu11 it Iiwc~s inl olher tlellls of pf Ilvyniý
upon the Ilirectioil (f oniage trails'ulssion miduoll ilw Co1 te . (tIW will he i-cterreq I-d Ios the inorern-ental for n"l oIf

locatio)n of the segmn tw in the path (If sogit. 'Ito paill h.*e equalion 0/ trcm.i. It It i.ý jilljllil it ill tjI ý h ýi i lft~i~iti
functionl delellds uiponi tew dtire( tInial diistrikitioii If A.111 mstheta' nih'1 icwSr~iall SotI a 0)t over

Equatimi (7) is a generalizationIf Eq L . (15) on 1) 13 of this imjtev"a l ,z, a. (2 may I,( r ,> nd ie gainld iO;

, D.tunitly-, JOpt. S(ll. `Uu. 38~, 17'9 (1948). 1 msalSwti hetnc010e sIt rimemI(jtaI dfata.
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Equation (10) is j. steady-state equation of continuity,' When the path of sight is horizontal and optically
based upon the conservation of energy principle; it uniform both in terms of the composition of the aerosol
refers only to nonemitting atmospheres, since an addi- and its lighting, the equilibrium radiance is identical
tional term would be needed to represent emission of with the apparent radiance of the horizon. The apparent
radiation in the path, as Uy fluorescence, recombination radiance of distant objects inherently more radiant
phenomena, particle excitation, etc. Self-radiosity than the equilibrium value decreases toward the equi-
within the visible spectrum appears to be of negligible librium radiance as an asymptote; conversely the
importance in the troposphere. Equations (1) and (4) apparent radiance of any dark distant object approaches
may be regarded as integral forms of the equation of the sa-ne asymptote.
transfer.

The equation of transfer and the concepts of attenua- Equilibrium Contrast
tion length and path function share the same generality
as the concepts associated with Eqs. (1) through (9): Many of the foregoing equations can be rewritten

No theoretical model atmosphere has been employed; in terms of equilibrium contrast, Cq(z,O,0,), which is
each of the equations in this paper is applicable to all defined by the relation

real isotropic atmospheres, all lighting conditions, and
all paths of sight. The use of the equation of transfer in
numerical sunmmation procedures involving expcri- Notation of the type defined by Eq. (13) enables the
mental data will be illustrated in a later section of this equation of transfer (10) to be written
paper. Only when Eq. (10) is simulated by a differential
equation and an analytic integration performed does AC,(z,O,0)/Az secO= -C(z,,4i)/L(z) (14)
the introduction of a theoretical model for the atmos- or
phere become necessary; this will not be done in the ACr(Z,0,0)/C 5 (z,0,0) A7 secO/L(z), (15)
present paper.

provided that the equilibrium radiance NQ(z,6,0) is con-
Equilibrium Radiance stant on the segment of path under discussion. In this

Mlany image transmission phenomena are most case the fractional change in equilibrium contrast
clearly understandable in terms of the concept o, depends only upon the ratio of the length of the path
equilibrium radiance. This concept is a natural conse- segment to the attenuation length. The negative signs

quence ol the equation of transfer, which indicates throughout Eqs. (14) and (15) signify that equilibrium
that some unique equilibrium radiance X,(z,O,0) must contrast decreases in absolute magnitude in the segment.
exist at each point such that the loss of radiance within
the path segment is balanced by the gain, i.e., A.V,(z,0,0) EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
-- 0. Thus

Introduction0=N.z,0€)--q~zO~rb,/Lz),so that

(z (11) The apparent radiance of any distant object can be
computed by means of Eq. (1) if the transmittance of

arid the equation of transfer (10) may be rewritten as the path of sight and the path radiance are calculated
iollows: from experimental data. This can be done from profiles

S(12) of attenuation length and path function for the path
of sight by means of the relations

Equation (1) shows that each segment of every
path of sight has associated with it an equilibrium
radiance, and Eq. (12) states that the average space T1(Z,O,)=[n(z)/n(zO•I exp -Ar/L(z,))

rate of change in image-forming radiance causedi by the
path segment is in such a dire,'tion as to cause the
output radiance to be closer to the equilibrium radiancc [n(z)/n(z,)]2 exp( ---Ar 1/L(z,)) (10)

than is the input radiance. l'his segment-by-segment-
convergence of the apparent radiance of the object to and
the dynamic equilibrium radiance is illustrated by the
data in Fig. 6 ot this papwr. N*(z,O,)Ar , ),(z,,,), (17)

4bThe equation of transfer has been generalized to the transient
case and rigorously derived for tin arbitrary opticalI rnedium,using the concepts of measure theory. R. W. Preisendorfer, "A where the verti: al height. Jz,-zJ of the path is divided
mathematical foundation for radiative tranefer theory," Doctoral into m equal segments of length Az, and Arý- Az secO.
dias.'rtation, U.C.I.A., May 1956. An exposition of this theory i
has been submitted for publication in the Journal of the Ctptical . 8 and X.(z,,9,O) are the ineat ralues of L and X.

So.-iety of America. in the ith segment. r.= (i- l)Ar, i= 1, - ., m.
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June 1957 IMAGE rRANSMISSION BY THE TROPOSPHERE. I

Attenuation Profile LUMINANCE (FOOT LAMBERTS) Bq0(2,92.0

An experimental technique for measuring the vertical [o

profile of attenuation length in horizontally uniform 8.0

atmospheres has been devised around an air-borne 6,oo007version of an instrument based upon principles de- - 8(zx!,O B q...z)l L

scribed earlier.'' 6 Figure 3 shows this attenuation meter 4,000

mounted on the B-29 aircr3ft used by the Visibility Wooo -

Laboratory in its flight research program. The optical 11oDOO

system is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4. The for.. W 7 &

z OCEAN -

Bz,me2,o1

-,0 _ PATH FUNCTION t'' (FCJT LAMBERTS/MILE)

.5 I 2 5 ao 50 o00
L(Z) ATTENUATION LENGTH fMILES)

. FIG. 5. Measured profiles of path functioa and attenuation
length over the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Florida, Marclh10,
1956. Flight 77. Sun position: zenith angle-48', azimutb-140'
clockwise from true north. Path function: zenith ang!e 0-92';
azimath 0=0° from the plane of the sun. Sky condition : cloudless,
blue. Approximately 36 hr after the passage of a major front.
Very light ground haze with top at 4000 ft. The profile of equi-
libriurn luminance was computed by means of Eq. (11).

FIG. 3. Specially instrumented B-29 aircraft used to collect
the data presented in this paper. The long cylindrical apparatus
on top of the fuselage is the attenuation meter, shown schematically ward telephotometer is directed toward the horizon
in Fig. 4. The smaller cylindrical device which appears slightly and measures the equilibrium radiance of the horizontal
forward of the attenuation meter is the sky-scanning telepho-

tometer. It consists of an end-on type multiplier phototube path of sight in the direction of flight of the aircraft.

mounted at the focal point of a parabolic front-surfaced mirror The rear telephotometer measures the radiance of a
12 in. diam. Scanning is accomplished autornatically by means of a
turret and trunion mounting; scanning time for the entire hemi- path of unit length; this is numerically equal to the

sphere is 9( sec. Field of view, adjustable by means of inter- path function. The attenuation length is the rati, of

changeable field stops, was circular, 5' in angular diameter in the the equilibrium radiance to the path function, as shown
case oi the data shown in Fig. 6. Sensitivity is sufficient to map
even the darkest high-altitude night skies. Spectral response i, by Eq. (11). Recording potentiometers within the air-

controlled by absorption filters. A similar (downward-viewing) craft record the outputs of both telephotometers as
telephotometer is mounted beneath the aircraft but is nut Ahown well as their ratio.
by this photograph. wl sterrto

Despite the use of multiplier phototubes, the low
UNIT. level of radiance produced by scattering processes in

LENGT-- , -VF -F f-f--- --_ clear high altitude air precluded the use of narrow-band

_.LAL.zt-- interference or absorption filters in the airborne attenua-

L- tion mek'er. Because it was not possible to measure the
. .... ..-- spectral radiances called for by the equations given in

this paper, each phototube was carefully corrected by

40cs!,ON PVTrTIeoVEtEs means of specially constructed absorption filters to

measure luminous quantities. For reasons of rigor the

equations in this paper are written with the symbcl N,

Fic. 4. Schematic diagram of the air-borne attenuation meter. denoting spectral radiance, but it will be understood

The forward photoelectric telephotometer measures the equi- that these same equations have been used with N re.
librium radiance; the rear telephotometer measures the radiance placed by B, denoting luminance, in the treatment of
of a path of unit length The latter radiance is numerically equal to
the horizontal path function in the direction of flight. Multiplier the illustrative data shown in Figs. 5 through 8.

phototubes and Sweet-type logarithmic circuits enable direct During the flight for which data is given in this
recording of the ratio of these radiances, i.e., of the attenuation
length [see Eq. (11)]. Wind-tunnel tests of the aerodynamic pap,:r, the aircraft maintained a constant (southerly)

design showed ambient pressure throughout the unit path. Light heading and a fixed attitude which held the attenuation
trap design, stray-lig]I treatment, and photoelectric sensitivity meter pointed at the desired portion of the horizon sky
are sufficient to enabl measurement of attenuation lengths up to
200 rrsjticai miles when the phototube spectral sensitivity is while making a controlled, rapid descent from 18 000 ft
rendered photopic by means of absorption filters, to 10%0 ft at a rate of approximately 1500 ft per min.

The resulting profiles of path function, equilibriumSS. Q. Duntley, U. S. Patent No, 2,661,6,50,

S. Q. Duntley, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 39, 630A (1949). luminance, and attenuation length are shown in Fig. 5.
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It will be noted that the e(luilihbrum luminance (horizon LUMINANCE 'FOOT LAMBERTS) B tZ, 0, 0)

luminance) was nearly independent of altitude. Re- 20,- • q
peated descents have demonstrated that the major 1%000:
details of these curves are repeatable.

The transmittance of an v inclined path of sight 16,000 0, ,_) Bq(Z' 0_ 0

having terminal altitudes batween uIO and 18000 i ft
can be calculated from the attenuation profile in Fig. 5
by means of equations corresponding to Eq. (16). Low2,00I,

,, o ,o o
Path Function Profiles .

The aircraft is not equipped for the direct measure- OCGPEAN

ment of path functions.for ,ertical and inclined paths o

of sight. It is capable, however, of measuring the radi- 4,o zo)
ance of the sky in any direction, above or.below, during B (ZOO)
flight. A photoelectric telephotometer is located in a FATo R•H F UNýC)TIO 10 N.- ",•T-L/M)

trunion mounting on top. of the fuselage near the for- o20
ward end of the attenuation meter, as shown in Fig. 3. Lz) ATTENUATION LENGTH (MILES)

This instrument performs an automatic scan of the
entire sky above the aircraft in approximately 90 sec. Fir. 7. Calculated profiles of vertical path function and vertical

equilibrium luminance. Flight 77. The profile of attenuation length
Another telephotometer in a fixed vertical mount pro- is identical with that in Fig. 5.
vides a continuous record of the radiance of the zenith
during the controlled rapid descent- described in the
preceding section. A corresponding pair of telepho- Figure 7 shows the result of such a calculation for the
tometers is mounted on the bottom of the fuselage, vertical path of sight which corresponds with the zenith

Figure 6 shows zenith luminance data secured by the luminance profile given in Fig. 6.
fixed telephotometer during the same descent to which
Fig. 5 applies. Similar profiles of sky luminance for any Equilibrium Radiance Profiles
upward path of sight inclined at angles 0, 0 can be con-
structed from the record of the sky-scanning tele- An expression for the equilibrium radiance for each

photometer, which is designed to be operated conr- element of any pa h of sight can be found by combining

tinuously during the des at. Eqs. (11) and (18) as follows

The profile of the path function for any path of sight :V5(z,0,4)=L(z)(A.V(z,O,¢)!Az scO)±.(z,Oc). (19)
can be cakulated from the sky radiance profile and the
attenuation profile by means of Eq. (10) after re- Figure 6 shows the result of the use of Fq. (19) for
arrangement as follows: a calculation of the equilibrium luminance profile for

.(z,Op)--.N(z,Orb)!AzsecO-.V(z,Or)/L(z). (18) the upward vertical path of sight; the same profile
appears in Fig. 7.

18o --- In every case the radiance of the sky V(z,0,O) as

- BLACK Z I ; observed from any altitude z is the path radiance gen-
- OBJECT SKY CBJECT ,LUMINANCE crated by the portion of the path above the observer.14,oo - ( That is, .V zOc) A *zOO ,where 0< 0< 7r/2. Be-

iause .\(z,O,,k)- 0 ou sile the atmosphere (except for
o- -light from the stars) and .V(z,0,b)>0 within, it follo's

- -from Eq. (19) that the equilibrium radiance exceedis

9,0-the apparent radiance of the clear sky and, therefore,
S-.the measured radiance of a clear sky incre•,ses as the

,0( .- ' photometer descends.

4,...When clouds arv present or when the image trans-4 90( 18,000 - --------
' ~ ~ni reaching any partfular path segment may exceed the

liE I misi ny (irci in supwrteapaetrdac
o _ _• _L1-_11 oquilibrium radiance for that segrnent, so that a tIe-

o0 • 0 •. crease of apparent radiance is possible. In such cases it
"T often happens that the apparent radiante (of highly

LUMINANCE, FOOT-LAMB.ERTS radiant objects (decreases while that of obje(ts (of small
Fw, 6. Measured profi!e of the luminance of the zenith sky. inherent radiance increases. lllllstFativedata for utpward-

Flight 77. Calculated protiles of the apparent lurninanme of black transmittinri caths of sight are planrned for presentation
and white objects at 18 000 ft. Calculate;; profile of vertical equi
libriumn luminance, An a subsequ, it paper.
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Profiles of Apparent Object Luminance PATH FUNCTION 8,(,20 FOOT LAMBERTS! MILE)
ýO 3 5( 10 500

P'rofiles of the apparent luminance of any specific oO -8 - 8 1 6 2
object can be ci;Al, ilatefl f4)r anty palth of sight providt-d 14. TFMPERATURE CG

that the inherent luminance of the object in the direc -__'zooo
tion of interest is known. Two such profiles appear it, TEMPERAT URE a
Fig. 6; they refer to hypothetical "black" and "white" C1*-0 V
objects, respe~ctively, located at a fixed a!titude of U

18 000 ft and viewed from dietybelow onthe occasion
to w-.'ich the data in this paper applies. The profiles 8.0 -CA~

were calculated by means of Eq. (1). Alternatively, I- ý,o
they could have been generated step-wise by successive -----
app~lications of either Eq. (10) or Eq. (12). The corn- 4,000--
plexity which characterizes t.he attenuation, path func- MICR WVE'

ari . sarclyLIGHT REFRACTIVE MOOULUS
tion, an.equilibriuni luminance profiles is screl ,0_ HAZE
noticeable in these vertical profiles of apparent object - i -
luminance. In the case of path,, of sight inclined at 0IO_ 2020 4 _
large zenith angles, however, the object luminance MICROWAVE REFRACTIVE MODULUS (n-0) x 106
profiles exhibit the complexities clue to atmospheric 1ic;. 9. Profiles otf microwave refractive moduluc, o~ath function,
structure much more prominently, avnd free air temperature. Flight 77. Correlations' betv/een the

profiles of microwave refractive modulus and path function can
Profiles of Apparent Contrast be noted.

Figure 8 shows profiles of apparent object contrast
generated by nmeans of Eq. (3) from the app~arent be horizontal strata of great extent which characterize
luminance profiles in Fig. 6. The same profiles could the air mass. Such strata must also be observable in
have been generated by use of thle Eq. (7)_ termis of nonoiptical meteorological phenomena. Initial

attempts to discoxer correlations with the temperature
METEOROLOGICAL CORRELATIONS and humidity profiles produced routinely by the meteor-

The ompex roflesof ttýýuaton engh aid ath ological services from radiosonde observations met with
fnthen canomplex prfies ofe retsultion shrlyefngterd pathr failurt!. TFhis was attrihtited to the long time constaiht

ofuicateiong canrticles thepresute ofcet sharpl defiedlaer associated with the humiaity sensing elemlents carried
ofre sc hatern patie s mjrepeatued dftescrfiens have demron- by the balloons. It was believed necessary to mneasure

strtedtha th maor eatresof he roflesarerepo- the humidity profile during the controlled rapid descent
ducible in space anid time; the layers must, therefore, of the B-29 with equipment having a fractional second

IB= ttme constant in order to record faithfully the presence
lB ~ 'of' strata only a few feet in thickness. This was ac-

16, complished by means of an airborne microwave
refractometerrs of the type described by Crain and

OBLECT J WHTE eam.7 Theý microwave refractive indlex recorded by
OBJEC I OJECTthis instrumient is governed primarily by the water

- vapor conccrntratiotl in the atimosphere; It is related to
ressure, temperature, and the piartial pressuýe of xater

I vaor b anequa~on lered by Doh've and' discussed
~~IQO18,00 b ETIiy ou 'nerous aulthors in connTecHtI ionxith micrewave

FETpropagation. 8 An exp~ression for the p~artial presuret~ (If

~ ~ I Wa) er vapor obt ained fronm the( usual. inicrowavc ajt-
I -- proxiniation of TDebye's equation is:

5- I OCEAN
6,00.(microwave refractive rnodul.o u)(iKelv in teinp.)2

(776(48 1
4000(to!,al pressure) (Kelvin te. op.)

4810)

2 "I'lhe authors are indebted to) Mr. Thomas J. 0het Director Uf
Range. D.eveloprment, Pat rick Air tForce Base, for sukgesting the~~use of thre muicrsowave refra( tomneter andl for a rraniging for mthe

APPARENT CONTRAST ill this paper.
I . M' %. Crain andI~ ý\, P. pear,, Rev. S, i, nsr. 23, 149) (19-53).

Fic3. 8. (aktulapd profldes of the apparenit contrasi of black and E. K. Swtith, Jr ;rId)( Qi Vnts J. Research Nat). Bur,
white objects at, 18 (XX) ft. [tight 77. Standlards 50, -9 (19'~)3)
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PATH FUNCTION B*(Z,92,O) (FOOT LAMBERTS/NWILE) light water vapor exhibits virtually no absorption arid
2O 30 50 ?90 3 5 it contributed only rnolectiar scattering, the magnitude

14, 
4-r-C of which is too small to be responsibl? for the observed-c

T -- qz--FREEAIR

\,TEMVPERATURE effect's, Thle atmnosp~here invariably contajis", hiýwevc-i,
12.OM DEW POINT IP 5~ .j sspended material such as sea-salt ions, silica, ami-

EMPERJUR~\~ .1 nor~ia, or oxides oi nitrogen nd sulfur which c:-on for.r

WCA of. these tiny droplets will form in any stratum having codnainnce o ae rpes euu ae
water vapor content above some. critical minimum.
'I'liese droplets will grow until the vapor pressure just
outside, the curved surface of the drop equals the partial

LIH -pesure 
of water vapo- in the surrounding airY Liquid

OlIGTr droplets ra.nging from 4XIO10 to more than 1.0-- cm
HAZEare known to be present ;a the atmosphere."0 In the

vcase of spherical water droplets small in diameter- comi-
OL, pared with a wavelength of light that component o!

TEMPERATURE *c the scattering coefficient which is due to drrplets

FiG. 10. Po6e of de-v point lemperature calculated by means increases as the sixth power of their diameter," ass-um-

of Debye's equation from the pirofile of microwave retractive ing the number of droplets per unit of volume to remnain
modulus in Fig. 9. Profiles of path function and .frce aIir teempe~a- fixed. In view of this, the observed correlation between
ture are ieentical with those 'n Fig. 9. Correlationr between kv o-tept ucinadtehmdt ihntnoshz
tiles of dexA point ternperaturte and path function are obinious, iept ucinadtehrilt ihntnoshz

layers appears to be understandable.

In this equation t is in millibars, the Kelvin tempera- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ture is of the stratum, 'he total pressure is in millibars, The number of individuals involved in an experi-

an te icowverefracfcmdlso h tau o mental program of the complexity, sc-ope, and duration
microwaves ics defined by the expression (n- 1) 101, of the flight research pa~'tirlIly described by this paper
where no is the refractive index of the stratum. i o ra ob itdporyhi.Seiimn o

An Air Force C-131 equipped with a microwave ishtool gremat e tobeliste poi ter tehen.ipcal mentrbtions
refractornelei flew in formation with the b-29 through- soul Brig maen. howvr, o. thres SF tehncarontribwhonse
out the descent during which the optical data reported ofBi.(cn itrA Yrns S hog hs
in this paper was secured. The resulting profile of efforts the program was initiated; Lt. Col. Geoige E.

9.TeLong, USAF; Major Joseph X. Drenntan, USAF F; andi
microwave rtfractive mnodiius iE shown ini Fig. 9.Te resea ,rch .pilot Capt. Robert L. Baron, 1JSAF . Iml;.rtant
profile of horizontal path funiction, fromn fig. 5 also ,'otributions to the cdetailVýd (Icsign of the apparatus
appears in Fig. 9 for purposes of comiparison. .vere m2.de by John M!. I-ooo, Roswell WV. Austin,

Dbesequation was used to calculate a humi,!ity X oeo ~osdToa .Gen oul
profile from thet microwave data. This pirofile, expressed WAnthooy, Woorride,) I-Iomtand H.a Ilrn oul
in terms of dew-point temperature, is given in Fig. lo. MriD .Hot ndDv4 J. A. Hooton.
The close, correlation between humidity and path func- W. E . K. Middlleton, Vision thro~ugh the Aeninosp/mere (Torono
tion is obvious. Press, Toronto, 19.52), (:hapi. 3.

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~C folwn pcltoso h esn o h f Junge, .Vvclei of' Atmospheric Conden~atiott, Compendium
The oll)w'n spcultion onthe easns or te o Meteorology (American Society for Metals, Cleveland, 1951).

observed correlation are offered: In ter-.is of visible 11 Lord Rayleigh, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A90, 219 (.1914).
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Contract NObs-72039
Task 5

Report No. 5-11

IEASUREMFNTS OF THE TRANSIISSION OF LIGHT

FROIEi AN UNDEIRWATER POINT SOUFCE

By

S. Q. Duntley

1. INTRODUCTION AM4D SUIHiMARY

This report describes underw ter measurements of the transmission

of ligh from a subhxerged uniform point source and ccmpares th.:e

data with the predictions of certain srimple equatinxs. Although

the data relate only to a single ex-mple of natural water they con-

form vith certain general princip]us, so t.hat applicability of the

results to most natural water is probable.
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2. THE EXPELUIUINT

The experiment was conducted in i._ike Winnepesaukee, New Hanpshirc

during August 1959. A photoelectric irradiance pnotoneLer was mounted

at on undorwater window of an anchored, floating barge. A train of

black-painted rafts, each ten feet long, was attached to the barge in

front, of the photometer window, as shown in Figure 1. These rafts

served to support the light source at selected distances from the

photometer and to also eliminate specular reflection at the water sur-

face. The measurements were made on a mooniess night when no ambient

light was detectable by the ohotometer. Photometric photographs were•

also made from the iunderwatet' window in order to measure the apparent

radiance of the source.

2.1 The Light Source

The source of' light was a 1000 watt inceadescent "diving, laTm"

manufactured by the General Electric Comparny. It was operated at

rated current and voltage through a Sorenson modeO 3000 S regulator.

Th, lamp, designed for underwater burning, had , i-nherical envelopc

3 inches in diameter. It waO spray-pa:intt:d with 4. P. Full(r No. 7786

gloss whitc lacquer in order to produce a uniform translucent white

cowvring. After being ppinted, thk. ýtaxn was found to producu t,hu

same r:.diznt intensity in all dirctions to wi.tlhin + "7 i)ý rc,,nt. except.

toward the bsce, whi ch was always tiurriud sway fr'oie thu photer>, tr

tProvisicon wa• made for mounting thef ].LAp [)f n1."tLh any Sý.ictmi raft
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by means of a vertical pipe fitted at its lower end with a right-

angle elbow to hold the lamp with its base horizontal. The depth

of the lam.ip was always 30 inches. This depth corresponded with the

center of the observation window in the barge.

2.2 The Irradiance Photometer

Thc irradiance photometer consisted (1) of a sheet of translucent

white plastic mounted in the water just outside the barge window and

(2) a selocted 931-A ruiltiplicr phototube in a light-tight metal

housing placed just inside the barge window. ýa aperture in the hous-

ing admitted light from the roar surface of the white plastic sheet to

the phototubu. Neutral filters, made from piec. s of uniformly fogged

photogranhic film, were inserted as necessary betdeen the photocell

rnousing and tne window in order to keep the rhotoolectric rea'dings

on scale. The multiplier phototubc was connectcd to a Sweet-type

4-cycle logarithmic photometer circuit which had been linearizýd to

within + 0.02 logarithmic ulits by m'anL3 of a standard lamp and an

inverse--square-law attenuator. ,' Brown i.tlrip-chart re-cording poton-

tiometer was used to record the dcata. The- ,•trip-charts wern read

with a specially coristrctltu, rule kenbodying the; dettail d c,' .]ibr"t, en

data for the photomntur. The reiredueibi ity of the, pho lt , ý t r -ind

the stability of its cailibration w-,..-, such that. Uhi Iwr-f] 1. -hotom-,trwc

prccisiun is believud to hav. bhe.n appro•inMrt(:1y ± 1 prcent wxc,(,pt

at the lowest lig.rht i3vels wh(re nW ;e w-:' a",pr.(ci;1bi'
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2.3 The Color Filtcr

A IAratten No. 61 gelat-in filttjr was faut.-nod to t~he, .urface of

tile 931-A multiplior phototubc in order to limit thc spectral resuponseý

of the photometcr to a narrow ba7,nd in the gre.en poit~iori of thQ snpecti'am,

;;,,i shown by Figure 2. This filter wa,-s choseýn in the belief that

the water exhibited rmi:ni;,aum a.bsorptinn ,:t tht, waveýlength interval it

trangsmits. A duplicate filtor, mounted in B gglass, was used with

-'.he cartera d,Žscribed in the; following section,

24 ThQ Conpera

A Zeiss Contavx III camera, fitt-ýd with an F~/1.5 Zeips Suimmar le-ns

of 5.0 centimeters focal lenigth was u,3od as, a d -ianice photometer to

r,ýx-asure thc apparent radLJ.-act of thc submra.ged Sphurical lamip. Eastman

Plus X 35 millinieter film haiving D-iul.5ion No. 5061-64-16A was used.

It was developed for, 10.5 mi nute~s in D--76 ,,t 68c) ± 0.50ýF in a N.1k1or

tank- with minor ag-tlt ion auid jar %t '11 seicond irit~r-vwls in order to

proftuce unity grnmma as read on thi. high-resolutiAon projuctiozn densi-

tometer WhiC1 4iý used to evOau.itý. the negatdves. A VJrcitten No. 61.

filter wa,-s uAcr-i the- caner,-) at all tjimcs. Snrsi2,toritric calibration

W,13 by IarL,"rs Of photc,"lriphy in air of a 2/-tpgray scilec prcparcd

fron Specially toiupt',3ljLpectrollh(eicim,-et~ricall~y riý-utrai- graty paints.

"'he grcay sicstA~oj), each 211 x *31" , w ro .n'tid y 0.06 reflection

0dunsity unitf. aP.9 re b-y a hteltr tJTot trlcsd
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at the c=rn ra position, approximatoly 20 .fout f 7acn tno I.,r scale.

The sensitomlot~ric calibr-.tion oxposures were mado Weore amnd after

the expeicPmunt; all of the photographic data given, in thIs report we-.re

f-.om a single roll of .filiv. Thic effect of T-h'ýLter Speed on the

.shape of the characteriatic. curve of the fUn wcas,, inv,ýstigat:.ed indepai-.

dentU~y and found to-.1 neg:ligi.1Ie.

2.41. Shutter Cal ibrattion

The expo.sure t~~in the experiment, described in this report.

varied from 1.75 mnilliaccondq to 180,000 milliseconds. The lon-ei'

intervals were tirncd with a sto~p v;Rtch but the shorter wiure produced

'by t:ýIý Cam~f-r:-.- ShIU4ttar 7,jqý,-jauism. In propar:ation xý`or th-3 Q~)ritnent,

th,-Ž camerra wils :iunt T~o t~he, Zriss :3u-rvice station. in New, York for

shutter lurct nand oveiibaul. The pcrforziiance of thfe qhut~tor was

thon stadied bty mrnans of a higii pzxecision osca.Jlooraphlo techiiique.

it, was found to bQ rcnroducible to withtin + 2 percent aý the oenter

~fthe filid with mnearn valuus of' 1.75, 3.0, 6.0 0, 1 0, 52, 1"

175, 420, and 4000 rnillisemcds respoctively at, tho. I1' differ,-z

shuttur speed q(.ttings.
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2.*5 Mi nhimuzati on of huflt etic onff.i'c ts

"in opt~icall.y bounidles, homogeonous body of water with no

reflecting surfaceoi to ,;.ffflect the !ight-fiould produced by the. submtu.rged

:lamp i-. required for the exqperipient dcscribed by this rP.Tort. This

condition wa.- approxiniated as closely aq priac tc aJ limitation per--

rnatt~ed. Te~ avaiLableý bargte had it.6 observration window 2.,1. feet

beneath thei water qiurfa,)ce and only horizontal or ncc'.-.r-horizoziflti vicw-

ing was poss-ibl.e, The.. lamp., thlere~forc, wai he )d rit a depth of 25

feet. iRefleotion effects ar mr z' nd, it ie, believed, adcquately

elimin;Acd (1) by providing, a "lroof" of flaigra~fts to eliminate

the ai~r-~wate-,r boundary mcl (2) by paxinting trnc un~delr surfacesý ol~ these.

rats -and the side of the, ba.rgc with matte black paint ha-i-g

s'ibrnerged rcf7.-ctarico ofl apprcaxiraatcly 1.5 percentv. a vahibýý chiose-n to

match the nmeasuved reflectance functi on of the; w;Atr, The ~sa

impression !gainod by looking OU~v t hrougý. the targe, win dow was of a

highly uniform and 3ynnetric light fi.eld wzith ný' Cevidence of~ spc-cular

glints or othor unwantod reflected lgt

2 .~ ~xpri~ntaJProcedurc

P ho.t~oeectric irraidj.:ncc: daýt;, a~crmet! m with the. 1,,L~p ,-,t

10"1, 4', A-0~.106", ,nrl -t. (approxirn'vt El3y) 1.0 "zi t, ~r'vll,- out

,, 1681'. Photogrraehs of& the. Ilimlp were rd at a diotarnceý of 10.!) feet

and at ten foot -LnttemrYaiS out to 8~0,5 I>. e-, beyod wh i iprh~ogra rirr

was not practicnbie0-.
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2.7 Apparent Radianct., of thue Lamp

Dnta on thk% apparent radlancc of thie lamup at various distancues

!ire sliow. int Figrure 3,, These da--ta were obt~linxed by phot.OgTaphi'ý

photometry. In iaost cases two or thruee oýxoosurc time:S differing by

5 or 10 fold wcve used at. each lamnp distanmce and thea resulti-ng pointi

ame plotted in thc figure. A srurtll numtural 2 bes-ide a point indic;.t;,ý

that ide~nt~ictal L of ,A~p,.-.rnt, radiance w,.irt-: obtainied frcrmnfl<;2-

tives r'ado- width two dfrcit xposuixe timies. It is intersting to

note thr-n+ c7-pnsur'TO time rariv,-1 from~ 1.75 milllseuconds at 10.5- feet

to 1830,00k mý~l~e~r t $10.5 ffeet. Ext~rovle2l cabnu wat(-er conditions

were required in oroer to obtain neaningful photogranhs ý'.t tht-e longer

excposurý 9.

igue ~ :i2K~gaitr~c.ThE; Cclse fJi't of th.o, dý-±t-, to n

strvdight 3.1n(; on thuis plot 6uppor'Ls the hypotlicsis thaýt t ne apparent

radiwintc of thc-ý lamp) i,,- attetnuated. r--xponý-ntialiy, as in the. equation

wherte N ris tjie, appaRrent rpcdi~ncne at distrancc r, N Q is th-o

`nhru~nt Yadiancu of the larip suirfane, and a. its th(e attenuation

coef~ficient for apparu-nt radianine. LIn Figure 3 a straignt line

repe~f~tig L 0.200 naturail log,-tuiit~n per floot. is drawn nciar

the data points.
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2.71 Comptzrison with Hydrophotometcr Data

Just prior to the rhotomei.ric experiments, which lasted through-

out the night, a hydrophotometer was used to measure the attenuation

coefficient for a highly collimated beamtn of li,4t. The measurd

value of this attenuation coefficient was 0.212 natural log-units

per foot. The lower dashed line in Figure 3 depicts this rate of

attenuation.

The hydrophotcneter was used again after the photometric experi-

ments had been completed and an attenuation coefficient of 0.195

natural log-units per foot was mepsurtd. This value is represented

by the upper dashed line in Figuret 3. The smal). decrease in attenuation

coefficient r.zy represent nm instrumcnt al variability or it may

signify that the standing crop of marine organisms diminished slightly

as thQ water temperature fell during the night.

It is intercsting to note that virtually rll of thr, apparent

radiance values fall between the dashed lines. This strongly supports

the hypotheses that the ccntribution of rmultiply scatt ýred light to

the apparent radianice of the lanp is negligible and that the mono-prth

(i.e., non-scattered) compornent H0  of irradizance produced by the
r

submerged lamp is given by the relation

H0  ,u (2)A rPE2D
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where the irradiance H is on a plane pcrpenidicul.ar to direction
r

of the flux at distance r fr., the l.amp, J is tho radiant intensity

of the lamp in the direction of the obsertvation, r•nd a is the

attenuation coefficient for collimated light as measured by a hydro-

photometer.

The componont H* of irradiance due to multi-path tr,ýnsmission
r

(i.e., multiply scattered light) cxn read.ly bk,, deduced from the

irradiance m.as1urements deocribed in the following section since thu

total. irradi-.nce H mrust be the sum of the mono-path and multi-path
r

co ponents; that is,

H Ii+ If 0
r r r

2.8 Irradiance Produccd by the Lamp

The irradiance produced by the underwater lamp at various dis-

tanc(es was measured by means of thc photoelectric irradiance photo-

rietur described. in section 2.2 of this report. The drta arc

plotted as crosses (+) in Firure 4. "L iooth curve wi.s fitted to

these points by a least-squares procedurc -ad %ppoars ý,3 the solid

line in Figures 4 3nd 5. The primary goal of' the research dicribed

by this rerort was to evolve a simple equation capabiu. of describing

this curve in ternm of measurble inhurcnt uor appuxrat optivcal proper-

ties of the water. Progress toward thirt goal i3 described in the

following section.
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3. THEORY

3.1 •igoroun Mothods

A rigorous treatment of thu submergod point source is an imposing

theoretical problem in the domain of radiative transfer. Such a

treatment has been set forth by Proisendorfer using his discrete-
1

space Method. The resulting solution is iterz-.tive in character Mnd

application of it to practical problems requiires the use of a lar'ge

electronic computer. A program for the IBM 7090 at Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base is soon to be prepared by the Air Force on the, basis

of Preisendorfer's theory, but even after this advanced technique is

available, a simple, approximate, theoretical. or empirical equation

in closed fo:,m will be of use.

3.2 Thu Diffusion Theory opproximation

Theoreticians concerned with neutron transport -nd rel-%ted

phenomena have used difflisicn theory to derive relations which are

adaptable to inultipath (i.,., multiply scattered) transmission by

water. Moet of these derivfttions -ssumie isotropic scattering, a

very improper a•iumpticn with re.sncet to mogt na'tural braters, wherein

the volume2 scattering function may rngo ove mon than 1000 to 1.

The diffusion theory relation f,)r jrradiincc has been found, however,

to fit the measured data closely at 1arg<t distanck, v from the source lid,

1 Preuendorfer. tio W., "Two Fundiriental ilethods (f Solving, Point-Source

Problem. in Discrete-Space hadiitive Transfor Theory," STO Ruf. No.
59-71, December 1959,
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as will be shovn later in this section, empirical modificati~ns can

be devised which extend the usefulness of this mathematical model.

to all source distances.

3.2.1 Derivation

The diffusion theory derivation for the flux produced by

rm'ltiple isotropic scattering from a distant uniform point source

appears in various books. For exmple, equation (5.49.1) on page

107 of Glastone qnd Edlund's, "'Elements of Nuclear Reactor Theory,"

(New York, von Nostrand's Press, 1952) is --Kr/4niDr.

Following suggestions by Proisendorfer, this relation can be expressed
2

ini the notatior. of hydrologic optic2 as follows:

h(r,+) + h(r,-) = D(r,+)H(r,+) + D(r,-)H(r,-) = J -K(r,÷)r

w here K 2(r,+) = D 'Ir,4-)a /Th-r,+)a + 2 b7 4~ a K ( ,+

but H(r,-) and b ca~i b-. neglected since in most natural waters

1(r,-) '-• 0.02 fi(r,+) and b . 0.02 a. Thus,

H- (r,+ 4- J -(,1 ') ~ r+ (4)

If, at large r, K(r, ) j.s apTrox'i.acly hiiidepe.n:cnt of r,

., 2
Freisendorfer, !I. 'A. and Tyl1er, J. E., "Thu M1asurrrimtnt of Light
in Natluai] 'ators, )hadi metric Concels aunG Optical Properties,
10 lt(if. No A8-6), 17 Novumber 19)-.
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then the diffusion theory approximation fur the irradiance produced

by a distant unifo:;m point may be written

. 4 -1 -Kr
1 JK (=Go) e , (5)r

where the attenuation coefficient K is for some configuration of

diffused light.

3.2.2 Comparison with Expariment

In view of the algebraic form of cquation (5), tht smoothed

irradi-mace data which form the basis of the curve in Figure 4 were

multiplied by r and replotted. At the long(er distances this

scmi-logarith-ic plot was an excellent straight line with a slope

of 0.0570 natural log-units per foot. This valuu of K was also

calculated algebraically from the r-"ation

HI =r. ,-K(rl - r 2 ) (6)

which results frcxi writing equation (5) succosoively for two

distances, I -nd 2, dividing ono of these equaticms by tht; other°

Equations (2) 2nd (5) were ccmLbined with Uql.aticn (3) av- frollows:

H r J <-r + J KC-< (~)
rTTAPr 2 4Dr
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The constants a = 0.20 per foot and K 0.057 per foot were

inserted and J was arbitrarilly assigned tn make the calculated

value of Hr agree with the photoelectric data at long range. Values

of H at various distances were then computed and are plotted asr

solid dots in Figure 5. The solid carve in Figure 5 is identical

with that in. Figure 4 and represents the smoothed irradianco data.

The agreement or the solid 6cts with the data curve in Fignire 5

is most encouraging, although thy predict loss irradianco than was

measured at intermediate distrmces.

3.2.3 Comparison of I( with oth(: Attenuation Coefficients

Thirty-six hours after the irradi,-nce ird apparent source

radiance data were obtai.•d calm, overcast, daylight conditions

permitted three apporeni opi icý . properties of the water k, K(,),

and K(-) to be measured by .ieans of appropriate submersible photo-

electric irradiance phc•tometers equipped with Written No, 61 gelatin

filters. At that time the hyArophotomuter indicatu-d -n att.nu..tion

coefficient a = 0.1'. natural log-un to per fout. P• , , Isfa,•Ir(d

vi]u1 Us of the three diffuie :ittc.nuation cot.fficitat s f:r •wuic .t

d,"Yliý,ht a,% a." eTt 'f 2.5ý f,,!t 0 0. O t6-3.' in-.lural lg-u it

p r foot, K(+) (u)51. natural log-units ) f ,t nd K(-) = 0o.0l9

nLt~ur:a1 log-uij t& ',:.,r [roue, rspectl:ivly.
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Thoe measured attonur'tirn ~oo~fficiumt for MUit-oat T_-trlslii 4

fr~cm t~h( subrn(3-rge;d pnint &OC wsreported in the prtucoding sceticon

as K 0.0570 natural log-urijts per fo:)t. Thi-s value *)p~c,-,rs G~o lie

betwc-a, k and. K(+),, probably sc'ncwhat closc~r to k. Latoer experi-

mnents in oth.-r naturcl waters should explore this observatirzc,

care~fully. Thu finding, that K end k -,.re probably interchangeablu

£-ir practical purpo~es is an inportant result of tho experimental

stud~y dcescribed. in this report.

3.3 Ernpiricrt Corrections

3.3.1 Constant Factors

TiirYLs qL'ickly d~.r,-oastrctdd that no cc'rstanlt factor appliud

to the sec(ýnd ttern of equation (?) wrill criuse it to fit the data,

For exmniple, the cro,.-ses (4, in Pi:,,ure 5 show hý,Žw Thc fit -12; !a.foc ted

by chan -ing thdfctr 4 to 2. te c n,-ijnmat,,r c. thc- qc~ond term

of eqruati ol (7).

3.5.2~ngi~Dupendont Cnrrecti cris

mofk.re f'rui tf'ld :xppruch wa, ýiu-gsl-- equatim-n (4), evi

K(r,) i s dupenc!ent upcn the lnydiLst-.nc- r. Inau-unuc~h as

K~r4)a D(r,+) if b is, regli jiblt-, ýL cw~n ,( !" k,(r..+) xith r

shoul-d rEsul t "r m ýhi. r-,raduai0 Lt.~rt-,ýr ýn uf t h( Miejc, a i~ b.

tinr 1-1 ridJ--'nce in lthto wiater as th.. "sr~ i pjroc'.T-hedA.

APPENDIX (2
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In the nbserxn otf a t~hco r't~ic,%i modcl f'cr thu rarigu-de;pondanc

off the dLiHtributiori fimcticu D( r, +), secr mpirical 1bri

fc'rto! woro, tri-.d. 'irhe riuqt proniginng of thestj iý3ur~s~ie by

hhu cnquati on

11 + IT 21 + IT _________ e

wli-zre uO v, w, anid z ar~l arbi trary oonstair~t,,.

Nuraericl trinls soon showud that. thc data ccol.d t befitted

if u. w mnd v z, i* ,the attenuotiar.n fa~ctcr W~ t~hin Uhe

emponent mustl differ fr.-mr that witiiout.. Th-is obbsorv,,,ticri indicatos

that. t he otimplu conueop of a cij -va~lvu.d, r,.u-igc-cVpendcncit aittenu-atl oa

function, (.r d~ist~ribution funct!ion Is an wrompLfcin4th

fphy7s.leal situotion. TIhis is riot ý.urpx'ioing in view of thu c,,ripl'Cxlty

of Pmi rirc iftrcrit ormus theoi's

~inc ri~turet f~r~s f rtt~ui~ in£tnc~tj A 't beý uj Cd

with ir anO. wihout t.,!e Qxpfl(fltJid,lt, jit.l oiicvd th-lt cý)nvc-nll cco

'-IA Ihe stervt.d by r-L.duciri", the' ex)cncrnrl to: Kr,i.e y,.t~n

w =1 a-,nd z = 0. lt, iiý thcri nerucs510. tý, iý.1euL. v~l Li ;s e f u ~Lnfl v

to rro-duce, --,. fit t,, thc xpt tja1~ ,,,d . CudIcli m 'tci

areienthy mdit. mrin t e ~~a.Ž it~h a -r't,o Liit~y thAt t~ht. bh-o

vaiucc f tes co)nrtznte w*j'i fouid * 'iibo, fl t, 1Ait rilx1A s~~~hzrw by theaon c)pcr, J in 'ForL h w aLna i .ai
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£ cý i-.iiai (YT~jinpric~aA. crt& i'nfor)T the iridlrwa'tf~r irrmdiwac c

H prodticua 1by a unixorrnisbmergod ý"oant ;1,1mircec at a dlatanc~u
r

r is

j -) + j-K
r 77-- (9)

3.4 Applicability tn Qthcr 14aturali Wa.+,x3

hquti. n (9), with its conritants u =2.5 'U~d v -- 7, do-scribc~s

(L1.ta~ t.;:k(-r1 in only nenatural water. Its3 %pplicability teo oth.;r

wnt-si,, unkr~ccwr. Iramohowwvr, ?.s the first tterm i,3 oxAct

%nd the cc:n t.onti is found.,d upon !,n £stabli~shcd. mr,,thorniatical r.modcl,

thcrýJ iz,, ai l e-atiA f,,unda',tion f,.r the Eqeý,to th;,t the fmncrm1

form ..f ishe exp.r-.;-dion will svo a us,'2ful aproxinatiori rc:latý.(nr

f,-r ;'ic-st nt~urdJ wat,.rs- -.nd tlic hco1pe tivat thý. cori! 9 tsrt u and v

will be lnsonsitiveý to.- the sha)pe of 'th(o 'nlum,. scattering function.

t~r irnoourto.nt nf':xt -,t~cp is, -Thvir'uslv,ý, týý tos-t cqurfti-'ns (7)

and (9) by Tuan' of ixrradi;'ncr dat~ ' Vct in ,)tli(r types r-f

naturr'1 vi-ttcrs.
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1. IN~TRODUCTION W A S1TýMAIRY

Measurements of the transmission of mronochromatic light, from a

submerged unifcrm point source have been reported, The spectral.

iradiance Hr at any distance r .rom -the source was found to

be represented by the semi-empirical equation

* -Kr .,,-Kr (i)

r r 2  4nr

where J is the spectral radiant intensity, a is the attenuation

coefficienit for non-scattered 1ight (monopath transmi.eion). K

is the attenuation ccefficien,, for s3atterad light (,multipath

transmission) and the empirical constants u and v have the values

ii = 2.5 aid v = 7 for the deta f•::i' which the equation was evolved.

The present report describes uirder49ater mit-,surements o0 the

transmission of light from a subie, rged source of variable beam-spread.

0
Angular beaia-widths down to 20 were used. it was f',lrd that the

irradiance due to aouees producing unitfomoi circular light bearrs of

* Duntley, S. Q., "Meaewirewents of the. Transmission of Light trom &nUnderwater Point Sourceý,' 'Rx,ýeport. Nc, 5- 1,3ureiau olf :,hpCnr~
NObs-72039, October 1060.
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total plane azgular wJdth 9 r 2• 0° can be represented, by equation

(•) if the empirical constants u. and v@ Q re, respectively,

lo- g2 (2)9 U2 9

and

;,here u2•r = 2.5 and -r2T= 7 for the data from which these

equatltons were evolvdo,

Ar. important i.mplination of the foregoing equations is that,

from the standpoi.nt otf efficiency, underwa-ter lighting systems

should t:omploy narrow-beam sources to the maximLua extent practicable,

even at runges 6o great that the monopath transmission is negligible.

The 2ollowing see•tions of this report describe the experiments

and presont tile data from which equations (2) and (3) &nd the

foregoing conhlu.sions nave been evolved.

APPENLstM H
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

2.1 Introduction

The irradiance data discussed in this report were obtained

at the Visibility Laboratory's Diamond Island Field Station in Lake

Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire where a unique combination of favorable

experimental conditions permitted the work to be performed with simple

apparatus and at low co.t. A photoelectric radiance photompter was

mounted at an underwater window of an anchored, floating barge which

wes specially constructed at the field station in 1948 for use in

underwater research. A train of nine black-painted wooden rafts,

each ten feet long, was attached to the barge in front of the photometer

window, as shown in Figure 1. These rafts served to support the light

source at selected distances from the photometer and also to eliminated

specular reflection at the water surface. The measurements were made

on a moonless night when no ambient light wts detectable by the
photometer.

2.2 The Underwater Light Source

A variable beam-spread light source was constructed by enclosing

a 1000 watt incandescent "diving lamp" manufactured by the General

Electric Company by a rectangular box as shown in Figure 2. The

lamp, designed for underwater burning, had a spherical envelope

three inches in diameter. It wti sprayed with W. P. Fuller No. 7786

gloss white lacquer in order to produce a uniform translucent white

APPENDIX H
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covering. After being painted, the lamp was found to produce the same

radiant intensity in all directions to within t 7 percent except

toward the base, which was always away from the opening in the

box (see Figure 2). The lamp was attached by its base to a length

of hollow pipe through which the electric leads passed. The position

of the lamp within the box could be adjusted by sliding the pipe

through the supporting gland at the rear of the device, and the

beam-spread produced by the system could thus be varied at will. The

upper portion of Figure 2 indicates the lamp p 1sit:lok,.3 corresponding

with various commonly used beam spreads. The indicated nominal values

of the beam spread Q are as measured from the center of the lamp.

This geometry is illustrated by the lower portion of Figure 2, which

00

shows that the source produced extreme rays with a spread of 28°

when the nominal beam spread Q was 200

Provision w63 made for mounting the lamp beneath any raft, i.e.,

at virtually any desired distance from the photometer window. The

depth of the amp was 30 inches; this depth corresponded with that

of the center of the window in the barge.

The lamp was operated at rated current and vcltage through a

Sorenson 50OW regulator. Careful checks made wi .h the iiradiance

photometer showed that the lumninous output cf the -ource was free

from detectabie warm-up effects, long-term, or short, ter, fluctuations.

APPENLIA H
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2.2.1 Minimization of Ref-'ection Effects

An optically boundless, homogeneous body of water with no

reflecting surfaces to affect the light-field produced by the

submerged lamp is required for the experiment described by this

report. This condition was approximated as closely as practical

limitations permitted. The available barge had its observation

window 2.5 feet beneath the water surface and on'Ly horizontal or

near-horizontal viewing was possible. The lamp, therefore, was held

at a depth of 2.5 feet. Reflection effects were minimized and; it is

believed, adequately eliminated (1) by providing a "roof" of floating:

rafts to eliminate the air-water boundary and (2) by painting the under

surface.- of these rafts and the side of the barge with matte black

paint having a submerged reflectance of approximately 1.5 percent,

a value chosen to match the measured reflectance function of the water.

The visual impre sion gained by looking out through the barge window

was of a highly uniform and symmetric light field with no evidence

of specular glints or other unwanted reflected light.

2.3 The Irradiance Photome--,ter

The Irradiance Fhotome , r consi-ited (i) (if a sheet of trans-

lucent white plastic mounted in the x-ater just outside the ba-rge

window and (2) a selected 931-- ozitiplier phototube ýIn a light-

tight motal housing p~aced juot in.ridc the barge wixidow. An aperture

in -he housing admitted light from t:h(, rear surfa e of the vl-,ite

APPEiD"DiX H
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plastiV sheet to the phototube. Neutral filters, maie irom pieces

of uniformly fogged photographic f.ilm, were inserted aa necessary

between the photocell housing and the window in order to keep the

photoelectric readings on scale. The multiplier phototube vas

connected to a Sweet-type 4-cysle logarithmic photometer circuit

which had been linearized to within •- 0.02 logarithmic units

by means of a standard lamp and an inverse-square-law attenuator.

A Brown strip-chart record&,ng potentiometer was used to record the

data, T"he strip-charts were read with a specially constructed rule

embodying the detailed calibration data for the photometer. The

reproducibilitiy of the photometer and the stability of its calibration

wae such that the over-all photometric precision is believed to have

been approximately t 1 percent except at the lowest light levels

where noise was appreciable.

2,4 The Color Filter

A Wratten No. 6] gelatin filter was fastened to the surface of

the 93J-A multiplier phototube in order to lixnit the spectral

r'eoponse of the photometer to a narrow band in the green porti n

of the spectrum, as shown in F~gure :. This filter was chosen in

thte belief that the water exhlbited minimum absorption at the

wavelength interval it transmits.

Ar>IVENDIX H
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2.!; The Data

Photoelectric irradiance data were obtained with the source

at 13', 23', 351', 43', 53'2 63', and 75' from the photometer. At

each of these distances the source was operated with beam spreads

of 20P, SO0 , 450, 600, 750, 900, 1800, and 360e. Uiavoidable delays

due to mechanical problems of several kinds, wind, rain squalls, end

moonlight combined to prevent a complete run of this experiment from

being made on any one of the few nights available for the work.

Minor changes in the optical nature of the water occurred from nigh-

to night due, it is believed, to changes in the standing crop of

organisms in the water caused primarilly by variations in water

temperature. The optical properties of the water were moiAtored by

means of a hydrophotometer and a nephelometer and first order correc-

t'-lns were applied to the data with the intent of null1fying the amail

night-to-iAight chazige.. The resulting smoothed data are represerted

by the curves of irradiance Hr va source distance r shown in

Figure 4. Data points have been shown on the 3600 curve in order to

identify the source distances at which all of the data were taken.

The 560° curve is the only one for which all points were obtainid on

a -v<ngle night; it is, therefore, regarded tB the most accurate of the

data.
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2.5.1 Efficiency

It is evident from Figure 4 that an increase in. beam-spread

from 200 to 3600 produces only a minor increase in irradiance,

particularly at small source distances. Even at ?U feet the

increase in irradiance is only 5-fold. Since the radiant power

(i.e., the total2ight) entering the water from the light source is

linearly proportional to the solid angle of the beam, the 5-fold

increase in irrediance at 73 feet results from a 132-fold increase

in power output from the source. It is obvious, therefore, that

increasing the beami-spread of the ligit source is a poor way to increase

the irradiance on an underwater object. From the standpoint of

efficiency, underwater lighting systems should employ narrow-beam

sources to the maximum extent practicable, even a! ranges so great

that multipath (glow) transmission accounts for virtually all of the

irradiance. A more quantitative discussion of this conclusion is

given in Section 3.3 of this report..

2.5.2 Trends of the Data

The details of the curves showr in Figure 4 are better displayed

by the cross-plot shown in Figure 5, which depicts the irradiance

Hr at various source distances as a f'unction of the beam-spread P.

ITie circled points in this f'igure relate to the subject matter of

SSection 3.2 of this report and are of' no relevance to the >resent

discussion. The curves represent the same data shown in Figure 4.

I
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It will be noted that there is a progressive change in curve

shape such that the irradiance is more dependent upon beam

spread at the longer distances. Tis progression is illustrated

by Figure 6, wherein all of the curves in Figure 5 have been
0

superimposed in such a way that they coincide at beam-spread 360

A primary goal of the research described by this report is the

evolution of a useable empirical equation capable of specifying the

irradiance produced by a distant underwater light scurce of

restricted beam-spread in terms of measurable inherent or apparent

optical properties of the water. Progress toward that goal is

described in the following section.

A
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3. Empirical Relations

3.31 Introduction

A rigorous treatment of the subwerged point source has been
1

given by Freisendorfer using his discrete-space method. The resulting

solution to this imposing problem in radiative transfer theory is

iterative in character and application of it to any practical problem

is a major task even for the largest electronic computers. A program

for the IBM 7090 computer at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base is soon

to be prepared by an Air Force contractor, but even after this

advanced technique is available to predict the underwater radiance

and irradiance distributions produced by any arbitrary underwater

light aource, a simnle approximate empirical irradiance equation in

closed form will be of use.

*Sue" a relation for the special case of an unrestricted,

uniform point source (9 = 3600) has been reported. The spectral

irr&A-iance Hr at any distance r from the source was found to

be represented by the semi-empirical equation

_-r v_-K_, K__Kr (C)

Pr= _L_ + J 11(1 + VCJK r
r2 4T-rj

Preisendorfer, R. W., "Two Fýndamental Methcds of Solving Point-Source
Problems in Discretea-space Radietive Vransfifr Theory," SIO Ref. No. 59--71,
Decemtbor 1 9M9 .

, .. . 1Q. "i'asureIrients of the .r .ior of' ii.g t tlYndeve otrfPit N•-.,-Va--)M) No.• .... ....
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The data described in Section 2 of this report provide the basis

for an empirical extention of equation (1) to include the effec, of

restricted beam-spread Q.

3.2 Effect of Beam Spread

The constants u and v in equation (i) were modified Ly

a trial-and-error process until the equation fitted the data

portrayed by Figures 4 and 5 of this report. At the conclusicn of

this lengthy task it was found that the required values of u and

v varied in a systematic way with the beam-spread 9. This is

illustrated by figures 7 and 8, the plotted points on which renresent

values of u. and v 0  respectively required to make equation (i)

represent the irradiance data. In each case a straight line

representing a simple function of 9 has been drawn through the points.

These functions are:

u u - log 2 (2)
- v2rr 2 10 9

V v ~'~ ~

ill til ': 'v for f'ig'uros
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It is obviovs from the form of equation (2) that negative values

of u0 are possible when the beam-sp. .d is small. Actually, these

occur at 9 . degre ,s (appr oxi~itely) and produce -onrealistic

implications., ,uttion3 (2) and (3) should not be trusted outside

of th i rfnge of the dat'a upon which they are based. Experiments with

sourc, . having snai aer ',eau-spreads should provide the basis for

bette. smp.rit ".nct': .s than equitions (2) and (3). Even the

prese, r data may sugge! t bette, .t. Inctions or better-chosen constants

for the precent functicns. it can on.1y be said thalt equations (2)

VT! (i) , re the best that have ber'., evolved thus far. It is believed

that they erAble the Irradiance produced by soirces having beftM

spreads )f Y0' or more to be calculated with sufficiexot acco.rl'-cy

f'or rno, prai tical parposes. The circle,. in Figure 5 repres-,,rt the

F"J"' o;( )c of equation (1) ,her combine~i t,.,,ith equatLIons ($.) ,-d

4; illustrate that agreeraent. is I-), t, n .1 rge dist•ll,:e,ý

3,3 Efficiency

zaf tof 0U(t.C0Lt -iw of &.n unde'iuO c.r

c iA t. 1o .of the nonochr,.; ial i'radicc BP prodlzcv I

t, r-dic-f r fo 4ho tx'•.tal .o.ic pomoor P "cdntet{y' . ,rc . ! : ., oiot o : T.. n tih, .;pfc,'i-i

a'n' <" L if.o.m < .,• [C t bew'., ) or .t•,• " ,. ,- .v , t .:; ,.•,, o i", ,

• F . ., -' r, ' s,. I'4h);V t, th [i!c i r_, ...t i ,r,,• / . .. " !.
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expressed by means of equations (1), (2), and (3) by the relation

1/2

•".5 • -Kr -Kr

Hr r 2 4rfr

2r'(l - cos 0/2)

(4)

where a = 0.200 natural log-units per foot and K = 0.0570 natural

log-units per foot for the water in which the data depicted by

Figures 4 and 5 were obtained.

Figure 9, a plot of equation (4), shows the geometrical efficiency

ratio Hr/P aa a function of beam spread @ for four values of

source-distance r, corresponding to 1, 2, 4, and 8 attenuation

lengths or mean-free-photon-paths, 1/a . This plot demonstrates

quantitatively that, from the standpoi-t of efficiency, underwater

lighting systems should employ na-rrow-. eam sources whenever practicable,

even at ranges so great that the monopath transmission is negligible

and the multipath (glow) transmission contributes virtx:;, !ly all of

the Irradiance.
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3.4 Applicability to Other Natural Waters

Equations (1) through (4) with the constants given in this

report describe data obtained in only one natural water. Their

applicability to other waters is unknown. Inasmuch, however, as

the first term of equation (1) is exact and the second term is

founded upon a well established diffusion theory model, there is a

basis for the expectation that the general form of the expressions

will serve as a useful approximation relation for most natural

waters and the hope that the constants other than a and K

will be insentive to water type.

Important next steps are, obviously, to test equations (1)

through (4) by means of irradiance data collected in other types

of natural waters and to include 3ources havinri srwiller oeam-spreads.

I
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